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Voting from Abroad
This topic area includes the following chapters:
Comparative Review
Legal Framework
Entitlement to Vote from Abroad
The Implementation of External Voting
Host Country Issues
The Political Rights of Refugees and Displaced Persons: Enfranchisement and Participation
The Political Rights of Migrants Workers and External Voting
Observation of External Voting
"E-voting" and External Voting
The globalization of political, personal and professional life, the spread of democracy throughout the world and
an increase in migration have all contributed to an increasing interest in voting rights for refugees, diplomats,
members of the armed forces serving overseas and other people who are temporarily or permanently absent
from their own country. The ability of these people to exercise their right to vote when an election in their
home country takes place has long been an issue in electoral design and management. As the number of
countries holding democratic elections has increased, however, it has become much more salient. It is not only
that many more people are travelling and working around the globe. As elections take place in countries in
transition after authoritarian rule, and even more so after violent conflict, the rights of refugees and people
living outside a country to participate in building its future are increasingly important. At the same time,
questions of principle have emerged: exactly who has the right to be represented, and how?
While the constitutions of many countries guarantee the right to vote for all citizens, in reality voters who are
outside their home country when elections take place are often disenfranchised because of a lack of procedures
enabling them to exercise that right.
Although it is quite a recent phenomenon, external voting is now on the political agenda in many countries.
Universal—that is, unrestricted and unconditional—external voting is regarded by many as part of the citizen’s
rights in a world where living or staying abroad forms part of the life of millions of people and where the
exercise of rights and the enforcement of laws are becoming more transnational every day.

Overview of Voting from Abroad
The aim here is to engage stakeholders in debate and further discussion on the topic in order to improve
present structures, future readiness and practice in external voting. On both theoretical and practical levels this
topic area aims to contribute to the discussion of the basic principle of representation and how to operationalize
and balance criteria such as inclusiveness and effectiveness. It will also hopefully create greater general
understanding of electoral and institutional design issues on the part of legislators, EMBs, political parties and
other participants debating change. Providing good external voting practices is a future challenge to democracy
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other participants debating change. Providing good external voting practices is a future challenge to democracy
and to the perception of democracy—among migrant voters in particular.
In 2000 there were 175 million international migrants in the world, that is, one out of every 35 persons in the
world was an international migrant. This total represented a more than twofold increase from 76 million in
1960. By comparison, the world population only doubled from 3 billion in 1960 to 6 billion in 2000.
Interestingly, statistics show an increased concentration of migrants in the developed world and in a small
number of countries. Trends also show that there has been a shift of labour migration to East and South-East
Asia, and migration has also been responsible for the increase in population growth in receiving countries
where fertility levels have been low.
Professional groups, students, tourists and other potential external voters have also increased in numbers since
World War II. Not only have the numbers of potential external voters increased over the world; they are also
more mobile and move or travel faster, which increases the demand for external voting practices to function in
different circumstances.
For the purposes of this topic area, external voting external voting means procedures which enable some or all
electors of a country who are temporarily or permanently abroad to exercise their voting rights from outside
the national territory. The term used throughout the topic area is ‘external voting’. Expressions such ‘absent
voting’, ‘absentee voting’ or ‘out-of-country voting’ which are commonly found mean the same thing.
Types of election external voting can be applied
External voting can be applied at national or local elections or both. It can also be used for referendums and
sub-national elections. It is most common for countries to allow external voting for national elections only,
that is, for presidential or legislative elections.
The decision as to the kinds of election for which external voting will apply relates not only to political and
institutional considerations (which institutions and which levels of government should be influenced by the
votes of electors abroad?) but also to technical and logistical considerations, mostly linked to the type of system
used to elect the legislature or the president and to the procedures that will be used for external voting.

A Map of external voting practices in 214 countries and related territories:
(Click on the image to enlarge the map)
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Categories of external elector
There are several categories of external electors in the world and different approaches to categorizing them.
Social, political, cultural or ethnic circumstances all lead to migration and also, therefore, produce groups of
potential external voters. It has been suggested that there are four main groups of people staying or residing
abroad who are entitled to vote. These are (a) workers, (b) and internally displaced persons (IDPs), (c) in
certain professional groups, such as military personnel, public officials or diplomatic staff (and their families)
and (d) a country’s citizens living or staying abroad, temporarily or permanently (sometimes subject to
restrictions.
Restrictions
There are some restrictions on the entitlement to vote externally that certain countries apply. Restrictions are
normally related to the time spent abroad or the activity carried out abroad. For practical reasons, a country
may limit the availability of external voting to citizens living or staying in certain (in some cases neighbouring)
countries. Some countries make the option of external voting available only when a minimum number of
external electors are registered in a host country.
Entitlement to vote from abroad is sometimes restricted to a specific type of election or referendum or, as
another example, to voters who are assumed to have a connection with their home country. They may have to
show an intent to return to their country of origin. Sometimes there are additional requirements, for example,
that voters must not be abroad for longer than a specified number of years.
There are also several reasons for potential external electors not to register or vote. They may relate to a
person’s fear of being located at a place where he or she is not expected to be, for work or political reasons.
Other reasons may include that a person has become distanced from the political issues in their own country,
or the sometimes complex or costly logistical efforts that have to be gone through in order first to register and
then to vote.
Ways of voting from abroad
There are several ways in which electors can cast their vote from abroad. Some countries offer alternative
methods for voting from abroad, while other countries limit their options to one, for logistical or financial
reasons. Some options are more costly than others, while some offer a more secure or faster voting channel.
The four main voting options are the following.
Personal voting. The voter must go to a specific place and cast his or her vote there in person. This can
be a diplomatic mission or a polling place specially set up abroad. This is the procedure most widely
used for casting an external vote.
Postal voting. The voter fills out the ballot paper at a place he or she chooses and the vote is then
transmitted by ordinary post to the home country. Sometimes witnesses are required to confirm the
identity of the voter and witness that he or she has filled in the ballot paper freely and without
interference.
The proxy vote. A citizen living or staying abroad may be enabled to vote by choosing a proxy who
casts the vote for the voter at a polling place in the home country, or abroad.
Electronic means. The voter may use the Internet, personal digital assistants (PDAs), telephones or a
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Electronic means. The voter may use the Internet, personal digital assistants (PDAs), telephones or a
mobile phone to cast his or her vote. This type of electronic voting is most often referred to as remote
electronic voting, or e-voting and may become more common in future.

Organization of External Voting
Most countries with provisions for external voting organise it through their administrative settings, with
assistance of mail services, the Ministry for Foreign Affairs etc. However, a smaller number of countries,
typically those that have recently come out of a conflict, organise it with the assistance of international
organisations, other countries or partners. Assistance of international partners may be necessary in some cases
for a variety of reasons, including issues relating to trust, security or organisational settings.
Conclusion
This Voting from Abroad topic area discusses the problematic of electoral legislation of external voting. It
furthermore examines conditions for entitlement to vote as well as qualifications to stand as a candidate in
elections. It outlines practical process of implementation of external voting and considers host country issues
such as their roles and responsibilities. Moreover, it summarizes the political rights of refugees and displaced
persons with respect to enfranchisement and participation together with those of migrant workers related to
external voting. The topic area also focuses on the question of observation of external voting and moreover
looks into problematic of e-voting in the context of voting from abroad. Finally, it provides reader with
comparative review of various countries relating to external voting.

Guiding Principles of Voting from Abroad
As the design of democratic electoral rules has received more attention with the rapid increase in the number
of democracies after the break-up of the communist bloc, the external voting becomes more significant in the
face of increasing migration. The key question related to this topic then is how people living outside their
country of origin can have their political rights assured. The answer to this question can be based on few
generally accepted principles that constitute essential elements when shaping the legal framework and the
normative criteria which may relate to them:
Universal Suffrage
Electoral Justice
Political Participation
Enhancement of the Legitimacy of the Democratic System
External voting is then understood as ‘provisions and procedures which enable some or all electors of a country
who are temporarily or permanently outside the country to exercise their voting rights from outside the
territory of the country’.
Universal Suffrage
This argument is mainly based on different international declarations in which universal, equal, free and secret
suffrage is recognized as an inalienable part of human rights (for example, the 1948 Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, article 21; the 1948 American Declaration of Human Rights and Duties, article 20; and the
1969 American Convention on Human Rights, article 23). The basic idea is that every citizen has the right to
participate in every direct election to representative state organs because the formal–judicial equality of all
citizens is guaranteed by the law or the constitution. Although these documents do not mention external voting
as an integral part of universal suffrage, it is often heard in our ‘globalized’ world that the principle of universal
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as an integral part of universal suffrage, it is often heard in our ‘globalized’ world that the principle of universal
suffrage can only be fully achieved if citizens living abroad are entitled to vote in the national elections of their
home country.
The notion of external voting as part of universal suffrage is neither self-evident nor unproblematic. The
concept goes against one of the classic requirements for voting rights and electoral laws written into national
constitutions, as well as into some international declarations of human rights—residency inside the state
territory. On the one hand, the recognition of the principle of universal suffrage is regarded as a civil right,
which can be realized by the widening of political participation. On the other hand, external voting implies the
electoral participation of individuals who may not be directly affected by whatever effects the result brings
about. Furthermore, the implementation of external voting involves major technical and administrative
problems that might interfere with other crucial features of the franchise, in particular the principle of free
elections.
Entitlement to vote
The right to vote externally may be limited to certain types of election. The institutional arrangements for
external voting will depend first of all on who can be registered as an external elector. Various options are
possible:
all citizens living outside the state territory may be allowed to vote in national elections;
certain legal limitations may determine which citizens can be registered as external electors;
citizens living abroad may have the right to vote if a specified minimum number of them register with
diplomatic missions in the foreign country; and
the right to an external vote may be limited in time.
Electoral Justice
Issues of electoral justice such as the transparency of electoral registration, the equality of electoral
competition, the legal conduct of the act of voting, and the control mechanisms to ensure all of these are
essential in informing the process of decision on debating proposals to introduce or maintain external voting.
Transparency
Various procedures for external voting should be examined in the context of the fundamental principle of free,
equal, secret and secure ballot. However, there is thus no ‘best procedure’ for external voting. Much will depend
on the context, such as the infrastructure of those foreign countries where external voting is to be held. The
decision on suitability will depend on the costs and practical aspects of the different procedures for external
voting.
Transparency of external electoral registration and voting procedures as well as in electoral fraud represents
one of the main challenges or organization of elections outside the national borders.
Equality of Political Competition
Ensuring that electoral procedures are free of influence by party interests may be a problem for countries
which face challenges in organizing legitimate elections at home, especially if they have a great number of
citizens not only living abroad but also concentrated in one single country. The electoral campaign may take
place among external electors with no effective control by the administrative bodies of the home country. The
possibility of interference by political actors which are not subject to the legislation of the home country
aggravates the danger of the equality of electoral party competition being violated.
Legal conduct of the act of voting

Prevention of offences against the electoral law represents not only formal and legal difficulty but poses a
serious challenge to a practical electoral organization. Countries which have external voting must come to
terms with the fact that the freedom and security of the votes of their citizens cast abroad may not be
guaranteed to the same extent as those cast inside the country. Electoral management bodies cannot fulfil their
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guaranteed to the same extent as those cast inside the country. Electoral management bodies cannot fulfil their
functions autonomously in foreign host countries.
Political Participation
One of the key principles of external voting is an endeavour to increase political participation which justifies
the political effort involved in the financial costs of external voting. The participation has two functional
dimensions: (a) contribution the popular vote makes to the creation of state institutions; and (b) importance of
electoral participation to the legitimacy of the elected institutions. This principle, however, implies questions of
transparency of external election process and dispute resolution of external voting.
Enhancement of the Legitimacy of the Democratic System
When citizens living abroad are claiming the right to vote, denying it may result in some loss of legitimacy. But
it is equally important to bear in mind that an external voting process which is perceived as biased in favour of
particular political interests or as chaotic may cause electoral events to lose legitimacy in the eyes of the
domestic public. Political forces which would benefit would then be likely to deem external voting to be
legitimate, while those who would suffer would be likely to take the opposite view. Under these circumstances,
the legitimacy of the political system may be brought into question by the introduction of external voting.

Context of Voting from Abroad
The case for external voting is usually presented as a question of principle, based on the universality of the right
to vote. In reality, however, the introduction of external voting is enacted or enabled by legislation passed by
elected politicians. Although there have been a variety of reasons for the enactment of external voting
provisions, almost all have been the result of political impetus, and many have been controversial and even
nakedly partisan.
Historical Background
The first use of external voting appears to have been put in place by the Roman emperor Augustus, who is said
to have invented a new kind of suffrage under which the members of the local senate in 28 newly established
colonies cast votes for candidates for the city offices of Rome and sent them under seal to Rome for the day of
the elections—an act which was undoubtedly based on political rather than democratic motives. In more
recent times, the earliest known use of external voting took place in 1862, when Wisconsin became the first of
a number of US states which enacted provisions to allow absentee voting by soldiers fighting in the Union
army during the Civil War. (The franchise was defined at state level in the USA.) Political contention was from
the beginning a major factor: Republicans backed external voting legislation as they believed that soldiers were
likely to support Republican President Abraham Lincoln, while Democrats sympathetic to peace moves and the
cause of the Confederacy opposed it. Outside the military context, New Zealand introduced absentee voting for
seafarers in 1890, and Australia adopted it in 1902, although under operating arrangements which made its
use outside Australia practically impossible.
Many more people were enlisted into armed forces during World War I (1914–8) than in previous conflicts. In
the United Kingdom (UK), the political demand for a voice for those doing the fighting led in 1918 to the
introduction of absentee voting for military personnel, conducted by proxy. New Zealand gave the vote to all
military personnel, not just those over the then voting age of 21, during the period of the war.
Canada provides more early examples
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Canada provides more early examples of the influence of political factors in the introduction and form of
external voting. Postal voting for military electors on active service was agreed at federal level in 1915: the
Unionist government believed that Canadians on active military service would be likely supporters. Before the
federal election which followed in 1917, the military franchise was extended. In addition, the military voter
could choose the electoral district where the vote would be counted— failing which the political party chosen by
the voter could do so after the results of the civilian voting in-country were known!
Another Canadian example of the influence of political factors was seen in the province of British Columbia,
which enabled military personnel overseas to vote in 1916 in referendums on women’s suffrage and on the
introduction of the prohibition of alcohol. While the referendum on the vote for women passed easily, the
result of the referendum on prohibition was very close, and the votes of overseas soldiers were critical to the
rejection of the proposition. Following allegations of malpractice by the supporters of prohibition, a legislative
commission of inquiry recommended that most of the overseas votes be disallowed. This recommendation was
subsequently passed into law, changing the result of the referendum, and prohibition was then enacted.
France introduced external voting in 1924 to cater to a different constituency: French administrators posted to
the occupied Rhineland were enabled to vote by post. World War II (1939–45) produced further momentum
for external voting by active servicemen. In addition to postal voting by military personnel, Canada introduced
proxy voting on behalf of prisoners of war by their closest relatives for the 1945 general election, and extended
postal voting to military families in 1955. Postal voting for military personnel, merchant seamen and others
working overseas on matters of national importance took place in the UK in 1945, with a three-week delay
between domestic polling and counting to allow for ballot papers to be returned. France introduced proxy
voting for servicemen by 1946: by 1951, postal votes and/or proxy votes were available for voters in a range of
specified categories, including those on government or military service or professional business away from
their home.
A guarantee that US service personnel could register for a postal vote was passed in 1942, although this was
reduced in 1944 to a recommendation to states (which are the registration authorities) to enable registration.
The overseas postal vote was gradually extended to cover non-military personnel serving abroad (in 1955) and
all US citizens abroad (in 1968). Finally, under political pressure from US citizens overseas, the registration
provision became mandatory for states in 1975.
In common with many other aspects of electoral administrative tradition, external voting provisions often
passed from the legislation of a colonial power to the legislation of a newly independent state. The existence
and form of external voting in Malaysia followed its use in colonial Malaya, which had in turn derived it in the
1950s from the British legislation then in force. Postal votes were available for overseas service personnel, for
overseas public servants and overseas students, and for their spouses. However, not all British colonies had
introduced external voting before independence, and indeed some of the remaining British overseas territories
and former colonies still do not have it.
Several French colonies retained the French proxy voting system at independence. France introduced personal
voting in embassies and consulates in 1975 for presidential elections and referendums—an executive
administrative initiative, because only one version of the ballot paper is required—and a number of former
French colonies, for example Gabon and Guinea (Conakry), now have similar systems.
India enacted the core of its election legislation in 1950 and 1951, creating a model which was widely studied in
other countries gaining independence. India at first specifically excluded proxy voting, and enfranchised its
service personnel through postal voting. However, service personnel are now entitled to vote either by post or
by proxy, and electors in government service outside India are entitled to vote by post.
Indonesia legislated in 1953 for its first democratic general elections. While some described the resulting law as
over-complex and a search for democratic perfection, the principle of enfranchisement of all citizens, in
particular migrant workers and students, led to the introduction of external voting in Indonesian embassies
abroad—a mechanism that persisted through the elections of the years of authoritarianism and remained in
use in the democratic era. A similar wide qualification was introduced by Colombia in 1961.
The reasons for introducing external voting also differ according to the historical and political contexts. Thus,
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The reasons for introducing external voting also differ according to the historical and political contexts. Thus,
in several countries the introduction of the right to vote for overseas citizens was an acknowledgement of their
active participation in World War I or World War II. In Spain, the introduction of external voting in 1978 had
a symbolic character insofar as its inclusion in the democratic constitution meant the ex post facto
acknowledgement of the republican emigration after the Civil War. In Argentina (1993) it reflected the
government’s political/pragmatic intention to maintain or strengthen the ties between emigrants and the
mother country. In Austria the introduction of external voting (in 1990) followed a resolution of the
Constitutional Court. The United States provides an example of those rare cases where external voting was
finally enacted in response to the demands of citizens residing overseas (in 1975). While Swiss citizens had been
able to travel back to Switzerland to vote for some years, the argument that Swiss sovereignty precluded
foreigners from voting in Switzerland and therefore prevented the Swiss from seeking agreement for external
voting was only finally overcome in 1989.
Political parties and actors can be the key players in introducing external voting. A provision in Honduras that
had long been stalled was activated by a party which saw political advantage in doing so. In the UK in the
1980s, the then Conservative government saw advantage in the general enfranchisement of British citizens
living overseas and enacted it, believing that many expatriates would be their supporters, but were disappointed
by the very low take-up of overseas registration. Even an extension of the maximum period of overseas
residence from five years to 25 did not bring the party the political benefits they anticipated.
However, communities of expatriates do often seek involvement in their country of origin, whether migrant
workers seeking to retain links with their home, members of long-term diaspora communities opposed to a
current or former regime, or expatriates remitting payments to relatives. Such communities can themselves be
influential in lobbying for the introduction of external voting—as the Dominican Republic case study shows.
The fear of fraud in the operation of external voting provisions has sometimes been well-founded. France
abolished postal voting in 1975 because of the incidence of fraud. French provisions for proxy voting before
1982 allowed proxies to be registered in any electoral district—which led in legislative elections to competition
to register proxies in marginal electoral districts. Since 1982, proxies may only be registered in electoral districts
with which the elector has a connection according to a list specified in the electoral law.
External voting provisions have not always proved to be sustainable. In the Cook Islands (see the case study),
the undesirable effects of political party competition to fly voters overseas back for the poll led to the
introduction of a separate electoral district for Cook Islanders resident overseas. Although Cook Islands
elections have remained competitive, political support for the overseas seat declined and it was abolished for
the 2004 election.
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Social and Political Context
The importance of political factors in the adoption and design of external voting provisions was accentuated
during the democratic transitions of the 1990s. The inclusion of citizens abroad was often seen as a key
element in the process of nation-building, for example, in Namibia in 1989 and South Africa in 1994.
Diaspora communities may be active in seeking a post-transition role, and may be particularly influential
when they play a role in the domestic politics of major donor countries. However, such pressure is not always
successful. The elections which took place in Palestine in 1996 were held under the terms of the Oslo
Agreement of 1993 and the Israeli–Palestinian Interim Agreement of 1995. Under these agreements, the right
of return of displaced Palestinians and their families was left for consideration in final-status negotiations.
Although there was considerable pressure within the Palestinian diaspora for voting rights, no external voting
provisions were introduced.
The international community frequently plays a leading or significant role in mediating transitions and even in
implementing transitional elections. Transition agreements may therefore contain important and sometimes
controversial external voting provisions. The General Framework Agreement for Peace signed at Dayton in
1995 led to the most complex use of external voting thus far attempted in the 1996 elections in Bosnia and
Herzegovina. The issue at stake was the extent to which the ‘ethnic cleansing’ that had taken place during the
conflict would be recognized in the elections. Would people who had been displaced or become refugees be able,
both as a question of principle and in practice, to vote in the locality which they had left, or in a locality where
they now were or where they intended to make a future home? The agreement provided for both options.
While the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE) sought to implement the terms of the
agreement, the political forces in Bosnia—many of which had been the major participants in the war—sought
to encourage some versions of external voting, and to discourage others.
In a transitional context, the question of who implements external voting can be politically highly sensitive.
The International Organization for Migration (IOM) organized external voting for Bosnia and Herzegovina in
a variety of countries for several elections. When external voting for the 2004 elections in Afghanistan was
being planned, Pakistan offered to organize the polling stations itself—politically a highly controversial
proposal, which was not in the event accepted. The same arrangement may, however, be entirely acceptable in
other circumstances. The electoral authority of the US territory of Guam organizes polling for the many
citizens of the Federated States of Micronesia based in Guam, an arrangement which finds all-round support.
External voting and electoral system design
Political considerations are not only important in determining whether external voting takes place: they are
also influential in defining its form. Many decisions relating to external voting are linked to electoral system
design, another highly political aspect of democratic reform and democratic transition. Electoral system design
is one of the most important elements in the institutional framework of a country, influencing as it does the
political party system. Electoral system reform may be on the agenda as a result of vision or a motivation to
improve democracy, or for more short-term, sectoral or even venal reasons on the part of some political
participants. This is mirrored by external voting, which may be placed on the democratic agenda by those who
believe strongly in the equal right of all citizens to participate—or by political forces which see potential
advantage in it.
The desire to promote external voting may constrain the options for electoral system design. Conversely, the
adoption of a particular electoral system may limit the options for external voting mechanisms. This can be
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adoption of a particular electoral systemVoting
may
limit the options for external voting mechanisms. This can be
illustrated by considering the three basic options for external voting—personal voting at an external polling site
in a diplomatic mission, for example; remote voting by post, fax or some form of e-voting; and voting by
proxy.

Personal voting and electoral system design
Personal voting at a polling station in-country is easy: all voters at the polling station will normally be voting in
the same electoral district in the same election or elections, and will thus need to receive the same ballot papers.
Minor exceptions (such as the small number of members of the UK House of Lords, who may not vote in
legislative elections but may vote in local elections) can be accommodated.
The same is not, however, necessarily true of a polling site in for example a diplomatic mission. The electors
may originate from anywhere in the country that is holding the election. Where the same ballot paper is in use
across the whole country, this is not a problem: for example, everyone receives the same ballot paper in a
plurality or majority election for president. The same is true when electing legislators under a List proportional
representation (List PR) system in which the whole country forms one electoral district, and even when closed
List PR is used in smaller electoral districts using ballot papers which only carry party names and logos.
The position is very different when candidate-based systems or systems with smaller electoral districts are used
to elect legislators, and ballot papers are not the same country-wide. First, the electoral authorities have to
establish how many of each ballot paper to despatch to each diplomatic mission. Then, the mission staff have
to issue the right ballot paper to each external voter.
Under plurality/majority systems, for example, First Past The Post, the Two-Round System, Alternative Vote,
Block Vote and Single Non-Transferable Vote, polling site officials will need to know in which district a voter is
entitled to vote. The same is true under Single Transferable Vote.
If open or free List PR are used, the individual candidate lists will be different in each district, even if the same
selection of parties are contesting every district. With closed List PR, the same applies if it is thought that the
voter has the right to know when voting the identity of the candidates on the list of each party. Mixed systems,
whether Mixed Member Proportional (MMP) or Parallel, are the most problematic, posing the challenges of
both of their components simultaneously. Problems are likely to be magnified further if a decision is taken to
use external voting in regional and local elections.
The task of determining which ballot paper each voter should receive may not then be simple, especially if the
voter has left the home country a considerable time before. Neither voters nor polling site officials might be
expected to have detailed knowledge of precise electoral boundaries. It may be possible to use the registration
process to determine the correct location of each elector and record it in a form that is accessible at polling
sites, although this is a task that can consume considerable time and resources. Alternatively, electoral system
designers can design versions of their chosen system in which a specific external district with reserved seats is
created—as in Croatia. Another option is to allocate all external voters to a small number of electoral districts—
as in Indonesia, where the external votes cast in Malaysia and Singapore are included in one of the two
electoral districts in the capital, Jakarta, and all other external votes to the second Jakarta district.
Even when the most recent place of residence in the home country of each elector is known, logistical
challenges remain. The polling site needs to receive ballot papers for every district from the central electoral
administration, and the polling site officials then need to ensure that the correct ballot paper is issued to each
voter. There may be considerable potential for error and confusion. The values of electoral inclusion, electoral
system sustainability and electoral integrity may pull in different directions, and a balance must be achieved.
Remote voting and electoral system design
While the electoral system design challenges for external voting using remote mechanisms are perhaps not as
difficult as those using personal voting mechanisms, there are still substantial issues. While the packaging and
despatch of correct ballot papers may be conducted under less time pressure, and the central election
administration staff involved probably better trained and less likely to make mistakes than the officials at outof-country polling sites, the possibility of error and confusion remains. The reliability of postal services in some
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of-country polling sites, the possibility of error and confusion remains. The reliability of postal services in some
parts of the world is clearly also an issue.
In addition, the electoral timetable can become a relevant factor. Ballot papers cannot be printed and
despatched until nominations are closed and verified: time is then needed for international postal services to
function in both directions. If the closing date for return of external postal ballot papers is set for polling day,
this may not be consistent with the length of the campaign period. If it is set later than polling day, problems of
the credibility of partial results may arise, especially in close elections where the external vote may be decisive.
Timetable issues will be particularly difficult where a Two-Round System is in use, as the ballot papers for the
second round can only be printed and despatched when the result of the first round is known.
Proxy voting and electoral system resign
Of the three approaches to external voting mechanisms, proxy votes cause the least problems to electoral
system designers. The problems of allocating external voters to electoral districts remain, but if this can be
achieved, the proxies can be considered just as the voters themselves would be. Voters will presumably choose
proxies who are in-country and able to vote at the same polling stations as they themselves would. In any
event, the choice of proxy is the voter’s responsibility. A proxy voting system may, however, have other
disadvantages, not least the issues that it can raise about electoral integrity.
Timing issues
External voting may be complex, and is always relatively time-consuming. However, where new electoral
arrangements are being created, it is well known from experience that political actors will take all the time
available for negotiating the form of a new election law. It is after all established negotiating practice to get
maximum value for concessions by making them only when there is pressure of time to reach an agreement.
This means that electoral administrators are almost certain to be operating without sufficient time to produce
the ideal—or even a desirable—election. When corners need to be cut, simple systems which will work
satisfactorily under pressure are therefore valuable. This may affect the choice of external voting method
adopted.

Comparative Review of Voting from Abroad
The aim here is to present a comparative overview of external voting practices worldwide. It is based on 214
countries and related territories. They include all UN member states as well as territories which, although they
have a different juridical status, share a common feature: they elect their own authorities and are not
represented in a parliament or legislative body of the state to which they belong.
The research shows that 115 states and territories have legal provisions which allow their electors to cast a vote
from abroad (as of May 2007). This figure includes five which have legal provisions in place to allow external
voting but, for different reasons, it has not yet been implemented.
The information provided in this topic area only includes reference to countries and territories where external
voting provisions exist for national elections or national referendums. Countries and territories where
provisions for external voting exist only at local level have not been included.
A small number of countries have had legal provisions on external voting but only applied them exceptionally
at one time in their history. There are cases where external voting has been used at one time in the history of a
country or territory but where it is no longer continued or provided for in the legal framework. Eritrea and
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country or territory but where it is no longer continued or provided for in the legal framework. Eritrea and
East Timor are examples of such cases. External voting was allowed in the referendums related to their
independence, in 1993 and 1999, respectively. Another example of earlier use of external voting, on a very
restrictive basis, is Cambodia, where external voting was allowed for elections to its Constituent Assembly in
1993, but only if voters had first travelled to Cambodia to register. Tokelau also falls into this category: here
external voting was only used on a limited basis in its independence referendum in 2006.
This topic area attempts to map the different practices in external voting, and to describe and group some of
them. It should be noted that the process of categorizing these builds on 115 cases of external voting and, while
it aims to describe all practices, some may seem simplified or may not be represented at any great length.
The countries which have current provisions for external voting
External voting provisions are widespread throughout the world. External voting is most common in Europe,
but is found in every region of the globe. All regions have in common that a majority of the countries and
territories have external voting.
Examination of the types of countries that have external voting also shows that they are very different in the
level of socio-economic development: they include both Organisation for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) member countries and countries from the less developed regions of the world. While
there is no obvious correlation between external voting provisions and socio-economic or political features,
these factors remain important in the debates and decision making related to external voting provisions and
practices, and are often reflected in the challenges or complexities faced. The countries also differ in the length
of time for which their democracies have been established, their roots, and the stability and consolidation of
their institutions and democratic practices. They include well-established democracies along with the emerging
or restored ones, and even some countries that can only doubtfully be classified as democratic.

Countries and territories with current provisions for external voting
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There are various known cases (E.g. parliamentary and presidential elections in Ghana in 2008) where,
despite there being some kind of constitutional or legal provisions making voting from abroad possible, it has
not materialized due to the lack of the political, legislative, financial or administrative agreement required for it
to be regulated or organized. This provides evidence of the increasing relevance of external voting on the
political and electoral agenda in several regions of the world, as well as of the polemics involved in debates on
its relevance and feasibility and the varied complexities of decision making.

Countires where external voting provisions exist but are still to be implemented
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The case of Ecuador is here as representative as it is paradoxical. In late 2002 the Congress finally approved
the legislation for external voting to be applied during the presidential elections of 2006; however, years before,
in April 1987, the Congress had resolved to withdraw from the constitution dispositions on this matter that had
been approved three months earlier on the grounds that they were unconstitutional.
There are other countries, such as Chile, El Salvador and Guatemala in Latin America, where, although no
legal provision has been approved, the issue is so relevant that external voting has entered the agenda of
political and legislative debate or been advocated as a priority topic on that agenda. In Chile it has been
suggested that external voting be applied to presidential elections and referendum instruments. Regional
organizations have pointed out the importance of external voting in relation to earlier elections in Guatemala.
The lower chamber of the Costa Rican Parliament has received a draft new electoral law which includes
provisions for external voting. Parliamentary committees in Panama have discussed draft bills to provide for
external voting and potential methods. A decision has been taken by the Congress in 2006 and by the Electoral
Tribunal in 2007 to allow external voting.
As to other regions of the world, there is for example a draft reform of the electoral code before the Congress of
the Comoros article 4 of which would introduce the possibility of voting in referendums from abroad. Some
countries, for example Egypt, consider the introduction of external voting to be a purely administrative
measure which will soon be in place. Discussions in Nigeria have also led to an increased interest in external
voting.
Several countries that have existing provisions for external voting and in some cases a long history of
implementing it are considering extending or improving the external voting process. This can be done by
extending the voting rights to additional types of election or to a larger group of voters or by offering additional
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extending the voting rights to additional types of election or to a larger group of voters or by offering additional
voting methods to the existing external voters. One example is that Estonian voters have been able to try and
vote through electronic voting (e-voting) from abroad, in addition to personal and postal voting.
Armenia is a recent example of a country deciding to abolish external voting. The new electoral law which
came into force in January 2007 in the context of allowing dual citizenship has no provisions for external
voting. It was argued that Armenians abroad should not have any major say in deciding on the leadership and
fate of Armenia, and that this should be the exclusive right of Armenians living in Armenia. Interestingly,
despite the large size of the Armenian diaspora, very few use their external voting rights. Turnout among
external voters has been very low and there are no signs that those voters could have had a significant
influence over earlier election outcomes.

Types of Election to Which External Voting
Applies
The decision as to the kinds of election for which external voting will apply is important. It relates not only to
political and institutional considerations (which institutions and which levels of government should be
influenced by the votes of electors abroad?) but also to technical and logistical considerations, mostly linked to
the type of system used to elect the legislature or the president and to the procedures that will be used for
external voting.
The review shows that external voting can apply to four different types of elections:
• legislative elections;
• presidential elections;
• referendums; and
• sub-national elections.
It can apply to one type of election only or to a mix of several kinds of elections. The first two kinds are related
to the election and renewal of organs of national representation such as legislative bodies and the presidency.
The third group is referendums. These are considered only at national level, although in some federal states the
constituent entities have the right to adopt their own instruments of direct democracy at local level.
The group of sub-national elections includes all elections to legislative or executive bodies at political–
administrative levels of government lower than national level; however, this may vary from country to
country according to the particular form of state or government. The key criterion is that representatives are
chosen by popular vote. This group has only been studied in combination with other types of election for the
purpose of this summary.
The question of external voting for supranational representative bodies should not be forgotten. However, so
far, there is only one instance of external voting for a supranational institution—the elections to the European
Parliament.
In some cases citizens of one European Union (EU) or Council of Europe member state who reside
temporarily or permanently in another EU or Council of Europe member state are able to vote in the subnational elections of their country of residence.
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national elections of their country of residence.

Where external voting is only allowed for one type of election, the most common practice is to allow it for
legislative elections. Several countries, however, allow external voting for presidential elections only. There are
no known cases of external voting being allowed for referendums only.
Some countries which hold both legislative and presidential elections do not allow external voting for both. For
example, Afghanistan applied external voting for its presidential elections in 2004, but it was not applied for
the legislative elections in 2005. Azerbaijan allows external voting for legislative elections only, even though
the president is directly elected.

Types of election for which external voting applies
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Almost half of the 115 countries and territories with provisions for external voting apply it to only one type of
election, but a number allow it for two or more types of elections. The most common practice is to allow it for
two types of election—most frequently presidential elections and legislative elections, which is found in
21 countries. A little over 20 countries and territories use a combination of three types of elections or more. To
allow external voting for the largest number of types of election might at first glance seem to be the
arrangement that was most inclusive of external electors. However, the real degree of coverage of external
voting and its inclusiveness depend in part on the technical and administrative arrangements, which may
impose real or effective restrictions. For example, some countries make only one type of voting method
available in one or very few countries, which may not necessarily catch a large number of external electors.
From a different perspective, the available information permits to establish whether the voter has the option to
vote for the type of authority that carries out the duties of government, for instance, whether in a presidential
system the external elector has the chance to vote for president, while in a parliamentary system the external
voter has the chance to vote for members of parliament (MPs).

Persons Eligible to Vote from Abroad
The first key indicator of the degree of coverage or inclusiveness of external voting is related to the
requirements—for citizenship, residency, voter registration or other—that must be met before a person can be
entitled to an external vote. These requirements may change significantly from one context to another. In
many cases they do not merely reproduce the normal requirements for an individual to exercise his or her
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many cases they do not merely reproduce
the normal requirements for an individual to exercise his or her
political rights within the country, but also include some special or additional requirements related to the
situation of the potential voter abroad.

Countries and territories which restricted entitlement to an external vote according to activity abroad
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When there is no special or additional requirement linked to the circumstances or personal situation of the
potential voter abroad, a guarantee of universal access can be assumed in the sense that external voting is
accessible to all citizens whether, for example permanently or temporarily abroad. The most common and
widespread requirement, although not the only one, is that of citizenship, although there are exceptions. New
Zealand, for example, recognizes citizens of other countries as external electors if they are permanently
resident in New Zealand: they do not need to be New Zealand citizens in order to qualify as external electors.
From this perspective New Zealand would be considered the most inclusive case.
In a majority of the 115 countries and territories the legislation on external voting does not include any special
or restrictive requirement for individuals to be eligible for an external vote. In others, there are formal
limitations on eligibility for an external vote, mostly relating either to the circumstances of the stay abroad
(activity-related restrictions) or to the length of time for which the citizen has been out of the country (length
of stay abroad restriction).
South Africa can stand for an example of the first type of requirement but has very particular features: it
introduced external voting for its diaspora overseas for its historic elections of 1994 in very comprehensive
terms, but since then has been restricting external voting in a systematic way. For the general elections of April
2004 it restricted external voting to members of the diplomatic corps and voters who were already registered in
the country and would be abroad only temporarily. Interestingly, the law does not specify what temporary
absence from South Africa involves, but it does give the parameters of when and how to register and apply for
an external vote. Restricting external voting to diplomatic staff or to those employed by the government is a
fairly common type of activity-related restriction: it is found, for example, in Bangladesh, Ireland, Israel, Laos
and Zimbabwe. It also common to allow those who are in the armed forces, students or citizens involved in
other official or international work to vote from abroad.
The second type of restriction concerns the length of stay abroad. This restriction can also take different forms.
In most of these countries there is an upper limit to the time the voter can stay abroad before they lose their
voting rights. The maximum time abroad in Guinea, for example, is 19 years, while Australia’s limit is six
years, although an extension can be requested in this case. The Falkland Islands allows voters abroad to vote
only if they are abroad temporarily, and only if they are residing in the United Kingdom (UK) and nowhere
else. The governor of the Falkland Islands has to make a series of administrative arrangements for conducting
the ballot abroad. The maximum length of stay abroad for Germans is 25 years, for the UK 15 years, for
Canada five years and for Turkey six months.
The length of stay abroad restriction can also work the opposite way, meaning that a voter needs to be away
from his or her country for a certain period of time in order to be able to vote from abroad. This is the case for
voters from Chad, for example, who need to register in a consular registry at least six months before the
election. External electors from Mozambique need to have been resident abroad for at least one year before the
electoral registration process begins in there. Unless the voter has been abroad for at least six months and
registered at a diplomatic mission, he or she can only vote if appointing a proxy. Gibraltar, Guernsey, the Isle
of Man and Jersey allow external voting only for a provisional stay abroad, and registration for elections can
only take place within the territory. Senegalese voters need to reside abroad for at least six months to have
external voting rights, and external voting and registration can only take place in countries where Senegal has
a diplomatic mission.
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Some examples of countries and territories which restrict entitlement to an external vote according to the
length of stay abroad

Cases where external voting is legally or practically restricted to voters who are only temporarily out of the
national territory are in the minority. More often because of technical or administrative limitations than for
strictly legal reasons, it is most common for external voting not to be provided for people who are only out of
their country on a temporary basis, whether for work, for business, for study, or for medical or recreational
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their country on a temporary basis, whether for work, for business, for study, or for medical or recreational
reasons. Australia, Canada, Denmark, New Zealand and Norway are among the few countries that offer
facilities to voters who are in transit travelling or provisionally abroad. Either their electors are not required to
register specifically as voters abroad, or they can ask to register as such up to a few days before the period
stipulated for voting.
However, there are also some other forms of restriction on external voting. Even for the approximately 80
countries and territories that do not specifically restrict the entitlement to an external vote, there is no
guarantee that all eligible voters will be entitled to vote. Their exercise of this right can be hindered or limited
by other kinds of legal requirement, such as those necessary before a person can register as a voter, or by
technical, administrative or operational provisions related to electoral registration or voting itself.
Administrative obstacles may, for example, involve difficulties in accessing or posting ballot papers. Some other
restrictions are discussed below.
The Philippines case deserves particular attention because it is the only country where there are special
requirements for the eligibility and entitlement to vote of certain categories of citizens abroad, although these
requirements do not apply for ordinary citizens abroad. There are special requirements for natural-born
Filipinos who became naturalized citizens of another country but wish to re-acquire their Philippine citizenship
according to the 2003 Act on Citizenship Retention and Re-acquisition, including a one-year residency in the
country. In addition, there are special requirements for Filipinos abroad who are recognized as immigrants or
permanent residents by another country. Such individuals are required to sign an affidavit of intention to
return and resume actual residence in the Philippines no later than three years from approval of their
application for registration as ‘overseas’ voters.
There are other administrative and technical requirements or conditions which, even though they do not
formally restrict entitlement to an external vote, can have a considerable and even decisive influence on the
ability or opportunity to exercise the right to vote from abroad. The requirements and conditions for proof of
identity to register as an external elector are particularly important in this context. The more rigorous the
requirements for verifying identity and registering as a voter abroad, and the more difficult this is to do or the
shorter the time period allowed for doing so, the more restricted the coverage of the potential external
electorate will be. For example, when the United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC)
allowed external voting for the elections to the Constituent Assembly in Cambodia in 1993 it made it
conditional on a voter having registered previously within the country, and finally set up polling centres only in
Paris, New Y ork and Sydney, which drastically reduced its inclusiveness.
The documents needed to prove that a person satisfies the eligibility requirements, and therefore can register as
an external elector, can be especially important for those potential voters who because of their migratory status
or the length of their stay in the host country might not have them or might face difficulties in obtaining them.
For its first application of voting from abroad in 2006, Mexico allowed only those citizens who were provided
with a voting card issued (free) by the electoral authority, but only within the country, to vote externally. Some
countries require external electors to show a valid visa before they are allowed to vote.
In similar vein, if the procedure for registering as an external elector has to be carried out at an embassy or
consulate, the extent and geographical distribution of the country’s network of diplomatic missions overseas
and the distance between the diplomatic missions and the regions or zones where the potential electorate
resides and/or works could have a negative influence on the coverage of the mechanism for external voting.
By contrast, if the requirements for verifying the voter’s eligibility and for registering as an external elector are
reasonable for any citizen, and if the citizen has ample material facilities or time in which to register (for
example, to request, replace or update the required documents at the home country’s diplomatic missions
abroad or by post, or possibly by electronic means), this will undoubtedly favour an increase in the
participation of external voting in many cases.
Registration for the Afghan presidential election of 2004 provided an interesting case. External voting was
conducted only in the two neighbouring countries where most of the Afghan refugees were located—Iran and
Pakistan. A large number of Afghan voters residing in Iran were not registered by the representatives of the
Afghan electoral authorities, but were eligible to vote by reference to their Iranian refugee registration
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Afghan electoral authorities, but were eligible to vote by reference to their Iranian refugee registration
document.

Voting Procedures in Use for External Voting
Countries that allow external voting need to ensure that it is conducted in such a way as to meet the
requirements of security, transparency and secrecy. It is also desirable that as far as possible all electors have
the same opportunity to vote. However, countries and territories also need to make adjustments and
innovations to cope with the challenges that are particular to external voting, such as the geographical location
of voters, security in transporting ballot papers, the high costs of external voting and other administrative
issues mentioned above. It is therefore interesting—if perhaps not surprising—to see that in general the
procedures for voting from abroad are equivalent to those that apply within the national territory. Nor it is
surprising that in some cases exceptional procedures are adopted, especially to bring a wide range of facilities
within the reach of all external electors in order for them to be able to exercise their right to vote from far-off
or inaccessible places. Every voting procedure when applied abroad has implications in terms of the coverage
of potential voters and their opportunity to cast a vote.
There are five different voting methods in use for external voting throughout the world. These are:
• personal voting at diplomatic missions or other designated places;
• postal voting;
• voting by proxy;
• e-voting; and
• voting by fax.
In most of the cases, only one voting method is available to the external voter. Of these, majority of countries
opt to use conventional personal voting at a polling station that is specially set up, for example, at a diplomatic
mission or other designated place. This is by far the most common procedure for external voting. Twenty-five
countries use postal voting only. Voting by proxy is the sole voting method in four countries. In the
remaining cases, a mix of two or more voting methods are in place, including the exceptional use of voting by
fax and e-voting.

External voting procedures
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When personal voting is used, it would be easy to imagine that the participation of external voters depends on
the extent or range of the home country’s diplomatic or consular networks around the world. The differences
between countries in this respect are considerable. However, the correlation between the number of official
representations overseas and the coverage of potential external voters is not a linear one, since the geographical
distribution of potential voters abroad is also important. Specific legal provisions are sometimes made to install
polling stations abroad on the basis of technical or logistical considerations, such as the estimated number and
concentration of potential external voters, or the number actually registered in a certain jurisdiction.
For financial or logistical reasons, it is not unusual for countries that have external voting to limit the
arrangements for registering and voting to a particular group of jurisdictions overseas where it is believed that
higher numbers of potential voters reside. The Dominican Republic chose a group of cities located in five
countries (Canada, Spain, Puerto Rico, the United States and Venezuela) to conduct external voting for the
presidential elections of 2004 (its first experience of external voting). Mozambique restricted its first external
voting operation, during the presidential and legislative elections of 2004, to nine countries, of which seven
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voting operation, during the presidential and legislative elections of 2004, to nine countries, of which seven
were in Africa and two in Europe (Germany and Portugal). The coverage of Senegal’s external voting
operation for its elections in 2000 was a little wider since it was applied in 15 countries, including from outside
the region four European countries, Canada and the United States.
The independence referendum held by Tokelau in 2006 might be the most extreme case of this practice, and
was controversial for this reason. Initial proposals limited external voting to Tokelauans in Samoa. However,
objections raised by the larger number of Tokelauans in Australia and New Zealand led to the vote, initially
scheduled for late 2005, being postponed. The restrictions in the cases of Afghanistan and Honduras have been
also very considerable. For its pioneering external voting operation in its 2002 presidential elections, Honduras
decided to restrict the registration of external electors and external voting to a small group of six cities in the
United States where it has consular representation, and it maintained the same coverage for the presidential
elections held in 2006. As is mentioned above, Afghanistan only conducted external voting for its 2004
presidential elections in the two neighbouring countries where most of its displaced people where located—Iran
and Pakistan.
To take a related example, there are countries which initially considered allowing external voting in all
countries where they had official representations, but made the actual installation of polling stations
conditional on the existence of a minimum number of registered voters. The required threshold differs
substantially. In certain cases, such provisions may also govern the establishment of polling stations on ships
at sea.
Votes can also be cast abroad in polling stations installed in the head offices or premises of international or
regional organizations, or in places specially set up or hired in the host country, such as sports facilities or
schools. During post-conflict transitions where the international community plays a key role, such as those of
Afghanistan and Iraq in 2004, or, as in Cambodia, Eritrea, East Timor or Bosnia and Herzegovina in the
1990s, external voting operations may be assisted or even conducted by international organizations.
The other main procedure for external voting that can be used in an exclusive way is postal voting. Some
countries use only this method of external voting. It is most commonly found in Western Europe. Postal voting
can be an efficient and low-cost method if the postal services operate well, efficiently and safely. However,
postal services which do not live up to these standards can do damage to the electoral process for external
voters.
As is mentioned above, several countries have a mixed system using two or more different voting procedures
for external voting. This does not necessarily imply that the voter has the option of choosing freely the
procedure he or she finds most comfortable or suitable; different methods may be available to external voters
depending on where in the world they reside and what the reliable voting channels are from that location.
These countries can be grouped according to five combinations of voting methods. The mix of personal and
postal voting is the predominant one. A combination of procedures may be chosen to encourage electoral
participation or to compensate for limitations or inadequacies that may arise from the use of only one system,
in terms of coverage, certainty or reliability. For example, personal voting better fulfils the principles and
imperatives of security, confidentiality and reliability in the casting and transmission of the vote, but its
coverage of the potential electorate can be far more limited than that of postal voting. There is no doubt that,
at least in a strictly geographical sense, the availability of a wider range of alternatives implies better potential
coverage of voters abroad. Nevertheless, take-up will still depend to a great extent on the nature and features of
the options available, such as the precise geographical location of the voter.
In some cases the elector will be able to freely select the method that best suits him or her; in others, the
elector’s geographical location may effectively restrict access to one procedure only.

Countries with mixed procedures for external voting
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Countries such as Australia, Belgium, Estonia, the Netherlands, New Zealand and Sweden stand apart from
the rest since they offer the voter abroad three or more alternative ways of casting a vote. This—in
combination with the fact that these countries impose no additional requirements, such as a voter having to
spend a set period of time abroad or a set number of voters having to be abroad at the same time—clearly
shows their intention of achieving the greatest possible coverage. However, their arrangements are very
different.
Until recently, Belgium, with the reforms introduced in 2001—which expanded significantly the number of
available options—and Sweden, with reforms introduced in 2002 which made postal voting, already available
to some voters, accessible to all, were the only two countries to offer their voters abroad the possibility of
choosing ‘freely’ between three procedures for external voting, although there are differences between them.
Estonia and the Netherlands have since joined this group as well. In Belgium the following options are
available: (a) voting at the diplomatic missions where the external elector has been registered, (b) through a
representative or proxy at the same mission or in a national municipality (but only if the representative is
resident within the area covered by the diplomatic mission or in the Belgian municipality, respectively), and (c)
voting. In Sweden it is possible to vote by post from abroad or in person at diplomatic missions. Postal voting
was previously only available for Swedish voters residing in Germany and Switzerland: these countries did not
allow external voting to take place at embassies on their territory. Sweden also has a unique procedure, called
voting by messenger: the elector needs a special outer envelope which he/she can either obtain from the
election administration or collect at any available voting place. Apart from the elector, a witness and a
messenger are required to be present at the preparation of the vote. The elector prepares the vote in person, and
the witness has to certify with his/her signature and personal identification number that the voting procedure
was properly carried out. The messenger also has to sign the outer envelope, and transport and deliver the
envelope with the documents and the vote to a diplomatic mission abroad or polling station within the country.
The witness and the messenger cannot be the same person. This procedure is qualitatively different from that
of the proxy vote, since the voter marks the ballot paper himself or herself.
Estonia and the Netherlands both offer postal voting, and in addition Estonia offers personal voting and the
Netherlands voting by proxy. But what these two countries have in common as a third method is e-voting,
which has only been implemented recently.
Australia and New Zealand make the personal vote and the postal vote generally available to overseas voters.
In addition, voting by fax is possible for restricted groups of electors who otherwise could easily be deprived of
the opportunity to cast their vote—those living in inhospitable areas or areas that are very difficult to reach,
such as the polar zones. This facility gives priority to the principle of coverage and inclusion of voters over
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such as the polar zones. This facility gives priority to the principle of coverage and inclusion of voters over
considerations of secrecy in the sending out and return of the ballot papers. Access by fax requires special
application and is used only when absolutely necessary.
The United States, which is a federal and highly decentralized country where the different states have a great
degree of autonomy in adopting and developing their own electoral laws and procedures, also offers up to three
methods of casting an external vote. In addition to postal voting, which is allowed by all states, a few states
open up the possibility of voting by fax or e-voting albeit in a very restrictive way since only a small number of
electors abroad have access to these procedures. For its presidential elections of 2000, the United States was the
first country to test, in a highly selective and very controlled way, a mechanism for external voting using evoting, a method that is not only electronic but also genuinely remote or distant. Although there is no doubt
that the implications of the use of new technologies for the transmission of votes will be very promising in the
near future and several countries are already designing or testing pilot programmes for their use, their
application to external voting is still essentially undergoing a test phase.
For the countries which allow two procedures for external voting, it is worth stressing that the potential
coverage is related to the characteristics and conditions that regulate the application of each one of them and
the precise ways in which they are combined. In Indonesia and Japan the external voter can choose between
personal voting at diplomatic missions and the postal vote. In France and a number of countries in
Francophone Africa, personal voting exists for those registered at embassies and consulates, often restricted to
presidential elections and perhaps referendums, while proxy voting is used by those on temporary government
or military service in professional missions abroad. The Philippines decided for its first implementation of
external voting in 2004 that greater coverage of voters would be achieved by personal voting at diplomatic
missions and other official premises, and this method was applied in 80 countries, while postal voting was only
available for external electors located in three countries (Canada, Japan and the UK) because they had efficient
and reliable postal services. The case of Portugal is also special, since external electors can only vote by post in
parliamentary elections and have to vote in person in presidential elections.

Political Representation for External Voters
A few countries in Europe, Africa and the Americas—not only allow their citizens abroad to participate actively
in some electoral processes, but also enable them to elect their own representatives to the national legislature.
This was also formerly the case in the Cook Islands, but the ‘external seat’ there was abolished in 2003. This
practice is clearly aimed at reinforcing external voters link with the national political community, enabling
promotion of their own legislative agenda and direct intervention from an overseas viewpoint in the debates
and processes of political decision making on topics of national interest. Each case has its own particular
features.

Political representation in national legislatures for external voters
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The constitution adopted by Cape Verde in 1992 provided for the creation of three districts abroad, with two
representatives elected to the National Assembly in each of them—one district for voters residing in Africa,
another for those residing in the Americas, and another for those living in Europe and the rest of the world.
This rule was applied for the first time during the legislative elections of December 1995, and again in the
elections of 2001 and in 2006. In Colombia, the constitution approved in 1991 provided for the creation of a
special electoral district that would ensure the representation of political minorities, ethnic groups and citizens
residing abroad. A decade later, the Congress approved a law for the creation of this special district, made up of
five seats in the House of Representatives. It was decided that one of those seats would correspond to
Colombians residing abroad, and this seat was occupied for the first time after the legislative elections of 2002.
The law on parliamentary elections in Croatia adopted in 1995 created a special electoral district in the singlechamber parliament to represent the enormous Croatian diaspora (of whom it was estimated at the time that
more than 400,000 persons were old enough to vote). Twelve seats were assigned to the district—the same
number as to each of the ten multi-member districts into which the country is divided. As a result of criticism
of the excessive number of seats assigned to Croatians abroad, the law was reformed. It now provides for a
maximum of six seats, but states that the exact number will be determined after every election using a formula
that takes into account the number of votes cast abroad and the average number of votes needed to obtain a
seat in-country. For the elections of 2003, Croatians abroad were given only four seats.
In France, since 1948 citizens abroad have been provided with representation in the Senate, and since 1983 this
has amounted to 12 seats. However, it is important to emphasize that these 12 senators are not chosen in any
direct way by the French abroad; instead they are selected by a college made up of 150 elected members out of
the 183 who make up the High Council of French Citizens Abroad (Conseil Supérieur des Français de
l’Etranger, CSFE, also created in 1948), which represents before the French government some 2 million French
citizens resident abroad. The 150 members of that council are directly elected by voters abroad.
In addition to providing for the external vote for elections to the legislature and referendums, the constitutional
reforms approved in Italy in 2000 stated that citizens abroad are provided with representation in both
chambers of the parliament—12 seats in the House of Representatives and six in the Senate. These
constitutional arrangements were regulated by a specific law enacted in early 2002, a few months after the
May 2001 elections, and Italians abroad would gain political representation only after the subsequent
legislative elections. For that purpose, the law foresaw the creation of four electoral districts abroad: one for
Europe, another one for South America, the third for North America and Central America and the last to cover
Africa, Asia, Oceania and Antarctica, for both chambers. For every district a minimum of one deputy seat and
one senator seat will be assigned, and the remaining ones will be distributed in accordance with the number of
external voters. External voting took place for the first time in a referendum held in May 2003.
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external voters. External voting took place for the first time in a referendum held in May 2003.
The constitution adopted by Mozambique in 1990 establishes, in addition to external voting for legislative
elections, that two of the 250 seats that make up the Assembly of the Republic will correspond to the electoral
districts constituted abroad—one for Africa and one for the rest of the world. Although consecutive electoral
laws that have been approved since then have included some measures in this direction, it was only with the
law and arrangements adopted by the electoral authority to regulate the general elections of December 2004
that these constitutional provisions finally materialized. The Mozambicans living in seven countries of the
continent made up the electoral district for Africa, while those living in two European countries (Germany and
Portugal) made up another district for which a representative was also elected.
The Portuguese abroad have been represented in the House of Representatives since 1976. For this purpose,
voters abroad also make up two electoral districts, one for Europe and the other for the rest of the world. Two
deputies are elected in each of these districts, but only if a minimum of 55,000 electors cast a vote within the
district. If fewer voters cast a vote, only one seat is assigned to the corresponding district. In the parliamentary
elections of February 2005, both districts obtained their two seats.

External Voting and Participation
Essentially, external voting is geared towards increasing political participation and thereby contributing to the
legitimacy and accountability of democratic governments. Problematic as it can be from both the practical and
the theoretical points of view, the right to an external vote can also be an essential part of the citizen’s political
rights; but the question of external voting does raise its own series of issues surrounding participation that need
to be addressed.
To date, there has been far less focus on the levels of participation among external voters than on levels of
voter participation in-country.
In most cases where external voting is permitted, external voters account for only a relatively small proportion
of overall turnout. Nonetheless, an external voting population may have a considerable impact on election
results. Examples include Italy’s 2006 legislative elections—the first held in which external voting was
permitted. The election outcome was unknown until all the external votes were counted, giving this relatively
small group considerable political impact due to the fact that the electoral system allows a bonus for the party
or coalition with the highest number of votes. In some cases external votes have tipped the scales in an
election; and they are often counted last. This effect may or may not be more pronounced in countries that
have experienced massive population movements linked to conflict or the migration of labour. The 2004
elections in Afghanistan saw 10 per cent of the total electorate made up of external electors in Pakistan and
Iran, due in part to extensive voter education campaigns and great interest in the country’s first-ever
democratic elections. Another recent example of a country with a large population of eligible voters residing
outside the national borders that could have potential impact on the outcome of elections is that of Iraq. Both
Afghanistan and Iraq conducted large-scale external voting processes and voter education campaigns in their
past elections. One can only guess what the reactions would have been among the many external residents if
external voting had not been organized for these groups. Turnout in the Iraqi January 2005 election was high
(265,000 registered voters, although higher registration rates had been anticipated). Large numbers of Iraqis
abroad are illegal refugees, and the risk of repatriation or expulsion to a war zone kept registration numbers
low in some countries. Other reasons for low participation rates included security concerns, voter disinterest,
difficult access to registration and voting facilities, and documentation issues. In the December election,
when external voting was organised mainly by the IECI, 320,000 voters registered.
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when external voting was organised mainly by the IECI, 320,000 voters registered.

A sample of the information available on turnout by external voters
Where external voting is permitted, rates of registration and turnout among external voters are almost always
lower than they are in-country. In several countries that have existing and well-functioning external voting
practices, turnout has been low compared to turnout in-country. These include, for example, Brazil, Honduras,
Italy, the Philippines, Senegal, Spain, Sweden and Venezuela. The turnout of Spanish external voters was
below 30 per cent at the legislative election of 2004, compared to about 75 per cent among in-country voters.
Even in Brazil, where voting is compulsory for citizens who are temporarily or permanently abroad, only
about 50 per cent of eligible external electors participate. Mexico’s newly launched external voting programme
for its July 2006 elections saw an unexpectedly low registration rate considering the large number of Mexicans
living in the United States. For the Afghan presidential elections in 2004, 80 per cent of the registered
electorate in Pakistan participated in the polls, and approximately one-half of those in Iran.
Conversely, some countries have found that, despite the progressive decline in the numbers of people voting
from abroad, the percentage of registered external electors who actually vote remains very high. In Bosnia and
Herzegovina, for example, although the absolute number of external electors is dropping as more citizens
return home, the turnout of registered external voters has remained at approximately 80 per cent since the
early 2000s.
In the elections to the European Parliament in 2004 only 8.9 per cent of the Finnish external electors residing
abroad exercised their right to vote at the elections to the European Parliament. Women and men participated
to almost the same extent in these elections as external voters. Low turnout among Finnish external voters has
led to discussion about introducing postal voting from abroad so that external voters would not have to travel
to a diplomatic mission in order to vote, and to the suggestion that reserved seats for external voters could be
introduced to make external voting more meaningful.
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introduced to make external voting more
meaningful.

Most countries that practise compulsory voting do not impose it on their external electors. Belgium, on the
other hand, does impose this rule on external electors, but it is in effect an almost entirely theoretical rule as it
is almost impossible to impose a sanction on a non-voter residing abroad. Turnout among Belgian external
voters is lower than it is among Belgians residing in Belgium.
Namibia, which has personal voting only for external voters, organizes voting at 24 different polling places
abroad and the roughly 1,900 voters who participated in the 2004 parliamentary and presidential elections
averaged about 80 per polling station. Given the amount of preparation for and work involved during and after
voting, much effort is put in for very few voters. Turnout among Namibian external voters is very low and
represents only 0.09 per cent of the total turnout.
The reasons for lower turnout by external voters
The factors that influence lower turnout for external voters are political, administrative, institutional and
financial. The reasons for low turnout vary among external voters just as they do among in-country voters,
but some factors may be particular to external voting, such as the geographical location of polling stations,
access to information, and the logistical arrangements for voter registration.
Locating polling stations only where embassies or consulates are available presents obstacles to voting for some
external electors. For example, if polling stations are few in number or are difficult to access, this may
contribute to low levels of participation. Conversely, Sweden set up fewer polling stations abroad in the 2006
parliamentary elections, but more votes were cast than when more polling stations had been available abroad.
The opening hours of diplomatic missions may also affect the number of voters taking this opportunity.
The requirements for registering as a voter are also key to participation as this is in most cases the first step
towards participation. One example of unfortunate arrangements is that of Mexico’s attempt at external voting
in 2006 which required would-be voters to obtain a photographic voting card which was available only by
going in person to Mexico. While it is estimated that 4.2 million of the 11 million Mexicans abroad had a valid
photographic voting card, only 40,665 of these ended up registering to vote. Similarly, in Cambodia’s 1993
elections to the Constituent Assembly, external voting was possible at only very few locations in the United
States and only if voters first travelled to Cambodia to register.
Requirements stating a minimum or maximum number of eligible voters may also work as a disincentive to
participation or an obstacle to those who register as external electors but will not be included unless the
numbers add up. Senegal, for instance, only organizes external voting if the total number of registered voters in
one country is 500 or more. Other restrictions or preconditions, such as documentation requirements in the
host country (Mexico) or stating an intention to return (the Philippines), can also make participation less
attractive than it otherwise would be.
Depending on how, when and where the election campaign is organized, voters may feel more or less inclined
to participate. In addition, only some candidates or parties may be represented in the campaign abroad, mainly
for political or financial reasons. Some states (e.g. Mexico) have decided to provide a more level playing field
between the participating political parties by simply not allowing any sort of campaign activity abroad, which
has meant that the information made available to voters is not so dependent on the wherewithal of the parties
to conduct international campaigns alongside their national campaigns. Furthermore, election and campaign
information is not always readily available, thus putting the onus on the voter to inform himself or herself
which may be more or less difficult depending on the circumstances. Even where large-scale media and
advertisement campaigns are run—as was done within the USA, targeting the Mexican population, for the
2006 Mexican presidential elections—registration and turnout may still suffer.
The lack of sufficient cooperation by other states can make external voting difficult or even impossible due to
legal and diplomatic issues. Liberia allowed external voting beginning in 1986, but abolished it in 2004 due to
the inability of the electoral management body (EMB) to cope with refugees in the neighbouring countries,
particularly as some of the neighbouring states objected to electioneering taking place within their territory.
Another example of a country that used to restrict the options for voting methods for foreign voters is
Switzerland, which until 1989 did not allow any voting in foreign elections to take place on its territory for 30/179
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Switzerland, which until 1989 did not allow any voting in foreign elections to take place on its territory for
sovereignty reasons.
Other reasons for low voter turnout can be attributed more directly to the voters themselves. Illegal migrants
or those opposed to the regime in the home country may not be prepared to register to vote out of fear of
reprisals. The Iraq elections showed that the sensitivity surrounding the registration and handling of personal
information can dampen would-be electors’ enthusiasm to register and vote if the political situation is
precarious. External electors, particularly if they are permanent residents abroad and/or hold multiple
citizenships, may feel detached or apathetic regarding political events in their home state. This may be
exacerbated if the decisions made by that state have little or no impact on the everyday life of the voter or the
voter’s family.
On the other hand, several European countries have improved access to participation by external voters in
elections to the European Parliament by allowing permanent residents with a foreign citizenship to vote in subnational elections or elections to the European Parliament in their country of residence.
Problems arising from lower turnout by external voters
As is mentioned above, external voters may sometimes have a disproportionate influence on an electoral
process. For example, nine countries have reserved seats in the legislature for external electoral districts (see
section 6 above). Where this is the case, if external voter turnout is low, fewer votes will influence the outcome
of the election for a parliamentary seat compared to internal constituencies, thus giving external votes
disproportionate weight. Some countries weigh the number of external voters against the number of internal
voters in order to decide how many seats can be allocated to represent external voters (e.g. Croatia).
Lower turnout by external voters also has to be seen in the light of the associated costs. External voting is often
more expensive than organizing in-country voting. Some may argue that participation is a right regardless of
cost in monetary or political terms, while others may contend that the degree of political effort and financial
cost must be justified by appropriate levels of participation by voters abroad. Botswana, for example, is
considering abolishing its external voting provisions as a result of the low turnout rates among external
electors and high costs associated with the arrangements. External voting for legislative elections was
introduced in 1997 and was employed in the 1999 and 2004 elections but turnout has not been impressive,
despite increasing the number of countries in which external voting is available as well as the number of
polling stations. This has opened an ongoing debate about whether external voting should be abolished given
the high cost per voter, particularly when compared to in-country elections. In France, external voting is seen
as very costly in terms of cost per voter.
Given examples such as these, a practical question must be asked whether the low turnout justifies the
abolition of external voting or not introducing it in the first place, regardless of the more theoretical and
normative counter-arguments surrounding citizenship. Levels of participation may influence decision-making
processes regarding the introduction or abolition of external voting.
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Legal Framework of Voting from Abroad
Historically, external voting is quite a recent phenomenon. Even in some long-established democracies citizens
who were resident in other countries were not granted the right to vote until the 1980s (in the Federal Republic
of Germany (FRG) and the United Kingdom (UK)) or the 1990s (Japan). Currently, 115 countries have legal
provisions allowing their citizens to vote while abroad but, in spite of this relatively high number, there has
been almost no international debate about external voting until recently.
External voting is nonetheless now on the political agenda in many countries. Its sudden relevance in different
regions of the world clearly derives from the worldwide political changes of the 1990s. First, as a result of the
rapid increase in the number of democracies after the break-up of the communist bloc, the design of
democratic electoral rules has received more attention. Second, external voting becomes more significant in the
face of increasing migration.
Against this background, a considerable problem emerges: how can people living outside their country of origin
have their political rights assured? The answer to this question that is most often heard is that in our
‘globalized’ world the principle of universal suffrage can only be fully achieved if citizens living abroad are
entitled to vote in the national elections of their home country. This argument is mainly based on different
international declarations in which universal, equal, free and secret suffrage is recognized as an inalienable
part of human rights (for example, the 1948 Universal Declaration of Human Rights, article 21; the 1948
American Declaration of Human Rights and Duties, article 20; and the 1969 American Convention on Human
Rights, article 23). These documents do not mention external voting as an integral part of universal suffrage.
The 1990 International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers, however, explicitly
states that:
Migrant workers and members of their families shall have the right to participate in public affairs
of their State of origin and to vote and to be elected at elections of that State, in accordance with its
legislation.
The States concerned shall, as appropriate and in accordance with their legislation, facilitate the
exercise of these rights (International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant
Workers and Members of Their Families, UN document A/RES/45/158, 18 December 1990, article
41).
The notion of external voting as part of universal suffrage is neither self-evident nor unproblematic. The
concept goes against one of the classic requirements for voting rights—residency inside the state territory.
Furthermore, the implementation of external voting involves major technical and administrative problems
that might interfere with other crucial features of the franchise, in particular the principle of free elections.
Nevertheless, the idea of external voting is currently highly attractive. Even in new democracies with little
experience of free elections and problems with electoral administration, external voting has either already been
introduced or is on the way to being implemented. One notable case is that of Mexico, where free elections
were established only recently.
Although this is such a topical issue, the related debates remain at an intuitive level. Political elites are not
generally familiar with the normative arguments in favour of or against external voting. Nor do they consider
the potential problems arising out of such an extension of voting rights. As a result, there is great demand for
expertise on external voting and on the options for its institutionalization, but there is not yet agreement on the
basic concepts. Terms such as ‘political community’ and ‘citizenship’ are used differently in different contexts;
their interrelationship remains unspecified.

Little comparative research has been carried out on the subject of external voting. Some articles on the topic
can be found in the legal literature for certain countries, but there are almost none in the social sciences field.
There is a general absence of systematic information on the relevant legal provisions of individual countries.
Furthermore, a set of criteria is needed by which the functioning of some of the institutional arrangements
associated with external voting can be evaluated. This is all the more important because a number of countries
have already scheduled external voting for future elections but have still no regulations in place for
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have already scheduled external voting for future elections but have still no regulations in place for
implementing it.
The aim here is to introduce the issue of external voting in a systematic– comparative manner. This is done in
three steps. The first section examines the exact meaning of external voting and provides a systematic overview
of the legal framework of external voting. It discusses three different dimensions of the legal provisions for
external voting and outlines the basic institutional alternatives with regard to these dimensions. Second part
presents three main structural problems which are typical for external voting and should therefore be
considered in political debates about its introduction. These are: (a) problem of the political representation of
citizens living abroad; (b) problems of organizing free and fair elections, the transparency of external voting
procedures, and the freedom and fairness of party competition, and (c) problem of judicial review of elections
held abroad. Finally, the last section provides a summary and concludes that: external voting can only
reasonably be introduced if the specific context of each country is taken into account. Similarly, the legal and
administrative provisions that are decided upon should depend on the most important contextual factors. Some
recommendations which deserve special attention when the introduction of or reforms to external voting are
being considered here as well.

The Concept and Provisions of External Voting:
Basic Features and Institutional Choices
The concept of external voting
According to the definition used in this topic area, external voting is understood as ‘provisions and procedures
which enable some or all electors of a country who are temporarily or permanently outside the country to
exercise their voting rights from outside the territory of the country’.
External voting must be distinguished from two other types of voting which are easily confused with it. The
first is the franchise for foreigners in a host country, which is applied for instance within the European Union
at municipal level, allowing people who are not citizens of the host country to vote in certain elections in that
country. This is in effect the opposite of external voting, and is not covered by this topic area. The second is
where some countries’ electoral laws allow citizens who are resident abroad to vote at home after entering their
homeland. This provision—long applied in Italy—is applied nowadays in some new democracies in Eastern
Europe, such as Albania or Slovakia. However, the right of overseas citizens to vote back home is not the same
thing as external voting. The main point is where the overseas elector is when his or her vote is cast. Since
these elections are held exclusively inside the state territory, this cannot be regarded as an instance of external
voting.
Legal sources for external voting
There are three major types of source that contain the legal provisions for external voting:
constitutions;
electoral laws; and
administrative regulations.
In reality, external voting is seldom provided for explicitly in constitutions. Notable exceptions include Portugal
(article 172 of the constitution) and Spain (article 68/5 of the constitution). Most countries enable external
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(article 172 of the constitution) and Spain (article 68/5 of the constitution). Most countries enable external
voting through general provisions in their electoral laws. Additional regulations on its implementation are also
often set out by legislatures or electoral commissions.
Entitlement to an external vote and requirements for registration as an external elector
The right to vote externally may be limited to certain types of election.
The institutional arrangements for external voting will depend first of all on who can be registered as an
external elector. Various options are possible:
all citizens living outside the state territory may be allowed to vote in national elections;
certain legal limitations may determine which citizens can be registered as external electors;
citizens living abroad may have the right to vote if a specified minimum number of them register with
diplomatic missions in the foreign country; and
the right to an external vote may be limited in time.
There are three basic options for the procedure for external voting:
postal voting;
voting in diplomatic missions or military bases, or other designated places; and

voting by proxy.
In future,electronic voting will increasingly be another option.
It may be disputed whether voting by proxy can strictly speaking be treated as a case of external voting, since
the act of voting actually takes place in the state bases are usually the sovereign territory of the state in
question. However,voting by proxy and voting in diplomatic missions or military bases are included here
types of external voting because the electors concerned need not enter their home country in order to vote, but
may do so from their place of residence.

These alternatives should be examined in the context of the fundamental principle of the free, equal, secret and
secure ballot. Proxy voting may be rather problematic from the perspective of democratic theory because there
is no guarantee that the vote cast by the proxy—and thus possibly even the result of the election—reflects the
will of the original voter. A proxy could use this procedure to obtain an additional vote and thus infringe the
principle of equal suffrage. Voting in diplomatic missions may deny some external electors the right to vote if
they cannot travel to the polling stations. Voting by mail may not be as transparent as voting in a diplomatic
mission in the presence of state officials—and voting in a diplomatic mission depends on the perceived
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mission in the presence of state officials—and voting in a diplomatic mission depends on the perceived
impartiality and integrity of those state officials. There is thus no ‘best procedure’ for external voting. Much will
depend on the context, such as the infrastructure of those foreign countries where external voting is to be held.
The decision on suitability will depend on the costs and practical aspects of the different procedures for external
voting.
The assignment of external votes to electoral districts
The last institutional aspect of external voting is the assignment of external electors to electoral districts. The
institutional provisions for the assignment of external votes are politically important because they define how
external votes are translated into parliamentary seats. In other words, these regulations will largely decide the
extent to which external voters can influence domestic politics.
The main point of reference in the systematic classification of assignment provisions is the structure of
electoral districts. Two basic options may be distinguished:
There are extraterritorial electoral districts for external electors.
External votes are assigned to existing electoral districts inside the country, for example, in the electoral
district in which the external elector was last registered.
Each alternative has its own logic. Whereas the first stresses the special extraterritorial character of external
votes, the second stresses the relation of overseas citizens to the state territory, and thus reflects the classic legal
requirement of residency. The impact the external vote can have on domestic politics is different for each
alternative. The political influence of external voters depends not only on the choice between the fundamental
alternatives, but also on the ‘institutional fine-tuning’ within these models. Where there is an extraterritorial
electoral district or districts, the political significance of external voters is basically determined by the
representation attached to those districts in the institutional framework. This is especially true where electoral
laws establish a fixed number of extraterritorial seats, often assigned to the world regions where citizens of the
country live. The classic example is Portugal, where two parliamentary seats are reserved for citizens living
abroad, one for European countries and one for the rest. This institutional arrangement was adopted by several
former Portuguese colonies in Africa (Angola, Cape Verde and Guinea-Bissau). Croatia introduced a different
extraterritorial model in 1999. The new electoral law also established separate electoral districts for Croats
living abroad. The number of external seats, however, is not settled a priori but is calculated by dividing the
total number of external votes by the number of votes cast nationwide to arrive at the Hare quota. In other
words, in Croatia the number of external seats depends on the relation between the actual number of external
voters and the number of in-country valid votes. In comparison with the ‘Portuguese model’, this institutional
framework is more sensitive to the actual levels of electoral participation and political competition.
In fact few countries have extraterritorial electoral districts for their overseas citizens. In most cases, external
votes are assigned to domestic electoral districts and are included in the seat allocation of the respective
electoral district. It is clearly more difficult to appraise the political significance of external voters in these cases
than in arrangements with a fixed number of extraterritorial seats. Furthermore, institutional variations are
also important in this model. There is a difference between those electoral systems with one nationwide
electoral district and those with sub-national electoral districts. All else being equal, the political influence of
external electors tends to be greater where sub-national districts are used, because external votes can be
concentrated in some electoral districts and can even make up a plurality within those districts, although
nationwide their share in the total number of voters may be insignificant. The actual effect will once more
depend on the concrete institutional provisions. If overseas electors are assigned to electoral districts according
to their former place of residence, as happens in the majority of cases (e.g. in Canada, Estonia and the UK), a
regional concentration of external votes is unlikely. The political weight of external votes becomes more
significant if they are assigned to the electoral district or districts of the capital, as in Indonesia, Kazakhstan,
Latvia and Poland. This solution is administratively simpler: the votes can be collected in the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs and directly transferred into the domestic electoral district(s). Politically, however, this option
may attract criticism because external votes could produce an election result in the capital electoral district
which differs from the result that would have happened without the external votes, even in countries with a
relatively small number of citizens living abroad. In such cases the legitimacy of external voting—and perhaps
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relatively small number of citizens living abroad. In such cases the legitimacy of external voting—and perhaps
of democratic elections as such—may be questioned by domestic public opinion.
Against this background, the regulation of the 1999 Russian electoral law is a useful example. First, it assigns
external electors to domestic single-member electoral districts according to their former place of residence;
second, it provides for a maximum quota of citizens abroad (10 per cent of the registered electors residing in
the respective electoral districts). Thus it reduces the risk of election results being externally determined.
Belarus, on the other hand, offers an unusual and highly dubious arrangement. It assigns external votes to
those electoral districts where the number of registered electors is lower than the average. In reality, this
provision allows the ruling elite to allocate the external votes arbitrarily according to their own political
advantage. Such a practice, in the absence of strict normative criteria, will clearly not enhance the
transparency and legitimacy of the electoral process.
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Three Structural Problems of External Voting
Specific provisions for voter registration, voting procedures, and ways of assigning external votes to electoral
districts can be combined in many ways. Two points have to be made in relation to this potentially vast array
of institutional arrangements: first, some individual countries have developed highly specific provisions; and,
second, political decision makers must choose the ‘right design’ of external voting from an almost endless
variety of institutional possibilities. At this point one question becomes most significant. Which criteria should
be considered before deciding in favour of or against external voting or a certain form of external voting?
To answer this question we now look at three challenges of external voting which are essential elements when
shaping the legal framework, and the normative criteria which may relate to them. The challenges are:
political representation of citizens who are not resident or not present in their country of citizenship;
organization of elections outside the national borders, which introduces organizational problems,
questions of the transparency of voting procedures, the issue of equality of party competition and
transparency in electoral fraud; and
the resolution of disputes if the results of elections held on foreign ground, outside the judicial territory,
are contested.
External voting: the problem of representation
The arguments in favour of external voting are related to the democratic principle of universal suffrage. The
basic idea is that every citizen has the right to participate in every direct election to representative state organs
because the formal–judicial equality of all citizens is guaranteed by the law or the constitution.
One normative criterion underlies this argument—political rights are human rights, the right to vote being one
of them. This perspective regards universal suffrage exclusively as an individual right. There are also, however,
two functional dimensions: (a) contribution the popular vote makes to the creation of state institutions; and
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two functional dimensions: (a) contribution the popular vote makes to the creation of state institutions; and
(b) importance of electoral participation to the legitimacy of the elected institutions.
It follows that it is desirable to guarantee the right to vote even where special circumstances, such as illness,
disability, and so on, make it difficult for the citizen to vote. Temporary and perhaps involuntary residence
abroad is considered another special circumstance.
Residency in the country or even in the electoral district has been one of the classic conditions of universal
suffrage written into national constitutions and electoral laws, as well as into some international declarations
of human rights. According to the 1969 American Convention on Human Rights (article 23, 2), for example,
residency is one of the conditions which may limit the exercise of political rights. Y et in the current debate
about external voting the requirement of residency has seemingly become irrelevant.
A difficult problem arises in cases of long-standing residency abroad. Should these citizens living outside a
country keep their right to influence the composition of the representative organs whose decisions are only
binding on citizens residing inside the state territory? From the point of view of the theory of political
representation, it may be argued that only those individuals who bear the consequences of their electoral
decisions should be entitled to vote.
This problem of representation is particularly important in countries which have a considerable number of
citizens living abroad (e.g. El Salvador, Mexico or Russia). In these contexts external votes are likely to become
significant or even crucial for the overall election result. Since the political consequences of national elections
concern mainly the citizens living in the country, the participation of external voters might be considered
illegitimate by the domestic public. A classic example of such a case is provided by the Cook Islands, where
more citizens live outside than inside the country. Before 1981 all Cook Islanders, regardless of residency, had
the right to participate in national elections inside the state territory. Under this legal framework, citizens living
abroad actually determined the overall result of the 1978 election to the legislature, as Albert Henry’s Cook
Island Party had flown in a decisive number of voters from New Zealand. Following an appeal to the courts on
the ground that this was unconstitutional, these votes were disqualified by the court. Furthermore, the
parliament changed the electoral law so that from then on only one single-member electoral district was
reserved for citizens abroad. The influence of overseas citizens has been limited ever since, and the single
overseas electoral district was abolished in 2004.
Similar problems of representation can arise in states that are territorially larger, especially if the pattern of
political support among external voters differs significantly from that among domestic voters. In these cases
overseas citizens would become a powerful factor in domestic politics if they were granted the right to vote.
Political forces which would benefit would then be likely to deem external voting to be legitimate, while those
who would suffer would be likely to take the opposite view. Under these circumstances, the legitimacy of the
political system may be brought into question by the introduction of external voting. This was the case in
Croatia during the Y ugoslavian wars of the 1990s. In this period, the government of President Franjo Tudjman
took advantage of the nationalistic leanings of the Croats residing abroad. The government parties passed an
electoral law providing for 12 ‘external seats’ out of 127 in the parliament. As expected, in the 1995 election all
those 12 seats went to Tudjman’s Hrvatska Demokratska Zajednica (Croat Democratic Union, HDZ). The
institutional structure of external voting helped the incumbent government to win a majority, and there were
vehement complaints from both lawyers and public opinion. In the new electoral law of 1999, worked out
jointly by the government and the opposition, the fixed number of extraterritorial seats disappeared. Instead, a
new allocation procedure made the number of external seats dependent on the ratio of the number of external
valid votes to the total number of domestic valid votes. This institutional reform of external seats has
contributed to increase the legitimacy of elections in Croatia.
In markedly turbulent contexts, a thorough and profound analysis of the political effects of external voting is
especially necessary. The question has to be answered whether the introduction of external voting will increase
the legitimacy of a democratic system or undermine it by being perceived as an instrument of specific political
interests. In any event, the institutional form of external voting—if it is appropriate at all—needs to be
developed with the involvement of major stakeholders in the electoral process, and thus to reflect the specific
context. There is no ‘one size fits all’ approach.
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External voting: the challenge of electoral organization
Apart from the formal and legal difficulties described above, the acceptance of external voting poses a serious
problem of electoral organization. Elections held beyond a country’s borders usually imply organizational
problems, greater personal and financial cost, and greater logistical effort per voter than in-country elections.
In the light of these practical difficulties, a crucial problem is how to guarantee the maintenance of the
principles of universal, equal and secret suffrage, maintain the equality of electoral competition, and prevent
offences against the electoral law.
Countries which have external voting must come to terms with the fact that the freedom and security of the
votes of their citizens cast abroad may not be guaranteed to the same extent as those cast inside the country.
Electoral management bodies cannot fulfil their functions autonomously in foreign host countries. They have
to collaborate with the institutions of the host country and possibly also with branches of the executive of the
home country (typically the foreign ministry and ministry of the interior). How is registration abroad to be
organized? How are double registration and double voting based on different documents to be prevented? What
about the political rights of persons living illegally in the host country?
Ensuring that electoral procedures are free of influence by party interests may be a problem for countries
which face challenges in organizing legitimate elections at home, especially if they have a great number of
citizens not only living abroad but also concentrated in one single country. The electoral campaign may take
place among external electors with no effective control by the administrative bodies of the home country. The
possibility of interference by political actors which are not subject to the legislation of the home country
aggravates the danger of the equality of electoral party competition being violated.
External voting and electoral dispute resolution
The practicalities of electoral dispute resolution may involve organizational problems similar to those that can
be seen in the practical aspects of organizing external voting. When irregularities are alleged, documents may
not be readily available. There may be physical problems in holding hearings and summoning witnesses. As a
result, the quality of judicial decisions may be more contentious and their implementation more difficult.
A preliminary summary of the structural problems
The degree of fairness, transparency and electoral justice of external voting bears on the whole electoral
process, especially if the results abroad deviate greatly from the in-country results. In debating proposals to
introduce or maintain external voting, issues of electoral justice—the transparency of electoral registration, the
equality of electoral competition, the legal conduct of the act of voting, and the control mechanisms to ensure
all of these—are essential in informing the process of decision. When citizens living abroad are claiming the
right to vote, denying it may result in some loss of legitimacy. But it is equally important to bear in mind that
an external voting process which is perceived as biased in favour of particular political interests or as chaotic
may cause electoral events to lose legitimacy in the eyes of the domestic public.

Conclusions of the Legal Framework of Voting
from Abroad
Institutional reforms never involve one single objective, but rather several objectives simultaneously. For
external voting, these objectives are:
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the realization of the principle of universal suffrage, associated with the other principles of democratic
voting rights;
the maintenance of the rule of law;
a real increase in political participation (which justifies the political effort involved in and the financial
costs of external voting);
the enhancement of the legitimacy of the democratic system; and
an effective contribution to democratic consolidation.
At this stage other questions also arise: should external voting be extended to both representative organs and
referendums or should it be restricted to one single type of electoral event, such as a direct election to the
presidency? In the case of external voting for legislatures, is it convenient to establish a fixed threshold of
representation for citizens living abroad or should such a threshold be arranged according to the actual
electoral participation by external voters (perhaps by specifying minimum and maximum numbers of ‘external
seats’)?

Overview of the arguments for and against the introduction of external voting

Three major conclusions may be drawn when considering reforms relating to external voting.
1. The introduction of external voting is likely to give rise to political controversy. There are solid theoretical
arguments both in favour of and against external voting. On the one hand, the recognition of the principle of
universal suffrage is regarded as a civil right, which can be realized by the widening of political participation.
On the other hand, external voting implies the electoral participation of individuals who may not be directly
affected by whatever effects the result brings about.
The historical trend clearly points towards the understanding of the right to vote as an individual right of every
citizen, regardless of his or her place of residence. But a move to adopt or extend external voting by a particular
country needs to ensure that all stakeholders are involved in the decision-making process, and that consequent
trade-offs or drawbacks—for example, restrictions on electoral freedom such as inequalities in the political
rights enjoyed by different people—are considered and are thus less likely to give rise to subsequent questioning
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rights enjoyed by different people—are considered and are thus less likely to give rise to subsequent questioning
of the constitutionality or legitimacy of the electoral process.
It is also good practice for the decision-making process to take into account not merely the substance of reform
proposals, but also the perception of the proposals by the electorate and by the media. As with other areas of
reform of electoral process, law and regulation, the success of change may depend not only on the substance of
what is agreed but on the extent and effectiveness of civic and voter education activities to explain changes to
the electorate both inside and outside the country.
As with any electoral reform proposal, external voting will be particularly controversial if the votes cast
externally affect the result decisively and determine the winner. Such election results will be highly
controversial among the relevant political actors.
The debate on external voting should not be allowed to overshadow consideration of the political inclusion of
foreign citizens in their country of residence. A move has been made towards this principle through the
introduction in many European Union member states of voting rights for citizens of other member states. A
more widespread introduction of the right to vote in the country of residence would enable individuals with
foreign nationality to take part in decisions that affect their personal interest and thus create a context of
responsibility—although such a move could also generate political controversy, especially if foreign citizens
were thought likely to give support disproportionately to one political group and if their votes were decisive in
determining the result.
There is no ideal institutional design for external voting. Once a decision is made in favour of introducing
external voting, the resulting legal provisions must be designed to suit the particular context of the country.
Above all, attention must be paid to minimizing the possible trade-offs and unintended negative side effects.

Entitlement to Vote from Abroad
Many countries allow their citizens the right to vote in elections when they are not present in their home
country. This section examines the ways in which countries may determine who is entitled to vote while
outside the country.
Entitlement to cast an external vote is usually linked to the general entitlement to vote that applies to all
eligible electors in a country. However, there are sometimes extra requirements imposed on external electors,
such as a minimum period of previous residence or an intention to return to the country. In some cases only
limited groups of external electors may be eligible to vote, such as diplomats, other public officials and
members of the armed forces, and their families. Some countries extend the right to vote to all their citizens
living abroad, regardless of the length of time they have spent out of their home country, while others impose
time restrictions or require evidence of an intention to return.
Eligibility to vote is usually linked to citizenship. The definitions of citizenship that are applied can also affect
which classes of people are eligible to cast external votes. The citizenship in this context is to be discussed here.
Some countries, such as New Zealand and Sweden, also extend the right to an external vote to residents who
are not citizens: this is sometimes referred to as the ‘franchise for foreigners’. In this case different rules from
those that apply to citizens are usually needed to determine whether these non-citizen residents are eligible to
cast external votes.
In some countries the numbers of people eligible for an external vote are relatively small. Other countries do
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In some countries the numbers of people eligible for an external vote are relatively small. Other countries do
not allow anyone to vote if they are outside their home country. In some cases, for example, following major
civil or political unrest or where national borders have changed, or where there are large numbers of migrant
workers abroad, large numbers of people may be resident outside the country and have a legitimate claim to
vote. In these cases the question of who is eligible to cast an external vote may be a major issue, and
determining eligibility may be crucial to the election outcome.
Once a person’s eligibility to cast an external vote is established, there is usually a second requirement to be
met—the need to be registered on the electoral register in order to show that that person is entitled to vote.
Special registration requirements may be necessary for external electors, or external electors may be required
to register in the same way as all others. Registration requirements thus introduce a second stage into the
entitlement process and may serve to limit the numbers of persons who are eligible to cast an external vote.
Another aspect of entitlement, where countries are divided into electoral districts, is the electoral district in
which an elector is entitled to vote. This could be determined by reference to the address at which the elector
most recently resided before leaving the country, or by reference to the person’s place of birth, or, where a
person has never resided in the country, by reference to the address of a parent or grandparent. Another option
is to provide for special districts composed entirely of external electors, particularly where large numbers of
electors are concerned. In some cases, countries will also limit the types of ballot in which external electors
may participate. For example, external electors may be permitted to vote in national elections for head of state
or national parliament but not in local government elections. (In Switzerland, different rules apply in different
cantons.)
Types of election
Entitlement to vote is sometimes limited to particular types of election. For example, external electors may be
permitted to vote in national elections for head of state or national parliament but not in local government
elections. In some presidential systems in Africa and Asia, citizens living abroad have the right to vote for a
president but not in elections to the legislature. Because of their distance from their mother country, citizens
living abroad are allowed to influence domestic politics only to a limited extent and consequently are granted
only selective rights in national elections and referendums.

Conditions for Entitlement to Vote
To be entitled to cast an external vote, a person must first satisfy the general qualifications for electoral
registration and voting that apply in their home country.
The entitlement to vote is generally linked to citizenship, age and residency. For example, a country may only
permit a person to vote if he or she is a citizen of that country, is 18 years of age or older and has been resident
in that country for at least 12 months. Determining whether a person meets these qualifications is generally
straightforward while resident in the home country. However, where a person is not resident in the home
country—either temporarily or permanently—determining their entitlement to an external vote generally
requires the application of more complex tests of eligibility.
Determining the citizenship of a person who is absent from the home country, particularly where the person
has adopted the citizenship of another country, involves interpretation of the applicable laws of citizenship.
Determining a person’s age may
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Determining a person’s age may raise difficulties if the registration process requires the person to provide proof
of age. In some cases, particularly that of refugees, a person may not possess documentary proof of age. Even
where a person does possess proof of age, if they are applying to register to vote while outside the home
country, providing that proof of age to the registration authority may be difficult. This is an issue that will need
to be addressed when determining exactly how a person may register for external voting.
Applying a residency test to a person who is not resident in their home country is perhaps the most difficult
aspect of determining entitlement to vote externally. Some countries deal with this issue by providing that all
their citizens are entitled to vote for its elections, regardless of whether they have ever having resided in the
home country. Others apply rules related to the length of time spent by the citizen in the home country and/or
time spent away from the home country.
Some countries also impose further limitations on entitlement that restrict the classes of people who can vote
while absent from the home country. For example, some countries limit the right to vote externally to citizens
employed in particular occupations, such as diplomats and members of the armed forces. Others restrict voting
to those who are resident in particular locations, such as places where there is a specified minimum number of
electors or the locations of diplomatic missions of the home country.
Citizenship
Citizenship can be defined as the status of a citizen. A citizen can be defined as a member of a state or a nation.
Citizenship carries with it a range of rights and duties. One of the key rights of a citizen who is of voting age is
the right to vote.
Citizenship can be conferred on a person in a number of ways. A person can become a citizen by descent, by
place of birth, or by naturalization.
Citizenship by descent (jus sanguinis, or ‘law of the blood’) is one of the two internationally recognized legal
principles used to determine an individual’s country of citizenship at birth. Generally, where this principle is
applied, if one or both parents are citizens of a country their offspring are automatically given this citizenship
at birth. Under this principle, it is possible of a person to attain citizenship for a country they have never been
in, or to attain citizenship for more than one country if the parents have two different nationalities.
Citizenship by place of birth (jus soli, or ‘law of the soil’) is the other internationally recognized legal principle
used to determine an individual’s country of citizenship at birth. Where this principle applies, a person has
citizenship of the country in which he or she was born. In some cases, both jus sanguinis and jus soli may
apply, and this is another way in which a person may attain citizenship of more than one country.
Finally, a person may acquire a different citizenship by naturalization. While there are several ways in which
this can be done, naturalization is usually granted to an immigrant after a specified period of residence.
Citizenship can also be lost. In some cases, naturalization can involve renouncing any previous citizenship
held. In other cases, a person can lose his or her citizenship automatically upon becoming a naturalized citizen
of another country.
In other cases, a naturalized citizen is permitted to retain other citizenships. Some countries do not permit their
citizens to renounce their citizenship (for example, Greece and the United Kingdom (UK)). In these ways,
many people can hold dual (or multiple) citizenship.
In determining whether a person is eligible to cast an external vote, an understanding of the relevant
citizenship laws is therefore essential. Different countries’ citizenship laws vary. While a person who is
currently abroad from a country might have had the status of citizen there before leaving that country, he or
she may have lost the entitlement to be a citizen of that country by taking on a different citizenship.
As there are several ways in which a person may obtain dual or multiple citizenship, dual or multiple
citizenship is quite common. This is not usually a cause for denying a person the right to vote in any of the
countries in which they hold citizenship. However, policy makers may wish to consider whether holders of
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countries in which they hold citizenship. However, policy makers may wish to consider whether holders of
dual citizenship might have a conflict of interest in some circumstances.
Where a person who is living abroad changes citizenship by naturalization, and in the course of doing so
renounces his or her previous citizenship, that person would not retain the right to vote in the country for
which citizenship has been renounced.
Where the right to vote while abroad is based on citizenship, it is important that any forms used for electoral
registration and for external voting ask the voter whether he or she holds citizenship of the country concerned.
In the unlikely event of dual or multiple citizenship being relevant to the franchise, the relevant forms should
also ask the elector whether they hold any other citizenship.
In almost all cases, the right to cast an external vote is granted only to citizens of the home country.
Citizenship is therefore a minimum requirement for determining eligibility to vote externally. However, some
countries, for example New Zealand and Sweden (for elections to the European Parliament) also extend the
right to vote externally to residents who are not citizens. In this case different rules from those that apply to
citizens are needed to determine whether these non-citizen residents are eligible to cast external votes.
Place of residence
Applying a residency test to a person who is not resident in their home country is perhaps the most difficult
aspect of determining entitlement to an external vote.
External electors can be categorized according to a range of typical residential circumstances. The more
common categories include:
citizens resident outside their home country who do not have a fixed intention to return to that country;
citizens temporarily resident outside their home country who intend to return to live in that country;
citizens in defined occupations, such as military personnel, public officials or diplomatic staff (and their
families);
citizens resident outside their home country who live in specified countries and who may be subject to
special circumstances, such as refugees or migrant workers; and
non-citizens who have been granted the right to vote in a country through residency but are
temporarily outside that country.
These categories can be further qualified by limiting the right to vote externally by imposing time limits on the
length of absence from the home country.
The broadest category of residential entitlement to an external vote is the first—that extended to citizens who
are resident outside their home country without regard to their intention to return. Several countries extend
this right to their citizens. Some allow any citizens living abroad the right to register and vote regardless of the
amount of time they have spent away from the country, while others place a time limit on that right.
For example, Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Estonia, Norway, Poland, South Africa, Sweden and the
United States of America all give their citizens living abroad the right to register to vote regardless of the
amount of time they have spent away from the country. Countries that impose time limits on this right include
Germany (25 years for persons resident in countries that are not members of the Council of Europe), New
Zealand (three years for citizens, 12 months for permanent residents) and the UK (15 years).
One rationale for imposing time limits on the right to vote is that the longer citizens stay away from the home
country the more they lose their ties to it. Those who have been away from the home country for a long time
cannot arguably aspire to make decisions with regard to domestic politics. It is of course difficult to measure
the degree of an absent citizen’s attachment to his or her home country. It can depend on more than the
length of absence, as the German legislation illustrates. The rationale behind the German provision is that,
because of the cultural context, German citizens living in Council of Europe countries are more closely linked
to their country of origin. Moreover, because about their geographical proximity they have easier access to the
current political information of their home country than they would in other regions of the world (Schreiber
1985).
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In some of these cases, citizens may only be registered as external electors after satisfying a minimum
residency requirement in their country of citizenship (as in Germany, New Zealand and the UK). In other
cases, it is possible that a person who is granted citizenship through descent may be eligible to vote in elections
for their country of citizenship even though they may have never been resident in that country.
However, granting citizens living abroad the right to vote regardless of intention to return could result in
citizens who have no close links with the country beyond holding citizenship exercising significant influence
over the results of elections. The greater the number of citizens living abroad, the greater the influence they
could have. Whether this is desirable will depend on the particular circumstances of the country. It may be
desirable to extend voting rights to citizens living abroad where large numbers of citizens have left the country
as refugees or as a result of civil or political unrest. The 1994 general election in South Africa is an example of
such a case. In other cases such an approach has been adopted as part of a post-conflict transition to
democracy, as in Cambodia in 1993, and Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1996.
The second category of entitlement to an external vote—the right extended to citizens and other permanent
residents who are temporarily abroad and intend to return to their home country—is the next-broadest
category. Countries that provide for this kind of voting include Australia (for registered electors who are abroad
for six years or less, although extensions may be granted) and Canada (for citizens who are abroad for five
years or less).
Granting the right to an external vote to persons temporarily absent from their home country caters for those
people who are absent on holiday or who are out of their home country for work, study or personal reasons for
relatively short periods of time. This model has the advantage of retaining the right to vote for people who have
clear ties to their home country, while ensuring that people who may not have such close ties do not have the
opportunity to influence elections in which they do not have a personal stake.
Third, several countries have special entitlement provisions for citizens in defined occupations, such as military
personnel, public officials or diplomatic staff, and their families. Usually this involves waiving time limits
and/or providing for automatic registration. Some countries that do not have a general entitlement allowing
citizens abroad to vote have special provisions that apply only to citizens in defined occupations. For example,
Lesotho only provides for external voting for public officials employed at diplomatic missions and their
dependents or employees, and the Republic of Ireland only provides for external voting for officials employed
at diplomatic missions and for members of the armed forces. Non-resident Indian citizens who are employed
by the Government of India in a post outside India (this includes the military) are eligible to register as
electors. In most cases, where special entitlement provisions are made for citizens of defined occupations, those
entitlements are extended to members of their families resident with them who are otherwise entitled to vote.
Fourth, the right to vote externally can be linked to residence in specified countries and/or may be limited to
electors who may be subject to special circumstances, such as refugees or migrant workers.
Such restrictions on the right to vote externally may be pragmatic solutions for limiting the number of persons
who are eligible for an external vote. Allowing all citizens to vote while they are abroad can add considerably to
the cost of running elections, depending on the numbers involved. It is a matter of judgement whether this
additional expense is justified. An interesting example is that of Senegal, where the electoral law states that
citizens living abroad have the right to vote if at least 500 of them register with diplomatic missions in the
foreign country. The underlying reason for this limitation is a pragmatic one—the financial and administrative
costs of implementing external voting in extremely small overseas communities are out of proportion to the
increase in electoral participation which its introduction might bring about. However, such restrictions might
violate the principle of electoral equality. The scope of this potential danger depends on the number of external
electors involved and the geographical distribution of overseas citizens.
Similarly, another pragmatic approach that has been adopted that has limited the categories of citizens entitled
to vote externally has been to restrict voting rights to those who are able to attend a particular location to vote.
For example, for the Ukraine elections of December 2004, the election law provided that polling stations could
be created in ‘diplomatic and other official representations and consular offices of Ukraine abroad, and in
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be created in ‘diplomatic and other official representations and consular offices of Ukraine abroad, and in
military units located outside the borders of Ukraine’. Consequently, 113 polling stations were established
abroad, all located in diplomatic and consular offices. For the Iraqi elections of 2005, the Iraq Out-Of-Country
Voting Program facilitated polling in 36 cities in 14 countries. Only those Iraqi voters who could attend at one
of the specified polling places were able to vote outside Iraq.
Finally, some countries extend the right to vote externally to non-citizen permanent residents. This is
sometimes referred to as the ‘franchise for foreigners’. Where such non- citizen permanent residents are
normally entitled to vote while resident in the country, they may be permitted to vote if they are temporarily
(but not permanently) abroad. For example, in Sweden citizens of any member state of the European Union
and citizens of Iceland and Norway are entitled to vote in municipal and regional elections if they have been
registered residents of Sweden for three consecutive years on election day. In some cases the rules applying to
citizens and non-citizen permanent residents are different. For example, New Zealand citizens overseas are
qualified to register and vote if they have been in New Zealand within the last three years; whereas permanent
non-citizen residents are only qualified to register and vote if they have been in New Zealand within the last 12
months.
Compulsory voting and external voting
Those countries that have compulsory voting add another layer of complexity to the issue of determining
entitlement to vote externally. In general, countries which have compulsory voting allow registered electors to
escape a fine for not voting if they have a valid reason for failure to vote. Being absent from the home country
would be expected to be an acceptable reason for failing to vote. In Australia, the electoral law specifically
states that absence from Australia on polling day is sufficient reason for not voting. However, under a
compulsory voting system, failure to vote while absent from the home country may impact on a person’s
ongoing right to remain registered to vote externally. For example, Australia removes a person’s name from its
register of external electors if the person fails to vote or fails to apply for a postal vote for a national general
election.

Qualification to Stand as a Candidate in Elections
In determining the eligibility rules for external electors, it is important to consider whether the same eligibility
rules should apply to candidates for election. Particularly where the right to vote is extended to all citizens who
are resident abroad, regardless of intention to return, it may be desirable to have stricter eligibility rules for
candidates. This would usually take the form of a residence requirement.
In some cases where political players may be in exile from their home country it might be desirable to allow
persons resident outside the country to be candidates. This could be appropriate where a country is undergoing
a transition to a new, democratic form of government, as in South Africa in 1994.
Considerations of dual or multiple citizenship may be more important for candidates than for voters. It may be
desirable to prevent holders of dual citizenship from standing as candidates. For example, Australia’s
constitution does not allow ‘a citizen of a foreign power’ to sit in its national parliament. Such a provision is
intended to ensure that elected members do not have divided loyalties that could lead to conflicts of interest. In
practice, dual citizenship is so common that this type of provision can lead to candidates and elected members
being ruled ineligible for what is arguably a technicality.
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Registration of External Electors
Once a person’s eligibility to cast an external vote is established, there is usually a second requirement to be
met—the need to be registered on the electoral register in order to show that he or she is entitled to vote. Special
registration requirements may be necessary for external electors, or they may be required to register in the
same way as all other electors. Registration requirements thus introduce a second stage into the entitlement
process and may serve to limit the numbers of persons who are eligible to cast an external vote.
In most countries ordinary electors are registered in respect of particular locations— usually their home
residence—so that they can establish their right to vote in particular electoral districts and for regional levels of
government. As it may be difficult or impossible to allocate an external elector to a particular locality in the
home country, it is sometimes desirable to use a special registration process for external electors.
Where the eligibility requirements and/or voting rights for external electors are different from those for incountry electors, it is essential that external electors use a separate registration process. For example, where
they are entitled to vote for national elections but not local elections, the electoral register must clearly
distinguish external electors.
Whether external electors are listed on a special external electoral register or are listed on the normal electoral
register will depend on local circumstances. One relevant factor would be whether a country has one national
electoral register or different registers for different levels of government. Another would be the level of
technical sophistication of the electoral register. Australia, for example, essentially maintains one computerized
national electoral register that is used for elections for all levels of government. While it has a separate
registration form for external electors, their names are stored on the national electoral register with all other
registered electors, with an annotation indicating that they have registered as external electors. Other
countries, particularly those that have different electoral registers for different regions and/or levels of
government, might be more likely to maintain separate electoral registers for external electors. Where electoral
registers are kept by different authorities for different levels of government or for different regions, such as the
different states in the USA, the process for registration as an external elector may vary from jurisdiction to
jurisdiction and/or from place to place.
In some cases, simple registration on the normal electoral register is sufficient for an external elector to retain
the right to vote, without the need for special registration as an external elector. For example, Swedish
residents living abroad remain on the electoral register for an absence of up to ten years. Only those who are
absent for longer than ten years need to register in order to remain on the electoral register.
People who are absent for short periods, such as those who are on holiday, generally do not need to apply for
special external elector status if they are listed on the normal electoral register.
Where a person is absent for a longer period, many countries require special registration as an external elector.
This is particularly important where the electoral register is regularly reviewed, and people are removed from it
if they do not appear to be resident at their registered address.
Registration as an external elector usually requires the elector to complete a form, which is then processed by
the authority responsible for keeping the electoral register. In some cases, the person may be required to
provide documentary proof of eligibility, such as proof of citizenship, age or residence. When considering
whether such evidence should be required, attention should be given to the feasibility of this requirement. If a
person is applying for registration from outside the home country, the requirement that identity documents
(IDs) be provided may be impractical or unreasonable. Where a country is in transition or is otherwise subject
to civil instability, many citizens, particularly refugees, may not have valid IDs (see chapter 7 and the case
studies on Afghanistan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Iraq). In these cases, the registration process may need
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studies on Afghanistan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Iraq). In these cases, the registration process may need
to rely on a declaration signed by the applicant and/or a declaration signed by a witness.
In most cases it would be appropriate to apply the same level of authentication requirements to registration as
an external elector as apply to the normal electoal registration process.
Where a specific external elector registration form is required, care should be taken to ensure that the form
seeks sufficient information to demonstrate that the applicant is entitled to be registered. A registration form
could for example require the applicant to state how they acquired citizenship, when they last lived in the
home country, whether and when they intend to return to the home country (if relevant) and when they were
born.
Keeping a register of external electors up to date is a difficult task. Electoral registration authorities are unlikely
be able to review the status of registered external electors who are resident abroad. In practice, the most
feasible approach is to rely on external electors to update their details when applying to register or when
actually voting. One way to keep the electoral register free of out-of-date entries is to remove the names of
those who do not vote, for example, for one or two national elections in a row.

Examples of Qualifications for External Voting
While most countries’ qualifications for external voting fit within the broad categories outlined above, the
details usually vary from case to case. Bellow you find list of some examples of different external voting
qualifications. In most cases, the qualifications listed relate to national elections. Different rules may apply for
provincial and local government elections. The list of examples is not, of course, complete. Other countries also
allow their citizens to vote while abroad.
Australia: External electors must satisfy the normal requirement for electoral registration in Australia, which
means that they must be Australian citizens (or British subjects who were on the electoral register in Australia
on 25 January 1984). Registered electors who leave Australia and intend to return within six years can apply to
be registered as ‘eligible overseas electors’ and retain the right to remain on the electoral register and vote while
overseas; eligible overseas electors who are overseas for longer than six years can apply for 12-month
extensions indefinitely. Spouses or children of eligible overseas electors who become entitled to register to vote
while overseas by turning 18 or becoming Australian citizens may also apply for registration as eligible
overseas electors. Eligible overseas electors can lose their right to be registered and to vote if they do not
attempt to vote at a national general election held while they are overseas. Registered electors who go abroad
but have an intention to return to live at the same address can remain on the electoral register and entitled to
vote without having to register as eligible overseas electors. In this case there is no time limit.
Belarus: Citizens living outside Belarus can participate in elections by applying to specified diplomatic
missions.
Bosnia and Herzegovina: Citizens living outside Bosnia and Herzegovina can register to vote.
Canada: Citizens who have lived abroad for less than five consecutive years since their last stay in Canada
and who intend to resume their residence in Canada may apply for registration on the register of non-resident
Canadians, and thereby become entitled to vote while abroad. Canadian members of the armed forces, public
servants or employees of other specified organizations, and their families, are eligible to apply for registration
on the register of non-resident Canadians regardless of their length of absence from Canada.
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Estonia: Citizens residing temporarily or permanently outside Estonia may apply for registration to vote at
their nearest Estonian diplomatic mission.
Germany: Germany has three categories of external electors qualified to apply for entry on the register of
electors—German citizens who are civil servants or armed forces personnel and other salaried public
employees, and their family members; German citizens resident in another Council of Europe member state,
provided that after 23 May 1949 and prior to their departure they were permanently resident in Germany for
an uninterrupted period of at least three months; and German citizens resident outside the Council of Europe
member countries who were, prior to their departure, permanently resident in Germany for an uninterrupted
period of at least three months, and not more than 25 years have elapsed since their departure.
India: Non-resident Indian citizens who are employed by the government of India in a post outside India,
including military personnel, are eligible to be registered as electors.
Iraq: For the Iraqi elections of 2005, the Iraq Out-Of-Country Voting Program facilitated polling in 36 cities
in 14 countries. Only those Iraqi electors who could attend one of the specified polling places were able to vote
outside Iraq.
Ireland: Public officials employed at diplomatic missions and members of the armed forces are the only
categories of elector permitted to vote while abroad.
Namibia: Any holders of a valid voter registration card are eligible to vote, including citizens resident abroad.
New Zealand: Citizens overseas are qualified to register and vote if they have been in New Zealand within the
past three years; permanent residents are qualified to register and vote if they have been in New Zealand
within the past 12 months; New Zealand public servants and defence personnel and their spouses and children
over 18 years of age are qualified to register and vote regardless of length of time overseas.
Norway: Norwegian citizens resident abroad retain the right to be registered to vote if at any time previously
they have been registered at the population registry as resident in Norway. All Norwegian public servants
employed as diplomatic or consular staff and their families are entitled to vote even if they have never been
registered in the population register.
Poland: Citizens living abroad and holding a valid Polish passport may apply to be entered on the register of
electors.
Sweden: Citizens resident abroad are included on the electoral register and remain entitled to vote if they left
Sweden within the previous ten years; after an absence of longer than ten years they must notify the relevant
authority if they wish to remain on the electoral register.
United Kingdom: British citizens living abroad are eligible to register and vote as overseas electors if their
name was previously on the electoral register for an address in the UK and no more than 15 years have passed
between the qualification date of that register and the date on their application to register as an overseas
elector; or if they have reached the age of 18 while living abroad and they were too young to be on an electoral
register before they left the UK and a parent or guardian was on the electoral register for the address at which
they were living on that date.
United States of America: The Uniformed and Overseas Citizens Absentee Voting Act (UOCAVA)
guarantees US citizens overseas the right to vote in federal elections in the United States. (Federal elections
include primaries, general and special elections for the president, vice-president, senators and representatives to
Congress.) The UOCAVA applies only to federal elections. However, many states in the United States have
enacted legislation whereby certain categories of citizens residing overseas can vote by absentee ballot for state
or local officials. The same procedures for obtaining local election ballots are used for obtaining federal election
ballots.
In order to vote in either federal or state elections in the United States, most states require citizens residing
abroad to register in the state of their ‘voting residence’. A voting residence is the legal residence or domicile in
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abroad to register in the state of their ‘voting
residence’. A voting residence is the legal residence or domicile in

which the elector could vote if present in that state. Military and Merchant Marine members, and their spouses
and dependents, may register to vote in the domicile (state) that the member claims as his or her residence.
Civilian US Government employees overseas, their spouses and dependents will generally register in the state
they claim as their legal residence. In accordance with the UOCAVA, overseas citizens (not affiliated to the US
Government) must vote in their last state of residence immediately prior to departure from the United States.
This applies even if many years have elapsed and the person maintains no abode and has no intention of
returning to that state.

Conclusions of the Entitlement to Vote from
Abroad
The extension of the right to vote to citizens outside their home country varies enormously from country to
country. Some countries allow no one to vote who is not physically present in their home country. Others
allow any of their citizens to vote from anywhere in the world, regardless of whether their citizens have ever
resided in the country of their citizenship. In between these two extremes, there are many variations that allow
certain classes of citizens to vote.
As with so many other aspects of the electoral process, there is no single ‘correct’ way of deciding who should
be entitled to vote externally. A model that will suit one country may be totally inappropriate in another. For
example, it may be feasible to allow any citizen of a country to vote externally, regardless of their intention to
return, where the population of the home country is large and the voting influence of expatriates would not be
expected to outweigh that of the home population. On the other hand, a country with a small population and a
relatively large number of expatriates might be wary of handing electoral influence to a body of persons who
may no longer have a direct interest in their home country.
In attempting to specify ‘best practice’ principles to guide those who are considering adopting or amending
external voting eligibility criteria, it may be worthwhile to consider the purpose of the franchise. The franchise
is the right to vote for elected representatives. Its purpose is to allow persons to elect representatives to sit in
parliament and/or the executive and to determine and administer laws on their behalf. It would therefore
appear reasonable to limit the right to vote to those who have a direct interest in the determination and
administration of those laws. However, if it is accepted that the franchise should only be granted to those with
a direct interest in the process, it follows that extending the right to vote to absent citizens who have no
intention to return to the home country—or to persons who hold dual citizenship and are permanent residents
in another country where they are also citizens—may be seen as too generous. Indeed, it could be argued that a
country’s sovereignty could be at risk if its representatives are elected in part by voters who reside abroad. It
would also follow that the right to vote should be extended to absent citizens who intend to return in the
foreseeable future, as they too would have a direct interest in the government of their home country. This
argument would particularly apply to those who are temporarily absent in the service of their country, such as
diplomats and members of the armed forces.
However, while it is easier to justify, using the principle of ‘intent to return’ as a determining factor to grant
voting rights to citizens abroad may be more difficult to administer than allowing all citizens to vote while
abroad. It requires, at a minimum, some form of notification from citizens who are abroad (or are going
abroad) that their absence is temporary and that they intend to return to their home country. The question
then arises whether notice of intent to return ought to be accepted at face value, or whether an objective test
should be applied. It may be difficult to devise an objective test that is not discriminatory and contrary to the49/179
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should be applied. It may be difficult to devise an objective test that is not discriminatory and contrary to the
principles of universal suffrage. For example, requiring evidence of ownership of a house or property would
clearly discriminate against those who do not own property and could be seen as a return to a property-based
voting right. Whether this is necessary will depend on the circumstances of each country, and particularly on
whether large numbers of electors are likely to register to vote while they are abroad.
Finally, what voting rights should permanent residents who are not citizens have? It is arguable that, in
today’s global economy with an increasingly mobile population, the concept of citizenship may be losing its
value as a determinant for the franchise. In future, countries may have to look at other criteria to determine
whether a person residing abroad is eligible to vote in their elections. For the present, most countries continue
to use citizenship as the main determinant of the franchise, and many grant the franchise to their citizens
abroad regardless of intention to return. No doubt the issue of the extension of the eligibility to vote externally
will continue to evolve in different ways in different places.

The Implementation of External Voting
The practical implementation of external voting is complicated by factors such as the number of electors, their
locations, the distances involved and the complexity of the voting system in place. Election planning becomes a
two-tiered process as the tasks involved in organizing an election in-country are duplicated, under very
different circumstances, for the external voting.
At each stage of the external electoral process, emphasis must be placed on implementing procedures and
processes that are not only faithful to the legislation but also as close as possible to those in place for in-country
voters. All electors must have access to a similar registration and polling process, no matter where they are
located. Administrative creativity and flexibility are needed, but the process must always be in accordance with
the law.
The problems of implementation will vary depending on the methods of registration and voting, the
geographical distribution of expatriates and the political situation (e.g. during a transition after violent
conflict). In all cases, security and privacy are central to the process, whether voting is done in person, by post,
by proxy (essentially an internal process) or by electronic means. Many groups of external electors (such as
refugee populations) may be vulnerable to intimidation and will need assurances that they are protected by the
secrecy built in to the process. Other groups (e.g. military serving outside the home country and members of
the diplomatic community) will have more confidence in the system but will expect the same protection.
In first or transitional elections, the political players will watch the external voting with suspicion. If any
political force is seeking a reason to challenge the results of an election, anomalies in the external voting can
often be pointed out to justify any complaints. For this reason, the planning for external voting requires a
carefully integrated approach to ensure that it is as transparent and administratively correct as the internal
voting.
Administrative problems or delays in the external voting are often viewed as deliberate acts of fraud by an
incumbent government or even by the election management body (EMB). ‘Transition elections should be
viewed as accidents waiting to happen at the intersection between political suspicion and administrative
incapacity. Every administrative problem is interpreted by one side as designed by its opponent to do it harm’
(Pastor 1999). This is particularly true for external voting. It is important to eliminate any potential cause for
suspicion when planning the implementation of external voting.
Finally, disputes and complaints will need to be resolved quickly and fairly. All participants in the electoral
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Finally, disputes and complaints will need to be resolved quickly and fairly. All participants in the electoral
process must have the right to appeal to an independent, impartial body. Procedures need to be established for
the appeal process to ensure it is accessible for the external electors and within the election timeline. All
complaints will need to be dealt with in an equitable and timely manner.

Planning of External Voting
The procedures for external voting
There are four basic options for the procedure for external voting:
voting by proxy;
personal voting—voting in person in diplomatic missions or military bases;
postal voting; and
electronic voting.
The advantages of proxy voting are that it is technically simple and does not involve the huge financial and
administrative costs that are customary in elections held outside the state territory. It does, however, have one
problematic feature: the proxy could use this procedure to obtain an additional vote and thus infringe the
principle of equal suffrage, with the electoral authorities being unable to intervene.
The main advantage of voting in diplomatic missions is that there is a highly transparent electoral process,
supervised by diplomatic staff. However, they must be, and be perceived to be, independent and unbiased.
Moreover, in some countries getting to the nearest embassy or consulate may be a problem, especially for
citizens of those states that have few diplomatic missions in those foreign countries or in countries where the
infrastructure is poor. Oversight issues also need to be considered with voting at military bases abroad.
It is clearly easier to organize postal voting than to establish polling stations in all diplomatic missions
worldwide, but the transparency of voting by post is not so high as when the vote is cast in person in a
consulate under the observation of state officials (problems of ‘family voting’, for instance, have been known to
arise); moreover, postal services may be slow and unreliable. Whether postal voting is more or less suitable
than voting in diplomatic missions will depend to a great extent on the context, such as the infrastructure of
those foreign countries where external voting is to be held. The costs associated with postal voting are generally
lower than those for personal voting because the management structure can be centralized for postal voting.
However, due to timelines, it may be necessary to use courier services to move the ballot papers to a central
point in each country for mailing, and also to return them for counting. Costs for these services are high but
they ensure timely delivery. The local mailing costs are also high because the package contains ballot papers, a
series of envelopes, instructions, candidate lists and so on.
Thus there is no ‘best procedure’ for external voting. The EMB will have to consider the procedure that best
meets the needs of its electorate.
Timelines
The planning process is made difficult by the particular features of external voting. However, if there is early
planning and careful preparation, the process will naturally parallel that of the election in-country. For
external voting, however, extra time is required at the registration and voting stages, especially if the external
electors are widely distributed geographically, as table 5.2 shows. A short election period can effectively exclude
external voting, and is indeed sometimes used for that purpose (e.g., in Sierra Leone 2002, the timeline was 51/179
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external voting, and is indeed sometimes used for that purpose (e.g., in Sierra Leone 2002, the timeline was
one of the reasons for excluding external voting).
One of the pre-election tasks that can be time-consuming is the negotiation and signing of a memorandum of
understanding (MOU) with each country that will have external registration and voting.The MOU is the basis
for all the arrangements, assistance and needs of the EMB in that country. When several countries are
involved, a delayed MOU with one or more can jeopardize the process. This happened in the 2005 Iraqi
election, with the last MOU being signed just four weeks before the election.
The managers of the external voting must be an integral part of the EMB’s management and planning team so
that all the players are aware of the special problems to be faced and the timelines. This is particularly
important if the external voting is being administered by an agency outside the EMB of the country for which
the election is being held. The fact that there is external voting impacts on every step of the process—from
procurement and printing to distribution of the ballot papers, and from training of election workers and voter
education to procedures. Only by working closely together can the internal and external voting be consistent
and function well and efficiently.
The campaign period will need special attention because candidates and political parties may not have the
resources to reach external electors. The EMB may have to print and distribute information about the
candidates and political parties to these electors, particularly if it is a postal vote. Although the campaign period
would be the same as that for the in-country campaign, the time needed for preparation of materials has to be
considered. Timelines will be affected differently depending on the locations of external electors, on the method
of registration and on the process for voting. Technology is offering new options and electronic methods of
voting.
Costing and budgeting
External voting can add considerably to the costs of an election. The costs of external voting will vary with the
prevailing conditions. Once a decision has been made to have external voting, it is necessary to be aware of
where extra funds will be needed and what the actual costs will be. In transitional elections, if international
donors are involved, they will want oversight of detailed costing and budgets. All the costing factors must be
known early in the process so that a realistic budget can be presented to governments and donors. When
programmes are established well in advance within a recognized structure, they are likely to be less costly.
The extra costs may be a reason to limit the extent the external voting. For instance, the option of external
voting may be offered only where the number of registered external electors exceeds a certain threshold (e.g.
Ukraine in 2004) or only in countries where the country holding the election has an embassy or consulate. In
some cases, decision makers may determine that the challenges of external voting are too costly and
insurmountable against tight timetables. This has been the case in a number of post-conflict elections. Indeed,
in the 2005 Iraqi elections, the United Nations initially advised against external voting due to the complexity of
such an operation. However, the Iraqi political parties advocated strongly for external voting and the
Independent Electoral Commission of Iraq (IECI) ultimately (in November 2004) decided to incorporate
external voting.
External voting programme costs might include:
security—of persons, locations, materials, events. Special security arrangements may be needed if there
is a perceived risk for the voters and/or ballot papers during the process;
staffing—including recruitment, salaries, training;
office space (it may also be necessary to administer the external voting from an office outside the
country if there are communications or other infrastructure problems internally);
travel—for oversight and administrative staff;
training. Special training materials and programmes will be needed for both external registration and
the external voting itself;
the electoral registration programme;
election materials—the printing of ballot papers, the installation of voting booths and so on;
the transport of materials. This can be a major expense, depending on the number of countries
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the transport of materials. This can be a major expense, depending on the number of countries
involved. It will often be necessary to use couriers in order to meet timelines (e.g. for returning the
ballot papers from external voting if they are to be counted in-country);
the cost of registration, polling and office locations;
information materials and distribution/media. Special communication programmes will be needed to
reach external electors with information and to raise awareness about the procedures for registration
and voting, and this may involve media costs in several countries;
communications—constant communication is needed between the EMB and its external operation;
observation—The EMB may want to provide its own observers for the external registration and voting
or it may want to help political party representatives attend these events; and
implementing partner organizations’ costs.

Many of the basic election costs for items such as procurement and printing will be included in the general
election budget (e.g. the number of ballot papers to be printed will include internal and external electors).
If a large number of countries and a large number of electors are involved, negotiations can be started early to
involve the diplomatic community, national EMBs and where relevant international agencies in those
countries. It may be possible to borrow much of the polling station equipment locally and local election
officials may assist in the preparations in each country, but an agreement will need to be reached with the local
or national EMB. This assistance will vary greatly from country to country and will need to be negotiated
separately. In Bosnia and Herzegovina, international support was crucial. ‘Most of the countries hosting
Bosnian refugees were sufficiently affluent and politically stable to permit, and even fund, election activities on
their soil. The same cannot be expected of host countries in other regions’ (Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe, Refugee Election Steering Group 1997: 61). Where the number of external electors is
small (e.g. diplomats, workers and travellers), the embassy of the country concerned can usually handle the
arrangements without input by the local EMBs.
The Iraq external voting programme was the most expensive in history. Much of the costs in both Iraq and
Afghanistan—particularly in Iraq—can be attributed to security requirements, although another factor in the
case of Iraq was directly related to the institutional arrangements that were put in place to organize and
conduct the external voting programme within a very short period of time: the entire external voting
programme was contracted out to the International Organization for Migration (IOM), resulting in an
organizational overhead being charged for the whole programme. The cost of external voting for Iraq in the
December 2005 election, organised mainly by the IECI and Iraqi servants, was considerably lower than in the
January election, organised with the assistance of international partners. East Timor’s external voting
programme for its 1999 referendum on independence cost a fraction of what the programmes in Iraq and
Afghanistan have cost. It registered about 6,220 electors in six countries and external voter turnout was
96.5 per cent.
Breaking external voting programmes down into parts, with the EMB of the home country itself contracting
out directly for smaller pieces, such as the printing of ballot papers, can significantly reduce overall costs. Costs
will be higher when external voting programmes have to establish an electoral register for the first time or to
reconstruct a significantly flawed one. Other methods of reducing costs include eliminating the production of
new identity documents.
Most costs are borne by a combination of the country of origin, the international community, and in a more
limited way the host countries, but other costs can be borne by the voters themselves. Voters often pay their
own travel fees associated with registration and voting. Depending on the election timetable, voters may need
to make two trips, one to register and a second to cast their vote. These travel costs can be a significant obstacle
to participation, particularly where eligible electors have to travel over large distances, and can result in low
external voter turnout. For the January 2005 Iraqi elections, the costs for electors to travel to register and then
again to vote were prohibitively high, particularly in countries such as Sweden and the United States (where an
estimated 10 per cent of external votes were cast) where there were only a limited number of polling and
registration sites. The Danish Government subsidized the travel of voters to participate in the Iraqi external
voting programme, but most host countries did not provide such support.
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voting programme, but most host countries did not provide such support.

Budget issues can produce creative and innovative solutions to some of the problems of external voting. In
areas where large numbers of refugees live in close proximity, volunteers from refugee groups and other
community or civic groups who have the necessary language skills could handle much of the education and
training activities. In some cases it may be possible to draw on these groups to provide election officials. The
expatriate community often suggests other cost-saving measures (although there could be a risk of these
suggestions being biased).
Naturally, any financial costs should be considered alongside the non-financial costs of not conducting external
voting, such as the implications for the consolidation of democracy, peace and stability, or national
reconciliation, particularly in post-conflict societies. In some cases, the costs of not conducting out-of-country
voting can in the long run far exceed the costs of any single external voting programme.

Aspects of the Implementation of External Voting
Logistics
The procurement and distribution of election materials and equipment take on added dimensions when
external voting takes place. If external electors are living in several different countries, the problems of
delivering items to coincide with the delivery of the same items inside the country grow in proportion.
Special arrangements may have to be made with providers such as printers and manufacturers to deliver to
several locations, both inside and outside the country. This raises questions of security and timing, which have
to be carefully controlled. Infrastructure problems of transport and communications must always be
considered in planning these deliveries. The transport of ballot papers can be complicated by the electoral
system used. In an election where proportional representation (PR) is used nationally, the same ballot paper is
used everywhere. However, in an electoral system where each electoral district or province or region has a
unique ballot paper, distribution becomes more complex. Voters have to be identified by constituency, adding
another step to the process, unless a postal ballot is used. This, of course, has its own complexities because each
voter then needs a list of candidates or parties for the particular electoral district.
A breakdown in the delivery of materials can create a tense situation, as was experienced in the Central African
Republic National Assembly election in 1998:
There was bitterness in neighbouring Gabon and in France, where angry migrant voters surrounded their
diplomatic missions insisting on voting. A protestor in Libreville, Gabon, told newsmen that ‘we’ve not been
able to vote here in Libreville because the consulate did not receive the necessary materials to enable it to
organise the elections. This is why we’re protesting against the flagrant violation of the constitution by blocking
Central Africans in Gabon from freely exercising their civic duties. We’re contesting with all our energy’
(Tumanjong 1999: 41–42).
Even countries with excellent infrastructure and communications can experience difficulties. Some Canadian
electors working in Kosovo at the time of the Canadian election in 2000 were unable to vote when many ballot
papers did not arrive at the Canadian Co-ordination Office in Kosovo on time.
An important aspect of the logistical plans is the appointment and training of staff for the external voting.
Whether they are hired directly or appointed by a national or international agency in each country, the election
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Whether they are hired directly or appointed
by a national or international agency in each country, the election
officials will need specific and detailed training. Although registration and voting manuals prepared for incountry training will be useful, there will also be specific matters that need to be addressed for the staff
managing the external voting. These may include the context (e.g. peace agreements, country background),
the particular challenges (e.g. reaching electors in refugee camps and finding out how to reach those who are
scattered), and special instructions for returning registration materials and ballot papers to the EMB.

Voter education and communication with prospective voters are also a part of the logistical preparations.
Materials designed for internal voting may need to be modified for use outside the country (including
language). Close cooperation with international and national organizations will be needed to reach prospective
voters and to conduct education programmes. The use of the mass media needs to be kept to a minimum in
order to keep down costs unless there is a large population of external electors in a particular country. The host
country’s regulations on the media may also need to be checked. Announcements and information must be
targeted carefully to reach eligible electors in different locations. The election officials may also be involved in
distributing campaign information if the political parties do not have the means to do this outside the country.
Toll-free telephone lines may be needed to answer queries if large numbers of external electors are resident in a
particular country.
As with the planning process, the logistical preparations have to be carefully monitored and worked out to
ensure that all contingencies are provided for where the timelines for registration and voting are concerned.
The security of election materials
The security and control of registration and voting materials require special attention for external voting.
Security is as essential externally as it is internally but there is the added challenge of securing sensitive
materials during transport to and from several countries. Once the ballot papers are returned to the EMB, they
may also need to be transported further to the provincial or municipal level, depending on the counting and
reconciliation arrangements. Each step requires a security plan to prevent fraud.
Observers and political party representatives often want to follow the trail of the ballot papers and other
election materials from origin to destination. Secure transport, such as a courier or diplomatic pouch, is
required to reassure observers, candidates and voters that the ballot papers cannot be tampered with in any
way.
Security will also be an issue during the registration process. In some circumstances, providing the data
necessary to register to vote may be dangerous for the individual. Refugees may be concerned about losing
their refugee status or being forced to return prematurely to their country of origin. For this reason they may
want assurance that the registration data will remain confidential to the EMB. This, however, may conflict
with the ideal of an open list to which the political parties have access. Measures can be devised to protect the
information on the elector’s location or status by carefully selecting the information that will be printed on the
electoral registers. This type of problem requires careful consideration if the needs of the displaced citizen are to
be balanced with the needs of the electoral system.
Voter registration
Legislation defines who is eligible to vote and an EMB establishes the procedures for registering eligible electors
and preventing fraud. The electoral registers are generally a matter of public record, which means that the data
to be published in the lists must be agreed upon and other data collected must remain confidential.
External electors may be registered on the electoral register of the electoral district of their previous place of
residence, or on another national list (for example, if the country concerned has a single consolidated electoral
register), or there may be a special electoral register of external electors. In the latter case, the list can be by
country, by type of residence (permanent or temporary), by category (refugee, guest worker etc.) or by any
combination of these. There may be a permanent register of electors that has to be updated regularly, or
registration may be regular and automatic, or electors may need to register in advance of each election.
External electors who are working or travelling in another country will need to confirm that their names are
on the electoral register. The onus is on the elector to check this by post or by the Internet. For large displaced
populations, it is usually necessary to hold a new registration because any electoral registers that exist are 55/179
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populations, it is usually necessary to hold a new registration because any electoral registers that exist are
generally out of date. This process can be very costly to organize and manage. In these cases, the onus is on the
EMB to ensure the process occurs. The registration process must be designed so that the register of external
electors will meet the requirements set out in the law as well as meeting any specific problems in host
countries. Registration can be carried out by trained local officials, by embassy staff or by post. Whatever
process is used, controls are needed to prevent fraud. Registration cards and the data need to be secure in order
to avoid duplication or loss. Controls over the distribution of cards and other materials and their return must be
in place so that those handling them account for every item.
Prior to registration, the locations of potential electors have to be targeted as closely as possible. The
communication plan devised to reach the eligible electors with information about the process will need to be
reasonably specific. The information can be channelled through international organizations, local nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) and community groups, as well as Internet websites.
External electors, especially refugees, often do not have official identification documents. Procedures need to be
adopted to allow eligible electors to register using some other means of identification (e.g. United Nations High
Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) records) or on oath. At the same time, the procedures have to ensure
that non-eligible persons are not registering fraudulently. The procedures also have to give equal access to all
eligible external electors, regardless of ethnicity or religion. Members of minority groups often find it more
difficult among other things to establish their identification and citizenship, and may need more attention in
the registration process.
Any special procedures must remain within the spirit of the existing legislation and may require amendments
to the law. If the election officials in each host country make their own decisions about who is eligible or about
what forms of identification will be accepted, this can have great ramifications for the acceptance of the results
of an election.
The accurate registration of external electors can become a political issue, as happened in Guyana after the
franchise was extended to non-resident electors after 1968:
There were persistent allegations that the lists of overseas voters were often inaccurate and made
without the prior knowledge or participation of the Elections Commission. The lists were said to be
heavily padded with fictitious and ineligible voters, having an inaccuracy rate of about 75 percent
of the entries. Voters were found to be living at nonexistent addresses, in vacant lots, in open
pastures and in abandoned premises. Another criticism levelled at overseas voting was that up to 95
percent of those votes went to the ruling party . . . [An amendment in 1985 attempted] to change
the regime of overseas voting, but the basic scheme was left intact and remained flawed since it
was susceptible to serious election manipulation (Dundas 1993: 145–6).
Legal methods for objecting to the registration of a name or correcting an entry on the register of external
electors also need to be in place if the list is not integrated into the internal electoral register. Minimum
standards must be met, similar to those that apply for internal registration, to ensure the integrity of the
electoral registers.
External voting and the secret ballot
All the measures that are used to protect the secrecy of the vote internally must be duplicated in the external
setting. The training of election workers, including any diplomats or members of the military who are involved
in establishing polling stations, is an essential step in ensuring the integrity of the vote. In most cases it will be
possible to duplicate the polling station procedures and voting procedures in the external polls. In other cases it
may not be practical—for instance, if there are only a few electors. When a postal return system is used, extra
steps are needed to ensure secrecy. This can prove difficult when a voter receives the ballot paper by post and
marks it at home. It may be necessary to require voters to go to an embassy or a public institution to mark the
ballot paper in secrecy. An instruction must be included with the ballot paper to inform the voter that he or she
must mark the ballot paper in private and that any interference is a breach of the law.
The choice of polling station locations for personal voting is based on the registration information. However,
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The choice of polling station locations for personal voting is based on the registration information. However,
contingency plans must be in place for changes in the status of electors. A large-scale return of refugees prior
to polling day can affect the number and location of polling stations. There may also be numbers of externally
registered electors who choose to return for voting day, wanting to vote in-country.
The ballot papers marked by external voters generally require the use of a series of envelopes to keep the ballot
and the voter’s identity secret at each step—at the poll, during return to the EMB, and finally at the count (see
figure 5.1). The voter’s identification is indicated on an outer envelope so it can be double-checked against the
electoral register for eligibility and to prevent voting more than once. If it is a postal ballot, this envelope will
also be pre-printed with the address of the EMB (or the organization that is administering the vote). An inner
envelope, marked with the address of the body to which the ballot paper will be sent for the count, allows the
ballot papers to be distributed to the proper national, provincial or municipal level. Finally, an unmarked inner
envelope containing the actual ballot paper is placed in the appropriate ballot box for the count. Some
combination of two or three envelopes will allow the voter’s eligibility to be confirmed, the ballot paper to be
delivered correctly and the ballot paper to be counted without it being traced back to the voter. This process in
the vote is important and careful instructions will be needed so that the voters and the election officials
understand the system and are fully confident in it.
Envelopes used for external voting

Decisions about how the ballot papers are counted are also an important part of the secrecy of the vote. If there
are only a few external ballot papers, they may need to be mixed with internal ballot papers to prevent
disclosure. For instance, in Lesotho in 1998 some provinces had only one external ballot paper, which was
mixed with other ballot papers at a specified poll. If there are very large numbers of external ballots, the
decision is often made to count them centrally either at the polling stations (as in Croatia in 1997) or after
return to the EMB (as in South Africa in 1994 and Kosovo in 2000). The numbers are then added to the totals.
Unfortunately, in post-conflict situations, the reconciliation process can break down, and sometimes political
party representatives object to all external ballot papers at the count. This happened in Lesotho in 1998.
Security at the external registration and polling stations is often subsumed by the embassy or consulate where
the station is located. Local police, if necessary, can enhance the security. If there is a specific threat or a
perceived security risk such as during the 2005 Iraqi election, special arrangements are made for extra security
procedures. This needs to be factored into the budget process. Observers and political party representatives are
another integral part of the secrecy of the vote. These participants ensure that procedures are followed and that
the secrecy of the vote is maintained at each step of the electoral process. It is often difficult for political parties
to send representatives, so international observers have to be relied upon to carry out the duties of oversight of
external voting.
International observers have been deployed to observe the external vote in some elections. However, the costs
for international organizations to send observers to several countries for an external vote has led to other
solutions. Diplomatic staff and other international staff (e.g. NGOs) in each country are often recruited to do
the observation on behalf of an international organization. These observers are trained and report back to the
organization, which prepares an overall report. The EMB also sends its own staff to each location to ensure
procedures are followed.
Contracting out external voting
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The electoral management body can run the election itself or contract it out. The latter option is unusual where
an established EMB is in control of the electoral process, but is used more frequently in transitional elections
with substantial direct input from the international community. The EMB in conjunction with the
subcontractor will also need to interact with various government departments (e.g. the department for foreign
affairs).
Prior to 1996, where it existed, external voting was a part of the overall election planning process. For instance,
the refugee registration and voting operation in Cambodia in 1993 was an integral part of the functions of the
Electoral Component of the United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC). However, for the
1996 election in Bosnia and Herzegovina, because of the scale of external voting, other approaches were
considered. Refugees from Bosnia and Herzegovina were living in over 50 countries, but the largest numbers
were in the neighbouring countries. The Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE)
established a Steering Group to coordinate this task. The group worked with the International Centre for
Migration Policy Development (ICMPD) and the IOM. Processes were established for registration and voting
both by post (in most countries) and in person (in neighbouring countries). Subsequently, the IOM was
contracted to manage the participation of refugees in the municipal elections in Bosnia and Herzegovina and
later for the external voting in Kosovo (in 2000) and several other countries (see also chapter 7 and the case
studies on Afghanistan, Bosnia and Herzegovina, and Iraq).
The contractor coordinates and liaises with the EMB and is responsible for infrastructure arrangements,
information, registration, database preparation (in some cases), polling, and challenges to the inclusion of
names on the electoral registers. The contractor can also be responsible for archiving and documentation.

Conclusions of the Implementation of External
Voting
As with the internal electoral process, the system to be used for external voting needs careful planning and
implementation. It also needs to be methodically coordinated to ensure that all electors are treated equally
under the relevant election law. The cost per voter for external voting will be higher than the cost for incountry voting but the budget will have to be integrated so that there is no discrimination against the external
elector.
External voting adds complexity to the process but is a necessary part of extending the franchise to all eligible
electors. ‘Today we have come to assume that democracy must guarantee virtually every adult citizen the right
to vote’ (Dahl 1998: 3).
Although flexibility is important in order to meet the challenges, all decisions must be in compliance with the
law. External voting, properly administered and implemented, will facilitate the democratic process and, in the
case of refugee populations, encourage unity and reconciliation.
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Host Country Issues
The political aspects of organizing elections in another country are to be explored here. It addresses issues that
pertain to the roles and responsibilities of the countries which host foreign nationals voting in elections of their
country of origin, including security, the prevention of fraud, electoral registration, election campaigning, voter
information and education, and the costs to the host country of external voting programmes. Finally, it offers
some guidelines for institutional arrangements that address these and other issues. However, as the context of
each and every external voting programme is different and may require different procedures and processes to
be in place, they should be considered as broad guidelines only.
External voting has two main purposes: it is a means of ensuring the realization of political rights for people
living outside their country, and it is a means of increasing political participation and thereby building trust
and confidence in electoral processes and the democratic governments they produce. Growing cross-border
migration has produced populations that are excluded from politics in both their home countries and their
countries of residence. If a part of the population is excluded from the electoral process, the resulting system of
governance suffers from a lack of legitimacy, accountability and sustainability, particularly in fragile
democracies or post-conflict environments.
Despite making a critical contribution to democratization, external voting has not been used extensively—
partly because it is perceived as straining financial, security and human resources, but also because of the
complexities of negotiating with governments which may be potentially eligible electors, particularly when
those electors are refugees or undocumented migrant workers. Conducting external voting presents a number
of organizational and political issues, many of which can be addressed by the establishment of certain
institutional arrangements in coordination with host countries.

Negotiating with Host Countries
Negotiating with host governments is one of the main challenges in developing external voting systems.
Decisions regarding external voting, including the roles and responsibilities of host countries, are often made
hastily against tight timetables. Moreover there is little clarity within the international community regarding
who has the mandate to advocate, facilitate and evaluate external voting. There are no consistent policies,
practices or standards to guide host governments on the question of foreign electoral activities being conducted
on their soil, much less the responsibilities of host governments. Processes chosen build on a mix of precedents,
relations, and ad hoc opportunities.
Host countries can be selected for external voting on the basis of a number of criteria, including histories of
bilateral, regional or international relations. Other criteria can include the availability of resources, the
existence of support infrastructures, and anticipated costs. Perhaps the most important would be the estimated
numbers of potential voters they host. Countries which have hosted external electors range from those hosting
refugees from a neighbouring country or regional conflict, to those hosting members of a diaspora and those
hosting foreign workers. They vary in size, culture, language and infrastructure, as well as their level of
development, type of government, foreign relations, human rights standards, and degree of democratization.
Despite these differences, host governments often share the same concerns about security, stability and
sovereignty. Each of these concerns contributes to resistance to the idea of the political activity of a foreign
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sovereignty. Each of these concerns contributes
to resistance to the idea of the political activity of a foreign
country occurring on the host country’s soil. States generally exhibit greater willingness when there is
motivation, such as international advocacy and pressure, support for an identified political cause of the eligible
electors they host, or sympathy for a particular religious or ethnic group (Newland 2001). Although these
sympathies can sometimes be positive motivators, more often such political ‘baggage’ hinders the universal
realization of the human right to political participation, threatening the consolidation of democracy and

ultimately threatening international peace and security.
When external electors are refugee populations, their status, under international protection, mandates the
participation of host governments in advocacy, facilitation and decision-making roles. However, the national
interests of these governments, particularly in complex regional contexts, often influence their participation
and the degree of international support for external voting.
Foreign relations and negotiations are generally outside the responsibilities of electoral commissions, and
exceed their capacities. To negotiate external voting agreements with host countries, therefore, countries
generally employ their diplomatic missions. In Estonia and Indonesia, for example, the respective ministries of
foreign affairs not only negotiate host country agreements but are responsible for the coordination of external
voting programmes.
Some governments have refused to allow foreign electoral activity within their borders. Switzerland, for
example, did not allow foreigners to vote in foreign elections on its soil until 1989. Governments hosting
Liberian (1997, 2005) and Cambodian (1993) refugees did not allow electoral activities, forcing refugees to
repatriate in order to exercise their right to political participation and threatening the credibility of the electoral
process and the sustainability of peace. In the case of Bosnia and Herzegovina (1996), some European
countries refused to allow out-of-country voting on their soil, and in these countries registration and voting
were carried out exclusively by post. Of the countries that have not allowed foreign electoral activity on their
soil, some have a law that prevents such activity, while others have refused such requests for reasons ranging
from sovereignty to security to politics. When a host country does resist foreign electoral activity taking place
on its soil, fear of its sovereignty being violated is often the primary concern. Many scholars today are
reframing the concept of sovereignty as one that is not territorial but rather based on a moral foundation of
rights and obligations to a population that may transcend fixed geographical boundaries (see chapter 3). Such
a morally based non-territorial conception of sovereignty suggests that external voting is not a violation of a
host country’s sovereignty but rather a means of the country of origin fulfilling its obligations as a sovereign to
its people through the extension of the rights of political participation to all its citizens, wherever they may
reside.
Canada is one of the countries that allow external voting within their borders only by post or inside foreign
consulates and embassies. However, in the case of Iraq, given the lack of diplomatic missions, the tight time
frame, Canada’s overall support for democratization in Iraq and (presumably) considerable international
pressure, Canada made a unique exception for the January 2005 Iraq National Assembly election to allow
external voting in other locations within the country. However, other Canadian policies, such as a ban on
campaigning, remained in full effect.

The Roles and Responsibilities of Host Countries
The roles and responsibilities of host countries in external voting programmes have ranged widely depending
on context, available resources, and the degree of international interest and support. In most cases the duties
and responsibilities of countries hosting foreign electoral activity on their soil are minimal, being confined to
the role of facilitator rather than that of organizer or implementer. While host countries can assist in the 60/179
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the role of facilitator rather than that of organizer or implementer. While host countries can assist in the
external voting process, their role should not threaten the secrecy of the ballot or the neutrality or transparency
of the programme. It is critical that external voting programmes be conducted without political or government
influence or interference.
The following are some of the areas where host countries can play a role in external voting programmes:
providing and protecting data, including demographic information;
locating suitable office space;
ensuring freedom of movement (of election staff, monitors and observers, party officials and voters);
providing customs clearances for election materials, including ballot papers;
providing permits;
providing travel documents, including visas;
waiving any taxes or other fees;
assisting in the recruitment of staff;
providing adequate security; and
facilitating the deployment of election observers, monitors, and political party agents.
Providing data. A primary role of host countries in external voting programmes has been to provide a range of
data and information to facilitate the process. Demographic data can help with estimating the numbers of
eligible electors and identifying where they are resident within the host country, and can contribute to
determining where registration and voting will take place. Data on infrastructure within host countries can
also assist an external voting programme.
Data protection. It is essential that any data collected as part of an external voting programme be protected.
Ensuring data protection can be a critical component of the overall programme, as the lack of adequate data
protection can directly influence turnout. Any information on individuals eligible to participate in the vote that
may come into the hands of the host country as a result of the external voting programme should be used
exclusively for the external voting programme. These obligations should extend permanently beyond the expiry
of any memoranda of understanding (MOUs) or agreements signed by the host country.
Identifying locations. In addition to providing data, host countries can help by making public facilities and
similar premises available as registration and polling sites, or with identifying suitable premises for election
activities or for temporary office space as needed. However, while host countries can help by providing
information, it is important that the country conducting the election make the decisions regarding registration
and polling sites. (In the Iraq case (January 2005), the United States emphasized that its role was simply that
of a facilitator and that it did not have any authority in deciding on registration and voting sites.) The number
and location of registration and polling sites can influence turnout and possibly affect election results,
particularly where travel costs are high and are borne by voters themselves.
Freedom of movement. Host countries can help by facilitating and supporting the freedom of movement of
election staff, monitors and observers, political party officials and potential voters. Such assistance can include
the provision of multiple entry visas or travel permits in a timely fashion. Additionally, host countries can
ensure any air, land or sea clearances or permissions necessary for the transport of persons or materials related
to the external voting programme. Host countries may also subsidize travel costs or otherwise facilitate voters’
travel to register and to vote.
Customs. Host countries can ensure that all necessary customs clearances and permits will be provided for any
equipment and materials that may need to be brought into the country in order to conduct the external voting
programme. This can include waiving taxes or other fees. However, in the case of the Iraqi external voting
programme in Canada, Canada did not recognize the facilitating organization, the International Organization
for Migration (IOM), as having any special legal status in Canada, and therefore did not consider the IOM to
be eligible for any visa waivers, immunity or duty-free treatment. In fact, Canada specifically held that any
imported election material would have to go through the normal customs clearance procedures.
Legality of residency and documentation. In some cases there may be eligible electors who are undocumented
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or residing illegally in the host country. The legality of one’s residency does not affect one’s right to political
participation: undocumented or illegal residents in host countries have legal citizenship in their countries of
origin and the rights and responsibilities that come with that citizenship, including the right to vote. However,
the government of the country conducting the election may wish to negotiate with the host country to ensure
that participation does not result in deportation or other potentially harmful ramifications for individuals. Such
risks could significantly affect levels of participation, and could affect turnout unequally across sectors of a
population, thus threatening the legitimacy of the election in the eyes of some citizens.
Points of contact. Host country responsibilities can include the appointment of points of contact in relevant
government offices to assist in the processes of issuing visas or permits, customs clearance, providing security,
and other matters.
Staff. Recruiting and training staff to run election-related activities in host countries, including electoral
registration and polling, can be logistically and financially challenging. While host countries can provide
invaluable help by providing data to assist with identifying and locating potential staff, the recruitment, hiring
and training of staff should generally be conducted under the direct supervision of the country of origin or its
designees.
In the case of the 2004 Afghanistan elections, when external voting was conducted in neighbouring Pakistan
and Iran, the IOM, with a mandate from the Afghan Joint Electoral Management Body (JEMB), recruited
and trained international and national core staff, community mobilizers, and registration and polling station
staff. Overall, thousands of staff were recruited, the majority of them (95 per cent) Afghan nationals, and
hiring policies maintained a gender and ethnic balance at all staffing levels. Training was conducted in less
than one week. In the case of the 2005 Iraq elections, a number of host countries paid particular attention to
staffing issues. Turkey, for example, specified that any locally recruited staff must have clean judicial records.
Germany specified that any staff must be subject to local labour laws.
Security. Ensuring security, in terms of both the physical safety and security of participants, staff and
materials, and the integrity of the electoral process itself, is of critical importance. External voting poses unique
challenges in both these respects. Cooperation between host countries and the country of origin is essential to
ensuring that the external voting programme is conducted in an atmosphere that is free of violence,
intimidation or coercion.
While there are no clear standards or best practices in this highly sensitive area, it is generally most convenient
and cost-effective for the host country to provide security during the electoral event. Other alternatives could
be the use of international peacekeepers (in appropriate situations) or the use of private security companies.
One of the most important questions when considering security provisions is whether freedom and security
can be guaranteed in external voting programmes to the same degree as within the country of origin.
Agreements with host countries generally include specific security stipulations, particularly regarding
registration and voting sites and the transport of election materials. Agreements can specify support from local
and national police and security forces and can establish communications structures between the host state
and election administrators. Where additional training may be required for the forces providing security,
election officials and administrators can make recommendations regarding training and observe the process.
During the external voting programmes in the 2004 Afghanistan and January 2005 Iraq elections, the host
countries provided security for registration and polling sites in most cases. They also assisted with providing
security for the movement of election materials. For Iraqis voting in the United States, the responsibility (and
costs) fell on local law enforcement agencies. The US Government facilitated the provision of adequate security
by informing state and local authorities and encouraging them to work with the IOM, which ran the external
voting programme. In Germany, the IOM was ultimately responsible for maintaining order at registration and
voting sites, while German security and order agencies were responsible for maintaining security outside the
locations where registration and voting took place.
Preventing fraud. One of the most serious obstacles to external voting has been the view that it opens
additional avenues to fraud which can undermine the entire electoral process. Some observers have argued
that the introduction of external voting in countries with a history of electoral fraud can undermine the
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that the introduction of external voting in countries with a history of electoral fraud can undermine the
public’s confidence in the process and threaten the consolidation of democracy.
While ensuring the integrity of the electoral process itself and preventing fraud are generally the responsibility
of the country holding the election, host countries can help by guaranteeing certain safeguards to protect
against fraud. The host country may be able to provide invaluable assistance in this regard, particularly in
terms of sharing data.
Electoral registration. The conduct of the electoral registration is a critical component of external voting
programmes. The role of host countries in the registration process is extremely sensitive and highly political,
particularly where host countries may have an interest in the outcome of the election or may have ethnic,
religious or other ties to the country conducting the election. While host countries may have a role in the
registration process, usually through providing demographic data, it is important that protection is put in place
to prevent foreign governments from influencing the outcome of an election by screening the registration
process and thus ‘engineering’ turnout.
Even where polling does not take place on foreign soil, timetables may make it necessary to conduct electoral
registration or other activities out-of-country, particularly where time does not allow full repatriation of
refugee communities before registration takes place. In the case of the 1993 Cambodian elections, Cambodian
laws prohibited any electoral activity on foreign soil. As a consequence, refugees were forced to return in order
to participate in the election. However, the repatriation of Cambodians from Thailand progressed more slowly
than had been expected, thus affecting electoral registration timetables and jeopardizing the integrity of the
electoral process. In order to register returnees in time, the United Nations and the Thai Government reached
an agreement to allow most of the registration process to be conducted in Thailand. However, because
Cambodia’s electoral law did not allow for electors to register on foreign soil, electors did not receive
registration cards until they reached Cambodia. (For additional discussion, see Gallagher and Schowengerdt
October 1997 and 1998: 205.) In this case a combination of in- and out-of-country electoral activity was
devised to ensure enfranchisement.
Information dissemination: campaigning, voter information and civic education. Host government
cooperation, support and facilitation of the dissemination of information, including campaign materials as well
as voter and civic education, is critical to the success of any external voting programme. In the Eritrean
referendum of 1991, for example, Sudan’s cooperation and initiative were essential to the education of voters in
refugee camps.
Host governments can help in information campaigns of all types by making available local and national
forms of electronic and print media, including television and radio, for the purposes of the electoral process.
When external voting is being conducted in refugee camps, voter information and education should be tied to
existing communication systems, particularly those linked to refugee priorities such as food and shelter.
External voting also poses questions about whether external electors will have less, equal or greater access to
information than their counterparts in the country of origin. For example, Bosnian refugees in 1996 had access
to the international press and other sources of information, while electors within Bosnia and Herzegovina had
access to more limited media. Administrators of external voting programmes must consider whether
differences in access to information might influence the overall integrity of the process or the outcome of the
election. These differences become particularly important where one group of electors is limited by its access to
government-controlled or otherwise unbalanced media.
The campaign period can be critical to an electoral process, providing potential voters with essential
information about the choices before them. Where campaigning is allowed, host governments can help by
authorizing candidates to campaign within the guidelines of any codes of conduct that may exist. While most
countries do permit voter and civic education activities, it is not uncommon for a country to prohibit foreign
nationals from campaigning on its soil. In the January 2005 Iraq elections, neither Turkey nor Canada
allowed foreign political parties to conduct election campaigns on their soil.
Campaigning aside, the distribution of general political information is highly sensitive. In the case of the 1997
Liberian elections, not only did host governments resist external voting on their soil, but they also banned the
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Liberian elections, not only did host governments resist external voting on their soil, but they also banned the
dissemination of election-related information within their borders. For Bosnian electors in Croatia, the 1997
MOU between Croatia and the Refugee Elections Steering Group (RESG), an ad hoc organization tasked with
coordinating Bosnia’s out-of-country voting, prevented Bosnian political parties from campaigning on
Croatian soil and limited the types of voter and civic educational materials that could be distributed to small
brochures in the Croatian and Serbian languages ‘in order not to provoke other nationalities’ (Gallagher and
Schowengerdt 1998: 202).

Host Country Agreements
The actors who help in the conduct of out-of-country voting programmes and the parties that sign formal
agreements with the country conducting the election vary. Agreements can be signed with host governments,
UN missions, local nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) or third parties.
When external voting is taking place in multiple countries, host country agreements often vary from country
to country. A certain level of standardization between agreements is critical to ensuring the transparency and
integrity of the electoral process, particularly regarding sensitive issues such as elector eligibility and
registration. However, when an election is conducted in multiple countries which are at varying levels of
development, some procedural and logistical differences may be unavoidable.
Examples of host country agreements include those signed in connection with the 2004 presidential election in
Afghanistan—the largest external voting programme to date in terms of numbers of registered electors and
external turnout. The government of Afghanistan and the UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA)
signed two MOUs with the governments of Iran and Pakistan, respectively. These MOUs stipulated that the
two host governments would provide widespread support for the external voting programme, including
security for registration and polling centres, escorts for the transport of election material, and support for civic
education and public information campaigns.
The role of third parties
Often, external voting can be arranged through agreements directly between the host country and the electoral
management body that is conducting the election. However, in cases where the country of origin may only
have a few democratic elections under its belt or may not have sufficient infrastructure, third parties can be
contracted to help in implementing the external voting programme. The IOM has played this role in Bosnia
and Herzegovina, East Timor, Kosovo and, most recently, Afghanistan and Iraq. Where a third party is
involved, the agreement with the host country must provide for this participation. In addition to serving where
there may be a gap in infrastructure, particularly when an election timetable is short, third parties can also be
an important safeguard against any possible political or governmental influence from any host country. It is
imperative that third parties serve as implementers only and ensure that all questions of a political nature are
left to the appropriate governments. The use of third parties can add significantly to the costs of external voting
programmes.
General guidelines for host country agreements
When negotiating host agreements to facilitate external voting programmes, there are a number of important
criteria that must be recognized and protected.
First and foremost, all parties must ensure the secrecy, neutrality and transparency of the external voting
or governmental influence or interference. Host country agreements must
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programme, without local political or governmental influence or interference. Host country agreements must
also protect the integrity of the constitution and electoral laws of the country holding the election. External
voting programmes should be designed to mirror the administrative activities of the country of origin as closely
as possible.
In addition, host country agreements should ensure that participation in external voting in no way affects the
political, social or economic inclusion of participating persons within their country of residence. Some host
country agreements from the January 2005 Iraqi elections state clearly that the eligibility of an individual
living outside Iraq to vote, or the exercise of this right, in no way affected the individual’s legal status in the
host country.
As is mentioned above, it may also be necessary for some components of a host country agreement,
particularly those that protect any data collected during the process, to remain in force after the expiry of any
agreement or MOU. Such a clause would be particularly appropriate to protect against the sharing of any
information gathered during the external voting programme for purposes other than facilitating the vote.
Where external electors are refugees, agreements can also ensure that electoral participation does not become a
means of forced or premature repatriation of these populations before conditions to support their return are in
place. Agreements can specify that the external voting programme will neither prevent nor delay the voluntary
repatriation of refugees living in the host country. A number of MOUs between the IOM and countries hosting
Iraqi refugees included language along these lines to ensure that the principle of non-refoulement—the
principle enshrined in the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees that no state shall expel or return
a refugee to a territory where his or her life or freedom would be threatened on account of race, religion,
nationality or political opinion—was respected. In contrast, in the case of Bosnia and Herzegovina, where
external voting was largely by post, the Dayton Agreement stipulated refugee repatriation during the electoral
period by stating that ‘the exercise of a refugee’s right to vote shall be interpreted as confirmation of his or her
intention to return to Bosnia and Herzegovina. By election day, the return of refugees should already be under
way, thus allowing many to participate in person’. When an electoral process defines the end of a peace
agreement (and an end to corresponding humanitarian and refugee assistance programmes), there is a risk
that obliging refugees to return to their country of origin in order to vote will violate the principle of nonrefoulement.
External voting in consulates, in embassies or by post
Some host countries, such as Canada and some European countries, only allow external voting in embassies or
consulates, or by post. When external voting takes place at a country’s consulates or embassies, agreements
with host countries are often not necessary. Similarly, when external polling is to take place by postal
registration and voting, the need for agreements with host countries is less pressing. However, agreements can
still be essential in ensuring critical host country support.
In the case of the 1996 Bosnia and Herzegovina elections, registration for external voting was carried out
almost exclusively by post, and voting took place through a combination of postal and in-person polling,
depending on the number of refugees within each host country. Coordination offices were set up in 17
countries and served to disseminate information and facilitate registration and voting. These offices were
established through a serious of MOUs between the RESG and the major host governments. The nature of
these agreements and the roles and responsibilities of each host country varied considerably. In the United
Kingdom, refugee agencies were used to disseminate information. In the United States, an NGO, the League of
Women Voters Education Fund, was used (Gallagher and Schowengerdt 1998: 206–7). In Germany, the
government funded and administered an office that facilitated the registration and voting processes.
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Costs
Past external voting programmes, particularly those in post-conflict contexts, have been funded through
widely differing mechanisms. Many consider it important that the costs borne by host countries be kept to a
minimum, for a number of reasons. First, minimizing the costs borne by host countries will contribute to
ensuring that cost is not a factor in host countries’ decisions on whether or not to allow foreigners to vote on
their soil. Second, it will help to protect the electoral process itself from any potential interference by others
who may have a stake in the outcome of the election.
Generally, countries that have a longer history of democratic elections and have a more established electoral
process tend to fund external voting programmes themselves. In the cases of post-conflict societies, costs tend
to be shouldered by the international community, either through direct assistance to the electoral commission
or government conducting the election or by other means. For external voting in Bosnian elections, for
example, host countries have both funded and administered electoral activities. For these elections in the
United States, the US Department of State made a grant to the League of Women Voters Education Fund to
facilitate absentee voting.
The majority of costs are borne by the country of origin or the international community. An important
exception is that host countries typically assume the costs of providing security for the registration and polling
activities. A second cost typically borne by host countries is the provision or loan of certain election materials,
such as ballot boxes, for use in the election. External voting programmes can increase their appeal to host
countries when implementing partners agree to purchase any materials and equipment from domestic markets
wherever possible. This was a component of Syria’s MOU with the IOM during the 2005 Iraq National
Assembly elections.
For the January 2005 Iraqi elections, some host countries provided security at their own expense, while others
did so only with the financial support of the IOM. For example, Turkey’s MOU with the IOM for the Iraqi
external voting programme stated that the government of Turkey would provide appropriate places for the
establishment of election centres, but the costs of these locations would be borne by the IOM. It also specified
that the IOM would pay in advance a specified amount per election centre for security (65,000 US dollars
(USD)) and issue an additional advance for the transport of election materials (10,000 USD).
Where external electors are refugees under international protection, international law does provide some
guidance regarding the costs of refugee assistance. It embodies a principle of ‘equal burden-sharing’,
recognizing that all states have a duty to provide assistance to refugees. This principle is designed to prevent the
‘burden’ of refugees from falling disproportionately on states neighbouring a conflict, which could possibly
cause them to close their borders. The principle of equal burden-sharing is also designed to prevent refugees
from becoming a source of tension between states. (The use of the word ‘burden-sharing’ is unfortunate as
there is a growing literature that explores essential contributions of refugees to their host countries, but the
basic principle of the international community sharing responsibilities to minimize tension is an important one.
See Bouchet-Saulnier 2002: 338–9.)
In the view of the present author, these costs of refugee assistance should be considered to include the
facilitation of political participation. The application of this principle would prevent the costs of
enfranchisement from falling disproportionately on less developed nations which tend to be those that host
large populations of refugees who are potential external voters. The application of equal burden-sharing within
the international community would prevent cost from being a source of disenfranchisement, contributing to
greater overall political participation, and would remove a heavy financial burden on some less developed
states.
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Conclusions of Host Country Issues
Host country issues are challenging, complex and close charged. To complicate matters, external voting
programmes are often conducted hastily to tight timetables. There is little clarity regarding who has the
mandate to advocate, facilitate and evaluate external voting. There are no consistent policies, practices or
standards guiding host governments’ positions and responsibilities. Differences in political culture,
administrative structure, infrastructure, and legal framework must be taken into consideration. However,
there are a few components of external voting programmes that have begun to standardize.
Any information on individuals that may come into the hands of the host country as a result of the
external voting programme should be used exclusively for the external voting programme.
The legality of an individual’s residency, including a lack of documentation, does not affect an
individual’s eligibility to exercise his or her right to political participation.
Participation in an external voting programme should not affect the political, economic or social
inclusion of individuals within their host country in any way.
While host countries may have a role in the registration process, usually through providing
demographic data, it is important that protections are put in place to prevent foreign governments from
influencing the electoral outcome through an engineered turnout by screening the registration process.
It is critical that host countries facilitate and support the dissemination of information, including voter
and civic education as well as political campaigns.
Participation in an external voting programme should neither prevent nor delay the voluntary
repatriation of refugees living in the host country.
The political, financial and logistical obstacles to external voting programmes should be approached
with the intention of overcoming them. The costs of not conducting external voting may, in the long
run, be much greater.

The Political Rights of Refugees and Displaced
Persons: Enfranchisement and Participation
The processes of enfranchising refugees and internally displaced persons (IDPs) and allowing them to
participate in the political processes of their home countries are to be described here. It presents pertinent
issues, lessons and principles that provide the basis for establishing an international policy framework on these
issues. The involvement of refugees in electoral processes is particularly significant in elections that are held
under international supervision as part of a post-conflict transition to democracy. In such situations electoral
and political processes must be pluralistic and inclusive if they are to have credibility. To the extent that
refugees are deprived of their political rights, an electoral process must be considered deficient.
Under the definition used for this Handbook, IDPs are not external electors, but they are considered together
with refugees in this chapter because they present similar problems and in practice they can constitute a large
group of external electors. The term ‘refugee’ is used here to connote both types of displacement.
Who is a ‘refugee’?
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International law recognizes four forms of individual displacement that are relevant to the kinds of election
and political process under discussion.
The first of these is that of the refugee, defined under the 1951 United Nations Convention Relating to the
Status of Refugees and the associated 1967 Protocol as a person who ‘owing to a well-founded fear of being
persecuted for reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or political
opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail
himself of the protection of that country’. The 1967 Organization of African Unity (OAU) Convention
Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa gives a wider definition, stating that the term
‘shall also apply to every person who, owing to external aggression, occupation, foreign domination or events
seriously disturbing public order in either part or the whole of his country of origin or nationality, is compelled
to leave his place of habitual residence in order to seek refugee in another place outside his country of origin or
nationality’.
The second form is that of asylum seeker, an individual whose application for asylum or recognition as a
refugee under the conventions is pending and who fears persecution if returned home. The third is that of
internally displaced persons who are refugees within their own country’s borders, and the fourth is that of the
returnee, an internally displaced person or refugee who has returned home but requires continued assistance
for a period of time. For the purposes of this chapter, refugees and asylum seekers are the focus of attention
because of their forced migration. The standards and best practices for enfranchisement for refugees are largely
applicable to both displaced persons and returnees.
At the end of 2004, the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) estimated that the
collective population of concern had reached 19.2 million individuals. Refugees represented the largest
component of that figure (48 per cent), with 9.2 million people classified in that category. Ninety-three per
cent of the refugees were in Asia, Africa and Europe, in that order by size of the refugee population. The rest of
the Western hemisphere accounted for all but a fraction of the remaining 7 per cent. Of asylum seekers, 35 per
cent were in North America, and another 32 per cent in Europe. The UNHCR estimates that women comprise
roughly 49 per cent of the total population of concern (UN High Commissioner for Refugees 2004).
In a 1997 report, the Refugee Policy Group provided figures on the presence of refugee populations in some of
these countries during election years.
Demographics aside, the circumstances of refugees compel an examination of their political rights because
these rights are often at issue. The political rights of refugees are defined in numerous international and
regional conventions. These include the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1948); the United Nations
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees (1951; entered into force 1954); the International Covenant on
Civil and Political Rights (1966; entered into force 1976); the American Convention on Human Rights (1969;
entered into force 1978); and the African Charter on Human and People’s Rights (1981; entered into force
1986). These documents clearly demonstrate that refugees are afforded full rights of citizenship and political
participation, including membership of political parties, the right to stand as candidates for election, access to
election information, and enfranchisement.

Refugee population and electoral events
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In post-conflict situations, elections are frequently used as ways of facilitating the repatriation of refugees and
their reintegration into the country of conflict. The election process serves to reunite a conflict-torn country
into common institutions, incorporating former battlefield antagonists into the political arena. Registration to
vote is also the first step in the re-establishment of individual political identity. Because many refugees arrive in
a country without identity documents, electoral registration activities that determine individual eligibility will
result in a re-establishment of identity by providing a system for the recognition of both refugees’ actual
residence and their right to residence in their home country. In fact, registration as an elector can be seen as
one of the first political rights afforded to refugees.

Obstacles to Refugee Enfranchisement
Despite these covenants, the refugee faces an array of the obstacles which must be surmounted before his or
her political rights can be fully realized. Such obstacles include intimidation, illustrated among other things by
the use of food relief as a tool to gain the political cooperation of groups of refugees; physical obstacles such as
destroyed bridges or remote or impenetrable border crossings; and difficulty in accessing both election-specific
information and more general reporting on civic life at home.
Refugees traditionally have been among the last of marginalized groups to become enfranchised. International
practice on the promotion of the political rights of refugees has not yet been standardized. There is a lack
consistency from region to region in terms of resource allocation, practice and institutional leadership. The
range of policy differences is illustrated by a comparison of the examples of Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1996,
where refugee enfranchisement was written into the 1995 General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia
and Herzegovina (the Dayton Agreement) and balloting was conducted for refugees in 55 countries, and
Liberia in 1997 where there were no out-of-country enfranchisement opportunities and no organized
repatriation.
As the Refugee Policy Group study (Gallagher and Schowengerdt October 1997) points out, there are four
models of political participation that can be identified in international practice. These models are:
limited spontaneous repatriation;
elections in asylum;
full organized repatriation; and
limited spontaneous and facilitated repatriation.
The application of consistent international standards takes on special significance in the case of refugees
because, by definition, enfranchisement efforts are international: they involve cross-border agreements
between the countries and international organizations charged with administrative responsibilities or the
implementation of peace accords. The recognition of consistent international principles on refugee
enfranchisement and participation would also act as a foil to the tactic of ‘cleansing’ a region or community 69/179
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enfranchisement and participation would also act as a foil to the tactic of ‘cleansing’ a region or community to
expel a population and eliminate its political interests. The political motives for displacing people would be
reduced if the refugee populations produced by rogue regimes did not lose their political rights but continued to
have a voice and to vote regardless of their temporary dislocation.
Not only are there obstacles for refugees to overcome in achieving their political rights, but the international
organizations that are charged with implementing enfranchisement programmes and promoting participation
by refugees face obstacles of their own. These include competing policy options, time constraints and resource
limitations.

The Regulatory Framework
In order to manage programmes for the enfranchisement of refugees and plan for their participation, a
regulatory framework must be established. Bilateral agreements for international organizations to conduct
electoral registration programmes in host countries must be concluded. This framework will structure a
political process that qualifies individuals to vote, produces elected representative bodies, and contributes to the
establishment of post-conflict governments. There are several policy issues that must be resolved in the course
of developing this regulatory framework.
Entitlement
The regulatory framework must establish the rules for entitlement or the qualifications that someone must
possess to be eligible to participate. The criteria to be considered in establishing entitlement include age;
intention to return; date of expulsion from or last residence in the home country; and proof of identity and
eligibility.
Intent to return
Although consistent standards must be applied, any enfranchisement of refugees must be considered a
temporary arrangement and be organized on an election-by-election basis. Because the creation of suitable
conditions that enable refugees to return must be the ultimate objective of a peace initiative, the organizers
must assume an implicit intent to return on the part of the refugee. Implicit intent to return provides the
demonstrable link that an individual maintains with a former community and forms the basis of the
assumption of entitlement to vote.
Residential option
In recent electoral events, refugees have been offered three options as to the locations where their political
rights can be exercised:
• from their original residence;
• if internally displaced, from their current residence; or
• from a future intended residence.
Proof of identity and eligibility
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The procedures by which identity and eligibility are proved can determine the overall credibility of an election.
The procedures employed must specify which documents will be recognized and must prevent counterfeiting.
In cases where refugees lack personal documentation because of loss or confiscation, a form of ‘social
documentation’ may be considered by which enquiries are made and people can witness to other individuals’
identities and place of residence. However, although they are unavoidable in many situations, social
documentation processes are difficult to control and police, and complex to administer.
The election cycle
The type of election for which refugees or IDPs may vote, and the sequencing of their voting, must be
established in the regulatory framework. The timing of refugee voting may differ from that of in-country
voting. Differential timing can be advantageous for the practical purposes of expediting the tabulation of the
ballot and the announcement of the results.
Systems of representation
Systems of representation that nominally include refugees are often based on pre-conflict population patterns.
The system should also permit refugees to stand as candidates.
Security
The refugees must feel secure when voting in asylum. If an election or referendum is conducted in a climate of
intimidation, this will impair the legitimacy of the result. Security planning should include both people and
objects. For people it should include voters, candidates, observers and the media; and for objects it should
include facilities and commodities. Such security arrangements must be negotiated with the police and security
forces of the host country.

Special Political and Logistical Requirements
The political and logistical requirements of such undertakings pose complex policy questions for the organizers
of an election. They also give rise to constellations of countries and organizations uniquely brought together for
each such event.
Country and organizational constellations
Every effort or programme of refugee enfranchisement will naturally involve a constellation of countries, both
the countries from which refugees have fled and the hosts for the refugee populations. On both sides, wideranging negotiations will be required. Topics for negotiation include transit agreements to facilitate visa-free
travel (if refugees are to vote in the country of origin), Temporary Protection Status, and agreements on dual
citizenship. Although standards can be established, there is no single model that can be employed for host
country assistance and cooperation. Some parameters are specified by national law and will vary from country
to country.
Although voter registration, political campaigning and balloting are conducted within another country’s
borders, there must be no violation of the host country’s sovereignty. These events can also be costly for the
host governments. Memoranda of understanding are useful tools for describing the roles of each partner in the
enfranchisement initiative.
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This constellation can also be defined to include the range of international and non-governmental
organizations that are involved in the process. For example, the International Organization for Migration
(IOM) managed the voting by refugees in the elections in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1996–7, the Popular
Consultation for East Timor in 1999, and the external voting in the election in Kosovo in 2000. The League of
Women Voters conducted refugee balloting for Bosnian refugees residing in the United States in 1996.
In some cases, special administrative structures must be established. For example, in Bosnia and Herzegovina,
under the terms of the Dayton Agreement, refugees were given the right to vote in the municipality where they
were resident in 1991 or at some future intended municipality of residence. Refugees residing anywhere in the
world were afforded the right to vote and the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE)
established the Refugee Elections Steering Group to oversee out-of-country voting. Another instrument
required for the implementation of the Dayton Agreement is the Sub-Commission for Future Municipalities,
established for the 1997 elections, which adjudicated all claims for future intended municipality registration. In
Kosovo, the Joint Registration Taskforce (JRT) of the UN and OSCE has a unit that is devoted to out-ofKosovo registration of electors. The IOM has two liaison officers working in the JRT facility.
Information
One particular challenge for a refugee information programme is finding sufficient resources to reach pockets
of people in far-flung areas. The multidimensional politics associated with refugee voting is at once domestic,
regional and international in scope. The information campaign should be scoped accordingly. It must be
broadly based in order to reach all the different gender, age, language, regional and ethnic sub-populations that
comprise the refugee populations.
The politics of displacement
New tactics in the politics of displacement can develop. This was the case with the displacement of people
during the 1999 UN-sponsored Popular Consultation for East Timor. Under the usual scenario, a population is
driven from its homes as a result of a conflict. After the conflict is resolved, a reconciliation election is held and
the rules regarding their enfranchisement are decided. However, in the case of East Timor, these individuals
were displaced for the purposes of the Popular Consultation ballot: they were unwillingly moved from their
homes or were rounded up by militias and evicted. The estimates of the total number of internally displaced
ranged from 30,000 to 50,000. On the basis of 450,000 registered electors, that could mean that as many as
10 per cent of the electors were displaced. Obviously, the enfranchisement of that percentage of the electorate
was an important objective and essential to the credibility of the election outcome.

Conclusions of the Political Rights of Refugees
and Displaced Persons
Elections will continue to follow conflicts as the means of reconstituting post-conflict governments. Refugees
will be a factor in each of these election events. Although organizations such as the UNHCR have consistently
supported refugee political rights, during the 1990s international responses were inconsistent as regards
political will and resources to enfranchise refugees, and varied from event to event and from region to region.
Obtaining consistency in the responses should involve the allocation of resources as well as the regulatory
framework and practices in host countries.
Commensurate with the implementation of such consistent standards, the capacity to monitor their
application must also be provided by the international community, and the responsibility for doing so must be
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application must also be provided by the international community, and the responsibility for doing so must be
assigned. A programme of focused observation of political processes involving refugee populations must be
adopted for an international group to consider.
Finally, one motive for expelling a population—disenfranchising it—can be eliminated by maintaining
consistent international responses to guarantee that elections provide for full political participation by refugees.

The Political Rights of Migrant Workers and
External Voting
According to estimates from a study of the International Organization for Migration (IOM), in 2005 around
190 million people (over 3 per cent of the world’s population) lived in a country different from the one in which
they were born. This figure barely hints at the magnitude and complexity of the international phenomenon of
migration. This phenomenon has been present throughout the history of mankind, but there is no question
that in recent decades it has reached proportions never seen before, and it is also presenting unprecedented
challenges. In the same sense, although less recent, a study published in 1999 by the International Labour
Organization (ILO) reported that at least 50 per cent of the 170 million people then estimated to be involved in
international migration flows belonged to the category of economically active workers.
Experts believe that the main cause of or motivation for most large-scale international migration is still
fundamentally economic. This is explained to a great extent by the fact that dominant and growing patterns of
world development have accentuated regional asymmetries and the process of socio-economic polarization
within most countries. Given this pattern, it is not surprising that an increasing number of people see
international migration as a means of escaping unemployment, poverty and other socio-economic pressures.
Two factors operating on a global scale are creating a favourable context for defending the political rights of
international migrants in general and migrant workers in particular. One has to do with an unprecedented
extension and re-evaluation of institutions, rules and democratic practices, in which demands for universal
suffrage are prominent, particularly because international migrants in general and migrant workers in
particular have generally been excluded until recently. The other has to do with the existence of a series of
international legal instruments that expressly recognize the political rights of migrant workers, and
consequently provide a basis on which they can claim their political rights—at least the right to active
participation, the right to cast their vote.
The available evidence suggests that in many cases, and especially in developing countries which are emerging
or restored democracies, the majority of the potential beneficiaries of external voting are the migrant workers
living temporarily or permanently abroad. They account for the majority of people in the diaspora. In some
cases the majority of external voters may be other categories of people, such as refugees or exiled or displaced
people, but there seems to be no doubt that the most recurrent and dominant pattern is for the majority of
international migrants to be working people who move from the developing countries to regions and countries
of higher economic growth and economic development.
Accordingly, this chapter identifies and examines some key questions for the design, implementation and
evaluation of external voting mechanisms that face the great challenge of achieving the inclusion and
participation of migrant workers as potential voters.
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Awareness of Migrant Workers’ Political Rights
In the past 50 years the international community has adopted several legal instruments that recognize and
promote a group of legal rights that are relevant to, and in some cases specially targeted at, the people involved
in international migration movements. Even so, it is interesting to note that practically until the 1970s the
political rights of immigrants in their country of origin, and in particular the rights of migrant workers, and
the exercise of those rights had no place and were given no priority either in the scholarly literature or on the
international political agenda. Up to that time no initiatives or concrete state policies were aimed at migrant
workers.
The first important change came in the late 1970s as a result of the debate over an initiative that arose from a
renewed interest within the Council of Europe member countries. In 1977 the member countries subscribed to
the European Convention on the Legal Status of Migrant Workers, which was the first international legal
instrument specifically to recognize the political rights of migrant workers and their right to vote and to stand
for election in their country of origin. These rules were restricted to citizens of the Council of Europe member
countries and were conditional on the principle of reciprocity being maintained. The convention came into
force in 1983 and was to motivate some of the countries in the region to start recognizing the political rights of
certain foreigners or migrants. Above all, the question of the political rights of migrants began to take on more
importance and become more visible on the international political agenda and in the corresponding debate.
The greatest achievement in this area was the International Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All
Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families, adopted in December 1990 by the United Nations General
Assembly. This convention, which entered into force in July 2003, constitutes a more rigorous effort to create
an international legal instrument that is expressly directed at migrant workers and their families and respect
for their human rights. However, it is important to underline two issues. First, the convention states that a
group of civil, economic, social and cultural rights of non-documented migrant workers must be recognized at
an international level, although the right to vote and to stand for election is not included. Second, on the other
hand, it recognizes a series of additional rights only for migrant workers and their families ‘who are
documented or in a regular situation in the State of employment’ (articles 35 and 41). Among these rights are
those which concern the right to participate in public matters in the country of origin, including the right to
vote and stand for election in the country of origin, but also to exercise political rights in the country of
employment if that country grants them this right in the exercise of its sovereignty.
From the perspective of international law and from the point of view of some host countries, it may be relevant
and even necessary to distinguish between documented or legal migrant workers and those who do not have
the proper documentation, or illegal migrants. However, from the point of view of countries which are
interested in promoting external voting initiatives in order to benefit all those of their citizens who are living
abroad, this distinction should not govern the conception and formal design of the external voting mechanism.
It is important to keep in mind that these international legal instruments are aimed at promoting the political
rights of migrant workers on two qualitatively different and even contradictory levels. They are advocating at
one and the same time the recognition of political rights by the host countries (which is clearly not related to
external voting as defined for the purpose of this Handbook) and by the countries of origin (which clearly
places the debate in the field of external voting). While one trend aims to promote and facilitate the process of
integration of migrant workers into their new political community, the other seeks to restore their ties with the
political community of origin. However, this dual aspect only emphasizes the ambiguity that underlies the
current issue of migrant workers’ political rights and the vulnerability of those rights, which sometimes are
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current issue of migrant workers’ political rights and the vulnerability of those rights, which sometimes are
neither recognized by the host country nor protected by the country of origin.

The Challenges of Designing an External Voting
Mechanism that Includes Migrant Workers
Almost by definition, the dilemmas and the level of complexity faced by those designing and implementing a
mechanism for external voting differ widely from one context to another. They depend on the specific
conditions, demands and expectations of every country and are related to legal, institutional and socio-political
factors, as well as financial, technical and operational issues. Developing a model that tries to incorporate
migrant workers residing abroad will therefore undoubtedly create some additional challenges and
complexities.
It must be borne in mind that, even though the concept of migrant workers refers to a real phenomenon, in
the end it represents an analytical category that is very difficult to translate literally when designing the details
of an external voting mechanism. The most suitable way to determine the extent to which a mechanism can
really include migrant workers will therefore be first to identify some common elements of the phenomenon of
international migration for working purposes and then from those elements to identify the requirements the
external voting mechanism needs to fulfil in order to promote or guarantee the inclusion of migrant workers.
From this perspective, in general terms, we can say that there are four factors which characterize the
phenomenon of international migration for economic or work reasons.
1. The first is its massive scale, that is, the fact that it involves a significant proportion of the population from
the countries where the flow originates. This normally means that the share of the population that would be
entitled to vote but is resident out of the country represents a significant percentage of the national whole.
Consequently, the size of the diaspora not only presents a number of challenges in terms of organization and
electoral logistics if an important segment of potential voters is to be enfranchised; it also means that the
candidates can speculate on the possible influence of the diaspora on the outcome of an election. Even if the
available comparative statistics seem to prove the contrary, in the countries that are discussing or trying
external voting for the first time, it is common for different political forces to think that the potential universe
of the population residing out of the country and eligible to vote will fulfil the requirements needed to register
as a voter and will actually vote.
2. This phenomenon usually involves less developed countries. Persistent or recurrent problems related to
economic growth may impose certain budget restrictions on the choice of a mechanism for external voting, or
at least limit the potential range of available options.
3. Even if the natural destinations of the flows of international labour migration are the most economically
developed regions or countries, the dynamics of the flows can easily combine patterns of geographical
concentration and dispersion. Even though there are instances of international migration that is highly focused
(such as Mexican workers migrating to the United States, where over 95 per cent of the labour migrants from
Mexico are concentrated) and there are certain strongholds with the highest concentrations (for example, a
large proportion of migrant workers from the Dominican Republic are in New Y ork), usually those host
regions or countries are more or less diversified. Once again, this factor may pose financial, organizational and
logistical challenges regarding the design and coverage of an external voting mechanism.
4. Because of the predominant migration policies in the main countries of destination, an increasing proportion
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4. Because of the predominant migration policies in the main countries of destination, an increasing proportion
of migrant workers are illegal (or non-documented) workers. This issue requires two important clarifications.
First, although the distinction between legal and illegal migrants may be important from the point of view of
the host country, from the perspective of the home state that is interested in promoting an external voting
initiative that will benefit all its citizens abroad, such a distinction should not be applicable to the conception
and formal design of an external voting mechanism, which would place the state in the unacceptable position
of discriminating against its own nationals depending on their migratory status abroad. Second, on the other
hand, the fact that a fair proportion of the potential electorate abroad is made up of illegal migrant workers
cannot be overlooked when designing and operating an external voting mechanism which aims to incorporate
them. The situation of non-documented migrant workers can have an important effect on their ability to fulfil
the requirements for registering as electors or their ability to vote. The irregular situation in which these people
live in the host country normally makes them reluctant to approach the authorities of their country of origin in
order to follow any official procedure, even those related to the protection and defence of their fundamental
rights, since they fear that to do so would expose their position and lead to sanctions or reprisals. It is by no
means certain that the opportunity to exercise their voting rights is a sufficient incentive in itself to overcome
such reluctance and fear.
Under these conditions, it is clear that an external voting mechanism of which the main objective is the
effective incorporation of migrant workers who are living temporarily or permanently out of their country of
origin poses challenges and requires additional effort in terms of its conceptual design and operational
characteristics. Ideally speaking, the mechanism must provide the largest possible coverage in order to take
account of a massive number of electors in a diaspora which combines patterns of geographical concentration
and dispersion. It also needs to offer flexible and accessible options for the registration of electors and the
casting of votes, taking into account prevailing conditions as well as the perceptions and expectations of illegal
migrants. Both the law and comparative experience indicate that there are models and variants that can be
adjusted to practically every need.
In this sense, a first problem is that, if specific needs or exigencies are to be accommodated, the available
options are often constrained by budgetary limitations. Undoubtedly the existing technological models and
options may make it possible to design an external voting mechanism that is able to incorporate tens or
hundreds of thousands of potential voters in the regions or countries concerned (and not always concentrated
in the main urban areas) and to offer them broad facilities or options for registration and voting. However, it is
clear that the design and operation of such a mechanism would be very costly and even beyond the means of
many of the emerging or restored democracies.
Another determining factor may relate to the ability to reform or renew the electoral system applied within the
country when the external voting mechanism is being shaped. This ability to reform or innovate does not
mean budgetary issues related to the design or operation of the external voting mechanism but the political
ability to pass the necessary legal changes to support and provide a legal basis for the mechanism.
Furthermore, it is practically impossible to replicate electoral procedures and mechanisms that are normally
used within the country when shaping an external voting mechanism. This is linked partly to the principles of
international law regarding the extraterritorial enforcement of the law and partly to practical restrictions.
Thus, the very design of an external voting mechanism must take into account the need to consider and make
possible the review, modification and reform of the electoral mechanisms and procedures currently used in the
country.
If the current electoral system enjoys a high level of confidence on the part of political forces and public
opinion, and has credibility, it can be easier to introduce the reforms required for external voting on the
understanding that this will almost always imply some kind of changes, for example, to the rules, procedures
and timetabling. On the other hand, if the internal electoral system is a source of controversy or if it lacks
credibility, the debate on external voting can be a new source of controversy, and therefore complicate the
process required to negotiate and pass the required reforms.
Finally, it is worthwhile mentioning that international law recognizes the right of states to adopt juridical
norms with extraterritorial range provided that those juridical norms regulate acts taking place within their
own territory. From this perspective, the ability to regulate issues related to external voting is clearly delimited.
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own territory. From this perspective, the ability to regulate issues related to external voting is clearly delimited.
A country can regulate external voting whenever its regulations do not have extraterritorial effects and are
subject to the limitations imposed by the laws of the host countries.
This principle, although generally valid, has to be qualified, however, when it is considered in the light of the
framework of relations among states that are heavily involved in the international migration phenomenon: an
external voting initiative can have practical effects within these relations, not necessarily at a formal level, but
especially and fundamentally as regards the construction of a favourable context to guarantee its viability and
efficacy. In this regard, it might be relevant to take into account the perceptions and attitudes of public opinion
in the host country towards migrants in general, and especially towards migrant workers. If migrant workers
are believed or perceived to be the group that will benefit most from the opportunity to vote from abroad, the
matter can become highly complex, particularly if an important or a majority migrant sector happens to be in
an irregular or undocumented situation. There is a big difference between an initiative that is not aimed
expressly at migrant workers, or addresses them only marginally, and one that is expressly intended to benefit
them, particularly if they are perceived as a problem by important sectors of public opinion in the host country.
Whatever the reason for it (and the causes can be very different), prejudice on the part of public opinion
against migrant populations (and not only against migrant workers or people in irregular situations) could
seriously reduce the host country’s willingness to offer the required support and facilities. At the same time, it
could also seriously affect the potential beneficiaries’ motivation to participate in elections because of fear of
reprisals.
Other aspects related to the nature of the legal and political system of the host country, which could impede or
help an external voting initiative, also have to be considered. As a general rule, the more democratic, openminded and plural that political system is, the smaller the obstacles or difficulties will be to its allowing and
even cooperating in the organization of elections of another country within its national territory.

Alternatives for Design and Implementation
Obviously, it is impossible to even think about the possibility of an ideal model for external voting that would
guarantee the effective inclusion of working migrants. There are neither standard flows of working migrants
nor standard mechanisms for the casting of votes abroad. In this case as in any other one, the most
appropriate model will be the one that will fit the prevailing conditions and fulfil the specific requirements of a
particular context.
Nevertheless, this does not exclude the possibility that some different approaches and experiences can be
identified and assessed that could be useful when designing a mechanism bearing in mind an electorate abroad
that is predominantly made up of working migrants, and in this way facing some of the complexities that this
challenge implies. With this objective in mind, this chapter analyses briefly the experience of a series of
countries where emigration for work is the predominant component in their pattern of international
migration, and which are therefore potentially able to adopt an external voting mechanism that allows the
incorporation of working migrants. Although there are no conventional parameters to clearly identify the
countries with such a profile, among the 114 countries and territories that currently allow their citizens to vote
abroad, we have selected four which, according to basic indicators, are characterized by strong international
migration mainly for work opportunities—the Philippines, India, Mexico and the Dominican Republic.
According to available estimates, the population from these countries that is entitled to vote and residing
abroad is not only made up mostly of working migrants (and the members of their families); it also represents
an important percentage of the total number of electors registered within the country. For instance (and taking
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an important percentage of the total number of electors registered within the country. For instance (and taking
into consideration the fact that precise data are not available for all cases), the population that would be
entitled to vote in the Dominican Republic and is resident out of the country may represent up to 25 per cent of
the 5 million electors registered in the country, whereas Mexicans abroad may represent about 15 per cent of
the 70 million electors registered at the beginning of 2006.
To define how the specific external voting mechanisms of this group of countries are able to accommodate
migrants working abroad, we will analyse and compare three of their main components: (a) the entitlement to
vote as an external voter; (b) the requirements and procedures established for the registration of external
voters; and (c) the procedure used for actual voting. In the light of the factors analysed in the sections above,
the degree of inclusiveness of these three components can show how effectively the mechanisms adopted by
these four countries include and integrate working migrants abroad. These three components also offer a
framework within which to identify and assess the complexities and challenges that could face other countries
that are considering making provision for external voting for migrant workers.
The mechanism adopted by India does not allow generalized access for working migrants abroad, since only
those persons who are carrying out official duties and military personnel may be recognized as external voters.
In the Philippines, Mexico and the Dominican Republic there are no restrictions of this kind, and they are
therefore at least willing to include working migrants. These three countries also share two features that it is
important to emphasize: (a) they only adopted mechanisms for external voting very recently (it was applied
for the first time in the Philippines and Dominican Republic in 2004, and in Mexico in 2006); and (b) their
adoption was to a great extent the result of pressure exerted by organized groups of migrants residing abroad.
Examination of the requirements and procedures for registration in these three countries reveals some filters
that may restrict the access of migrant workers, particularly those whose stay in the host country is irregular.
For the purposes of the present study, the most evident barrier is seen in Mexico and the Dominican Republic,
where in order to be able to register as an elector the interested person must have an identification document
which can only be obtained in the home country. If the citizen does not have this document and is unable to
travel to the home country in order to obtain it within the time limits set for the registration process (a
requirement that can sometimes be insurmountable), his or her ability to vote from abroad is in practical
terms annulled.
It is also important to consider the procedures for registration and polling, which are very often interrelated:
personal voting reduces the options for registration as an elector, whereas remote voting or mixed options
extend the options. The three countries analysed clearly show the range of these variables. In the Dominican
Republic the option has been personal voting, but only to be applied abroad in five countries (Canada, the
United States, Spain, Puerto Rico and Venezuela) where the population resident abroad is concentrated. In this
case it is possible to speak of a selective approach regarding the geographical coverage of external voting. This
applies where most migrants, particularly workers, do not reside in large cities and do not have easy access to
urban centres. In order to promote the registration of citizens in those five countries, the Dominican electoral
registry had to send out staff to suburban areas around selected cities.
Mexico, where at the time of writing the country’s first experience of external voting was about to happen, in
the presidential election of July 2006, surprisingly opted for a postal voting procedure. In principle, this could
expand the possibilities of coverage and access to all potential electors, notwithstanding their place of residence
or their location. However, as is mentioned above, the fact that an official identification document is required
and is only obtainable in person within the country contributes to limiting the potential coverage and therefore
to excluding certain migrant workers abroad.
The Philippines wisely opted for a mixed procedure. At first registration centres were established in all countries
where there was a diplomatic or consular representation already in place, and in some cases the authorities
used mobile units to promote and facilitate the registration of interested citizens. Later on, the general rule
applied was that of personal voting in the same facilities, but voters living in countries with efficient postal
services were also allowed to vote by post. The system for external voting in the Philippines embodies the most
appropriate elements that have to be taken into account when a country’s external voters are mainly migrant
workers.
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Conclusions of the Political Rights of Migrant
Workers and External Voting
In the past few years, issues related to the political rights of international migrants in general, and those of
migrant workers in particular, have begun to acquire relevance on the academic agenda as well as the
international political agenda. This development has already been translated into the adoption of various
international legal instruments that specifically provide for this type of right, as indicated by the International
Convention on the Protection of the Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of their Families.
Although the debate and regulations on external voting are not necessarily related specifically to the questions
of migrant workers’ political rights, there is no doubt that the concurrence of the globalization and
democratization processes at the same time as international migration is growing is creating a clear demand
for the full recognition of their political rights in many developing countries. The most general and visible
expression of this demand is the guarantee of their right to vote. Through the exercise of this right, migrant
workers seek not only to maintain or reinforce their sense of belonging to their original national political
community but also to redefine the terms of their relations with the country they feel to be their own.
The design and instrumentation of mechanisms for external voting in countries which have large numbers of
migrant workers abroad can face three fundamental challenges.
First, the category of migrant worker is difficult to translate into a mechanism for external voting. Above all,
how reasonable or feasible is it to isolate or privilege the migrant worker category over other categories of
migrants? If it is reasonable or feasible, how can migrant workers be distinguished or identified in a legal and
procedural way within the whole community of migrants abroad? In contrast to mechanisms that may be
specifically designed for a certain type of voter or resident abroad (e.g. only those carrying out official duties,
students or refugees), there is unlikely to be strong support for distinguishing migrant workers from other
kinds of potential voters.
The second great challenge is that international migration for work is often a large-scale phenomenon that
exhibits diverse geographical distribution patterns, that is, it regularly involves thousands of persons (potential
voters) distributed according to heterogeneous patterns (sometimes concentrated, sometimes dispersed) not
only across one or several countries of destination but also within every one of them. This means that we must
make a careful assessment of the most suitable options for registering them and conducting the voting, as well
as running electoral information campaigns. This assessment must take into account not only the advantages
and disadvantages offered by the different models but also, and fundamentally, the administrative and
financial capacities of the country or the electoral authority involved.
The third challenge lies in making the electoral regulations and procedures more flexible, and innovating or
adjusting them, in order to genuinely and positively include migrant workers. On this subject, it is important to
keep in mind that the regulation and control of campaign activities and the administration of electoral justice
are usually very sensitive topics in developing democracies, while the opportunity to duplicate abroad certain
characteristic guarantees or attributes of the domestic system will be limited. Clearly, without full confidence in
the accountability and impartiality of the domestic electoral system it will be very difficult to accept
adjustments or innovations abroad since as a general rule the mechanisms of control and security are likely to
be weaker for the external vote.
In favourable conditions, the creation of an external voting mechanism that seeks to include migrant workers
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In favourable conditions, the creation of an external voting mechanism that seeks to include migrant workers
can present a good opportunity to introduce interesting innovations to several components of the electoral
system, and even to try out different methods of voter registration, as well as different procedures for the
conduct of the actual voting. Under adverse conditions, however, the design of the mechanism could be
problematic for all those involved, and especially for the authorities responsible for organizing, conducting and
overseeing elections. In any case, even if the mechanism for external voting is sufficiently flexible and wellintentioned in trying to include migrant workers overseas, the migrants’ juridical, socio-economic, political and
cultural conditions are likely to work against the initial intentions and expectations.
One conclusion that can be drawn at this point is that any mechanism for external voting entails a range of
alternatives and variants which can be adapted to specific conditions and requirements. A universe of potential
voters abroad made up mainly of migrant workers presents a series of challenges and complexities that can be
addressed by a limited set of options. It is clear that from a conceptual and legal point of view it is neither
possible nor desirable to design an external voting mechanism that is aimed exclusively at migrant workers,
but it is also true that the legal and procedural options chosen regarding a set of basic aspects of the
characteristics and reach of an external voting mechanism (Who is eligible to vote? What are the requirements
and procedures for registration and voting?) will largely determine its ability to effectively include migrant
workers.

Observation of External Voting
Observation of elections in transitional or post-conflict democracies became increasingly common during the
1990s. In the early 1990s it had something of the character of a ‘guided tour’ rather than an assessment
against agreed standards that follows a solid methodology. During the 1990s, however, more precise standards
for elections were developed by regional organizations—including the Organization for Security and
Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR), the European
Union (EU), the Southern African Development Community (SADC) Parliamentary Forum and the African
Union (AU)—based on interpretations of international conventions and declarations, and observation
methodologies were developed by regional organizations and by the United Nations (UN). As regards
guidelines for election observation, International IDEA together with the UN built on regional standards and
developed codes of conduct in the mid-1990s. More recently, the Carter Center, the United Nations Electoral
Assistance Division (UNEAD) and the US-based National Democratic Institute brought together global and
regional organizations, culminating in the signature of a Declaration of Principles for International Election
Observation and Code of Conduct for International Election Observers in October 2005.
International election observation was initially conceived as necessary for a transitional period until general
trust in electoral processes had increased and observation would no longer be needed. However, in the past five
years it has become more common to send international teams to assess or observe even the elections of ‘old’
democracies. Such countries have developed processes and legislation over a long period of time which are to a
large extent a result of tradition rather than an effort to meet objective standards. While no formal global
standards for electoral processes exist, there is a broad common understanding of what constitutes an
acceptable election. This understanding has, however, been developed on the basis of the needs of new
democracies, implying standards which are meant to create trust between parties who have had little reason to
trust each other in the past. Assessments of the electoral processes of traditional democracies against such new
standards may therefore add to the electoral process, provide more comparative data and prepare even old
democracies for new challenges both in their political environment and regarding new elections technology.
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democracies for new challenges both in their political environment and regarding new elections technology.
External voting is implemented in many of the older democracies, and the security and secrecy aspects have
not been maintained to the same degree as they have for personal voting at in-country in polling stations. The
postal voting system used in the United Kingdom (UK) in 2004—not only to accommodate external voters—
was a system based on trust, and it was not designed in such a way that it could prevent wilful fraud or the
perception of wilful fraud. In 2005 the OSCE/ODIHR launched an election assessment mission to the UK
where not least the postal voting came under scrutiny.
However, even though elections in established democracies are sometimes the target of election observation
missions, post-conflict countries and fledgling democracies are still receiving most of the attention from
observers. Many of the challenges of observing external voting operations are linked to elections in these
countries. There is often pressure in these situations to observe the operations due to the perception that the
eligibility criteria can be easily manipulated or twisted outside the host country.

Types of Observation and Their Purpose
Election observation has two main purposes: to assess the election against agreed or accepted standards, and to
provide a presence and visibility which will provide fewer opportunities for irregularities and deter fraud. The
first purpose can be achieved with a limited number of observers, since conclusions may be drawn from
samples. The second objective is likely to require a much larger presence.
Election observation can be carried out by domestic non-governmental organizations (NGOs), or by
intergovernmental organizations or international NGOs. While both domestic and international observation
can produce effective assessments of elections, domestic observation is usually the only practical way to
achieve widespread presence and visibility. Domestic observation is thus—together with the participation of the
parties and the review of a critical press—the main instrument for transparency in electoral processes. Even if
the electoral process has little or no credibility in the country concerned, domestic observation can contribute to
a long-term process of improving the elections. In addition such observation may secure a good electoral
process beyond the point when elections have gained general credibility.
Observation reports have a number of targets. These include the domestic electorate and key domestic
stakeholders—legislators, the electoral management body (EMB), political parties, the media and
commentators. At the same time, donors, intergovernmental organizations and the international public may
also be important audiences.
The checks and balances in older democracies are normally taken care of either by appointing representatives
of political parties or candidates (party agents) who may observe all parts of the process (which is carried out
by independent bureaucrats), or by ensuring that the staff of electoral bodies at all levels are non-partisan, or at
least represent a balance of political party sympathies. In new democracies it has become common to allow
civil society to observe elections on a more neutral (non-partisan) basis and such practice may prove useful
even in older democracies. In addition, international organizations such as the UN, the SADC, the OSCE, the
Council of Europe, the AU and the EU, as well as governments and international NGOs, may be invited to
observe elections.
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The Assessment Prior to Observation of External
Voting
It is now better understood that it is not worthwhile for all elections to be observed by international
organizations, in particular the intergovernmental organizations. It may be the case that elections are run
under conditions where the overall conclusions of observation are inevitable from the outset. If, for example,
the conditions for standing as a candidate are so exclusive that much or all of the real opposition is eliminated
before the elections start, the rest of the electoral process may have limited significance, as in the presidential
election in Iran in 2005. Iran is also an example of a case of elected bodies being overshadowed by the powers
of the non-elected Council of Guardians, and where international observation, if conducted, could have had
the effect of rubber-stamping a result in a situation where even a correctly conducted election did not support a
multiparty democracy.
However, even though the conditions for an election are such that an assessment of the legal framework may
conclude that the playing field cannot be level, observation may still be organized, not least to show the civil
society of the country concerned that there is a focus on the elections, and there may be a long-term objective
in building up capacity for the conduct of fair elections in the country. It has therefore been seen to be
worthwhile to observe elections in Belarus, Pakistan or Zimbabwe, even though the conditions at the outset
might have been assessed to be far from ideal.

When Should External Voting be Observed?
External voting can often be controversial. For example, opposition parties may claim that it is being used by
the incumbents in support of the governing parties, either by allowing (or not allowing) the external vote, or
because in the way the process is implemented, which may not be seen to be sufficiently transparent.
If an election is being observed, an assessment of the external voting is an integral part of the process. That
does not, however, mean that the process needs to be assessed by observers at every step, even if this is
practically possible. One example would be the external voting in Croatia. Shortly before the legislative
elections in 1995 the election law was amended to include 12 members of the parliament to be elected by
Croatians living abroad. The citizenship law permitted any ethnic Croat to obtain Croatian citizenship without
having a family or territorial connection to the Republic of Croatia and without having any intention to move
to Croatia. The only condition was that the person issued a written statement stating ‘that he or she considers
himself or herself to be a Croatian citizen’. The result and intention of the rule were that more than 300,000
Croats from neighbouring Bosnia and Herzegovina acquired Croatian citizenship and were given the right to
vote. The opposition claimed that the incumbents allowed this trusting that the Croats in Herzegovina would
vote in favour of nationalistic parties. The political and legal conditions for the external voting were therefore
more important than the technical conduct of the election.
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For the Croatian presidential elections in 1997, the OSCE/ODIHR decided not to observe the external voting.
The voting took place in polling stations across Herzegovina and some other cities in Bosnia and Herzegovina
and, with an OSCE mission well established in Bosnia and Herzegovina, a high-quality observation operation
would have been possible to organize. Given the general framework and the unusual (and, seen from Bosnia
and Herzegovina, one would argue, unfriendly) citizenship rules, the main issue was not how the elections
were carried out, but rather that they were allowed to happen at all.
For the Croatian legislative elections in 2000, the external voting was observed by the OSCE/ODIHR, partly
because there was some development in the discussions between Croatia and Bosnia and Herzegovina
regarding the citizenship issue, and partly because the parties to the discussions wanted this part of the process
to be observed as well.
Even if there is general agreement on allowing external voting, the process itself may be difficult to observe.
External votes are often not cast in person, and the arrangements can cover a large geographical area. The
considerations regarding the observation of external voting would therefore involve logistical and practical
issues. In the end it is important that an observation mission does not draw conclusions that cannot be
substantiated by the evidence that has been collected from the process.

External Voting: Controlled and Uncontrolled
Environments
In transitional democracies, where trust in the electoral processes is low, there has been some reluctance to
offer citizens living abroad a possibility to vote without returning to the country to cast their vote in person.
However, post-conflict countries have been an exception to this rule, as it has often been important to allow
those who fled the war the right to vote. The idea would be that those who fled would have an intention of
returning and they should be given the right to participate in the democratic process of rebuilding. The 1995
Dayton Agreement which ended the war in Bosnia and Herzegovina specified the right of the refugees to vote.
For the first elections in Bosnia and Herzegovina in 1996, the external votes were cast in person. In 23
countries the external voting was observed by the OSCE. In later elections, the external voting was by post,
and the observation was limited to the counting in centres inside the country. In the first presidential election
held in Afghanistan (2004) refugees in Pakistan and Iran were allowed to vote (although they were not in the
legislative elections in 2005), and during the first elections in Iraq (2005) after the 2003 war there were
extensive arrangements for external voting (see the case study). However, for the Palestinian elections in 1996
and 2005, the diaspora were not allowed to vote, partly for practical reasons and partly because of the lack of
Palestinian citizenship and clear documentation to show who is a ‘Palestinian’.
The types of external voting observers will have to assess include:
voting in a controlled environment, that is, in a place where the secrecy of the ballot is guaranteed by
the presence of election staff, and where the vote can be cast without undue influence or intimidation.
This means personal voting in the embassies or diplomatic missions of the home country; and
voting in an uncontrolled environment, without supervision by election staff, and where the secrecy
and security of the vote cannot be guaranteed. This voting can include: (a) postal voting, where the
voter will be issued with a ballot paper and accompanying documentation which is to be returned by
post; (b) electronic voting (e-voting), for example, over the Internet: after a person’s identification and
right to vote electronically have been verified, the vote is submitted via a computer program to a central
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right to vote electronically have been verified, the vote is submitted via a computer program to a central
computer for counting; and (c) voting by proxy.

Postal voting is the most common method for uncontrolled voting: although voting over the Internet may
become common in future, it is not in use for external voting anywhere yet. Voting in an uncontrolled
environment may be vulnerable to impersonation, intimidation and fraud, and observation of the process
needs to take such possibilities into account. Voting by proxy is used in some countries, such as the UK. Most
countries, however, regard the vote as a personal matter. All votes cast in an uncontrolled environment raise
important and controversial issues regarding the secrecy and security of the vote; see chapter 3 for a more
extensive discussion.
If the external votes are cast in person, how far voting can be observed is basically a question of resources. If
voting is done by post or electronically via the Internet, observation becomes more difficult.

Data Collection
Election observation methodologies describe how information is collected, how to analyse it and how to assess
it against agreed standards. The data collection includes:
the legal framework;
the procedures and instructions;
interviews with main stakeholders such as election administrators and representatives of candidates and
civil society; and
first-hand information from the actual processes.
The first three points can always be covered provided there is a free flow of information and possibilities for
meeting all involved. The collection of first-hand information is dependent on the transparency of the process
and the manner in which the voting is implemented. The purpose is to assess whether the processes are
implemented according to their descriptions and intentions. In order for the first-hand observation to be
reliable, the evidence needs to be collected according to a plan which will provide a representative sample of
information covering all parts of the processes.

The Observation Process: Possibilities and
Limitations
Observing external voting may be difficult as a result of the reduced transparency of the process and the costs
involved. Collection of first-hand representative evidence from all steps of the process may be impossible. In
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involved. Collection of first-hand representative evidence from all steps of the process may be impossible. In
principle the observation should take the following steps:
an assessment of the political environment in which external voting is implemented. Is there a general
agreement on the terms for external voting and is there general confidence in the process?;
assessment of the legal framework and the checks and balances worked into the system;
assessment of the pre-election campaign. The election laws of the country will not apply, but it would
still be of interest to assess what is being done to help voters make an informed choice from abroad;
if the voting is done in person, observing the voting, reconciliation, packing and sealing of the voting
material on the basis of a reasonable sample. The assessment of how big the sample needs to be would
depend on whether one wants to draw conclusions about the external voting as a separate process in its
own right, which would require good coverage, or whether the external voting is only a small part of
the overall assessment of the elections;
if the voting is done by post, observing the verification of the lists of external electors, the distribution of
voting material, the reception and verification of the same, and the count; and
if the voting is electronic, assessment of the process of implementing the system, including the rules for
verifying the identity of the voters, audit trails, and the validation performed by the EMB.
All external voting constitutes a challenge from an observation point of view. Domestic observation is often
based on wide coverage rather than sampling, and local NGOs may therefore want to cover all polling places.
However, domestic observer organizations may not have the resources needed for proper observation of voting
in embassies and consular offices (although a worldwide network of Indonesians, mainly students, succeeded
in achieving wide-ranging coverage of voting at Indonesian embassies in the 1999 transitional elections).
International missions may have an easier task in terms of resources to observe external voting if it takes place
in a controlled environment, not least because the sample may be more limited.
Postal and Internet voting would be more complicated to observe. The first problem is the identity of the voter.
In Bosnia and Herzegovina a number of attempts to impersonate postal voters allegedly living abroad were
exposed in 1998 and 2000. In the case of Internet voting some of the security problems may be solved in the
future, but the basic paper trail—the ballot paper—will be missing. In paper-based voting it is always possible to
order a recount, and the actual voting will have been followed by observers and party agents.
The most important condition for reliable voting in an uncontrolled environment is general trust in the EMB.
Even external voting in a controlled environment requires such trust, since full observation is difficult for
parties and NGOs.
The political environment
External voting in transitional democracies is often controversial, either for political or for technical reasons, as
discussed above in relation to Croatia. In Zimbabwe, the opposition sought a more liberal ruling for external
voting, possibly believing that President Robert Mugabe would have less support among those who have left
the country. On the other hand, the same opposition criticized the implementation of the rather limited
external voting for its lack of transparency and control.
The key issues for observers to assess are the political environment under which external voting is being
conducted and the independence and integrity of the EMB. In particular the arrangements for external voting
should be subject to a high degree of consensus, since the transparency of external voting will almost inevitably
be less than that of in-country voting. Any dictate from a political majority is likely to attract charges of fraud
and manipulation unless the administrators’ integrity is beyond doubt.
Personal voting in a controlled environment
External voting may be difficult to observe at all stages. If the voting is done in person in a controlled
environment (such as embassies or consular offices), observation may be possible but will be expensive. If the
resources are available, the observation of this kind of voting will be rather similar to the observation of in-

country voting, where a sample is chosen for collection of first-hand evidence and the process is observed, from
the opening to the close of voting to the reconciliation and sealing of the ballot material. However, there may
be significant differences from the observation of in-country voting. Observers may stay in the same polling85/179
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be significant differences from the observation of in-country voting. Observers may stay in the same polling
station throughout the voting, rather than moving from one polling station to another during election day. If
the count does not take place in the polling station but in counting centres in the country itself, questions of the
integrity of votes in transit arise. In such cases it becomes a task for observers to follow the processes of
packing and sealing, reconciliation, and reception at the counting centre, as well as the count itself.
Postal voting
If voting is done by post, the actual voting may not be observed, but other processes such as the maintenance
of the registers of external electors, the form of the letters sent out to the voters, the documentation required to
accompany the ballot paper on its return, the checking of whether ballot papers are genuine and the count
may be observed. However, the process may be spread over a period of time and may therefore be difficult to
observe throughout.
Electronic voting
If the external voting is done electronically, for example over the Internet, it will be an even bigger challenge to
observe all steps of the process. Confidence in the process will depend on the level of trust in the IT system,
which in turn to a great extent is dependent on confidence in the EMB.
IT systems should meet a number of criteria, such as being reliable, user-friendly, secure (meaning that they
can resist deliberate attacks from outside and inside at all times) and verifiable (meaning that they can be
checked). IT systems may be manipulated from inside and from outside. Insiders may build in functions which
may change the result in a certain direction. Such manipulation may in theory be conducted by the election
administration itself. In transitional democracies, if the general trust in the election administration is low, an
electronic voting system may add to the lack of confidence in the electoral process.
Full validation will be next to impossible for any observation mission to perform. One should therefore be very
careful not to give the impression that an independent validation of the system has been carried out even
though IT experts may have assessed parts of the process. Bringing in such expertise may give a false
impression that the systems have been validated against international standards.
In particular, manipulation from inside is in practice almost impossible for an observation mission to assess.
Even if the observation mission has IT expertise available, the experts should concentrate on the process which
the EMB has carried out when acquiring the systems, rather that pretending to carry out an independent
validation of the system. Such assessment of the process should include:
the choice of supplier, including the requirements for certification against recognized standards for
quality and security;
the validation of the requirements specification and overall design;
the use of quality auditing during implementation; and
the strategies for testing the system.
In addition, the audit trails and all possibilities for recovering data in the event of a failure should be assessed.
However, the main audit trail in traditional elections, namely the ballot paper, will be missing. It will therefore
not be possible to reconstruct the results on the basis of a ‘paper trail’. This is why observers need to put much
emphasis on the assessment of whether there is a general consensus on the introduction of Internet-based
voting and on the integrity of the EMB. A prototype of the IT system may have been validated by the EMB,
and it is only the EMB which can ensure that the system being used for the elections is actually the validated
system, without any manipulation from election administrators.
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Conclusions of Observation of External Voting
Observing external voting may be difficult both because of lack of transparency in the process and because of
lack of resources to be able to collect first-hand information from a wide geographical area. Observation may
therefore in some cases be limited to the overall assessment of the conditions for external voting, or to parts of
the processes.
The political conditions for external voting should always be assessed. If the very fact that external voting is
permitted is controversial, it is likely that general trust in its implementation will be low.
External voting will always be less transparent than in-country personal voting in polling stations. Voting
outside controlled environments will be less easy to observe than voting in controlled areas, and e-voting will
produce fewer audit trails (such as ballot papers). Therefore general confidence in the EMB and the election
administrators is the first criterion for observers to assess when observing external voting.
Should such confidence not be in place, it is difficult to create it by observing the elections. Even if part of the
process can be checked, it is difficult to ensure that the process cannot be manipulated by insiders. However, if
there is general trust in the intentions of the election administrators, some parts of the process are possible to
check and can be observed. They include:
the registers of external electors;
the validation of the voters;
the content of the ballot material used for postal votes, and the manner in which the return of voting
material is checked for correctness and against impersonation;
the way an e-voting system is procured and validated by the EMB;
the available audit trails; and
security measures taken against attacks from outside and against technical failure in the case of
electronic voting.
In addition, the issues regarding the secrecy of the vote and the possibility of systematic intimidation of voters
should be assessed.

”E-voting” and External Voting
Electronic voting—‘e-voting’—is the option of using electronic means to vote in referendums and elections.
Different systems exist, such as direct recording electronic (DRE) voting machines that record the vote directly
without that vote being transmitted over the Internet or another network: for example, the interface of a DRE
machine can be a touch screen, or the voter can fill out the ballot paper and then scan it into the system. Most
commonly, e-voting refers to voting over the Internet using a personal computer (PC) with an Internet
connection. There are also other means, such as personal digital assistants (PDAs), telephones or mobile
phones, that could be used to cast a vote electronically.
It is useful to distinguish between two concepts of e-voting: ‘polling place e-voting’, and ‘remote e-voting’.
‘Polling place e-voting’ refers to systems where a voter casts his or her vote inside a polling station or similar
premises controlled by electoral staff; ‘remote e-voting’ is used to describe those systems where a voter casts his
or her vote at any place outside the polling station. Both could be relevant for the purposes of this topic area.
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or her vote at any place outside the polling
station. Both could be relevant for the purposes of this topic area.
There are different ways in which electronic means can be used to facilitate external voting. The most
challenging would be to allow voters who are abroad to transmit a vote using electronic means, for example,
casting a vote at a PC and transmitting it to the electronic ballot box over the Internet. E-voting could also be
carried out in the supervised environment of a diplomatic or consular mission. However, in the course of the
research for this paper, no instances of the latter solution being considered were found. Only remote e-voting
seems to be an option for external voting.

This survey is based on some examples of what is being done in the field of e-voting and external voting,
collected by the Swiss Federal Chancellery. The research is by no means comprehensive and does not take into
account each and every country that is practising e-voting or thinking of introducing it. Nor does this section
look into the discussion about pros and cons of e-voting in general.
There are very few overviews of e-voting projects worldwide. An overview dating from the summer of 2004 is
available here; see also Buchsbaum 2005.

Remote E-voting and External Voting
Some countries are testing and considering the introduction of remote e-voting especially, and sometimes even
exclusively, for their citizens who are living or staying abroad. However, only a few countries allow external
voters to cast their votes electronically. Furthermore, there are a few experiments with remote e-voting for
external electors, and sometimes expressions of political intentions to consider the question of remote e-voting
for external electors. This section highlights some examples of countries that are considering remote e-voting
for their citizens abroad.
Austria
In Austria, e-voting is not a top priority for the government. Nevertheless, the Austrian Federal Council of
Ministers approved an e-government strategy in May 2003, in which e-voting is listed as a project in the
annex, and in the spring of 2004 the Federal Ministry of Interior established a working group on e-voting in
order to study and report on various aspects of e-voting (Federal Chancellery 2003; and www.bmaa.gv.at/
view.php3?f_id=6016&LNG=de&version). The working group was not dealing with the question of e-voting
for external electors. However, the explanatory memorandum to the Austrian Federal Act on Provisions
Facilitating Electronic Communication with Public Bodies (the e-Government Act, available in English at
www.ris.bka. gv.at/erv/erv_2004_1_10.pdf>;), which came into force on 1 March 2004, explains the
provision for setting up a supplementary electronic register as ‘a first step towards enabling Austrian
expatriates in future for example to be given the possibility of casting votes at Austrian elections in electronic
form’ (Explanatory memorandum to the act, in German). In early 2007, the Federal Council of Ministers
affirmed its willingness to look into remote e-voting as an additional means of voting as part of a bigger reform
of democracy (see www.wienerzeitung.at/DesktopDefault.aspx?TabID=3858&Ali as=wzo&cob=274850).
Estonia
Discussions on remote e-voting started in Estonia in 2001 and one year later, the legal provisions for it were
put in place. During summer 2003 the National Electoral Committee started the e-voting project. The system
includes the use of smart cards and electronic signatures (see National Election Committee 2005). The first
tests of the remote e-voting system were held in late 2004 and 2005 during local referendums and elections. In
March 2007 Estonia held the world’s first national Internet election. A total of 30,275 citizens (3.4 per cent)
used remote e-voting which was available to Estonian voters in Estonia as well as abroad (see National
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used remote e-voting which was available to Estonian voters in Estonia as well as abroad (see National
Election Committee, ‘Evoting Project’).
France
On 1 June 2003, French citizens residing in the USA were given the possibility of electing their representatives
to the Council of French Citizens Abroad (Conseil supérieur des Français de l’étranger, CSFE; since 2004 the
Assemblée des Français de l’étranger, AFE) by remote e-voting. The AFE is a public law body that is allowed to
elect 12 members of the upper house of the French Parliament, the Senate. In 2003, the Forum des droits sur
l’internet (Internet Rights Forum), a private body supported by the French Government, published
recommendations on the future of e-voting in France. It recommended that remote e-voting should not be
introduced, except for French citizens abroad who should be able to elect the CSFE by voting over the Internet
(see Internet Rights Forum 2003). For the elections of 18 June 2006 all French citizens abroad were able to
choose between three voting channels—personal voting, postal voting or electronic voting (Ministry of Foreign
Affairs March 2006).
The Netherlands
In most districts in the Netherlands, voting is done electronically at polling stations. The Dutch Government is
also considering and testing remote e-voting (www.minbzk. nl/uk/different_government/remote_evoting_in; and Caarls 2004). Dutch nationals resident abroad are entitled to vote in elections to the House of
Representatives and the European Parliament (Hupkes 2005). They have to register with the municipality of
The Hague for each individual legislative or European election. Dutch electors resident abroad are considered
to be an ideal test group for an experiment with e-voting and telephone voting because they are already
permitted to vote by post. The purpose of the e-voting project was to ease access for electors abroad and to
encourage their participation in elections. The evaluation of the use of e-voting during the elections to the
European Parliament in June 2004 showed that e-voting had an added value and made voting more
accessible. Subsequently, in the legislative elections in November 2006, Internet voting was made available
again as an experiment and an alternative to postal voting for Dutch voters abroad. A total of 19,815 valid
ballots were cast in this way (see www.minbzk.nl/bzk2006uk/subjects/constitution_and/internet_elections).
the United States, Mexico and Chile were invited to participate using any computer connected to the Internet.
The Generalitat de Catalunya sponsored this pilot to examine the use of secure electronic voting in the future
(see www.gencat.net/governacio-ap/eleccions/e-votacio.htm).
Switzerland
In August 2000 the Swiss Government gave the Federal Chancellery the task of examining the feasibility of
remote e-voting. An interim report of the Swiss Federal Chancellery on remote e-voting called Swiss living or
staying abroad ‘the most suitable target group’ because remote e-voting could save them time, increase
effectiveness and save costs (Federal Chancellery August 2004). Since 2002, a variety of legally binding tests of
remote e-voting have been carried out in the cantons of Geneva (see www.ge.ch/ evoting), Neuchâtel (see
www.bk.admin.ch/themen/pore/evoting/00776;). In March 2007 the Swiss Parliament adopted the legal
basis for harmonizing the voter registers for Swiss voters abroad. This is the first step towards the offering the
Swiss abroad the possibility of remote e-voting, for which there is a strong demand (see www.aso.ch;).
The USA
The USA built an Internet-based electronic voting system for the US Department of Defense’s Federal Voting
Assistance Program (FVAP). The SERVE voting system, as it was called (Secure Electronic Registration and
Voting Experiment), was planned for deployment in the 2004 primary and general elections, and would have
allowed the electors overseas and military personnel to vote entirely electronically via the Internet from
anywhere in the world. It was expected that up to 100,000 votes would be cast electronically. However,
SERVE was stopped in the spring of 2004 following a report by four members of a review group financed by
the Department of Defense. They recommended that the development of SERVE be shut down immediately
because they considered the Internet and the PC not to be sufficiently secure (Jefferson et al. 2004).
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Arguments in Favour of and Against Remote Evoting for External Electors
In favour
The common denominator in the seven countries discussed in the previous section, is the fact that they wish to
make it easier for their citizens abroad to participate in national elections and referendums. In that respect,
external electors are considered to be one of the most suitable target groups for remote e-voting, since there is
no comparable voting channel fully available for them that would be as comfortable and as accessible. Postal
voting—the channel that is probably most comparable to remote e-voting—does not offer the same benefits,
since postal services are sometimes too slow for delivering the ballot paper before voting day and thus some
external electors are prevented from voting. Other voting channels, such as voting at an embassy or diplomatic
mission, are not as convenient for the voter, since he or she needs to go to a certain place during certain hours.
The overall thought behind making it easier for external electors to vote in elections and referendums is, of
course, to increase voter participation and thus strengthen democratic legitimacy.
Apart from convenience to external electors, there are other reasons in favour of remote e-voting.
1. In some cases, citizens living or staying abroad are considered to be an ideal test group for remote e-voting,
while the real intention is to introduce this new method for electors inside the country as well.
2. In some cases, citizens abroad are well organized—even better organized than interest groups inside a
country—and capable of formulating their needs and putting them onto the agenda.
3. Depending on the circumstances and the other voting channels available for external electors, remote evoting might save costs.
Against
Because by and large only those countries that are considering the introduction of remote e-voting provide
information on the subject, there are only a few arguments to be found against the introduction of remote evoting for external electors. These reasons include:
1. Security concerns. However, there are no special security concerns with specific regard to remote e-voting
for external electors. Rather, it is remote e-voting as such that is considered to be not secure. The security
concerns include doubts about the Internet as a means of transmission of confidential information, fear of
hacker attacks—both by insiders (e.g. software programmers) and by outsiders (e.g. political parties, terrorists
or other states)—and anxiety about the possibility of undue influence being exerted on the voter during the
voting process (e.g. ‘family voting’).
2. Financial aspects. It may be costly to build the infrastructure for providing remote e-voting only to a limited
number of electors. The expensive items can be the building of a digitized, harmonized register of external
electors or the maintenance of security of the system.
3. Equal treatment of all electors (external and internal). In Switzerland for instance, the government says
that if remote e-voting is introduced it has to be done on a step-by-step basis. It should be introduced for
‘internal’ electors first and only after that for external electors. The reason behind this is that there is no
centralized electoral register for external electors. External electors from one canton should not be able to vote
electronically while those from another canton do not have this opportunity.
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electronically while those from another canton do not have this opportunity.
The Australian Electoral Commission (AEC) answers the question ‘Can I vote via the Internet?’ on its website
as follows:
The introduction of internet or computerised voting is not a feasible proposition at this time, as a
number of security, technical, financial, access and equity issues have to be solved before it could
become a fact of electoral life.
There is no appropriate software technology for use in full preferential voting system.
Many voters, especially the elderly and those with poor literacy and numeracy skills may have difficulty
with using the internet.
There is a risk of fraud and errors occurring in software without the safeguard of paper ballots to
recount.
Start up costs would be significant.
The AEC would need to continue to provide traditional voting facilities for those with no internet access.
However, Australian electors in Australia have been able to use polling place e-voting for elections to the
Australian Capital Territory Legislative Assembly. In 2001 and 2004, e-voting was available at four pre-polling
voting centres over a two- to three-week period and at eight polling places on polling day itself.

Some Security Challenges for Remote E-voting
and Possible Solutions
Before remote e-voting is introduced, several security challenges have to be faced.
The following table gives a first idea of the most important of them. However, each country has
different legal conditions and different technical infrastructure available. These should
be taken into account as well.

Security challenges for remote voting and possible solutions
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Other support through new information and
communication technologies
There are also other, less far-reaching ways in which electronic means—among them the Internet—can be
used to facilitate voting from abroad. The range goes from providing information to facilitating different steps
of the voting process without going so far as to allow voters to cast their ballot electronically. This section
highlights some examples.
Australia
Electors abroad can do different things by fax: enrol to vote; apply to become an ‘eligible overseas elector’;
enrol as spouse or child of an eligible overseas elector; enrol as an ‘itinerant elector’; or apply for a postal vote.
New Zealand
Overseas electors can download their ballot paper, declaration and supporting documentation from the
Internet starting three weeks before election day. However, they cannot return the ballot papers electronically
or vote by email, as the website of Elections New Zealand emphasizes. Only overseas electors are allowed to
download the ballot paper. Completed ballot papers can be returned by fax or ordinary post. Only voters
abroad are allowed to fax their ballot papers; if a ballot paper is faxed from within New Zealand, the vote will
not be counted.
Singapore
Singapore offers overseas electors the possibility of filling out a registration form online. However, the form
cannot be transmitted over the Internet, but has to be printed out, signed and sent to the Elections Department
or any overseas registration centre by registered post. Registered overseas electors are assigned to vote at one of
the overseas polling stations (located within Singapore’s high commissions, embassies or consulates). If the
elector does not remember which his polling station is, he can find out online.

Conclusions of e-voting and external voting
Electors abroad are clearly a focus group that is of particular interest for those countries that are considering
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the introduction of e-voting in a general manner. At the same time, they are a target group that can be difficult
to include in e-voting for practical reasons. Other countries see a need to introduce e-voting for their external
electors but do not see the same urgency for introducing e-voting for the internal electors. However, there is no
definite trend towards the introduction of remote e-voting, not even in the countries where the first steps
towards it have been taken.

Botswana: Disappointing Results of External
Voting
External voting in Botswana was introduced fairly recently, as part of a package of constitutional and electoral
reforms in 1997. The Constitutional Amendment Act of 1997, section 4, subsection (a) reduced the voting age
from 21 to 18 years, while the Electoral Act section 5(3) amendment of 1997 permitted citizens resident outside
the country to vote externally. Other major reforms made at the same time included the establishment of the
Independent Electoral Commission (IEC) and the introduction of a limit to the term of office of the president
to two terms of five years each. These substantive electoral reforms were the first of their kind since Botswana
attained its independence from the United Kingdom (UK) in 1966. Previously, there had been occasional minor
amendments to the electoral law, for instance, relating to the procedure for the counting of ballot papers, the
type of ballot paper/discs, or adjustments to the campaign spending limits for candidates and political parties.
The reforms of 1997 took two forms. Because they involved changing some clauses of the constitution, those
relating to the voting age and the establishment of the IEC were preceded by a national referendum, while
those relating to the amendment of the electoral law were discussed and changed by the parliament without
recourse to public consultation. However, all the final decisions were made by the parliament and acceded to
by the president, thus becoming law.
These reforms were the result both of a long period of advocacy, mainly by the opposition parties and some
sections of the civil society organizations, and of the rapid political changes of a similar nature taking place in
Southern Africa during the late 1990s. In particular, changes made in Namibia in 1989, in Zambia in 1991, and
in Malawi, Mozambique and South Africa in 1994 all introduced the concept of the independent electoral
commission, made 18 years the voting age, introduced a limited term for the presidency, and introduced
external voting, all as measures to extend democratic rights to wider sections of the population. As a longestablished democracy in the region, Botswana would have appeared backward in the context of these changes
taking place around it. However, the government was selective in aligning itself with the electoral reforms
taking place in the region at the time. For example, the government and the ruling party did not agree with
two other proposals, on the funding of political parties and change of the First Past The Post (FPTP) electoral
system to the list proportional representation (PR) system which the opposition parties were advocating and
which was being adopted by Namibia, Mozambique and South Africa at the time.
The external voting provisions permit all Botswanan citizens aged 18 years or above residing abroad to vote
every five years. External voters may vote only for members of Parliament, not for local councillors.
(Presidential elections are indirect in Botswana: the president is elected by Parliament.) External voting was
introduced mainly because of the concerns raised by the opposition parties. It was felt that citizens outside
Botswana were being denied their democratic right to vote for their own government. With the voting age
being reduced to 18 years as opposed to 21, the external voting-age population was increased, hence a need to
involve them in voting.
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External voting procedure
External voting procedure follows that which applies to registration and voting at home. Normally there are
two main periods of concentrated registration, followed by a continuous registration until about six weeks or so
before the election date. External voters register at Botswanan embassies and high commissions abroad and in
major cities and centres in countries where there is expected to be an eligible voter population. So far only
Australia, South Africa, the UK, the USA and Zimbabwe have had more than one polling station: the
additional polling stations have been in cities and in institutions other than the official Botswanan diplomatic
missions. External registration is normally administered by Botswanan mission staff under the supervision of
the IEC. In the 2004 elections many students studying abroad were employed as registration and polling
officers. The register of external voters is kept by the head of the mission, who updates it as people come to
register.
Normally, external voting takes place two weeks before the general elections at home. The ballot papers are
then brought to the IEC within a period of four days after the voting. Upon arrival they are counted and
allocated to constituencies on the basis of the voters’ choices in the presence of the candidates and political
parties. This means that the results of external voting are known by stakeholders a few days before the main
voting takes place, but they are never released before the rest of the results.
There is no postal voting for external voters. Where there are no polling stations, external voters are excluded
from the right to vote. The argument is that the numbers involved are too small to justify the cost. However,
residents abroad are free to go back to Botswana first to register and later to vote. Many who live in South
Africa prefer to use this method.
External voter participation
Botswanan citizens resident outside the country were given the opportunity to exercise their constitutional
right to vote for the first time in the 1999 legislative and local elections. The second time they experienced
external voting was in 2004. Botswana’s experience with external voting is thus limited to the two most recent
successive elections. When external voting was introduced in the 1997 reform, significant numbers of citizens
were residing outside the country. Most were working people, migrant workers living in neighbouring South
Africa and students studying abroad.
The numbers of eligible voters living abroad have fallen significantly since external voting was introduced. We
estimate from the censuses of population that in 2004 a total of 25,450 citizens were living abroad (including
those under the age of 18), compared to 38,606 in 1991. Between 1971 and 2004 we estimate that the
expatriate population fell by over 20,000. This was a result of the reduced work opportunities in South African
mines and other industries beginning from the early 1980s.
Participation in elections by citizens living abroad has not been impressive. In 1999, out of the 1,363 voters
registered abroad, only some 23.3 per cent voted, compared to a 77.1 per cent turnout by in-country voters. At
the time the IEC had restricted external voting to only six countries where there were sufficiently large
concentrations of eligible voters—Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, the UK, the USA and Zimbabwe—and to a
total of 24 polling stations in these countries. In an attempt to increase participation, during the 2004 elections
the number of countries covered by external voting was increased to 14. The number of polling stations—
which were mainly in Botswanan embassies or high commissions abroad and major cities, and institutions of
higher learning in the selected countries—also rose, from 24 in 1999 to 44 in 2004. However, the results of
both registration and turnout were still below expectations. Out of 2,436 external voters registered, only
49.5 per cent voted. This was still far below the 76.2 per cent voter turnout recorded for the in-country voting
population—although the very strong increase since 1999 is worth highlighting. However, with only 2,436
people registering to vote out of an estimated 25,450 citizens living abroad in 2004, the rate of registration
may be an even bigger issue than turnout.

External voter participation in the 1999 and 2004 botswana elections
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Source: Independent Electoral Commission, Report on the General Election (Gaborone: Government Printer,
2004)

It is clear that the IEC has not been impressed by the level of external voter participation when it is set against
the cost involved. The official reports on both the 1999 and the 2004 general elections recommended review of
the relevant section of the law on external voting. External voting is likely not to last very long in Botswana,
especially because its main advocates—the opposition parties—appear to have become lukewarm about its
overall impact on the results. The concern expressed in the official report on the 1999 election was that, while
provision for external voting was an important attempt to extend the democratic process, its value had proved
disappointingly small that it would need careful review. The official report on the 2004 election expressed the
same concern. The IEC feels that, given the scale of the logistical preparations involved, either the provision
relating to external voting should be reviewed or more funds should be made available.
The cost of external voting
The IEC does not have a separate budget for external voting. At the time of writing it was still waiting for
embassies and high commissions to submit data on the costs of administering the voting in the respective
countries. It was therefore not possible to disaggregate the costs of external voting from the total election costs.
However, according to the IEC it is clear that its external travel budget and the costs of paying students and
others to supervise elections abroad are very high. In the 2004 election the cost of external travel was
647,950 pula (BWP—161,460 US dollars (USD)). This excludes the costs of salaries, administration and
supplies. However, the overall cost of the elections had increased only marginally, from 19 million BWP in
1999 to 21 million BWP in 2004.
Conclusion
The prospects for external voting in Botswana are not bright. The IEC has recommended a review of the law in
the past with a view to closing this window. The main concerns seem to be the high cost per voter and the low
level of participation. The opposition parties, which were the drivers of the external voting process, also appear
much less enthusiastic than before about defending the system.

Afghanistan’s 2004 Presidential Election:
External Voting for a Large Displaced Population
A large segment of the Afghan population was forced to migrate to the neighbouring countries as a result of
Afghanistan’s long history of humanitarian and political crisis. With the UN High Commissioner for Refugees
(UNHCR) and host government sources estimating that approximately 2.5 million Afghans were still displaced
in Pakistan and Iran at the time of preparations for the 2004 elections, the Transitional Islamic State of
Afghanistan undertook to include these refugees in the nation-building process.
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Afghanistan undertook to include these refugees in the nation-building process.
Afghans in Pakistan and Iran had previously been given the opportunity to vote in post-conflict Afghanistan
for the election to the Emergency Loya Jirga in June 2002, followed by the election to the Constitutional Loya
Jirga in December 2003. (A Loya Jirga, or ‘grand council’ in the Pashto language, is a consultative forum
unique to Afghanistan in which, traditionally, tribal elders convene to settle affairs of the nation or rally behind
a cause.) The Emergency Loya Jirga was elected to form a transitional government, and the Constitutional
Loya Jirga was elected to adopt Afghanistan’s first post-conflict constitution. Special procedures were used for
both elections, which were indirect elections without universal suffrage.
The legal and administrative framework
The franchise for the 2004 presidential election was regulated by the constitution of Afghanistan; by the
Election Law (chapter IV); by decisions of the Afghan Joint Electoral Management Body (JEMB) in
consultation with the UN Assistance Mission in Afghanistan (UNAMA) and the government of Afghanistan;
and by individual memoranda of understanding on the conduct of the out-of-country elections signed by the
government of Afghanistan with the governments of Pakistan and Iran. The decision to offer the franchise
outside Afghanistan was taken by the JEMB following an assessment undertaken jointly with UNAMA and the
United High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), in consultation with the United Nations Development
Programme (UNDP). The location and timing of external voting were the responsibility of the JEMB. Sizeable
Afghan communities had also been displaced to Tajikistan, the USA and some European countries. The
JEMB’s decision to enfranchise only those displaced to Pakistan and Iran was taken for logistical reasons, as
well as because the vast majority of expatriated Afghans were in those two countries.
The decision to provide the external vote to those displaced to Pakistan and Iran became highly political, as
voting trends were expected to follow ethnic lines and the bulk of the refugees in Pakistan were Pashto, while
those in Iran were Tajik and Hazara. Given its potential for politicization, the decision to conduct external
voting was delayed several times; only when it became clear that both host countries would agree to allow and
support the external franchise on their territories on conditions generally consistent with international
standards was a final decision made by the JEMB.
Because the decision was made very late, the time available, including detailed negotiations with the host
governments on the provision of support, was very limited. The International Organization for Migration
(IOM) was finally contracted to undertake the operation only 69 days before election day, although it was
contemplated much earlier that it would be chosen for the task. The conduct of the operation had to be
outsourced, as the JEMB Secretariat had neither the logistical means nor the legal authority to operate outside
Afghanistan. The IOM was chosen because of its previous experience in carrying out external voting
operations in Bosnia and Herzegovina, East Timor and Kosovo. It contracted IFES (formerly the International
Foundation for Election Systems) to provide technical management to the Out-of-Country Registration and
Voting Programme.
Time limitations, in turn, meant that it was impossible to establish election facilities (registration and/or
polling centres) in all areas where there were clusters of Afghan communities. The operation was therefore
limited to the main centres where Afghan populations were concentrated: areas of high security concern in
Pakistan and isolated refugee camps in both Pakistan and Iran could not be reached.
External voting operations outside embassy premises (which are the territory of the country they represent)
require legal agreements with the host country governments. These establish the general parameters of
cooperation between the election management body or the organization contracted to undertake the operation
on its behalf. In the case of post-conflict elections or situations where security is a concern, special assistance is
often needed from the host government to ensure that the transport of election material takes place without
delays or security incidents, that security is provided at the election facilities, that refugees are allowed to move
freely and so on. Given the security concerns associated with Afghan elections, the negotiations with the
governments of Pakistan and Iran were initially protracted. However, once cooperation was secured, the two
governments made all efforts to facilitate the IOM’s mandate. This extended particularly to the provision of
official security for the operations, without which registration and/or voting could not have taken place.

Although the government of Pakistan
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Although the government of Pakistan offered to become quite deeply involved in the electoral process and
assist with the organization of the elections in the areas not reached by the IOM, this was not thought to be
appropriate. The point at issue was the electorate’s expectations of trust in the electoral process, which
outweighed the undoubted value of Pakistan’s electoral management infrastructure.
Eligibility
According to the legal framework, Afghans living in Pakistan and Iran were entitled to participate in the
election provided that they were 18 years of age by election day and could prove their Afghan nationality.
Inside Afghanistan, as there was no voter register in place for the 2004 presidential election, a voter
registration exercise was also organized before the election. Gender-segregated registration (and, subsequently,
polling) stations were established throughout the country from 1 December 2003 to 20 August 2004.
Registration procedures established that upon the presentation in person of documentation proving eligibility
according to the requirements set out by the JEMB (identity, age and Afghan nationality), Afghans would be
registered. Each registered elector was then issued with a registration card containing address and
identification information, including a photograph taken at the Registration Centre.
In Pakistan, under criteria determined by the JEMB, all Afghan citizens over the age of 18 at the time of
election and who had arrived in Pakistan after 1979 were entitled to register to vote. In order to vote, all eligible
electors had to undergo an advance registration process. In exceptional circumstances, where applicants did
not have documents showing that they were from Afghanistan, a special interview procedure was put in place
which was subject to a ‘challenge’ procedure at the time of voting. Electoral registration followed the same
principles as applied to the in-country process—advance in-person registration; the issuing of an electoral
registration card, in this instance without a photograph; arrangements for the voter lists to be on public display
for a certain period before polling; and gender-segregated registration facilities.
In Iran, the JEMB decided to waive the advance registration requirements as the government authorities were
able to make a refugee database available for election purposes. The Iranian Ministry of the Interior had set up
a sophisticated documentation system since the refugee flow began, and this database and documentation
system were used without further evidence of Afghan nationality being required. The JEMB decided to accept
that the government-issued refugee card could be used as means of proving identity and eligibility to vote. The
IOM negotiated with the Iranian authorities to extend the eligibility criteria from only those who participated
in the 2003 refugee registration process to all Afghans legally residing in Iran. A skeleton electoral register was
created on election day itself.
Additionally, Afghans who were on the registers in Afghanistan were allowed to vote from abroad in the
election. This special procedure was introduced in response to security concerns, related mostly to geographical
areas at the borders with Pakistan and Iran. The threat level here was higher, in the context of widespread
cross-border migration between Afghanistan and its two neighbours, Pakistan in particular.
The personal registration and polling method was chosen as the postal infrastructure of the two host countries
was deemed unable to support a postal voting option. Proxy registration and proxy voting were also not made
available because of the specific cultural context in which the election was to take place and the ease with
which identification documents could be forged.
Implementation and turnout
To implement the Out-of-Country Registration and Voting Programme, the IOM established programme
headquarters in Islamabad, Pakistan, and two regional offices in Islamabad and Tehran, Iran. Eight field
offices were established in Pakistan and seven in Iran to coordinate registration, polling, voter outreach and
counting activities.
Voter registration was organized over four days commencing on 1 October and ending on 4 October. (A threeday process was initially scheduled. However, a one day extension was decided upon to ensure maximum
participation.) A total of 1,657 registration stations in 630 centres, with equal numbers of stations for women
and men, were established in eight urban and refugee camp clusters throughout Pakistan. Over the four days
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and men, were established in eight urban and refugee camp clusters throughout Pakistan. Over the four days
of the registration period, 737,976 Afghans registered in Pakistan, of whom 28 per cent were women. The low
female turnout was expected given the very short period of time for voter education and registration. This
turnout was also comparable with the approximately 33 per cent female turnout inside Afghanistan.
Given that sufficient time was not available for an adequate electoral registration process, the lack of adequate
documentation of the refugee population became the most significant challenge to establishing a fraud free
election. As voters were not able to be issued with photographic registration cards, an anti-fraud mechanism
had to be put in place at the time of registration. Thus, in order to prevent duplication of names on the electoral
register, a decision was made to apply voter marking ink at the time of registration as well as at the time of
polling.
The election was held on 9 October 2004 both in-country and out-of-country. A total of 2,787 polling stations
were established in Pakistan and Iran. In Pakistan, the number of stations was adjusted from 1,657 used
during registration to 1,661 which were located in 630 polling centres. In Iran, 1,093 polling stations were
opened in 125 polling centres. In total, 818,189 Afghans participated in the election from abroad (577,776 in
Pakistan and 240,413 in Iran), which constituted 10.06 per cent of the total electorate (8,128,940 voters).
In Pakistan, 80 per cent of the registered electorate participated in the polls, whereas in Iran voter turnout
represented half of the estimated eligible voters (estimated between 400,000 and 600,000). The overall high
turnout in both Pakistan and Iran was achieved due to the extensive voter education campaigns conducted by
the IOM Out-of-Country Registration and Voting Programme and also to the Afghan community’s great
interest in participating in their first-ever democratic election. Female turnout reached 32 per cent of the total
electorate—29 per cent in Pakistan and 40 per cent in Iran. In Iran, women’s participation was in proportion
to their share in the population, largely due to high levels of literacy and the influence of Iranian society on the
Afghan women. According to government data, women constitute approximately 40 per cent of the total
Afghan population in Iran.
Funding
There were no budgetary constraints on the decision-making process. Once the political decision had been
made, funding was made available for voter registration and polling through the voluntary donation project
budget. The multilateral Afghanistan Reconstruction Trust Fund (ARTF) was set up in May 2002 to provide,
among other things, support to Afghanistan in the area of recurrent costs of the government. In addition to the
United States, 21 donors pledged 430 million US dollars (USD) to the fund. The Transitional Islamic State of
Afghanistan maintains an inventory of donor-funded activities through the Afghan Assistance Coordination
Unit, a subordinate office of the Ministry of Finance. The ARTF is jointly managed by the Asian Development
Bank, the Islamic Development Bank, the UNDP and the World Bank, which also administers the fund.
External election-specific fund-raising was coordinated by the UNDP, and 26.7 million USD were made
available to the IOM on the basis of a cost estimate contained in its proposal to the JEMB. The total cost of the
Out-of-Country Registration and Voting Programme amounted to 91 per cent of the initial estimate of
24,289,322 USD, or approximately 20 USD per voter in Iran and 32 USD per voter in Pakistan, where advance
registration increased the cost per voter.
The future of external voting in Afghanistan
Although repatriation exercises have been taking place from both Iran and Pakistan, over half a million
Afghans remained displaced in Pakistan towards the end of 2005. If a political decision is made to continue to
conduct external voting, similar future operations during the transitional period could probably be funded from
the same sources and through the same mechanisms as those used for the 2004 presidential election.
For Afghanistan’s elections to the legislature in September 2005, the candidate-centred Single NonTransferable Vote (SNTV) system in use meant that a different ballot paper had to be used for every electoral
district, and getting the correct ballot paper to all external electors would have been immensely costly and
complex. The political decision made was not to provide the franchise abroad for these elections because of the
high costs involved and because no consensus as to the system to be employed could be reached. However,
special registration and polling centres, open until very late on election day, were set up close to the borders to
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special registration and polling centres, open until very late on election day, were set up close to the borders to
allow migrants in neighbouring countries to come into Afghanistan to vote. This might be seen as a
‘halfmeasure’ designed to achieve the maximum extension of the franchise to nationals who were out of
country at the time of the elections, short of actually introducing external voting. If it is decided in future to
offer the option of external voting for parliamentary elections, changes to the legal framework governing
external voting will need to be made to define the method by which external votes are to be translated into
seats. Like some other countries, Afghanistan may decide to allow external voting only for presidential
elections.

Bosnia and Herzegovina: Post-war Trends in
External Voting
The devastating war that tore Bosnia and Herzegovina (BiH) apart in the early 1990s and divided the country’s
three constituent peoples ended with the signing of the General Framework Agreement for Peace in Bosnia and
Herzegovina (the Dayton Agreement) in Paris on 14 December 1995. Prior to the war, Bosniac, Croat and Serb
ethnic groups were interspersed with no specific concentrations of any group in any particular part of the
country. (The term Bosniac has been generally used since the war to describe the Muslim population of Bosnia
and Herzegovina.) The pattern of multi-ethnic integration was irretrievably altered as a result of the war.
Ultimately, the Dayton Agreement was intended to ensure that BiH remained a single state, but under the
terms for peace it was divided into two ‘entities’: the Muslim–Croat, known as the Federation of Bosnia and
Herzegovina, and the Serb, known as the Serb Republic (Republika Srpska, RS). The agreement also outlined a
national constitution that specified a basis for power sharing among the three ethnic groups for defined federal
institutions, including a tripartite presidency, a shared central legislature, and separate governmental
structures for the two entities. For the restructuring to begin, one of the key conditions of the Dayton
Agreement was that elections be held throughout the country not later than nine months after its signing. The
first post-war elections were held in September 1996. They were to include elections of officials at all levels of
government, including municipal elections, taking into consideration the changes of municipal boundaries
affected by the drawing of the Inter-entity Boundary Line dividing the Federation from the RS.
Although verify able statistics have never been readily available, it has been estimated that approximately 2
million people, nearly half of the entire population, was displaced by the war, with about a quarter of the
population taking refuge outside the country. The mass emigration caused by the war itself was exacerbated by
the severe economic conditions that faced the country afterwards. The sheer numbers of refugees and the
international interest in seeing them repatriated as quickly as reasonably possible made it imperative that they
be fully enfranchised as participants in the elections that would greatly affect their futures, the stability of their
country under the new governmental institutions and structures, and the possibilities for their safe and secure
return.
Three factors, which have evolved concurrently, have shaped the process of external voting for BiH since the
war and had significant impact on the procedures as they exist today. The first is the transition from a passive
voter registration system to an affirmative registration system whereby every citizen must personally apply to
register as an elector. The second is the progressive shift of responsibility out of the hands of the international
supervisors and back into the hands of the BiH electoral authorities. Finally, the procedures set in place at the
end of 2005 have been significantly affected by the dramatic decline in participation by voters living abroad
which has been experienced in each successive election since 1997.
Prior to the war, inclusion on the electoral registers required no action on the part of an elector. Local officials
of residency records maintained by the municipality. Because so many 100/179
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compiled the registers on the basis of residency records maintained by the municipality. Because so many
municipal records were lost or destroyed during the war, the Dayton Agreement declared that inclusion in the
1991 pre-war census, which identified each person’s municipality of residence, would be the basis for
establishing eligibility to participate in the elections. Furthermore, it provided that persons who were no longer
living in the municipality in which they had resided at the time of the census would, as a general rule, be
expected to vote in their pre-war municipalities. The exception to the rule covered people who had moved in
the period between the 1991 census and the beginning of the war in April 1992 and who could substantiate that
move with appropriate documentation. These general rules applied to all citizens abroad, including refugees
(General Framework Agreement, annex 3, article IV).
A small loophole was provided in that a person could apply to the Provisional Election Commission to ‘vote
elsewhere’. Eventually, under rules and regulations adopted by the Provisional Election Commission working
under the direction of the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), this was interpreted
to mean that a displaced person could apply to vote in the municipality in which he or she currently resided, or
in the case of an out-of-country elector in a ‘future municipality’ to which he or she declared an intention to
return. In the latter case a stringent set of rules was adopted defining what documentation would be necessary
to substantiate that declaration of intent. Documentation could include, for example, confirmation of a
promise of employment, or residence with family members already resident in the intended municipality of
future residence.
A significant number of refugees might reasonably have been expected to take advantage of the ‘future
municipality’ option, given that in the post-war environment the three ethnic groups are more clearly
concentrated in separate regions. It is estimated, for example, that as many as 300,000 people who formerly
lived in the territory of today’s Federation now live on the RS side of the Inter-entity Boundary Line; similarly
200,000 people who used to live in the RS now reside on the Federation side of the boundary line (Association
of Election Officials of Bosnia and Herzegovina 2003). However, the stringent nature of the documentation,
investigation and verification requirements put the future municipality option out of reach for the vast
majority of refugees who might have been interested in exercising this option.
The use of the 1991 census as a basis for the electoral register for the 1996 elections, while expedient, failed to
provide a sound basis for establishing a verifiable number registered electors against which an auditable
election result could be definitively and accurately compared. In addition, incidents of electoral fraud were
suspected as ethnic groups sought to mobilize voters improperly to use the ballot box to regain territory lost in
the war or to consolidate political influence over territory gained in the war. Due to concerns about how such
instances could adversely affect the local elections, the municipal elections were postponed altogether and were
not held until 1997.
It was in preparation for these municipal elections that a complete shift was made to establish an affirmative
registration system whereby every citizen has had to apply to be registered as an elector and has had to provide
supporting documentation to establish identity and voting residence. This shift had a particularly burdensome
effect on refugee voters because of the time constraints involved in the two-way postal process, and the fact
that access to the required documentation was often limited.
External voting procedures were also significantly affected by the step-by-step transition from an election
process that was totally supervised by the international community, under the auspices of the Office of the
High Representative and administered by the OSCE, to one totally managed by national authorities,
specifically the Election Commission of Bosnia and Herzegovina and its secretariat. This transition was
completed in August 2001.
Another factor that is seriously affecting the current approach to out-of-country voting in BiH is the
continuing decline in both the number of potential voters remaining out of the country and their interest in
participating in BiH elections. Both these circumstances have had a major impact on the facilitation of
registration and voting by electors who have lived outside BiH since the 1996 external voting efforts began.
In 1996, reaching out effectively to the upwards of 800,000 citizens estimated to be living abroad taxed the
logistics and manpower capacities of the OSCE’s Sarajevo-based operations. The task of operating the
programme within BiH was also hampered by the lack of a reliable postal service within the country. In
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programme within BiH was also hampered by the lack of a reliable postal service within the country. In
preparation for the first post-war elections in 1996, the OSCE established an emergency Refugee Elections
Steering Group (RESG) to oversee the registration and voting of eligible electors outside the country. The
OSCE also entered into a memorandum of understanding with the International Organization for Migration
(IOM) to serve as the operational arm of the RESG from its base in Vienna. Outreach to potential voters was
accomplished through communications and coordination with refugee organizations, immigration offices,
diplomatic missions and consular offices, as well as Bosnian social clubs that had emerged in countries hosting
larger numbers of refugees, and through advertising in publications that targeted these refugees. Ultimately,
630,257 electors outside BiH were registered, of whom nearly 400,000 actually voted in the 1996 elections
(International Organization for Migration, undated). External voters posted their ballot papers to the IOM’s
operations office in Vienna. Once verified, they were shipped to the counting centre in Sarajevo where they
were counted and integrated into the countrywide results.
The RESG was disbanded for the 1997 elections, but a similar arrangement between the OSCE and the IOM
was maintained. In addition to the postal voting services provided to voters scattered in 80 countries around
the world, in-person registration centres and polling stations were established in the former Federal Republic of
Y ugoslavia (FRY ) and in Croatia to serve the 156,000 refugees residing in those countries in nearly equal
proportions. Regardless of whether he or she had participated in the 1996 elections, each external elector was
required to register anew and submit a copy of an authorized identification document. Acceptable identification
included identity documents issued by BiH authorities in either of the entities or by former Y ugoslav
authorities in the state, or a refugee document issued by a host government or international refugee agency.
An applicant could also submit a copy of a passport granted by a host government which permitted dual
citizenship. Upon proper registration each elector was sent a confirmation form that was posted to him or her
well in advance of his or her ballot packet. This form was to be returned with the completed ballot papers,
which were to be sealed in a special envelope to preserve the secrecy of the vote. In the event of a person
returning to BiH before voting as an external voter, he or she had the opportunity to present the confirmation
form in order to be assigned to a polling place within BiH.
In 1997 the number of out-of-country applications dropped to just under half a million, but turnout among
them was over 80 per cent.
Through the 1998 elections the application rules remained the same for new registrants. However, those who
had registered successfully in 1997 did not have to reregister. Rather, they were sent a confirmation form to
confirm their continued interest in voting, to record any changes in personal status or address, or to change
their voting option from their 1991 municipality to a future municipality of intended residence. The major
change in the process in 1998 was the development of an external voting department within the OSCE Mission
in Sarajevo. The transfer of operations to Sarajevo was deemed a critical step in preparing for the eventual
takeover of responsibility for the conduct of elections by the Election Commission of Bosnia and Herzegovina
and the inevitable pulling out of international supervisors. The department was supervised by international
personnel but was fully staffed by local staff from both the Federation and the RS. The IOM was also retained,
but in a much more limited capacity. It continued to arrange for the in-person registration and voting sites in
the FRY and Croatia, and to serve as the repository for applications and votes cast by post before they were
transported to Sarajevo for processing and counting.
Once again the number of voters abroad declined. Approximately 350,000 external electors received ballot
papers. The postal turnout rate remained over 80 per cent, although participation in the FRY and Croatia fell
significantly. The decline in these two countries was attributed to a great degree to voters’ disappointment at
the choices on the ballot paper, as parties continued to be ethnically based. A Croat voter residing in Croatia
who had formerly lived in what was now the territory of the RS was likely to find only Serb parties on the
ballot paper for his or her 1991 municipality, and Serb voters who had formerly resided in Federation territory
would have found predominantly Croat and Bosniac parties to choose from on their ballot papers.
Two major changes in external voting procedures were implemented for the elections in 2000. Operations
were managed solely out of Sarajevo, without the assistance of the IOM. In addition the establishment of inperson polling stations in the FRY or Croatia was abandoned, and BiH voters who chose to participate from
those countries had to do so by post.
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By the 2000 elections it became obvious that the number of registered external electors was decreasing with
each election. In 2000 this number fell to 222,000.
In August 2001, the Election Law of Bosnia and Herzegovina was enacted and responsibility for organizing
elections was finally transferred from the OSCE Mission to the Election Commission of Bosnia and
Herzegovina. The procedure for registration and voting by external electors that had been established by the
OSCE was generally maintained. However, under the new law, the eligibility of BiH citizens seeking to register
could no longer be confirmed on the basis of their inclusion on the 1991 census. They had to substantiate their
claim to citizenship with a copy of a citizenship certificate or a copy of a newly issued national ID card.
By 2002, the total number of successfully registered external electors had dropped to 58,000. The significant
decline in external voting is attributed to two important factors. The first is reduced interest in participating in
BiH elections as more and more refugees still living abroad have sought and received citizenship in their host
countries. In addition, more stringent application and documentation requirements continue to hinder
potential voters for whom accessing the proper documents is still burdensome. For the latest elections, in 2004,
the total number of successful external registrants was 27,000, while an additional 30,000 applications were
rejected due to the lack of acceptable supporting documentation.
The turnout among registered external electors remains high, however, at about 80 per cent—well above the
turnout for in-country voters in 2004, which was about 52 per cent. However, some 20 per cent of ballot
papers returned from voters abroad could not be counted because registrants had failed to follow the
instructions that were sent with them. Those instructions indicated that a copy of an ID document and the
confirmation of registration form had to be enclosed in the outer mailing envelope along with the secrecy
envelope containing their marked ballot papers.
Given the significant decline in participation by Bosnians living abroad, it is anticipated that the Election
Commission of BiH will soon approach the Parliamentary Assembly with proposed amendments to the election
law to limit external voting to voting in person in BiH diplomatic offices abroad.

Brazil: Compulsory Voting and Renewed Interest
Among External Voters
Paradoxically, it was in 1965, at the beginning of a military regime that was to last into the 1980s, that an
arrangement was introduced in Brazil’s electoral legislation to allow citizens living abroad to vote in
presidential and vice-presidential elections for the first time. However, it was not until the return to democracy,
starting in 1985—and more specifically within the framework of the new constitution, adopted in 1988—that
the law was ratified and regulated and the conditions for the implementation of external voting were actually
put in place. Since the external voting law was part of the democratization process in the Brazilian political
system, the right to the external vote was not questioned. Politicians who discussed the topic assumed that
Brazilians who had left the country had done so because of the political conditions under the dictatorship, and
therefore democracy needed to recognize and guarantee their political rights.
External voting was implemented for the first presidential election after the return to democracy, in 1989, and
from that time on Brazilian migrants have been able to exercise their right to vote in the subsequent
presidential elections—in 1994, 1998, 2002 and 2006—including during the second electoral rounds under the
Two-Round System.
The law states that the right to an external vote shall be limited to presidential and vice-presidential elections.
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The law states that the right to an external vote shall be limited to presidential and vice-presidential elections.
In addition, for a plebiscite held on 21 April 1993, when the citizens were invited to define the system of
government the nation would adopt (presidential or parliamentary) and to choose between a republican
system and a monarchy, exceptional arrangements were approved so that Brazilians living abroad could
participate in this type of plebiscite. Although there has not been any other experience of this kind, a precedent
had been set so that external voting could be allowed in other kinds of electoral event.
Entitlement to an external vote
The right to vote externally extends to every elector abroad who has Brazilian nationality, including those who
have acquired another nationality, but only when they have done so as a condition of remaining in the foreign
country or of exercising their civil rights, because this is the only situation in which Brazilian legislation
acknowledges dual nationality. Thus, every Brazilian citizen by birth or by naturalization, and those with dual
nationality, retain the right and the obligation to participate in presidential elections.
According to the electoral legislation, the right to an external vote does not extend to those who are outside the
country temporarily or provisionally or to those who are not formally resident abroad, such as students,
temporary workers or tourists. However, it has to be said that the legislation does not establish precise criteria
for the application of this rule; indeed, the dynamics of international migration make it impossible to
determine clearly who is formally and definitively a migrant. Thus all those Brazilian citizens who register in
time as external electors at an embassy or consulate are qualified to vote.
Compulsory voting and the external vote
Voting is compulsory in Brazil, and this extends to external electors. Those external electors who do not vote
have to justify their abstention; if they do not they will be forced to pay a fine as soon as they return to the
country. If they do not pay the fine, they become subject to a series of sanctions which come into effect two
months after their return to the country. Among those sanctions are the following.
They cannot apply for any public position or function.
They cannot receive any remuneration or salary from a public post.
There are restrictions on the types of loan they can obtain from federal or local government sources, or
from any credit institution administered totally or partially by the government.
There are restrictions on their obtaining a passport or identity card.
There are restrictions on their renewing their teaching licences in public educational institutions or
those that are controlled by the government.
The mechanism for external voting
The current legislation provides that external voting will be done in person at Brazilian embassies and
consulates worldwide, where electors are registered according to their address in the foreign country. All the
procedures for registering and voting are the responsibility of the diplomatic mission, and it is the diplomatic
missions which compile and send the lists of electors registered for each electoral event to the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs in Brasilia. An electoral judge from the First Zone of the Federal District approves the new
electoral registers, cancels the previous registers and produces the ballot papers. This material is then sent to
the diplomatic mission concerned, which is responsible for notifying electors of the date of the election and
place where they are to vote.
While responsibility for the legislative issues related to external voting lies essentially in the Superior Electoral
Tribunal (Tribunal Electoral Superior, TSE), implementation is shared by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
the Regional Electoral Tribunal of the Federal District.
For an electoral centre overseas to be accredited, it must have at least 30 external electors registered. If there
are more than 400, a new electoral centre has to be installed at some official building that is the property of the
Brazilian Government. The Regional Electoral Tribunal of the Federal District appoints the staff at the voting
centres in the first round as well as in the second electoral round, taking into account the suggestions of those
in charge of the respective diplomatic missions.
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All the material used during the entire electoral process—ballot papers and so on—is supplied by the TSE, which
must dispatch it at least 72 hours prior to the election. The voting centres should be open at the same times as
they are open in-country, allowing for different time zones. After the counting, the results are sent to the
Regional Electoral Tribunal of the Federal District by diplomatic telex. This procedure allows the results of the
external vote to be included in the general results immediately. The ballot papers are then placed in a special
envelope which is sent by diplomatic bag to the TSE in Brasilia.
The procedure for external voting has remained essentially the same since the first experience in 1989. Through
the different elections, some adjustments have been made to the electoral law (defined by the TSE as
resolutions) renewing and adapting procedures when considered appropriate. For instance, during the 1998
presidential election computers were installed in Brazil itself to allow electronic voting, but it was not possible
to use this method abroad because of the high costs. Electronic devices are now used for voting throughout the
country, but for external voting the traditional ballot paper was still in use until the presidential election of
2006; then the TSE authorized 240 electronic ‘urns’ to be sent to 30 countries where Brazilians are
concentrated abroad (out of 91 in all). The biggest group is in the United States, where 32,000 potential voters
out of 86,360 in all on the electoral register of citizens abroad were registered. There are also considerable
groups of Brazilian migrants in Canada, Germany, Italy, Portugal and the United Kingdom.
Turnout
Although the figures for registration and turnout abroad are not high, they illustrate some interesting trends.
For the 1994 presidential election there were 39,367 electors registered abroad, of whom 27,831 voted—a 70 per
cent turnout. In 1998, the number of electors registered abroad increased by almost 20 per cent, to 47,961, but
only 21,844 (45.5 per cent) voted. For the 2002 presidential election, registration increased to 69,937 electors—
almost 45 per cent more than four years before. The presidential election had to be decided in a second round
of voting; in the first round, 38,618 external electors voted (55.5 per cent) and in the second round 36,043 (51.7
per cent). These figures indicate a sustained increase in voter registration abroad and fairly stable turnout.
Then, in the presidential election of October 2006, when President Lula da Silva was re-elected, almost 50 per
cent of the registered Brazilians abroad voted in the first and second rounds.
Challenges
There are two major challenges in the implementation of external voting for Brazilian citizens.
The first is that the period allowed for voter registration has not been established with precision. It is usually
modified from one election to another and, in general, it has been considered short (between a month and two
months and a half prior to the election). This has caused confusion and has left some potential voters excluded
from the electoral process. To mitigate this problem, the period of electoral registration abroad needs to be
clearly defined, and the tendency to extend the period of registration should continue.
The second challenge lies in the fact that the electoral authorities have no programme to promote registration
among Brazilian citizens abroad, with the result that the call tom register as external electors has succeeded
only among those abroad who are politically involved, and has not even always been successful among those
who are not consistently involved in associations or groups linked to political life in Brazil. This is one of the
Achilles heels of the Brazilian system of external voting. However, this same situation has given rise to
increasing interest on the part of the activists from the political parties in participating in the political life of
their country of origin—mainly the supporters of the party currently in power, the Labour Party (Partido
Trabalhista, PT). In this context Brazil is currently witnessing a novel process whereby candidates are
promoting themselves abroad. During the presidential election campaign of 2002, in the two cities that have
the largest concentrations of Brazilian citizens abroad—Boston in the United States and Lisbon in Portugal—
expatriate groups demanded that the candidates, and specifically the candidate of the PT, Luiz Inacio Lula da
Silva, include in their political agenda a section about Brazilian migrants. This had a direct impact on Brazilian
people’s perceptions about the migration of their fellow nationals, as well as in the redefinition of Brazil’s
migration policy, during the first term of President Lula da Silva’s regime. This fact alone shows the
importance of the external vote in Brazil.
Even though only a relatively small proportion of eligible electors abroad vote, the strength of the external
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Even though only a relatively small proportion of eligible electors abroad vote, the strength of the external
voting provision lies in the facts (a) that it guarantees the political rights of the citizens and (b) that it includes
those who, whatever their geographical location, decide to maintain a close bond with their country.
Finally, it should be stressed that the costs associated with the implementation of external voting are part, and
only represent a small share, of the operating expenses of the electoral management body, and are not the
subject of any controversy.

Cape Verde: A Large Diaspora and Low Turnout
by External Voters
The Republic of Cape Verde is a small island country with a strong tradition of emigration which goes back to
the 19th century, the result of hard living conditions. Despite the citizens’ need to emigrate, however, they have
never abandoned the bonds that tie them to their home country, and their currency remittances are an
important source of wealth for the national economy.
In the light of this evidence, at the time of the first democratic elections held in Cape Verde, in 1991, Cape
Verdeans residing abroad were immediately called upon to participate. In 1992, when a new constitution was
adopted, the right of Cape Verdeans living abroad to vote was specified in the constitution. However, they can
only participate in elections to the legislature under certain conditions:
(a) they emigrated from Cape Verde not more than five years prior to the date of the beginning of voter
registration; or
(b) they have and are providing for a child or children under 18 years of age or handicapped, or a spouse or
older relative habitually residing in the national territory, at the date of the beginning of voter registration; or
(c) they are serving in a state mission or a public service position recognized as such by the competent
authority, or residing outside the national territory as the spouse of a person in that position; or
(d) if they have been resident abroad for more than five years, they have visited Cape Verde within the past
three years.
It should be emphasized that the electoral law did not include any additional requirement for citizens to prove
their bonds to the national territory. Cape Verdean nationality is enough, and entitlement is not affected if a
person has dual or multiple nationality, even if the other nationality is that of the country where the citizen is
resident at the time. It is, however, noticeable that the lawmakers were concerned to provide the suffrage only
to those Cape Verdeans living abroad who retain some bonds with the country.
Citizens resident abroad were divided into three electoral districts in accordance with their residency—Africa;
the Americas; and Europe and the rest of the world—each electoral district abroad electing one representative.
Those living abroad have the right to vote in presidential as well as legislative elections. Even so, because there
were as many Cape Verdean citizens living abroad as were living in the national territory at the time, a
solution was chosen that should not compromise national independence—otherwise the votes of citizens
resident abroad could have decided the election of a president, whatever the choice of the residents in the
national territory. The compromise solution was a system of weighting, as follows.Each citizen residing abroad
is entitled to one vote, but these votes must not amount to more than one-fifth at most of the total votes
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is entitled to one vote, but these votes must not amount to more than one-fifth at most of the total votes
counted in the national territory. If the total number of votes from electors registered abroad exceeds this limit,
it is converted into a number equal to that limit and the number of votes cast abroad for each candidate is
adjusted proportionately.
Citizens resident abroad can stand for election to the National Assembly (the parliament) but not presidential
elections. Candidates for the presidency must have been resident in the national territory for three years prior
to the election and cannot have dual or multiple nationality.
For elections to the National Assembly, the provisions in force in 1991 were preserved in the 1992 constitution,
but the number of representatives elected by citizens residing abroad was increased, entitling those registered
abroad to elect six representatives. The definition of electoral districts abroad and the distribution of seats
between electoral districts was left to be determined by legislation, and this was done by the Electoral Law for
the Election of the President and the Electoral Law for Elections to the National Assembly, both of 1994. The
latter (Law no. 116/IV/94 of 30 December 1994) retained the definition of the electoral districts abroad
provided for by the 1991 electoral legislation—Africa; the Americas; and Europe and the rest of the world. Each
electoral district abroad now elects two representatives, out of 72, and has as headquarters the city of Praia, the
capital of Cape Verde.
The extraordinary constitutional revision of 1995 and the ordinary revision of 1999 kept the established
principles unaltered.
Having defined the current constitutional framework, let us analyse how it works in practice.
Registration
A citizen must be registered in the electoral registers in order to vote, and the electoral code establishes specific
arrangements for citizens residing abroad. During the annual registration period, which abroad is from April to
June (in the national territory it is from June to July), registration takes place in electoral registration
commissions functioning at the country’s consulates, embassies or diplomatic missions. It is worth noting that
during the registration period the electoral registration commissions may, as happens in the national territory,
set up mobile teams to promote the registration of citizens as close as possible to their place of residence.
Outside this registration period, the consulates, embassies or diplomatic missions promote the registration of
every elector residing within the geographical unit for registration who seeks any other consular services. It
can even be said that a citizen residing abroad is in a privileged position compared to a citizen residing in the
national territory, since the former can register throughout the year, while a citizen residing in the national
territory can do it only from June to July each year.
The management of external voting
The electoral legislation also sets down specific rules for the organization and conduct of the electoral process
abroad.
As many polling stations as necessary are organized so that the number of electors for each polling station does
not exceed 800. The polling stations are not confined to consulates and embassies; their number and location
are determined by the individual in charge of the consular services, in accordance with the rule of the closest
proximity to the voter.
The voting process is similar in all aspects to the process on the national territory. There is no postal voting for
external electors.
After the polls close, each polling station board proceeds to determine the partial results. These results, together
with the other electoral materials, are sent to the respective consular services, which collect all the electoral
material from the polling stations under their jurisdiction. The officers in charge of the consular services then
send all the elements they have received to the National Elections Commission headquarters in Cape Verde, so
that it can proceed to determine the results for the three electoral constituencies abroad.
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There is no separate budget for external voting.
Turnout
Despite all the efforts made to engage every citizen abroad in the major decisions affecting the country, few
Cape Verdeans living abroad are registered to vote, and few participated in the legislative and presidential
elections held in 2001. In 2001, a total of 28,022 citizens residing abroad were registered to vote, distributed as
follows for the three electoral districts: Africa 5,720; the Americas 8,120; and Europe and the rest of the world
14,182. Only 7,558 of these registered citizens, or 27 per cent, exercised their right to vote, as follows: in Africa
2,486; in the Americas 2,812; and in Europe and the rest of the world 2,260.
According to available data from 2004, 33,998 citizens residing abroad are properly registered—5,694 in Africa,
8,152 in the Americas and 20,152 in Europe and the rest of the world. The population in the national territory
was 434,625, according to the most recent census (in 2000), and projections suggest that it would have risen
to 475,947 in 2005. The size of the diaspora is estimated at 500,000, including 265,000 in the USA; 80,000 in
Portugal; 45,000 in Angola; 25,000 in Senegal; 25,000 in France; and 5,000 in Argentina. Of these some 50–
60 per cent may be eligible to register as electors. The main challenges for the Cape Verdean electoral
management bodies is therefore to achieve a higher rate of registration and a higher turnout.

Honduras: A Decision Based on Political
Calculations
As a fundamental part of the process of democratic change in Honduras which took place when power was
transferred from a military to a civilian government, the Electoral and Political Organizations Law was
approved in November 1979. This law was to govern the election of members of the Constituent National
Assembly, who were trusted with writing a new constitutional text.
Article 10 of that law recognized specifically that Honduran citizens residing abroad would have the
opportunity to vote in the election for deputies to the Constituent National Assembly as long as they were in
the country on election day and were registered in the National Electoral Census—which cannot be considered
as external voting in the strict sense of the term.
However, external voting in the true sense was provided for two years later. The Constituent National
Assembly, installed in June 1980, not only wrote the new constitutional text, which was promulgated in
January 1982, but also issued a new Electoral and Political Organizations Law with the purpose of calling the
Honduran people to general elections to the presidency, to be held in November 1981. In the new electoral
legislation, the vote for Honduran citizens who were resident outside the national territory was considered
again, and this time specifically voting from abroad. However, its implementation was put on hold until the
appropriate conditions in the organization of electoral affairs were in place (article 11) and until the electoral
management body (the National Electoral Tribunal) was able to decide on the detailed regulation of external
voting by a unanimous vote of its members.
The provision in fact was not implemented for almost 20 years because the right conditions never occurred for
the electoral authority (the National Electoral Tribunal became the Supreme Electoral Tribunal in 2004) to
proceed with its effective assessment and regulation. By initiative of the then ruling party, the Liberal Party of
Honduras, the Congress, at the end of 2000, approved a decree that gave the National Electoral Tribunal three
months in which to regulate the voting by Hondurans abroad within the terms of article 11 of the electoral law.
The decree stipulated that if the electoral body did not fulfil this mandate within that time frame it would be108/179
up
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The decree stipulated that if the electoral body did not fulfil this mandate within that time frame it would be up
to the National Congress to develop and decide on the regulation.
The members of the National Electoral Tribunal did not reach unanimous agreement within the time
stipulated, and the responsibility of preparing the regulation was indeed transferred to the Congress.
Accordingly, it was the president of the Congress (who at the time was virtually a candidate for the presidency
of the republic, expected to stand as the candidate of the National Party) to take the initiative on the regulation
of voting for abroad, which, if approved, would be applied for the presidential election to be held in ate 2001.
In spite of objections by the opposition and counter-arguments related to the high financial cost of external
voting and to the lack of consultation with other interested sectors, by the end of May 2001 a majority in the
Congress had approved the Special Law for the Exercise of Suffrage of Hondurans Abroad, thereby restoring
this potential benefit for nearly 600,000 Honduran citizens who were permanently resident abroad.
This was clearly the result of a political calculation by the ruling party. There is also no doubt that the amount
of money remitted to Honduras by residents abroad (known as the ‘economic mattress’, and estimated at the
time at 1 billion US dollars (USD) per ear), was also influential in the decision to approve this law.
The special law established that external voting for Hondurans living abroad will only apply for presidential
elections; that the consular offices will be considered as auxiliary electoral bodies, which implies that voting
will be in-person in these precincts (postal voting from abroad is not possible), and that it is up to the electoral
authority to select the cities where electors will be able to vote. In spite of all of the above, it was decided that in
the presidential election of 2001 external voting would be carried out but only in six cities in the United States—
New Orleans, Miami, Washington, New Y ork, Los Angeles and Houston. These cities were selected because it
was estimated that they were home to the great majority of Hondurans living abroad. The same cities were
chosen to organize external voting in the presidential election of 2005, although it was not possible to offer it in
all of them.
Voter registration and electoral logistics abroad
For the implementation of external voting by Hondurans abroad in the 2001 and 2005 presidential elections, a
Local Electoral Board was established in each of the consular offices of the six US cities selected. These boards
were formed by a representative of the consular office plus a representative of each legally recognized political
party (there were only five at the time) and were to administer and supervise the entire electoral process,
including the establishment of the electoral register.
The law establishes that to vote from outside the national territory Honduran citizens residing abroad must be
registered in the National Electoral Census. To achieve this, they must present themselves at the corresponding
consulate, register on a preliminary list, and provide their general information, current address and identity
card number. It is important to note that potential voters must possess an identity card in order to register and
vote abroad.
For the 2001 presidential election, Honduran residents abroad in those jurisdictions had a period of over a
month, from 1 July to 5 August, in which to request registration on the preliminary electoral register. For the
2005 election the registration period also finished in early August, since the Special Law for the Exercise of
Suffrage of Hondurans Abroad states that all consulates must issue the preliminary list of electors abroad
before 25 August of the year of the election. In both the 2001 and the 2005 elections there were complaints
about the short time allowed to register. Many Honduran citizens abroad do not have a Honduran identity
card, so, in accordance with the Special Law, the office of the electoral authority which was in charge of
issuing the unique identity cards sent specialist technical personnel in to the six selected cities where voting was
to take place to deal with all requests for the granting, renewal or replacement of identity cards. All requests are
sent to the national registry which issues the ID cards and then sent them back to the consulates in September
and October to be delivered to the citizens concerned.
Citizens of Honduran origin who are naturalized in the USA or in another country and have not recovered
their Honduran citizenship, according to the provisions of the constitution, cannot participate in this process.
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The National Electoral Tribunal is responsible for integrating the definitive list of electors abroad and sending
it, together with all the materials and electoral documentation, via the Foreign Ministry, to those consular
offices that are qualified to act as auxiliary election bodies one month before polling day. The law establishes
that if the name of an elector does not appear in the definitive list prepared by the electoral authority, that
person cannot cast a vote.
According to the special law, the polling abroad is carried out the same day as the general elections in
Honduras.
The law does not include specific provisions concerning election campaign activities abroad, but these take
place by means of personal contacts, printed campaign literature, and messages in some Spanish-language
broadcasts.
Turnout
The definitive register of electors abroad for the 2001 election included 10,826 Hondurans, of whom only
4,541, or 42 per cent, voted. The table shows how they were distributed.

Voting by Hondurans abroad in the 2001 presidential election

At the time of the most recent presidential election, in 2005, it was estimated that a total of 1 million
Hondurans were living in the United States, most of whom held ID cards. At 11,590, the total number of
external electors registered was not much larger than the total in 2001. Moreover, even when the electoral
authority knew about the apathy or lack of interest on the part of Hondurans living abroad in voting, they did
not expect the very low turnout obtained in this second experience.
On this occasion, only 336 valid external votes were cast. This situation was caused by more than one factor.
First, the external voting in New Orleans was cancelled because of Hurricane Katrina in August 2005. In New
Y ork the electoral officer of the two polling stations experienced problems and decided to suspend the election.
Then the Miami and Washington ballot papers were not certificated, so they could not be taken to the data
processing centre. The number of votes cast in these cities was estimated at 400. Of the two ballot boxes
installed in Houston, only one was considered valid. So, in the end, only one urn from Houston and the ballot
papers from Los Angeles were counted.

Voting by Hondurans abroad in the 2005 presidential election
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The costs of external voting
The costs of the first implementation of voting abroad—in 2001—amounted to 10 million lempiras (HNL—c.
600,000 USD). The high costs, the low rates of registration and participation, and the presumed discord or
political polarization in the Honduran communities abroad as a result of the electoral competition, have given
rise to different criticisms and demands for this regulation to be reviewed, and even repealed. The Supreme
Electoral Tribunal recognizes that the second experience of external voting was a failure. Improving this
mechanism is a major challenge for the electoral authority. However, even though there has been talk of
abolishing the Special Law for the Exercise of Suffrage of Hondurans Abroad, the introduction of external
voting by post for the next election is still being considered.

Colombia: Representation of Emigrants in the
Congress
The first Colombian electoral legislation (Law no. 39) was issued in 1961. It established that Colombians with
permanent residence abroad could vote in presidential elections. Agreement on this provision was promoted by
the exodus caused by political instability and the dictatorial regime (1953–7). The provision was first applied in
the 1962 election, when there were 3,227 registered electors outside Colombia. In 1986, when the existing
Electoral Code was decreed, article 116 confirmed the possibility of voting abroad in presidential elections.
Although this was not expressly contemplated in the electoral legislation, in November 1990 Colombian
residents abroad were called on to participate in the election of members of a Constituent National Assembly,
which prepared a new text of the constitution. Article 171 of the new constitution (1991) established that not
only Colombian permanent residents abroad, but also those who were temporarily out of the country could
vote. It also allowed residents abroad to vote in elections to the Senate, which took place for the first time in
1994.
Article 176 of the constitution also created a special electoral district in the Chamber of Representatives in order
to ensure the participation of ethnic groups, political minorities and Colombians resident abroad. However, this
did not come into effect until 2001, when Law no. 649 established that the special electoral district would have
a total of five seats, one of which would be for a representative of Colombians residing abroad, two for black
communities, one for indigenous communities and one for political minorities. This provision was first applied
in 2002. It is important to note that this election was controversial as a result of a ruling by the Constitutional
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in 2002. It is important to note that this election was controversial as a result of a ruling by the Constitutional
Court which gave electors in-country the option of voting in the election for the external voters’ seat. The result
of this ruling was that only 3,000 of the 9,000 votes in favour of the winning candidate were actually cast by
Colombians living abroad. Subsequently, in December 2005, the international electoral district was specifically
regulated by a decree which established that only votes cast by Colombian citizens abroad would be counted to
determine who would be the special representative of Colombians abroad in the lower chamber. It was applied
in March 2006, in the most recent legislative election.
Although the electoral legislation does not refer specifically to the participation of Colombians abroad in the
mechanisms of direct democracy, this has happened twice: (a) the election of members for the Constituent
National Assembly of 1991; and (b) the referendum on corruption and bad political practices, promoted by the
president and held in 2003, in which a wide-ranging constitutional reform was submitted to the people of
Colombia, and 41,398 citizens abroad voted.
On 28 August 2006 the National Electoral Council handed the Senate a draft a proposal for reform of the
Electoral Code. It suggests adding one paragraph that lists all types of election for which external voting is
allowed. Although external voting arrangements for presidential elections are contained in the Electoral Code.
The paragraph in the constitution, dispositions for legislative elections are only contained in the constitution;
and it would also include all direct democracy practices at national level.
Electoral registration and the conduct of elections
Regarding the procedure and requirements for the registration of electors abroad, the national government
issues a decree before every election enabling the premises of Colombian embassies and consulates to be used
as polling stations for external voters. Later, the National Registry of the Civil State (NRCS, Registraduria
Nacional del Estado Civil), which is the authority that organizes and runs elections both in-country and outof-country, sends a resolution by which it fixes the period when identity documents can be issued abroad, at
least 15 days ahead of election day. (There are two electoral management bodies, the National Electoral
Council (NEC), which is responsible for guaranteeing the impartiality and transparency of the electoral
processes and general scrutiny, and for resolving challenges presented by the candidates, their proxies or
electoral witnesses, according to the relevant articles of the Electoral Code; and the NRCS, whose president is
designated by the NEC, and which is in charge of the electoral registers and the organization of elections.) The
NRCS also determines at what places this is to be done and appoints polling station staff. It is possible to
register as an elector simply by presenting a certificate of citizenship or a valid passport, but to actually vote it
is compulsory to have the latter, which is issued by the NRCS.
The Directorate of the Electoral Census of the NRCS compares the certificates of the citizens who are registered
as electors abroad with those who are registered in-country. If an elector is found to be registered twice, the
first registration is annulled. On election day, the electoral register is posted in a public place next to the
election precinct, a copy is given to the polling site managing committee, and a third copy is given to the
embassy or consulate.
The senior diplomat at the embassy or consulate designates as polling station staff four Colombian citizens who
are resident locally—two incumbents and two substitutes—who must belong to different political parties which
have representation in the Congress, in such a way that no one political grouping is dominant. The list of
polling station staff is established 15 days before election day and is posted in a visible place at the embassy or
consulate ten days before the election.
Candidates for the external voters’ seat in the special electoral district must present a registration form at the
appropriate Colombian embassy or consulate at their place of residence and have to comply with the following
requirements: they must be over 25 years of age on the date of the election; they must demonstrate to the
electoral authorities that they have resided abroad for a minimum of five continuous years; and they must be
endorsed by a political party or a political movement which is properly recognized by the NEC, or a social
movement or a significant group of citizens.
The representative in the Chamber of Representatives who is chosen for this special electoral district is subject
to the general rules on congressmen’s incapacities and conflicts of interest, and must reside on the national
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to the general rules on congressmen’s incapacities and conflicts of interest, and must reside on the national
territory while he or she holds the position.
The voting abroad, like the voting in-country, is by means of universal, direct, equal and secret suffrage.
Article 258 of the constitution obliges the electoral authorities to offer the tools that guarantee electors the
exercise of their right to vote by means of a printed paper ballot or electronic device. (In 2004 a bill was
approved assigning to the electoral authorities the responsibility of implementing electronic registration and
voting, both in Colombia and abroad, within five years, that is, not later than 2009. This provision is being
considered as part of a bill to reform the Electoral Code which is currently before the Congress at the initiative
of the NEC.)
Currently, to organize elections abroad, the National Registry of the Civil State provides the necessary elements
in the ‘election package’, which consists of ballot papers and electoral certificates (voting proof or written
evidence showing that the voter has actually voted), the electoral register, special envelopes, the forms for
registering the results and the ballot boxes. This package is sent ten days ahead of election day, thus
guaranteeing that it will be received at its destination two days before election day.
The scrutiny of the votes cast abroad is the responsibility of the National Electoral Council, which is the
authority in charge of the scrutiny of all national voting, declaring the results of the election and issuing the
relevant credentials (certificates given to the candidates chosen).
In matters of access to the mass media, election propaganda and the financing of political parties abroad, there
are no specific stipulations: the electoral campaigns and election propaganda are governed by the provisions of
the constitution in the terms of the political reform of 2003, and by the Basic Statute on the Parties and
Political Movements (Law no. 130 of 1994). The norms established by this law and the constitution are
interpreted and applied to the activities of candidates abroad. The campaign can only start six months before
election day, and there is a time limit on election propaganda of three months before election day.
The electoral campaigns of the political parties and movements, as well as the significant groups of citizens
that candidates represent, are financed out of state resources in proportion to the number of valid votes
obtained by each list, according to a formula previously determined by the National Electoral Council. The
NEC also establishes the limits on campaign expenditure, and verifies that the resources the parties and
political movements receive are legal, and that they observe the established ceiling on campaign expenditure;
to ensure this, the political parties and movements must publish this information within one month of election
day. There are quite severe sanctions for violations of the ceiling on campaign expenditure, including the loss of
rights to reimbursement of expenses, and loss of the seat won by the candidate. In the latter case, when the
parties register lists for multi-member electoral districts, if a single member of a list exceeds the ceiling on
expenditure, the party loses all the seats it has obtained in that electoral district.
The implementation of voting abroad does present difficulties of a technical, administrative and operational
nature. Because of distance, lack of technology and the short time that passes between the closing of the
electoral registers and the actual election, the main difficulty lies in carrying out the electoral census abroad in
order to confirm the list of people who are entitled to vote; however, in the elections of 2002 it was possible, for
the first time, to set up a daily exchange of information with the diplomatic missions by email. This helped to
integrate the Electoral Roll of Resident Colombian Citizens Abroad rapidly and smoothly, as well as assisting
comparison with the National File of Identification, and the subsequent deletion of duplicate names to avoid
the issuing of duplicate ballot papers.
On polling day itself, technical problems related to data transmission do appear, preventing electoral material
from being sent and distributed in one delivery. Thanks to technological advances, however, these problems are
on the verge of being overcome.
Cost
In the Senate elections of 2002, 365 polling stations abroad were set up. The production of election packages
cost 22,600 US dollars (USD); their shipment and set up costs in the 66 countries where voting took place
came to 161,930 USD, making an approximate total of 184,530 USD, or approximately 2 USD per registered
elector. This funding originates from the election budget of the National Registry of the Civil State.
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Turnout
In 1998, in elections to the Senate, external voters cast 17,049 votes. In 2002, that number increased to
40,688. In the March 2006 legislative elections, participation by external voters was expected to increase
considerably, since as of 2005 the electoral census included many more external electors, but participation
remained almost the same as in 2002, with turnout at roughly 15 per cent of external electors.
Turnout is usually higher in presidential elections than in legislative elections. In the presidential elections of
May 2002, participation by external voters represented over 64 per cent of the 165,631 registered external
electors. In the May 2006 presidential election, 38 per cent of registered external electors voted. Usually a
higher number of potential external voters register for presidential elections than for other elections. The main
reasons for this are that external electors, as opposed to in-country electors, have to register for each and every
election, and interest in presidential elections is normally higher than interest in legislative elections.

Participation of Colombians abroad in the 2002 elelctions

Source: Calculated from data of the National Registry of the Civil State (Registraduria nacional del Estado
Civil de Colombia), <http://www.registraduria.gov.co/elecciones2002/e/vsenadoi.htm?l>

Participation of Colombians abroad in the 2006 elections

Source: Calculated from data of the National Registry of the Civil State (Registraduria nacional del Estado
Civil de Colombia), <http://www.registraduria.gov.co/elecciones2002/e/vsenadoi.htm?l>
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The Dominican Republic: Political Agreement in
Response to Demands for the Right to Vote from
Abroad
As a result of a wide-ranging agreement reached between the main political and social forces on a thorough
reform of the political and electoral system, as well as to correct the fraud that was widely believed to have
characterized the general elections of 1994, the electoral law of the Dominican Republic, Law no. 275-97, was
promulgated in December 1997. It incorporated significant changes and innovations, and article 82 made it
possible for Dominican citizens who were resident abroad to vote—although only in elections for the presidency
and vice-presidency of the republic.
Two main factors assisted the recognition of the right to vote from abroad. First, establishing it in the electoral
legislation did not require any constitutional reform: the constitutional norms relating to the ownership and
exercise of political rights do not require the vote to be cast within the national territory or in any determined
electoral district. Second, it was a justifiable demand made by the different organized groups of Dominican
residents abroad to which the main political forces of the country were very sensitive.
To realize this right, article 83 of Law no. 275 of 1997 authorized the electoral authority, the Central Electoral
Board (CEB), to put in place the necessary measures to guarantee the implementation of external voting, and
article 84 regulated its form and the related procedures. The law specified that its implementation would be
considered for the presidential election of 2000 but it was up to the electoral authority to decide when it would
come into effect. The CEB decided that it would not be in a position to regulate and guarantee the application
of the right to vote abroad in time for the 2000 presidential election, but that it would do everything necessary
to ensure its implementation for the presidential election of 2004.
With the electoral process of 2000 concluded, one of the first and main initiatives the CEB took to fulfil its
commitment was to set up a commission to study voting by Dominicans from abroad. The commission was
charged not only with examining the subject exhaustively, including organizing discussion forums and
consultation processes with the political parties, interested sectors and so on, but also with establishing
coordination mechanisms with the executive agencies the participation of which was indispensable to running
the voting abroad—especially the Ministry of Foreign Relations and its consular offices.
From the different opinions expressed in these forums and consultation processes it was clear that in order to
guarantee broad participation by potential voters abroad— almost all of them migrant workers—it was
essential for the legal regulation to include three basic principles—the total security of the vote, the freedom of
the vote, and total respect for the integrity of voters abroad. On this basis, in June 2001 the CEB approved the
Regulation for the Registration of Electors Residing Abroad, which stipulated that registration centres would be
established in the countries where Dominicans were resident and where there were consular or diplomatic
offices of the Foreign Ministry, and previous consultation with the legally recognized political parties. Under
this regulation, and working from the results of the consultation process with the political parties and the
available information on the numbers and locations of the Dominican population abroad, the countries and
cities where efforts would be focused for the registration and voting abroad were gradually defined, on the basis
that there would be personal voting only.
Although the regulation emphasized that all electors had the right to vote in the 2004 presidential elections, the
exceptions to this should be also emphasized. They include, for example, Dominicans found guilty of a criminal
offence in the country of residence until they are rehabilitated. It is also important to note that the regulation
provides specifically for persons with dual citizenship, so that Dominicans who have acquired another
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provides specifically for persons with dual citizenship, so that Dominicans who have acquired another
nationality can exercise the right to vote in Dominican elections so long as they fulfil the legal requirements,
and so long as the country whose nationality they have adopted does not specifically ban the exercise of this
right within its territory.
Finally, in January 2004, the CEB issued the Regulation on the Suffrage of the Dominican Abroad, which
affirmed the requirements for voters abroad as well as the precise arrangements for the organization and
logistics of the electoral process abroad.
Registration of electors and the implementation of voting from abroad
Essentially, to be able to vote from abroad, the citizen must (a) be in possession of a current identity and
electoral card (which is issued by the electoral authority, but only within the national territory, although an
update or replacement may be requested abroad); and (b) register within the correct time period for the
register of electors abroad, for which electoral registry abroad offices (ERAOs) were set up.
In October 2001 the first ERAO opened in New Y ork City, which is the foreign city with the largest number of
Dominican residents. During 2002 registration offices opened in two other US cities (Miami and Boston),
Canada (Montreal), Spain (Barcelona and Madrid), Puerto Rico (San Juan) and Venezuela (Caracas), and in
2003 the last two were opened in the United States (New Jersey and Lawrence). The countries and cities where
the great majority of Dominican residents abroad lived were now covered. At the same time, and in order to
direct, coordinate and follow up the plans and necessary programmes for the implementation of external
voting, in October 2002 the Central Electoral Board set up the Division for the Vote of the Dominican Abroad.
Although in principle the CEB anticipated closing the period for registration abroad in mid- December 2003, it
finally decided to extend it until 26 January 2004—less than four months before the date set for the election—
in order to give Dominicans abroad greater opportunity to process their registration. At the end of this period,
52,431 electors were registered abroad.
Dominican citizens who were enrolled in the definitive register of electors residing abroad were disqualified
from voting inside the Dominican Republic in the 2004 presidential election, but once that election was over
they were again qualified to vote in the legislative and municipal elections to be held in 2006, in which voting
from abroad was not to be allowed.
On the other hand, the 2004 Regulation on the Suffrage for the Dominican Abroad confirms that only those
Dominicans who have registered at the ERAO in time and appear in the definitive register of electors residing
abroad can take part in presidential elections.
For organizing the voting abroad, the regulation stipulated the creation of logistic coordination offices (LCOs),
which were in charge, along with the Division for the Vote of the Dominican Abroad and after consultation
with the political parties, of identifying the premises where the electoral logistical plan would be carried out—
receiving, keeping and sending out election material such as the ballot papers and ballot boxes—as well as those
where the polling stations would be located. The LCOs were also responsible for identifying, recruiting, training
and selecting the people who would actually manage the polling stations abroad.
It is important to note that, by agreement of the electoral authority and the political parties, the polling stations
abroad were installed not on the premises of diplomatic and consular representations but in nearby and easily
accessible locations. The polling stations were organized in the same way as they were in-country and their
staff had to meet the same requirements as are demanded in the Dominican Republic, but in addition they had
be enrolled in the registry of the district where they would carry out their functions. For the promotional and
informational tasks of the registry, as well as for the identification and negotiation of the locations where the
registration centres and polling stations were to be placed, the support offered by organized groups of
Dominicans abroad was very important.

For election day, 16 May 2004, the CEB issued a resolution regarding the schedules for the voting from abroad.
After consultation with the political parties, it decided to define a special voting schedule for the cities of
Barcelona and Madrid: the polling stations would open at 09.00 hours and close at 20.00 hours local time. In
other countries and cities voting would be according to the same schedule as in the Dominican Republic, from
06.00 to 16.00 hours (always local time). Except for this variation, the voting abroad was carried out
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06.00 to 16.00 hours (always local time). Except for this variation, the voting abroad was carried out
according to the same principles and on the basis of the same organization as in the national territory:
Dominicans abroad who were properly authorized to participate in the presidential election would go to their
corresponding polling stations and mark their preference on the ballot paper by means of the free and secret
suffrage. Once the voting was concluded, polling station staff, in the presence of delegates of the political
parties, carried out the counting of the ballot papers and the results were set down in formal protocols which
were then taken to the LCOs. Each of these offices received the protocols of the polling stations under their
jurisdiction and counted the results from all of them to transmit them to the CEB central offices in the
Dominican Republic, where the final count was done.
Thus, for the presidential elections of 16 May 2004, 101 polling stations were installed in 11 cities, seven of
them in the United States, and 35,042 of the 52,431 registered electors voted—a participation rate of 66.8 per
cent.

External voting in the Dominican Republic presidential election of 16 may 2004

Source: <http://www.jce.do/stor/boletines/2004/Boletines2004/BExterior.asp>.

To meet the expenses that the electoral process abroad implied, the CEB produced a budget which was
submitted for consideration and approval to the executive branch and the two chambers of the legislature. The
budget approved for the elections abroad was 114,581,115 Dominican pesos (DOP—c. 2.6 million US dollars
(USD).
In this, the country’s first experience of voting from abroad, the main difficulties involved in organizing the
voting by citizens abroad related to the logistical aspects, and specifically the shipment and distribution of
election material to all the registration and voting sites. Another difficulty was linked to the need to consider
the legislation of the countries where the voting abroad was carried out, and to introduce the necessary
adjustments to facilitate the organization of the voting abroad.
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adjustments to facilitate the organization of the voting abroad.

After the 2004 external voting experience, Dominicans abroad and political parties are still interested in
improving this mechanism in order to allow more citizens to participate in the 2008 presidential election. The
ERAO continues to register Dominicans in the register of electors residing abroad, but there are many citizens
interested in voting who do not have the necessary identity and electoral cards which, as is mentioned above,
can only be obtained for the first time within the national territory. As a compensatory measure, currently
Dominicans abroad can register on the national territory and receive photographic proof of identity which they
can take to the ERAO in the city where they reside to obtain their ID and electoral card. Nevertheless this
subject continues to be debated, and the electoral authority has worked on a new project that proposes to
modify the procedures for obtaining an identity card. This project, which must be approved by the plenary of
the CEB, aims to increase to almost 300,000 the total number of citizens registered by 2008. After the 2004
elections and as of 4 December 2006, 7,027 additional citizens had registered on the list of Dominicans abroad.
Finally, it is important to note that there is currently no debate on the political agenda about modifying or
improving the current arrangements.

The Cook Islands: Seat for Overseas Voters
Abolished
The Cook Islands is a self-governing state which established free association with New Zealand in 1965. The
suffrage in relation to Cook Islanders living outside the Cook Islands has been an important issue in Cook
Islands electoral politics.
In 1965, when the constitution and electoral laws were drafted, external voting was not an issue and was not
thought of. Some Cook Islanders lived abroad, mainly in New Zealand and Tahiti, but there was no
international air service, shipping was irregular and expensive, and the Cook Islands principle of ‘rangatira ki
te ara’ implied that those who had gone away should not interfere in what went on at home. In 1974, however
an international airport was built, regular and relatively cheap international flights were introduced, and at the
same time party political competition was intensifying.
The Cook Islands electoral system had provision for an external seat from 1981 until 2003, and an overseas
member was thus elected at general elections in 1983, 1989, 1994 and 1999 (see Hassall 2001; and Crocombe
1979). The Legislative Assembly had 22 members in 1965, the number of seats being subsequently increased to
24 in 1981 (with the constitutional amendment the Assembly was renamed ‘Parliament’) and to 25 in 1991.
External voting was established in 1981 through an amendment to the Electoral Act 1966 (Constitution
Amendment (No. 9) Act) so that an ‘overseas constituency’ became one of the legislature’s 24 seats. The
Electoral Act of 1966, with amendments as of 6 May 1989, Part II Constituencies, 5 (x), reads: ‘The Overseas
Constituency, being the islands comprising New Zealand and all other Areas outside the Cook Islands’. This
means the whole world except the Cook Islands. At that time the great majority of overseas Cook Islanders
were in New Zealand.
Article 28C of the constitution provided for the election of a member for the overseas constituency who was
residing ‘in New Zealand or elsewhere outside the Cook Islands’, who was a Cook Islands citizen and who was
enrolled as an elector in the overseas constituency. Article 28 (b) provided for the election of a member by
‘postal vote, special vote, or by vote cast at one or more polling places situated outside the Cook Islands’. Voting
was not compulsory, but registration was, and failure to register was an offence liable to a fine not exceeding
100 New Zealand dollars (NZD) (the currency used in the Cook Islands) on a first conviction (although there
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100 New Zealand dollars (NZD) (the currency used in the Cook Islands) on a first conviction (although there
is no evidence that this fine was ever imposed).
The seat was established in the context of the growing number of Cook Islanders living abroad but the specific
voting provisions restricted the number of islanders eligible to vote, since it only applied to those who had lived
abroad for less than three years and who intended to return home to live permanently. This amounted to a
small fraction of the total number of overseas Cook Islanders. It was the result of a move by the Democratic
Party (DP) then in power to restrict the future influence of those whom they regarded as mostly loyal to the
Cook Islands Party (CIP). This legislation was passed following efforts by political parties to mobilize external
electors at general elections in 1974 and 1978, which the Cook Islands courts had subsequently found to be
illegal. In those elections, the major political parties had chartered aircraft to fly in those who were registered
as ‘absentee voters’. In the 1974 elections the DP chartered an aircraft to transport approximately 75 voters to
Rarotonga, and in the 1978 elections both the DP and the CIP chartered aircraft.
Both parties now realized that the increasing number of prospective absentee voters could swing the results of
an election, and thus made elaborate efforts to register voters who were resident in New Zealand. Democratic
Party voters paid for the charter air fares while the Cook Islands Party members were told that their flights
would be free of charge. After the CIP victory in 1978, in which the ‘fly-in’ votes had been a decisive factor, the
DP filed election petitions, challenging, among other things, the legality of the votes won by flying in voters at
no cost or heavily subsidized by the CIP using government funds. On 24 July 1978 the Supreme Court
determined that eight of the CIP’s 15 seats had been gained by ‘unlawful conduct’ in that the CIP fly-in votes
were tainted by bribery and corruption. These seats were awarded to the DP, and the CIP lost power. (High
Court of the Cook Islands, Misc. nos 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31 and 32.78, in the Matter of
Elections of Members of the Legislative Assembly of the Cook Islands, unreported. See also Henry 2003.)
the provisions—were too high, relative to the numbers of voters concerned, to make it worthwhile. Even the
administrators of political parties agreed that there was too little interest among expatriate Cook Islanders to
make the effort worthwhile. Moreover, under the terms of the free association arrangement between the Cook
Islands and New Zealand, all Cook Islanders are New Zealand citizens and are therefore entitled to vote in
New Zealand elections; New Zealand citizens can similarly move to Australia quite easily and take up
citizenship rights in that country.
In a the general election of March 1994 voters were also asked at referendum whether the overseas
constituency should be abolished. Approximately 55 per cent of the population voted in favour of keeping the
seat, and the government thus took no action to remove it. However, although on this occasion the voters
agreed to the continuance of the seat, public support for it declined within a few years.
In practice, while there are more Cook Islanders living outside their home country than in it, few have been
motivated to register and vote in Cook Islands general elections. Out of approximately 60,000 Cook Islanders
resident in New Zealand and 45,000 in Australia, only 737 registered as voters for the 1994 general election
and some 569 Cook Islanders abroad actually voted (Cook Islands News and ABC News, 18 September 2002).
(In 1994 there were four candidates for the overseas seat.) The reasons for the low registration numbers
include a tendency for Cook Islanders to describe themselves on official forms as New Zealand citizens or as
Maori, sometimes out of fear that they might be removed from these countries in the same manner as
Samoans and Tongans are (although this is based on ignorance of the law, because Samoans and Tongans
have less right of entry to New Zealand than Cook Islanders).
In 1998 the Commission of Political Review recommended a number of changes to the Cook Islands
constitution, including reducing the number of parliamentary seats to 17—a formula that did not include an
overseas seat (Commission of Political Review 1998). The future of the external seat gradually became the
subject of intense speculation. At the general elections in 1999 three of the four political parties fielded
candidates for the overseas seat, although an inquiry that suggested that the overseas seat cost some 100,000
NZD each year was a factor in a large proportion of the Cook Islands public favouring its abolition. In 1991 the
High Court also ruled that candidates who are normally resident abroad are ineligible to represent Cook
Islanders in Parliament.

In 2000 there were an estimated
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In 2000 there were an estimated 55,000 Cook Islanders in New Zealand and another 30,000 in Australia.
However, only 6,000 of these were eligible to vote because they had been abroad for less than three years.
In 2003 some 2,000 voters signed a petition calling not only for abolition of the overseas seat but also for a
reduction in the parliamentary term from five years to three, a reduction in the number of MPs and a
reduction in funding for ministerial support. When the legislature voted in 2003 on whether to abolish the
overseas seat even its incumbent, Dr Joe Williams, agreed to its abolition.
The use of ‘flying voters’ was made possible by the vagueness of the definition of ‘ordinary residence’ in the
constitution, but there was no constitutional provision for external voting outside the Cook Islands, because
when it was drafted in 1964 there were few Cook Islanders in New Zealand and no air service.
Following the establishment of the external seat in 1981, a debate ensued about whether Cook Islanders who
had chosen to live elsewhere should have full representation in the Cook Islands legislature, and the high cost
of the public sector in general (particularly in the context of the Cook Islands’ small and struggling economy)
brought into question the cost-effectiveness of the external seat. The cost of administering the external seat has
never been made public. A 1998 Commission of Political Review was unable to determine exact costs but
estimated that the costs of external voting—the salary costs, fares, living costs and so on of the team of officials
sent from the Cook Islands to visit communities of Cook Islanders in New Zealand and Australia to advise
them about the provisions—were too high, relative to the numbers of voters concerned, to make it worthwhile.
Even the administrators of political parties agreed that there was too little interest among expatriate Cook
Islanders to make the effort worthwhile. Moreover, under the terms of the free association arrangement
between the Cook Islands and New Zealand, all Cook Islanders are New Zealand citizens and are therefore
entitled to vote in New Zealand elections; New Zealand citizens can similarly move to Australia quite easily
and take up citizenship rights in that country.
In a the general election of March 1994 voters were also asked at referendum whether the overseas
constituency should be abolished. Approximately 55 per cent of the population voted in favour of keeping the
seat, and the government thus took no action to remove it. However, although on this occasion the voters
agreed to the continuance of the seat, public support for it declined within a few years.
In practice, while there are more Cook Islanders living outside their home country than in it, few have been
motivated to register and vote in Cook Islands general elections. Out of approximately 60,000 Cook Islanders
resident in New Zealand and 45,000 in Australia, only 737 registered as voters for the 1994 general election
and some 569 Cook Islanders abroad actually voted (Cook Islands News and ABC News, 18 September 2002).
(In 1994 there were four candidates for the overseas seat.) The reasons for the low registration numbers
include a tendency for Cook Islanders to describe themselves on official forms as New Zealand citizens or as
Maori, sometimes out of fear that they might be removed from these countries in the same manner as
Samoans and Tongans are (although this is based on ignorance of the law, because Samoans and Tongans
have less right of entry to New Zealand than Cook Islanders).
In 1998 the Commission of Political Review recommended a number of changes to the Cook Islands
constitution, including reducing the number of parliamentary seats to 17—a formula that did not include an
overseas seat (Commission of Political Review 1998). The future of the external seat gradually became the
subject of intense speculation. At the general elections in 1999 three of the four political parties fielded
candidates for the overseas seat, although an inquiry that suggested that the overseas seat cost some 100,000
NZD each year was a factor in a large proportion of the Cook Islands public favouring its abolition. In 1991 the
High Court also ruled that candidates who are normally resident abroad are ineligible to represent Cook
Islanders in Parliament.
In 2000 there were an estimated 55,000 Cook Islanders in New Zealand and another 30,000 in Australia.
However, only 6,000 of these were eligible to vote because they had been abroad for less than three years.
In 2003 some 2,000 voters signed a petition calling not only for abolition of the overseas seat but also for a
reduction in the parliamentary term from five years to three, a reduction in the number of MPs and a
reduction in funding for ministerial support. When the legislature voted in 2003 on whether to abolish the
overseas seat even its incumbent, Dr Joe Williams, agreed to its abolition.
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Estonia: More Options for External Voting
The Republic of Estonia re-established its independence on 20 August 1991 on the basis of legal continuity of
statehood. The legislative body in which the supreme power of the state is vested is the parliament, which is
elected by proportional representation (PR). The first fully free and democratic national legislative and
presidential elections were held on 20 September 1992.
According to the constitution, a citizen who has attained 18 years of age has the right to vote. Participation in
voting may be restricted for citizens who have been legally incapacitated or have been convicted by a court and
are serving sentences in penal institutions. In legislative elections, every Estonian citizen with the right to vote
who has attained 21 years of age has the right to stand for election (paragraphs 56–58 and 60 of the
constitution).
The parliament is elected in free, general, uniform and direct elections on the principle of proportionality.
Entitlement of external electors
Since independence was regained, Estonian citizens with foreign residency have been granted the right to vote
in legislative elections and referendums. However, external voting is not possible in elections to local
government councils. External voting was practised for the first time during the constitutional referendum in
June 1992.
In legislative elections, voters who are permanently resident abroad vote in the electoral district in Estonia
where they or their parents, or grandparents, were last permanently resident. Citizens who are staying abroad
temporarily vote in the electoral district in which they are entered on the electoral register, according to their
residence (paragraphs 50 and 54 of the Riigikogu Election Act 2002). External electors, both temporarily and
permanently resident abroad, may choose whether to vote at a foreign mission in person or by post.
Organization of the external vote
Estonia’s foreign diplomatic missions organize external voting. The leader of each mission must appoint one of
the officials working there to organize the voting. Their work is coordinated by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
which is also responsible for training and for delivering voting materials such as the electoral registers, ballot
papers and envelopes.
Since the late 1990s, with increased volumes of travel and migration, external voting has become more
significant. There were major changes in the electoral law concerning external voting in 1998. Estonia is a
small country and does not have many diplomatic missions (there were 35 at the time of the 2004 elections).
In earlier elections many Estonians were not able to vote because they were living a long distance away from
the diplomatic mission. To overcome this problem, in 1999 a procedure for advance postal voting was
introduced. The option of personal voting at diplomatic missions still remains.
Since 1999 citizens who are staying abroad temporarily have also been able to vote externally, either at
Estonian diplomatic missions or by post. Additionally, according to the amended election laws, electors who are
permanently resident abroad and who have not voted in the country of residence have the option of casting
their vote in Estonia.
To ensure the principle of one person, one vote, external voting takes place in advance. At the diplomatic
missions, voting is organized on at least two days in the period between 15 days and ten days before election
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missions, voting is organized on at least two days in the period between 15 days and ten days before election
day. All external voters’ ballot papers should be received by the National Election Committee not later than the
fourth day before election day. The National Election Committee then sorts them and delivers them to the
appropriate electoral district. The right to vote is checked again in the voter’s electoral district to ensure that no
one has voted more than once. The votes are counted on election day itself.
To improve the checking of their eligibility, all electors, including those living permanently abroad, are
registered in a central population register. Before the start of the external voting period, the lists of electors are
sent to the diplomatic missions. In certain cases these may be amended by the diplomatic missions.
To ensure the secrecy of the vote, ballot papers are sent in two envelopes. The inner envelope is anonymous,
and the outer envelope shows the voter’s name and the number of the electoral district. Once the voter’s
eligibility has been checked against the electoral registers, the outer envelope is removed and the ballot paper in
the anonymous inner envelope is put in the ballot box.
For postal voting the voter submits a request to the diplomatic mission of his or her country of residence. If
there is no mission in that country the voter addresses the request to the nearest mission. This must be done
not later than 45 days before election day. Not later than 35 days before election day, the diplomatic mission
sends the voter a ballot paper, the list of candidates and two envelopes. The voter completes the ballot paper
and places it in the two envelopes. On the outer envelope he or she writes his or her name and the number of
the electoral district. The voter who is staying abroad temporarily also indicates his or her address in Estonia.
He or she then sends the envelope back to the diplomatic mission, which collects all the ballot papers and
forwards them to the National Election Committee (paragraphs 50–52 of the Riigikogu Election Act 2002).
Trends in voting turnout
World War II and related events created the Estonian diaspora, with Estonians scattered all over the world.
After independence former Estonian citizens and their descendants living abroad had the right to practically
automatic Estonian citizenship, and many people have taken citizenship in this way. These are the majority of
the electors living permanently abroad. Currently, some 14 per cent of all Estonians—160,000 persons (Kulu
1997)—live outside the country, but the number of electors is significantly smaller. For the 2004 elections,
according to the population register about 15,000 Estonians permanently abroad had the right to vote.
In the first legislative elections, in 1992 and 1995, external voting was greatly valued by Estonian citizens living
permanently abroad, perhaps because this was the first time in many years they had had the opportunity to
take part in the political life of the newly independent Estonia. However, the number of participating voters
living permanently abroad has fallen steadily (although in recent elections the share of permanent external
voters among all participating voters has increased). An exception to the general trend was the referendum on
joining the European Union, in 2003, when total turnout was relatively high and the turnout of voters living
permanently abroad also increased.
In contrast, the turnout of citizens temporarily abroad increased over the period 1999–2003.
Exceptionally, in the 2004 elections to the European Parliament turnout was very low in Estonia, as it was in
many other European Union countries.
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E-voting and external voting
In 2002 the legislative basis for electronic voting was created. The Riigikogu Election Act, the Local
Government Council Election Act, the Referendum Act and the European Parliament Election Act all cover evoting. The main object of e-voting is to give voters an additional option for casting their vote and thereby
increase participation. It allows people to vote via the Internet using a digital signature and ‘smart’ ID cards for
identification purposes. The first e-voting pilots were conducted in 2004 and 2005 during local referendums
and elections, and in March 2007, in the world’s first national Internet election, remote e-voting was available
to Estonian voters abroad as well as in Estonia (see National Election Committee, ‘E-voting Project’).
There is still a concern that people who are permanently resident abroad need a new kind of document—the ID
card—in order to vote electronically. The ID card is a compulsory domestic identification document, but not
many citizens who are resident abroad have applied for it. On the other hand, for voters who are abroad
temporarily, voting will become easy even in local elections (in which external voting organized by diplomatic
missions is not foreseen).
If e-voting succeeds and people get used to this method of voting, it may affect external voting. Personal voting
at diplomatic missions in foreign countries and postal voting are among the most expensive forms of voting. In
future, therefore, consideration may be given to replacing some paper-based ballot procedures with electronic
ballot papers, in particular in connection with external voting.

Mexico: Safeguarding the Integrity of the
Electoral Process
In June 2005, following controversy and debate lasting almost ten years, the Mexican Congress finally
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In June 2005, following controversy and debate lasting almost ten years, the Mexican Congress finally
approved a reform to the electoral law allowing Mexicans to vote from abroad. This was to be possible for the
first time during the national elections of July 2006. External voting applied only to presidential elections and
was by post only.
Historical background
The need to give citizens the right to exercise their right to vote from abroad and make it possible for them to
do so cannot be explained without taking into account the existence of one of the largest, most persistent and
most focused international migrant movements in the world—that of the millions of Mexicans who go to the
United States, mainly to work. Certainly, not all the Mexicans residing permanently or temporarily abroad
have migrated for work, nor are they concentrated in the United States only, but, not surprisingly, one of the
main drivers for achieving the right to vote abroad has been the organization and mobilization capacity of
several groups of Mexicans living in the USA, who were gradually joined by political forces, social movements
and opinion leaders from Mexico.
For many years different voices had been asking for a debate about and for the introduction of a law to give
Mexicans living abroad the right to an external vote, but it was only in 1996 that this demand was really met
and the first juridical and institutional steps were taken to allow for this possibility to be realized. That year, as
part of a large package of electoral reforms, a provision in the constitution which prevented voting from
abroad was removed and a series of requirements were established in order for the Congress to provide the
final ruling on this matter. Defining the arrangements for external voting took almost a decade.
The subject of heated debate
The decision-making process was very complex and lengthy. Although the electoral authority and different
stakeholders worked hard and well to promote an informed debate on the basis of sound facts and figures
(including holding the first international seminars to assess the issue in comparative perspective), it was not
easy for the political parties represented in the parliament to reach the agreements needed in order to pass a
bill. The debate evolved in different stages. At first, the appropriateness of allowing citizens to vote when they
were not resident in the country was the subject of controversy. Once the main objections in this regard had
been overcome, the debate centred on evaluating the available alternative mechanisms and defining the most
suitable method to guarantee that voting from abroad would preserve the essential attributes of the electoral
regime that has been built up and strengthened in Mexico in recent years. Finally, the assessments focused on
the cost-effectiveness of the operational options available.
The debate about preserving the main attributes of the electoral system when designing any external voting
mechanism was critical. A fundamental reform process had taken place in Mexico during the late 1980s in
order to deal with the serious lack of public confidence in elections and their credibility. This reform radically
changed both the characteristics of the electoral organization and the conditions of the electoral contest. The
legislation gradually incorporated several devices to guarantee the integrity and transparency of the
organization and management of the electoral process, as well as equity and accountability in the electoral
contest. During the debates over external voting, it was agreed that these were essential features of the
Mexican electoral system that would be extremely difficult to replicate abroad.
There was also the question of the numbers of Mexicans residing abroad who would be entitled to an external
vote. In late 1998, a commission of experts set up by the Federal Electoral Institute (Instituto Federal Electoral,
or IFE, the autonomous organization responsible for managing federal elections) presented a report on this
issue which made proposals for external voting by Mexicans. According to the report, an estimated 9.9 million
Mexicans residing abroad would be entitled to vote—at the time equivalent to 15 per cent of the total number of
citizens registered to vote in the country. Of those 9.9 million, 98.7 per cent, or almost 9.8 million, were in the
United States. These estimates showed clearly the extent of the challenge, which up to this point had been the
subject of much speculation. But they also provided some candidates with fuel for speculation about the
possible effects of the external vote on the outcome of elections.
Although the 1996 reform of external voting was brought in with the intention of having it in place for the
presidential elections of 2000, lack of agreement between the main political forces with parliamentary
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presidential elections of 2000, lack of agreement between the main political forces with parliamentary
representation prevented the Congress from making any decision on the regulation and implementation of
external voting before these elections. Nevertheless, the issue had then been settled as a priority item on the
agenda of the political and legislative debate. Between 1998 and 2004, the executive branch along with
legislators from different parliamentary groups presented almost 20 bills on external voting to the Congress.
Some of the bills presented in the framework of the mid-term elections of 2003 advocated extending external
voting to elections for deputies and senators, as well as presidential elections, and even the creation of a special
electoral district that would guarantee parliamentary representation for citizens residing abroad. Again, lack of
agreement among the different parliamentary forces prevented any final definition, and the target date for
implementation was put back to the federal elections of July 2006.
By the end of June 2005, just before the deadline for approving legal reforms that would be implemented
during the July 2006 federal elections, the Congress finally approved a mechanism enabling Mexicans residing
abroad to vote, but only for presidential elections. After assessing different alternatives, the Congress opted for
postal voting, which is a major innovation for the Mexican electoral system, since every election that takes
place within the country entails the voter’s appearing in person at the polling site.
Voter registration
To be able to cast a vote from abroad, Mexican citizens residing in a foreign country must have a photographic
voting card, which is issued free of charge by the IFE in Mexico, and then send a written request by registered
post to be included in a special register of Mexican voters abroad. The photographic voting card requirement
became the target for all the criticism of the external voting arrangements, since many Mexicans residing
abroad do not have it, and it is only possible to get one in person within the national territory. For citizens who
fulfilled this requirement, a period of three and a half months was established during which they could request
registration, by post, using the official forms designed by the IFE (for the July 2006 election this period was
from 1 October 2005 to 15 January 2006). An additional term of one month (up to 15 February) was
established before the register of external electors was closed, in order to allow all applications in transit to be
received or to allow the interested parties to correct any omission or error in requests that had been sent at the
proper time.
To promote the external vote, the IFE worked with the collaboration of the Secretariat of Foreign Affairs, by
means of its 139 diplomatic representations, and also with the assistance of a wide array of social organizations
of Mexicans abroad, to inform citizens abroad of their right to an external vote and of the mechanisms for
registering and polling. All voters enrolled abroad are temporarily removed from the national electoral register
but are automatically reinstated when the relevant election is over.
The voting and the election campaign
External voting is by post only. The IFE has to send (by registered post) the documents required to cast a vote
to all citizens fulfilling the requirements to be registered as voters abroad, no later than 20 May of the election
year.
The counting of all votes cast abroad is carried out in one national centre in Mexico, simultaneously with the
counting of the votes cast within the country, that is, starting at 18:00 on polling day. In order for the postal
votes cast abroad to be included in the count, the electoral authority must receive them one day before the
beginning of polling.
To guarantee equity during the electoral process and to protect the control mechanisms for the funding and
financial oversight of political parties and campaigns, the mechanism approved by the Congress bans any kind
of campaign activity abroad by the parties and candidates. Therefore, and in order to enable voters abroad to
cast an informed and reasoned vote, the IFE agreed with the different parties on the creation of a
comprehensive electoral kit that included detailed information on the platforms and programmes of the
different presidential candidates, and this was distributed to all registered voters abroad along with the official
documents required to vote.
Take-up and costs of external voting
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For the preliminary arrangements and the initial setting up of the external voting mechanism, the IFE
invested around 119.3 million pesos (MXN—c. 10.8 million US dollars (USD) at a rate of exchange of 11 MXN
= 1 USD) during 2005. For the implementation phase throughout 2006, it devoted another 186 million MXN
(16.9 million USD), making an estimated overall cost of 305 million MXN (c. 27.7 million USD).
According to reliable estimates, the voting-age Mexican population residing abroad on a permanent basis is
currently up to 11 million. Moreover, the IFE estimates that around 4.2 million Mexicans residing abroad have
a valid photographic voting card. The combination of these two factors created high expectations that the
register of external electors would be massive. However, only 40,876 Mexicans abroad finally registered for the
July 2006 elections. Of those, only 32,632 (80 per cent) returned the envelopes with their marked ballot papers
in time to be included in the official count of votes cast abroad. Certainly, time constraints, the inherent
difficulty of reaching all Mexicans abroad who were entitled to vote and get information to them on time, the
innovative approach adopted to registration and voting from abroad, and the strict eligibility criteria
established all help to explain this low figure.
Accordingly, and because the external voting mechanisms have to be reviewed and improved, the first Mexican
experience, like that of many other countries, indicates the need for more detailed research and a more
integrated assessment in order to determine the factors that underlie its political culture and which can in turn
be helpful to efforts to encourage voter turnout.

The Marshall Islands: A High Proportion of
External Voters
In the Republic of the Marshall Islands, the majority of the population vote from somewhere other than their
place of residence. Not only those who are resident or working temporarily overseas, but also inter-island
migrants and displaced people from the atolls that are affected by US nuclear tests are entitled to vote in their
electoral district on their home island. Absentees can therefore determine the outcome of elections, and party
agents travel widely overseas to attract voter support, campaigning in Hawaii, in California, and among
Marshallese employed at the Tyson Foods chicken factory in Arkansas.
The Marshall Islands comprise two parallel chains of islands, the Ratak (‘sunrise’) and Ralik (‘sunset’) groups,
spread across 2 million square kilometres (km) of the Pacific Ocean. Towards the north, the peoples of the
Bikini, Rongelap, Enewetak and Utrik atolls were displaced by 67 US nuclear tests conducted between 1946
and 1958. Further south, Kwajalein Atoll is the site of a sizeable US military base and missile testing facility. It
has the world’s largest lagoon, which is used as a target for missiles fired from California under the Star
Wars II programme. Nearly half of the domestic population of 50,850 (46.6 per cent) lives on Majuro, where
the capital is located, and another 21.4 per cent live on Kwajalein, most of them on the islet of Ebeye near the
US base (Office of Planning and Statistics 1999: 16, table 3.2).
Over 20 per cent of the population is resident outside the country. Owing to the country’s Compact of Free
Association with the USA, Marshallese are able to enter the USA without visas to reside or work, but they are
not automatically eligible for US citizenship. Around 14,000 currently live on the US mainland, in Hawaii or in
the nearby US territories of Guam and the Commonwealth of the Northern Marianas.
The 1979 constitution provides for a unicameral parliament (the Nitijela) with 33 members, including at least
one member for each of the 24 inhabited atolls and coral islands, with members elected on a First Past The
Post (or plurality) basis (article IV, section 2(1) of the constitution). The more populous islands have multimember electoral districts with members elected by means of the Block Vote system. Five members are elected
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member electoral districts with members elected by means of the Block Vote system. Five members are elected
from Majuro, three from Kwajalein and two each from Arno, Ailinglaplap and Jaluit. All other inhabited atolls
and coral islands have a single representative. Although the population of the country increased by 65 per cent
between 1980 and 1999, there were no changes in the distribution of Nitijela seats. Substantial inter-island
migration to Majuro and Kwajalein has left the outer islands sparsely populated. Had electoral registration had
been based on residence, the result would have been significant inequities: the 1979 constitution (article 4,
section 2[4]) specifies that ‘every member of the Nitijela should represent approximately the same number of
voters; but account shall also be taken of geographical features, community interests, the boundaries of
existing administrative and recognized traditional areas, means of communication and density and mobility of
population’. However, potential under-representation of the more urbanized atolls which receive migrants was
avoided (a) allowing electors to continue to register on their ancestral islands in the outer islands and (b) a
curious spontaneous redistricting process.
The 1979 constitution entitles electors to register either where they reside or where they hold land rights. Every
person otherwise qualified to vote shall have the right to vote in one and only one electoral district, being an
electoral district in which he either resides or has land rights, but a person who has a choice of electoral
districts pursuant to this paragraph shall exercise that choice in any manner prescribed by law (1979
constitution, article 4, section 3[3]). Most Marshall Islanders have land rights on several atolls or islands, and
hence multiple potential constituencies where they can register as electors. Marshallese society is based on a
system of exogamous matrilineal clans. Clans are usually spread across several atolls, and intermarriage
between peoples from different atolls is frequent. However, matrilineal inheritance does not exhaust the range
of lineages and associated lands in which an individual has rights. Particularly towards the south of the group
of islands, bilateral inheritance is common, and even in the more firmly matrilineal systems children may
claim patrilineal land-use rights back at least five generations. Many of those who move to the urbanized
centres of Majuro and Kwajalein remain on the electoral register on their island of origin. Many also shift
regularly between electoral districts, either to accompany favoured candidates or to avoid ‘wasting’ votes on
unlikely victors or to vote in smaller constituencies where votes count more. Strategic re-registration of urban
electors to outer island electorates evens out the inequities arising from the maldistribution of seats across the
country.
For most of the outer islands, the offshore vote is larger than the on-island vote and therefore sufficient to
determine electoral outcomes. When the reformist Kessai Note administration came into office in 1999, many
of its crucial victories in remote constituencies occurred thanks to the addition of the votes of people living on
Majuro.
According to the 1979 constitution, all Marshall Islands citizens over 18 years of age, except those who are
imprisoned or certified insane, are eligible to vote. Provisions for absentee voting are contained in the 1993
Electoral Act. To qualify for registration by land rights, citizens require a supporting affidavit from customary
chiefs or, in the case of qualification by residence, from local government officials. In practice, most requests
for registration are granted without affidavits being submitted. In theory, registration rights can be challenged
before the High Court, but this seldom occurs. The procedure for registration of overseas electors is exactly the
same as the that for registration in the home electoral district. Applications for postal ballots require ‘an
affidavit sworn before a notary public in the country of residence’ (Elections and Referenda Regulations, 1993,
section 118(6)).
There are no geographical restrictions on the countries from which the voters can cast an external vote.
External voting is done exclusively by post. There is no provision for voting stations outside the republic. Those
who are temporarily or permanently outside the republic vote by means of a postal ballot paper (Elections and
Referenda Regulations, 1993, section 118 (1)(b)). Historically, ballot papers have been mailed in to the electoral
office and, provided they meet the various requirements, are accepted no matter where they are from.
In the 2003 election, the government sent election teams to distribute ballot papers to registered voters living in
the USA, which resulted in a much higher turnout on the postal absentee front.
In the wake of the 1999 election, the Marshallese Government restricted the scope for re-registration of voters
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In the wake of the 1999 election, the Marshallese
Government restricted the scope for re-registration of voters
between constituencies. Citizens were required to lodge applications at least a year before the 2003 polls. Y et,
owing to intensification of political competition accompanying the advent of a political party-based system, a
large number of voters continued to shift registration to their preferred electoral district.

Indonesia: A Long-established System for
External Voting at Diplomatic Missions
In 2004 Indonesians participated in a historic series of elections, in April in what are widely regarded as the
most democratic elections for legislatures held since the 1955 Sukarno-era elections, and in July and September
for the first direct elections for the presidency. Between 200,000 and 250,000 voters (c. 0.2 per cent of total
voter turnout) voted outside Indonesia at these elections. Voting outside Indonesia for national parliamentary
bodies has been a constant feature of Indonesian elections since the first post-independence direct popular
election—that for the national People’s Representative Council in September 1955.
Concern to preserve the voting rights of a large external population of immigrant workers and students, mostly
resident abroad for a relatively short period, had led to external voting provisions being included in the 1953
Election Law. External voting was managed by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Indonesians who met the
qualifications to vote but were overseas and living in a city where Indonesia had diplomatic representation
could register to vote for the national legislative body at the relevant embassy. They were registered to vote for
the electoral district in which the Ministry of Foreign Affairs headquarters was located—the province of
Jakarta. Overseas voting committees (PPLNs) were formed at each Indonesian diplomatic mission by the
ambassador to manage electoral registration, voting and the counting of ballot papers.
Similar arrangements continued under the 1969 Election Law, which governed the six Suharto-era ‘elections’
for the national People’s Representative Council (DPR) held between 1971 and 1997. The first post-Suharto era
election, in 1999, also continued these arrangements, although PPLNs made up of party representatives now
replaced the bureaucrats of the ministries of home affairs and foreign affairs of the Suharto era. External
electors could still vote only for the DPR, and their votes continued to be added to votes for the province of
Jakarta.
Constitutional changes between 1999 and 2002 significantly altered the structure of the organs of the
Indonesian state. They resulted in a significant overhaul of electoral management—the setting up of an
independent National Election Commission (KPU), and the adoption in 2002 and 2003 of new electoral laws.
Elections for the DPR and regional representative councils (DPRDs) were now to be held using an open list
proportional representation (PR) system. The system adopted requires that voters must vote for their preferred
political party and may also vote for their preferred candidate from that party’s candidate list for the relevant
electoral district. (Previously, a closed List PR system, in which only party names/symbols appeared on the
ballot papers, was used.) The KPU also now had to divide each council’s area into electoral districts, each
returning between three and 12 representatives. Previously, elections for the DPR had been based on the
provinces as electoral districts, and elections for DPRDs were held ‘at large’ within each council’s area. A new
second chamber of the national parliament, the Regional Representatives Council (DPD), was to be elected by
a Single Non-Transferable Vote (SNTV) system, using each province as an electoral district. All these elections
were to be held on the same day. Subsequent presidential elections were to be held using a Two-Round election
system.
The complexity of the new electoral arrangements made any significant changes to the external voting
arrangements difficult. The vastly increased number of electoral districts provided even greater administrative
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arrangements difficult. The vastly increased number of electoral districts provided even greater administrative
difficulties in providing external voting facilities for elections to provincial and local representative councils.
(For elections prior to 2004, electoral districts for the DPR and provincial DPRDs were equal to the number of
provinces (27 in 1999), and for local DPRDs equal to the number of regencies/municipalities (c. in 1999).
For the 2004 elections there were 69 electoral districts for the DPR, 32 for the DPD, 211 for the provincial
DPRDs and 1,745 for local DPRDs.) The relevant electoral laws (Law no. 12 of 2003 on Elections, and Law
no. 23 of 2003 on the Election of the President and Vice-President) stated that external electors could vote only
in elections for the DPR and the presidency.
The increase in the number of national electoral districts and the introduction of an open list voting system was
also decisive in restricting change to the framework for external voting for DPR elections. It was argued,
successfully, that it was not possible for external voting stations to cope with administrative materials for the
69 national electoral districts, and that neither the political parties nor the electoral administrators had the
capacity to provide information at all external voting locations about the candidates standing on party lists in
all these districts. To simplify the administration, the KPU determined that for the 2004 elections votes cast by
external voters would continue to be amalgamated with votes cast in the Jakarta province. However, the
Jakarta province was now split into two electoral districts for the DPR elections. Arguments were made for
continuing the historical arrangement whereby all external votes were amalgamated into the votes for the
electoral district where the headquarters of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs is located, but this was not accepted.
Instead, external votes were divided into what the KPU believed would be relatively equal shares. Votes for the
DPR from external voters in Malaysia and Singapore were amalgamated with votes for one Jakarta electoral
district, and votes from external voters at all other locations were amalgamated with votes for the second
Jakarta district.
The administrative arrangements for external voting for the 2004 elections were therefore similar to those for
previous elections. The process was managed by the KPU, in coordination with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
External voting facilities were located at Indonesian diplomatic missions and managed at each location by an
independent PPLN, appointed by the KPU. Election supervisory committees (Panwas) were also established at
each external voting location. Panwas are a uniquely Indonesian institution, formed at each election
administration site. They are responsible to the KPU and charged with supervising the election processes,
handling complaints, resolving disputes that do not involve a breach of the law, and reporting on alleged
breaches of the law to the relevant authority.
Indonesians overseas who met the normal qualifications to vote were able to register at the Indonesian
diplomatic mission in the city in which they were resident. PPLNs at each mission were responsible for
registering them: registration could be done in person, by email or by post. Electors registering overseas were
not included in the population counts used to determine the number of seats in the DPR allocated to the
Jakarta province, or to the districts within the province. A single electoral register was constructed for each
mission, later to be broken down into lists to be used at each polling station within the mission. (The electoral
law sets a maximum of 300 electors per polling station.)
Voting in person at diplomatic missions was held simultaneously with voting in Indonesia. Observers, party
agents and Panwas members had the same rights to observe the election processes at external voting locations
as their counterparts in Indonesia. For the 2004 elections external voters could also apply to lodge postal votes,
which had to be received by the relevant mission within ten days of election day. Votes lodged in person and by
post at external voting locations were counted at that location and the results faxed or emailed to the KPU’s
headquarters in Jakarta.
For the three elections in 2004, between 405,000 and 460,000 persons registered as external electors, of an
estimated 2 million Indonesians overseas. External voter turnout at these elections, at between 55 per cent and
60 per cent, was significantly lower than turnout within Indonesia.

Funding requirements for external voting are specifically recognized in the KPU’s budget. For example, in its
budget proposals for the 2004 elections, the KPU sought parliamentary approval for allocations of over
57.5 billion Indonesian rupiah (IDR—c. 6 million US dollars (USD), or 13 USD per registered external voter)
for the costs of administering external voting for the April 2004 legislative elections. This did not include the
costs of voter information, the printing of ballot papers, and central administration for external voting. Actual
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costs of voter information, the printing of ballot papers, and central administration for external voting. Actual
costs are not known.
During the period in which new election laws were being developed for the 2004 elections there was some
discussion, initiated by civil society organizations, as to whether external electors could also be eligible to vote
in elections other than those for the DPR and the presidency, but such proposals were not strongly argued or
seriously considered. The administration of external voting for around 2,050 national, provincial and local
government electoral districts was deemed too difficult. It was also argued that, while external voters may
maintain a connection to Indonesia’s national affairs, this could not be said to be true of the affairs of a
particular province or local government area. Since the 2004 elections, there has been no further public
discussion about altering the current external voting arrangements.

Mozambique: A System that is too Subjective?
According to the constitution of the Republic of Mozambique (article 170, point 2), the parliament (the
Assembly of the Republic) is composed of 250 seats. They are distributed as follows: 248 are allocated to the
11 internal electoral districts within Mozambique; and two are allocated to the two external electoral districts
(‘Africa’ and the ‘rest of the world’). The rationale behind the creation of electoral districts outside the national
boundaries is to preserve the voting rights of migrants. The provisions of the 1990 constitution, revised in 2004,
allow Mozambican citizens living abroad to vote, in their countries of residence, not only for their
representatives to the Assembly of the Republic but also in presidential elections. However, the exercise of their
voting rights hinges on the existence of some basic conditions.
Both the Voter Registration Law and the General Elections Law emphasize that Mozambican citizens living
abroad have the right to register as electors and vote only if and when the National Electoral Commission
(NEC) considers it possible. (Since 2002, the NEC has been made up of 20 members: 18 are appointed by
political parties represented in the parliament, in proportion to the number of seats they won at the last election
in 1999. Ten are appointed by the ruling party, the Mozambican Liberation Front (Frente de Libertaçâo de
Moçambique, Frelimo) and eight by the Mozambican National Resistance Resistência Nacional Moçambicana,
Renamo)–Electoral Union coalition. One member is nominated by the government and the president, the
20th member, is designated by the civil society organizations. An electoral reform is currently under way and
the composition of the NEC may change in the future.)
Article 9 of Law no. 18/2002 of 10 October 2002, on the institutionalization of systematic electoral registration
for elections and referendums in Mozambique, states that: (a) registration will be conducted both within the
national territory and abroad; and (b) geographical boundaries and locations for electoral registration are (i)
the national territory: the districts and Maputo city; and (ii) at diplomatic or consular missions. The electoral
registration referred to in point (ii) will be carried out only if the NEC considers that the necessary ‘material
conditions and control, review and inspection mechanisms’ are in place in all regions.
Article 10 of the General Elections Law, Law no. 7/2004 of 17 June 2004, states that ‘Mozambican citizens
registered abroad are eligible for the elections foreseen in the present law’. This is complemented by the
provisions of article 11 (on Mozambican citizens living abroad) of the same law, as follows.
1. Registered citizens living abroad cast their vote at the respective diplomatic or consular mission of the
Republic of Mozambique.
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2. Electoral acts abroad shall take place only after the NEC has verified and confirmed that the necessary
conditions with regard to the material conditions and control, review and inspection mechanisms are in place
in the region(s) constituting the electoral districts of Mozambican communities abroad.
3. If the electoral acts referred to in the above point cannot take place, the NEC shall redistribute the
parliamentary seats allocated to the external electoral districts to the internal electoral constituencies,
according to the criteria determined in the present General Elections Law.
These provisions were also to be found in the previous electoral laws—the General Elections Law, no. 4/93 of
28 December 1993, the Voter Registration Law no. 5/97 of 28 May 1997, the General Elections Law no. 3/99 of
2 February 1999, and the Voter Registration Law no. 9/99 of 14 April 1999. One of the peculiarities of
Mozambican electoral practice since the introduction of the multiparty system is that a new electoral
legislation package (containing the law on electoral registration, the law on the electoral management bodies
(EMBs), and a law on the type of election—municipal or general elections) has been passed each time the
country has held elections—in 1993 for the 1994 general election, in 1997 for the 1998 municipal elections, in
1999 for the 1999 general election, in 2002 for the 2003 municipal elections, and in 2004 for the 2004 general
election. The new electoral law usually amends and/or complements the provisions of some articles of the
previous law. Once again, an ad hoc parliamentary electoral reform commission was established in March
2005, upon completion of the 2004 electoral process, to review and amend the current electoral legislation
package in anticipation of the future electoral processes: the new electoral legislation package was expected to
be passed at the first parliamentary session of 2006.
Thus, for electors to be registered and elections to be held abroad, the NEC must confirm that the material
conditions and the control, follow-up and monitoring mechanisms are in place in the external electoral
districts. However, the decision as to whether such conditions are in place could be very subjective and could
become a real bone of contention among the electoral stakeholders. In fact, even though the external voting
issue in Mozambique has been raised regularly since the preparations for the first democratic multiparty
elections (held in October 1994), following a long period of a one-party system since independence, and even
though it is provided for in the electoral law, external voting did not take place until the general elections held
in December 2004.
The first attempt to carry out registration in the external electoral districts took place in 1997 in seven countries
—in Malawi, South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe for the Africa electoral district; and in
Portugal for the ‘rest of the world’ electoral district. The preparations failed, and the attempt was a setback:
only 1,694 Mozambican citizens in total turned out to register out of an estimated population of approximately
200,000 expatriate citizens. Considering that the conditions were therefore not met, the NEC did not repeat the
operation in 1999 in preparation for the country’s second general election.
In 2004, in the course of preparations for the third general election, scheduled for 1 and 2 December, the
external voting issue was raised again. A heated debate took place within the NEC as to whether the EMB
should carry out electoral registration for Mozambican citizens living abroad. Frelimo, the ruling party, was
very supportive of the idea, while almost all the opposition political parties, led by Renamo, were fiercely
against it on the grounds that (a) preconditions (material conditions, control and inspection mechanisms) had
not been met and (b) legal time frame had already elapsed (arguing that electoral registration should have
been conducted simultaneously in Mozambique and abroad from 28 June to 15 July 2004). In the absence of
a consensus, a vote was organized during the NEC plenary session of 21 July 2004. With eight votes against
the idea and ten in favour, the decision to carry out electoral registration abroad was officially taken.
With a separate budget of 400,000 US dollars (USD) totally financed by the government of Mozambique, the
electoral registration operation took place from 6 to 25 September 2004 in nine countries—seven in Africa and
two in Europe.

Mozambican citizens residing abroad and numbers of registered electors, 2004
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The sole criterion for the selection of the countries where external registration would take place was
demographic—the existence in each country of a minimum of 1,000 legally registered Mozambican citizens.
The figures (taken from the population estimates) were provided to the NEC by the diplomatic missions in
those countries through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Cooperation.
On 11 October 2004, notwithstanding another negative vote from its Renamo-appointed members, the NEC
voted in favour of holding the general election in the two external electoral districts, thanks to the votes in
favour of all its Frelimo-appointed members. In addition to Renamo, many other opposition political parties
disagreed with the idea of holding the external voting operation on the grounds that the small number of
registered electors (0.5 per cent of the total registered electorate of 9,142,151) did not justify the high costs
involved and that the mechanisms for proper supervision and monitoring were not in place. However, it seems
that the opposition political parties’ resistance was most probably linked to the fact that the external electoral
districts are considered to be strongholds of the ruling party, in addition to the fact that they did not consider
the diplomatic and consular missions where the elections were to take place as politically neutral premises.
In South Africa external registration and voting were extended to the areas where migrant Mozambican
citizens are concentrated, namely the mining areas. In the eight other countries those operations were limited
to the premises of Mozambican diplomatic and consular missions.
No official budget for the voting operations abroad was disclosed, although part of it was included in the total
budget for the 2004 elections: all the polling materials, for instance, for both internal and external voting, were
produced at the same time by the same South African company.
The same voting requirements and procedures that applied in the national territory were applied for the
external voting. The right to vote was exercised in person at the polling station where the elector was
registered. No postal or remote voting was allowed. The NEC and the Technical Secretariat for Electoral
Administration (STAE), its implementing body, sent supervision teams to the selected countries. Training
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Administration (STAE), its implementing body, sent supervision teams to the selected countries. Training
programmes for the registration and polling station staff, as well as voter education campaigns, were designed
by the EMBs at central and national level and run under their close supervision. The external voting took place
over two successive days (1-2 December 2004), simultaneously with the voting in Mozambique.
For voters to cast their votes their names had to be included on the electoral register and the polling station
staff had to verify their identity. When the polling station closed, the presiding officer proceeded immediately
with the partial counting and the results were displayed at the polling station. The presiding officer
immediately informed the diplomatic or consular representation of all elements of the partial count contained
in the results tally sheet. The NEC supervisory teams present at each diplomatic or consular mission in turn
informed the NEC headquarters in Mozambique. (In the case of in-country voting, the presiding officer of
each polling station immediately informs the district or city electoral commission of all elements of the partial
count contained in the results tally sheet, and the city or district electoral commission, in turn, must inform the
provincial electoral commission, which must directly inform the NEC.) The NEC collated and published the
results obtained by each candidate or political party in each electoral district, as well as the distribution of
parliamentary seats won by each party. The official external voting results were also subject to validation by
the Constitutional Council before being publicly announced together with the in-country results.
The following tables show results of external voting in the 2004 presidential and legislative elections, as
validated and announced by the Constitutional Council on 21 January 2005.

Numbers of external votes in the Mozambican presidential election, 2004

Number of external votes in the Mozambican legislative election, 2004

The insignificant number of registered electors abroad may have been one of the arguments used by the
stakeholders who opposed external voting in 2004, but their higher turnout (57 per cent in Africa and 64 per
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stakeholders who opposed external voting in 2004, but their higher turnout (57 per cent in Africa and 64 per
cent in the rest of the world, as compared to 36 per cent in-country) demonstrated migrants’ willingness to
participate in the political debate by electing their representatives, thus reinforcing the conviction of the
stakeholders who had defended the idea that Mozambican citizens living outside their country should not be
denied the right to vote in national elections.

Portugal: Extended Voting Rights and Decreasing
Participation
Portugal has held free elections since the fall of the dictatorship in 1974, and since that time the voting rights of
Portuguese citizens living abroad have been substantially expanded. External voting rights were granted from
the outset, but only for elections to the national parliament. Following Portugal’s entry into the European
Community in 1986, external voting rights were granted for Portuguese citizens abroad to vote for the national
lists for the European Parliament elections.
More recently, 1997 marked a major change in the process of external voting in Portugal. The constitution was
revised for the fourth time, and one of the specific topics for reform was the rules governing elections. Only
minor changes were introduced, but in this constitutional package, agreed by the two major parties, the
centre–left Socialist Party (Partido Socialista, PS) and the centre–right Social Democratic Party (Partido Social
Democrata, PSD), Portuguese citizens resident abroad became eligible to vote in both presidential elections and
national referendums as well as legislative elections. This had been promoted in particular by the PSD in the
constitutional negotiations. (The experience of legislative elections since 1976 had shown that the PSD has
consistently had a majority of votes among external voters, which helps to explain why that party lobbied for
an extension of emigrants’ voting rights.)
These changes equalized the electoral rights of Portuguese citizens inside and outside Portugal for all nationallevel elections, although external voting was not extended to local elections. Portuguese citizens with external
voting rights were first able to exercise their right to vote for the president of the republic in 2001. Ironically,
the extension of voting rights has coincided with a marked decrease in external voting participation as
measured by turnout in legislative elections.
In legislative elections, the electoral system that has been adopted is the proportional representation (PR)
d’Hondt system, with closed lists presented in multi-member districts. Portuguese citizens living abroad are
grouped into two electoral districts, each electing two members of parliament (MPs). One electoral district
covers all European countries, the other the rest of the world (‘outside Europe’). The principle of proportionality
is therefore not fully observed in the external voting for legislative elections. This is because in 1976 there were
fears that the large Portuguese emigrant community would elect a high proportion of MPs, which was
considered unfair given that they do not live in Portugal.
Eligibility for an external vote
External voting can only be exercised if citizens register, although (unlike for citizens residing in Portuguese
territory) registration is not mandatory (article 3, no. 3, Law no. 13/99, 22 March 1999). Registration can be
done at any time up to 60 days before an election. Those whose 18th birthday falls between registration and
election day can, however, register up to 55 days before the election.
For external voting, registration occurs mostly at consulates. If there is no consulate in a particular country,
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For external voting, registration occurs mostly at consulates. If there is no consulate in a particular country,
then registration normally occurs at the embassy or another designated registration centre. There are around
200 registration centres abroad, some of which cover more than one country. There are also a few countries
where there is more than one registration centre because of the large number of Portuguese citizens in those
countries.
Eligibility criteria vary according to the type of election. For legislative elections, the criteria are the same as
those for internal electors (voters have to be 18 years or older). For European Parliament elections, until
recently only Portuguese citizens resident abroad who were living in another European Union (EU) country
could vote, thus excluding all those Portuguese citizens who lived outside the EU. However, this has recently
been changed: Organic Law no. 1/2005 of January 2005 allows all electors resident abroad to vote in elections
to the European Parliament. The eligibility criteria for external voting in presidential elections have changed
since voting rights were extended. All those who were registered to vote in legislative elections by 31 December
1996 can also vote in presidential elections. The criteria for voting eligibility of all other Portuguese nationals
residing abroad were to be defined by ordinary law, which should ‘take into account the existence of effective
ties to the national community’ (Constitution of the Republic, article 121, no. 2). However, because these
criteria had not been defined when the next presidential election occurred, in 2001, all those registered to vote
for legislative elections both before and after 1996 were eligible to vote in those elections. Recently, the criteria
for establishing ‘effective ties’ have been adopted: citizens must (a) lived in an EU country or in a Portuguesespeaking country for not more than 15 years; (b) lived in any other country for not more than ten years; or (c)
been to Portugal and stayed there at least 30 days in the previous five years, and be able to prove that they can
speak Portuguese (Law no. 5/2005 of 8 September 2005).
Finally, Law no. 5/2005 also states that the eligibility criteria for Portuguese citizens residing abroad for voting
in referendums are identical to the criteria applied for such citizens in presidential elections. However, this
should be interpreted with caution: Portuguese citizens resident abroad have never actually been called to vote
on any referendum, and it is not quite clear whether these rules would indeed apply in any future national
referendum.
External voting procedure
Here as well there are differences between types of election. Decree-Law no. 95-C/76 of 30 January 1976 sets
out the procedural aspects of external voting in legislative elections. In these elections, as well as in European
Parliament elections, the external voting right is exercised by post. However, Organic Law no. 1/2005 changed
voting procedures for European Parliament elections: voting is now done in person at the designated polling
sites.
For elections to the national parliament and the European Parliament (from 1987 to 2004), the Ministry of
Internal Administration in Portugal sends a ballot paper with two envelopes to all citizens registered in
electoral registers abroad around two to three weeks before polling day. The voter fills in his or her ballot paper,
folds it and inserts it in one of the envelopes which he or she then seals and places in the other envelope
together with a photocopy of his or her elector’s card. All must be sent back to the designated reception point in
Portugal and can be posted up until (and including) the day of the election. Ten days following the election, the
external ballot papers are opened and counted. In legislative elections, the four parliamentary seats reserved for
external voters are then allocated. In European Parliament elections, the external votes are added to the
internal national totals (Decree-Law no. 95C/76).
In presidential elections and referendums, Portuguese residents abroad have to vote in person. In these cases,
external voting takes place over a period of three days up to and including election day. Registered electors can
go to the voting centre closest to their place of residence to cast their vote, which is then opened and counted.
Registration and turnout patterns in different types of election
The following table shows the number of registered external electors and the turnout in each legislative election
since 1976. The number of electors grew until 1999, since when it has fallen a little. This may be due to an
effort to ‘clean’ the electoral registers of those who had died or moved—a process that also occurred for the
national register in the late 1990s. The drop in turnout is remarkable—from 86.7 per cent in 1976 to 25.2 per
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cent in 2005. While electoral participation in Portugal has declined substantially, participation by external
electors has dropped even more. (It should be noted that there are different patterns of turnout in Europe and
outside Europe, with turnout being higher in Europe.)

External voting in portuguese legislative elections

Source: National Electoral Commission (Comissão Nacional de Eleições, CNE), <http://www.cne.pt>.

In European Parliament elections, the electoral system is identical to that for legislative elections, with the
important exception that there is only one electoral district. The external vote is simply added to the national
vote. The next table shows external voting in these elections. Turnout has been very low from the outset.

External voting in European Parliament elections in Portugal

Source: National Electoral Commission (Comissão Nacional de Eleições, CNE), <http://www.cne.pt>.
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The same procedure is also used for presidential elections, which are held using the Two-Round System. Again,
there is one electoral district that comprises all electors, both internal and external. External votes are added to
internal votes. In the first presidential election where external voting was allowed, participation was extremely
low, even by Portugal’s external voting standards. In the most recent presidential election, in January 2005,
the size of the electoral register and turnout increased slightly but the participation of Portuguese citizens living
abroad was still low.

External voting in presidential elections in Portugal

Source: Technical Secretariat for Electoral Processes Matters (Secretariado Técnico dos Assuntos para o
Processo Eleitoral, STAPE), <http://www.stape.pt>.

Referendums
There were no provisions for referendums in the 1976 constitution. Only with the third revision of the
constitution in 1989 was a national referendum allowed under specific circumstances, but the possibility of
external voting was not foreseen. The constitutional revision of 1997 introduced a number of modifications to
the referendum law. It allows Portuguese nationals resident abroad to vote in referendums, provided they are
correctly registered, whenever the referendum deals with issues that concern them specifically. This last
provision is ambiguous and lends itself to significant political argument about whether in any given
referendum Portuguese citizens resident abroad may or may not vote. In practice, there have been two
referendums in Portugal: one in 1998 on abortion and another in 1999 on the issue of regionalization. In both
instances, following Constitutional Court rulings (Ruling 288/98 and Ruling 532/98), external voting was not
allowed.

Iraq: A Large Diaspora and Security Concerns
Background
The Law of Administration for the State of Iraq for the Transitional Period (TAL) specified that elections were
to occur no later than 31 January 2005. The date was set as 30 January 2005 for elections to the National
Assembly, the Governorate councils and the Kurdistan National Assembly. Coalition Provisional Authority
(CPA) Order no. 92 established an electoral commission—the Independent Electoral Commission of Iraq
(IECI)—to be the exclusive electoral authority for Iraq. The commission is structured in such a way as to
ensure its independence.
The IECI requested an assessment of external voting (out-of-country voting, or OCV), and this was
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The IECI requested an assessment of external voting (out-of-country voting, or OCV), and this was
undertaken in October 2004 by the International Organization for Migration (IOM). The objective was to
provide a general overview of the options available and to ascertain the numbers of Iraqis in the diaspora.
Demographic data were almost non-existent. The assessment report was presented to the IECI in late October
2004. It identified two options—one that could be implemented for the January 2005 election to take account
of the tight time lines, and a more evolved system to be implemented for future electoral events. If an OCV
programme were to be implemented for the January 2005 election, it was recommended that an experienced
organization such as the IOM manage it.
IECI decisions and legal provisions
The IECI recognized the problems and risks of the short time line but decided that it was important to give the
diaspora the opportunity to participate. It decided that OCV would apply to the National Assembly elections
only, since the voters did not live in a local jurisdiction. The electoral system for the National Assembly
elections, under which Iraq is a single electoral district (with proportional representation), made it possible to
use a single ballot paper for the out-of-country voters. The suggested threshold for the numbers of potential
voters in the diaspora of one country was 10,000. However, of the 14 countries the IECI named to host the
OCV programme, most had over 15,000 potential voters. The IECI included France (with only an estimated
6,000 Iraqi electors) and excluded Norway (which had 23,000). Since the numbers were rough estimates, it
was difficult to set a firm threshold. OCV was to take place in Australia, Canada, Denmark, France, Germany,
Iran, Jordan, the Netherlands, Sweden, Syria, Turkey, the United Arab Emirates, the United Kingdom and the
United States. The estimated total number of eligible Iraqis in these countries was 1.2 million. Estimates of the
total diaspora ranged up to 2 million or more but there was no way to confirm this number or even to establish
a reasonable estimate of the worldwide total. (The estimated total number of electors in Iraq was 14.2 million.)
A memorandum of understanding (MOU) was signed by the IECI and the IOM on 11 November 2004,
authorizing the IOM to conduct the OCV programme in the 14 countries. This gave them just over two
months to complete the task. The IOM immediately started to negotiate MOUs for the programme with the
various governments. It established cooperation with host countries, deployed staff, identified offices, developed
materials and established polling and registration centres in an extremely short time. By 26 December 2004, 11
countries had signed agreements, with the other three signing shortly after. The concern over security issues
had to be considered in each of the 14 agreements.
Two IECI regulations provided the legal basis for the OCV programme—10/2004 (Out-of-Country
Registration and Voting) and 16/2005 (Polling and Counting Outside Iraq). The regulations outlined the
procedures and clarified the counting process.
Eligibility to vote
Iraq has had a series of wars, which has meant that displacement and migration have occurred over a long
period, starting as early as 1968. It was therefore difficult to limit eligibility by time period or status for
expatriate Iraqis. However, most Iraqis did retain their documents.
The Electoral Law and the TAL specify provisions for eligibility and citizenship that are broad enough to
include OCV voters. In order to vote, a person must be deemed an Iraqi citizen, be entitled to reclaim
citizenship or be eligible for Iraqi citizenship (which is established only through the paternal, and not through
the maternal link); must be born on or before 31 December 1986; and must be registered to vote. According to
the TAL, anyone who has Iraqi nationality is deemed an Iraqi citizen; an Iraqi can have more than one
citizenship; and no Iraqi can have his/her citizenship withdrawn. This definition was very broad so that
estimates of numbers of eligible expatriates included almost anyone who had left the country at any time for
any reason.
Registration procedures
There were no databases of Iraqis who would qualify for OCV, so each external elector had to provide proof of
eligibility. This was not required in-country as the Public Distribution System (PDS) database was used as the
basis for the electoral lists and only names to be added required proof.
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Iraqi embassies were inadequate for the numbers of persons expected to register; moreover, not all the
countries selected had an Iraqi embassy, so IOM staff in each country identified suitable premises. Security
was an issue and security procedures were developed for each country.
The registration period was very close to the voting dates (17–25 January 2005). To accommodate the
registrants, opening hours were extended and two days were added to the original registration period. A total of
279,785 Iraqis registered to vote at 74 registration centres in 36 cities (in the 14 countries). This represented
some 25 per cent of the number for which the IOM had established registration capacity.
Registration procedures required applicants to present two documents to prove eligibility: this was in an
attempt to prevent fraud, irrespective of whether one document, such as a passport, for instance, could prove
all criteria. However, after the start of registration it became obvious that in some cases many Iraqis were in
possession of only one document. The IOM then approached the IECI for permission to accept one legal
document instead of two, and this was granted. There were a very small number of instances of malfeasance
by registration staff, including accepting registration by proxy, registration without proper documents and
intimidation. These were identified and dealt with by supervisors.
As the registration period was extended by two days, the last day coincided with a display period, during which
challenges to the electoral list could be made. Because many Iraqis had to travel long distances to the
registration and polling centres, especially at a time when many were attending the hajj, the Iraqi diaspora had
requested that same-day registration and voting be allowed. However, the IECI decided, upon the
recommendation of the IOM, that, in order to allow for a display period between registration and polling and
to reduce the potential for fraud, no registration would be conducted during the polling period.
There was an intensive public information campaign using the media (radio, television and the printed press),
distribution of posters and flyers, community meetings, a global information centre, a website, emails and text
messaging. Thanks to the support provided by the host governments, there were no serious security incidents.
Polling procedures
The three-day voting period, 28–30 January 2004, ended with a total of 265,148 Iraqis voting from out of
country. This was 94.8 per cent of registered external electors or 22 per cent of the estimated expatriate
population in the 14 countries. The voting had taken place in 358 polling stations located in 75 polling centres
in 36 cities (in the 14 countries).
The personal voting option was chosen as it was deemed to be more credible than other approaches (such as
postal voting). Procedures were similar to those for in-country voting, including the use of voter-marking ink
to prevent double voting. There were no serious problems but there were reports of minor incidents such as
campaigning near polling centres. There were two incidents related to demonstrations against the election. In
Auburn, Australia, there was a brief interruption in the polling (for one hour) while the police dispersed
disruptive demonstrators. One notable success was that at the polling station in Manchester, UK, there was no
disruption in the polling.
Initially, it had been anticipated that all OCV ballot papers would be returned to Iraq and counted in a central
location there, but a more practical approach was adopted and counting centres were established in each city
where there was external voting. An exception was the case of the Netherlands where, for security reasons, the
government had requested that counting take place in only one of the three cities where OCV voting took
place.
Observers (and IECI monitors) were present throughout the programme, from registration to polling and
counting, in all locations.
Financing
It had been estimated that the OCV programme for Iraq would be the most expensive operation of its kind
ever undertaken due to the security risks and the costs of addressing them. The figures suggested by the
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ever undertaken due to the security risks and the costs of addressing them. The figures suggested by the
assessment report (including security costs) were in the range of 67–92 million US dollars (USD) in total. The
actual expenditure was close to the upper limit of the range. The IECI paid the IOM in instalments according
to the arrangements set out in the MOU.
Conclusion
Given the time constraints and the complexity of the arrangements, it was generally agreed that the IOM had
run a successful programme. It reported that it had identified the committed expatriates—those who wanted to
participate and were interested in the democratic process in Iraq. The reasons suggested for large numbers of
expatriates not registering included security fears, concern about the confidentiality of voter information, lack
of interest due to the length of time out of Iraq, lack of documentation, and inconvenience for those living far
from the voting centres. Since registering and voting required two visits to the location, it was a costly decision
for those living a long distance from the designated cities (the IOM estimated that the selected cities were close
to 60–70 per cent of the diaspora in each country). The Danish Government was unique in assisting with these
transport costs.
The costs of the OCV programme were very high and questions were raised about the value in relation to the
number of registrants. However, it was necessary to prepare for the possibility of over 1 million persons
registering and the possible security threats.
As a result of the relatively low registration figures, the IECI is to review the parameters of future OCV
programmes for Iraqi elections. Future electoral events will need to be assessed in the light of the security
situation and the need for a comprehensive OCV programme. They will take into account expanding the
operation to other countries and potentially changing the in-person registration and voting system to a postal
system, at least in those countries where the postal infrastructure would allow this.

Senegal: A Significant External Electorate
In the period leading up to the 1993 presidential elections in Senegal, under pressure from the international
community and domestic opponents, the Senegalese Government convened a conference to reform and
democratize the electoral processes. With the involvement of all political parties, the conference produced an
important set of political reforms. These included a new electoral code; an opportunity for all political parties to
be represented at polling stations; a guaranteed secret ballot; a lower voting age (18 instead of 21); an easier
and expanded system of electoral registration; guaranteed access to the state media for all parties; the
acceptance of foreign election monitors; a change in the balance in the allocation of seats, increasing the
number of proportional representation (PR) seats decided by a national list from 60 to 70 and reducing the
number of plurality seats by 10 to 50; and the putting in place for the first time of a system of external voting
for both presidential and legislative elections. This new system was approved and strongly supported by all
political parties. Although several opposition leaders retained some doubts about implementation, the policy
itself was considered to be a sound base for free and fair elections. An independent election commission (the
Observatoire National des Elections, ONEL) was established to see that the new rules were in fact
implemented and to monitor the results both within Senegal and in the external constituencies. (It was
replaced in 2005 by the Autonomous National Election Commission (Commission Nationale Electorale
Autonome, CENA), which is responsible for control and supervision of the registration and electoral processes.)
Three important interrelated factors underlay the desire to include a mechanism for external voting beginning
in 1993 and included in all subsequent electoral codes. They are (a) demographic, (b) economic and (c) social.
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in 1993 and included in all subsequent electoral codes. They are (a) demographic, (b) economic and (c) social.
The demographic factor is associated with the rapidly growing number of overseas Senegalese and their
improving status. Many of these individuals, previously mostly involved in the informal sector, gained
economic ‘clout’ and became more and more involved in the formal sector. They and the generation which
followed were better educated, better informed politically and better placed to influence public affairs back
home. They rapidly became a significant target for political parties which were looking to expand their support
base not just in terms of votes but also to increase their lists of reliable donors of funds.
From an economic perspective, the financial power that Senegalese in the diaspora have vis-à-vis relatives who
stayed behind in Senegal is of great importance. Overseas Senegalese, as is the case in many developing
countries, remit significant sums to the home economy. Many Senegalese have learned to depend on them for
financial assistance, the construction and improvement of homes, health-care costs, special events such as
baptisms, marriages and funerals, and other needs. Many rural community projects which the Senegalese
Government is unable to fund come to fruition thanks to remittances from abroad. As they became more
aware of their potential power, overseas Senegalese became difficult for the authorities to ignore.
From a social perspective, the Conseil des Sénégalais de l’Extérieur, a government-sponsored organization
designed to provide assistance to Senegalese in the diaspora, began to take on new roles. Increasingly, its
members expressed the desire to make their voices heard and to get involved in making choices that affect the
handling of public affairs in the mother country. Most overseas Senegalese use modern technology such as the
Internet to maintain close contact with their extended families and thereby potentially exert a disproportionate
influence on their networks of relations in Senegal. The government felt that providing them with an outlet in
the electoral politics arena would act as a safety valve and would entail only limited costs and risks for the
regime. Opposition parties saw the inclusion of external votes as an opportunity to expand their influence and
revenue sources. Hence it was in the interests of all parties to concede the vote to overseas Senegalese.
Legal provisions
The formal legal provision for external voting, as part of the electoral code, is established by and can be
modified by the legislature (the Chambre des Députés) rather than being constitutionally mandated. All
Senegalese nationals resident overseas who are 18 years of age or older (as of the date of the vote) and who are
not active members of the armed forces, the police or the public service (designated positions only) are
technically eligible to be included on the list of registered electors. However, for practical purposes three
additional constraints are imposed. First, there must be official diplomatic representation in the country of
residence. Second, voting will only take place in countries in which the official electoral register reaches at least
500 when registration officially closes. Fifteen different countries qualified during the 2000 presidential
election in Senegal: nine in Africa (Burkina Faso, Côte d’Ivoire, Gabon, Gambia, Guinea, Mali, Mauritania,
Morocco and Nigeria); four in Europe (Belgium, France, Germany and Italy), and the USA plus Canada in
North America. Third, the formal permission of the host country for such elections to be conducted on its
territory is required. There has been some limited demand for voting opportunities to be offered in additional
countries, but usually only after the registered Senegalese community has grown and surpassed the 500 level,
as is the case now in Canada. There is a separate register of electors in each overseas country rather than an
overall list of registered overseas electors.
The elections themselves are technically overseen by Senegal’s independent election commission, ONEL, with
the full participation of representatives of the various political parties and candidates with a presence in the
host country. Provided that a minimum of 500 electors have registered, the head of the diplomatic mission, in
collaboration with the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, will establish polling locations around the host country.
Polling places are headed by a president who is a designated representative of the head of the diplomatic
mission. The conditions for the actual balloting are rigorously laid out, including the use of the French-style
ballot paper, private voting booths, election observers, and careful procedures for counting, verifying and
controlling a voting process. Election locations are distributed in key areas of the host countries in which there
are significant concentrations of Senegalese. In France, for example, there were 32 polling places set up for the
over 16,000 registered electors in 2000.
The system for presidential elections is a majority Two-Round System (TRS), with the second round taking
place between the two leading candidates, unless one candidate secures an absolute majority of votes in the
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place between the two leading candidates, unless one candidate secures an absolute majority of votes in the
first round. Overseas Senegalese are eligible to vote in both rounds and their votes contribute directly to the
national presidential total. For legislative elections Senegal uses a mixed-member majoritarian (MMM) system,
with some of the seats allocated on the basis of a plurality block vote at the department level (in 31
departments) with the district magnitude ranging from one to five seats. The remaining seats are distributed by
PR using a Hare Quota system with largest remainders in a single national constituency (for the 2002
elections the distribution was 65 department seats and 55 national list seats). Voters use a single ballot paper
(voting for the party only) with the party vote cumulating to both the district (department) and the national
list. External votes, however, contribute only to the allocation of the national list seats. They have no separate
plurality constituency and their votes are not allocated at that level. Because of the highly proportional nature
of the distribution of list seats, the influence of overseas Senegalese votes could potentially be quite significant
at the margins in deciding the final distribution of seats among parties.
Electoral impact
To assess the importance of external voting we need only look at several recent elections. Because of the
difficulty of getting to the limited number of polling stations, work demands, a shortage of information, and
limited campaigning and interest, voter turnout tends to be considerably lower than it is in-country. In the
critical presidential election of 2000, which produced a dramatic democratic transition, the turnout nationally
was about 60 per cent in both rounds, while only 41 and 37 per cent of the registered overseas Senegalese
participated in the two rounds, respectively. There is considerable variation in turnout between host countries,
varying from highs of 80 per cent in Mali, and 59 per cent in Morocco, Burkina Faso and Guinea, to lows of
16 per cent in Italy, 25 per cent in Nigeria and 30 per cent per cent in Gambia. The largest numbers of external
votes are cast in Côte d’Ivoire and Gambia (with over 8,300 votes each counted in 2000), Mali (7,417) and
France (5,522). As few as 189 external votes were counted in Belgium, followed by Nigeria (327). The same
trend holds for elections to the legislature as well.
Always of concern is the potential differential voting preferences of external and domestic voters. In the case of
Senegal the larger parties, and particularly the party in power, have a clear advantage in mobilizing their
supporters overseas. Some of the smaller parties lack the financial resources and local personnel to mount
campaigns in so many countries and concentrate instead on those closer to home, such as Mali and Gambia.
In the presidential election of 2000 the total national vote gave the incumbent president, Abdou Diouf, 41.3 per
cent of the vote while external voters offered 48 per cent support for Diouf in the first round. In the second
round of the election, the advantage of the incumbent overseas was again demonstrated. Whereas Diouf
received only 41.5 per cent of the second-round votes nationally, his overseas share rose to 55.5 per cent as the
PS used its influence, political, regulatory and financial, to good advantage in a vain effort to mobilize enough
external supporters to save the day. Since external voters account for between 4 and 5 per cent of the total
vote, they can clearly have a significant influence on a close presidential election in either or both rounds.
At the legislative level those numbers can be translated directly into about three seats in the National Assembly.
This can also have an important influence in a close race for control of the legislature, especially if external
votes do not mirror the domestic vote. (This external vote power would of course be considerably more
important if these votes counted at the department level, where a simple plurality win translates into a block of
up to five seats.)
In sum, external voting enhances the legitimacy of the regime and its democratic image, and symbolically
integrates a key economic group into the public affairs of the nation. While it tends to reinforce support for the
largest parties, its overall political impact so far has been limited. The cost to the nation is not insignificant but
the overall gains in terms of image are clearly viewed as worth the cost.
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The Philippines: The First Experience of External
Voting
In the Philippines, the right of suffrage ‘may be exercised by all citizens of the Philippines not otherwise
disqualified by law who are at least 18 years of age and who shall have resided in the Philippines for at least
one year and in the place wherein they propose to vote for at least six months immediately preceding the
election’ (Philippine Constitution, 1987, article V: Suffrage, section 1, para. 1). Case law, meanwhile, has
established that a person’s ‘intent to return’ and not his actual physical presence needs to be established to
satisfy the residency requirement of the constitution.
The enactment of the Overseas Absentee Voting Law (Republic Act (RA) no. 9189) on 17 February 2003 gave
life and meaning to article V, section 2, of the constitution, which mandated the Congress to provide a ‘system
for absentee voting by qualified Filipinos abroad’. Its primary aim is to ensure equal opportunity for all eligible
citizens of the Philippines who are living or staying abroad to exercise their fundamental right to vote. This
provision of the constitution specifically recognized the role played in nationbuilding by Filipino overseas
workers, both land-based and sea-based, who have to leave the country mainly for economic reason in order to
offer a better life for their families back home. The same law also provided that Filipino citizens who are
immigrants or permanent residents of other countries may exercise their right of suffrage on condition that
they sign an affidavit of intent to return within three years from the approval of their application as overseas
absentee voters (OAVs). The affidavit should also contain a declaration that they are not applying for
citizenship in the host country.
The immigrant or permanent resident who voted in the 2004 national elections should return to the
Philippines within three years after his application was approved. Should he or she fail to return to the
Philippines within that period and vote again in the next national elections, they will be perpetually barred
from voting in absentia and may be imprisoned for one year.
A flurry of activity followed that saw a partnership between the Commission on Elections (COMELEC) and the
Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA). A Committee on Overseas Absentee Voting (COAV) was created within
COMELEC, while an Overseas Absentee Voting Secretariat (DFA-OAVS) was formed at the DFA. In essence,
COMELEC is to supervise the whole overseas voting process, while the embassies, consulates and other
diplomatic missions run it. COMELEC formulated the implementation rules and regulations on registration,
voting, counting and the tabulation of the count (‘canvassing’ is the term for tabulation that is used in the
Philippines law), while the different posts abroad saw to it that these were implemented in the 2004 national
elections, and will do so in future elections. Training modules for the members of the Foreign Service Corps
were prepared and eventually handled by COMELEC.
On 17 September 2003, the Citizenship and Re-acquisition Act (RA no. 9225) was passed. It granted naturalborn citizens of the Philippines the right to regain and retain their Philippine citizenship provided they swear
the Oath of Allegiance and without requiring that they give up their naturalized citizenship. This law also
provided full restoration of their civil and political rights, such as (but not limited to) the exercise of their right
of suffrage provided they also sign the affidavit of intent to return. As the next national elections were to be
held in May 2004, the one-year residency requirement was deemed not to have been met by those who availed
themselves of RA 9225. Hence, even if naturalized citizens were able to re-acquire or retain their Philippine
citizenship, and even if the names of those approved for registration were included in the National Registry of
Overseas Absentee Voters, COMELEC did not allow them to vote.
Based on government records and figures of the International Organization for Migration (IOM), the usual
estimate of the number of Filipinos abroad is about 7 million. More than 1 million live in the USA and Canada.
Electoral registration
For the first time in Philippine history, Filipinos abroad were able to vote for the president, the vice-president,
members of the Senate and the party list members of the House of Representatives in the 2004 national
elections. The electoral registration period was short—from 1 August to 30 September 2003. A standard
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elections. The electoral registration period was short—from 1 August to 30 September 2003. A standard
application form was provided by COMELEC.
There were two kinds of registration. Applicants had to apply for registration if they were not registered as
electors anywhere in the Philippines, while those already registered as voters in the Philippines could apply for
certification as OAVs.
As required by the OAV law, registrants went in person to the different posts abroad armed with their
Philippine passport and other documents proving their identity. Their biometric data were captured live: their
photographs, thumbprints and signatures were taken digitally. From these data, COMELEC produced the
National Registry of Overseas Absentee Voters, the Certified List of Overseas Absentee Voters for each
diplomatic post, and the applicant’s identity document.
Field registration was also conducted outside the diplomatic missions, as not all Filipinos abroad are
concentrated in the areas where missions are situated. In the Philippines, registration was conducted at the
offices of the election officers in the different municipalities and cities all over the archipelago. Seafarers also
filed their applications at COMELEC. Registration of Filipinos in countries where there are no Philippine
diplomatic missions had to be done personally at the embassy or consulate which had consular jurisdiction
over the place where they reside.
After initial verification by the diplomatic posts, all application forms were sent to the COAV in Manila and
turned over to the local election registration boards (ERBs) in the different cities and municipalities all over the
Philippines for the addresses given by the applicants to be verified. The applications for registration/certification
were either approved by the ERBs on the basis that the applicants were indeed resident at the place claimed
before leaving for abroad, or refused. Thereafter, the processed forms were returned to the COAV in Manila
where the COMELEC central office is located. These approved forms became the basis of the Certified List of
Overseas Absentee Voters.
Unfortunately, this cumbersome and tedious procedure proved to be a major bottleneck in the implementation
of the OAV law, and eventually the DFA-OAVS and the COAV produced different statistics for the actual
number of registered Filipino overseas electors.
The DFA, through the Philippine posts abroad, generated 364,187 registrants, of whom 361,884 were classified
as regular OAVs. This figure is at least one-third of the estimated number of registrants submitted by the DFA
prior to the start of the registration period. Of the applications received, 2,020 came from persons with dual
citizenship, while 567 requested transfer from external voting back to the Philippines. Of these latter, 520
applications were granted and 47 were refused. Hence the final figure of 359,297 in the Certified List of
Overseas Absentee Voters. Of the 359,297 who registered, only 2,302 were seamen.
The ERBs rejected 397 applications on the grounds that the applicant was not a resident of the city or
municipality, or that the person had used an assumed name, or that he or she was unknown in the city or
municipality. Due to time constraints, these applicants were not notified of the rejection of their application in
time for them to file petitions for inclusion in the Certified List of Overseas Absentee Voters.
Reports from the missions confirmed that, compared to the first week of the registration period (1–10 August
2004), the number of those registering during the last week (21–30 September 2004) jumped by 643 per cent,
showing the tendency of the Filipinos to act at the last minute.
By geographical area, the Asia–Pacific and Middle East regions accounted for 86 per cent of the total numbers
of registrants, with almost equal number of registrants for each. Europe accounted for 10 per cent, and the
Americas a modest 4 per cent. A profile of the registrants would show that most are Filipino overseas workers
employed as domestic help in the Asia–Pacific region or as skilled workers in the Middle East.
The Certified List of Overseas Absentee Voters was posted on the websites of both COMELEC and the DFAOAVS some time in February 2004, and corresponding hard and soft copies were sent to the diplomatic posts.
The voting
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External voting was held in 81 Philippine embassies and consulates, three Manila economic and cultural offices
(MECOs) in Taiwan, three satellite voting centres, and 18 field voting precincts. For diplomatic posts with
registered seafarers, the voting was held over a 60-day period, starting on 12 March 2004, while those which
had only landbased voters started voting on 11 April 2004. The deadline for voting was 10 May 2004 at 15.00,
Philippine time, as required by the OAV law (which was also the close of the one-day voting in the Philippines).
The OAV law provides for the overseas absentee voter to vote in two ways. The first is personal voting: the
registered elector has to present him-or herself before the Special Board of Election Inspectors (SBEI) at the
diplomatic post where he or she is registered as an elector in order to vote. In 2004 voters trooped to the posts
to cast their votes in person by writing the names of their chosen candidates in the spaces provided on the
ballot papers prepared and sent by COMELEC. For each day of the voting period, the posts allotted one
cardboard ballot box which had to be sealed at the end of the day regardless of whether it contained a ballot
paper. (This meant 60 ballot boxes at missions where there were registered seafarers and 30 ballot boxes at
missions were there were only land-based registrants.) The other method is postal voting: the registered voter
will receive an envelope containing the ballot paper which he has to fill in and send by mail to the post where
he/she is registered as an elector. This method was adopted in Canada, Japan and the United Kingdom where
the postal systems are efficient and reliable.
Only 4 per cent of overseas registrants were covered by postal voting. On the other hand, personal voting was
conducted in 70 countries, covering 245,627 OAVs.
The counting and tabulation of votes
Of the 359,297 registered and approved overseas absentee voters, 233,092 (65 per cent) voted in the May 2004
national and local elections. This is a considerable turnout under the circumstances and similar to the national
turnout in previous national elections.
The Philippine Embassy in Havana in Cuba was the first mission to finish counting and tabulating the votes,
while it took the Consulate General in Hong Kong almost 100 hours, or four days, to finish counting as each
SBEI or election precinct counted more than 800 ballot papers. Counting was done manually, with the
contents of the ballot papers being read aloud and individually tallied. Each precinct would then tabulate the
result in the election returns provided by COMELEC. Tabulating and summing up the election returns on a
per-country basis took longest—six days—in the Embassy in Riyadh, where the election returns coming from
Consulate General in Jeddah and the Philippine Overseas Labor Office in al-Khobar had to be accounted for.
Geographically, the Asia–Pacific and Middle East countries posted the highest turnout by OAVs. In the Middle
East, turnout would have been much higher had it not been for the security problems which plagued the
region during the voting period. Most OAVs voted during the weekend in Asia–Pacific, Europe and the
Americas, while in the Middle East countries most voters came on Thursdays and Fridays, which are
considered weekends by most Muslims.
In countries where postal voting was adopted, turnout was only 48 per cent. Factors that affected the turnout
were mail being returned to the sender because the addresses provided by the voters were insufficient,
addresses as encoded at the COAV being misspelled and therefore incorrect, and a postal strike in the UK. In
some instances, mail intended for a particular diplomatic post was misrouted to the COAV.
The respective chairpersons of the Board of Canvassers for each country flew in to the Philippines in time for
the overseas votes to be included in the national tally.
Problems most frequently encountered
The implementation of the OAV law was a success in many ways but, as so often when new arrangements are
implemented for the first time, the conduct of the voting and the implementation of the OAV law were not
without problems.
1. The tasks allocated to the members of the Foreign Service Corps by the OAV law are over and above their
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1. The tasks allocated to the members ofVoting
the from
Foreign
Service Corps by the OAV law are over and above their
consular duties and required special training. Registration itself took place too soon and the period of
registration was too brief to enable the missions to prepare fully for the new task. Hence, the time they spent
on the whole electoral process meant less time for their given functions at the posts.

2. The ERBs were not given sufficient time to be informed about the overseas absentee voting process. This led
to their decisions on applications being submitted late or in some instances not submitted at all. This may
explain the reason why the COAV reported a lower number of registrants compared with the figure submitted
by the DFA-OAVS.
3. Misspelling and incorrect inputting or wrong data in the voters’ records and IDs were attributed to the
complicated application form for registration as an OAV. Most registrants complained about the numerous
items to be filled in. As a result, complaints ranged from the issuing of defective IDs to names not appearing in
the Certified List of Overseas Absentee Voters, although the COAV did not have any record that the
applications concerned had been rejected.
4. The affidavit of intent to return, also called the ‘killer clause’, discouraged immigrants, permanent residents
abroad and persons with dual citizenship from registering as OAVs. They cannot be sure when they will return
to the Philippines, so it is difficult to say that they will return within three years of the approval of their
application. Moreover, they would not risk being penalized by imprisonment if they failed to return to the
Philippines as mandated by the law and voted again in the next national elections as OAVs.
Under the OAV Law, COMELEC would have to set up a monitoring mechanism to enforce this provision of
the law. To date, however, it has yet to finalize the procedural rules to implement this provision of RA no. 9189
as the rules and regulations of 2003 dealt primarily with the requirements and procedures for registration,
voting, vote counting and tabulation.
5. The voting period was too long. Some posts which opened as early as 12 March2004 did not have a single
voter until the first day of voting for the land-based OAVs, as not all who had registered decided to vote. Even
the 30-day voting period was perceived to be long.
6. Voter education was a particular concern for the diplomatic posts. Most OAVs, including members of the
Foreign Service Corps, have been away for several years already. They had problems identifying the candidates
and some were not known to them. This resulted in people voting by ‘name recall’, or voting for those whose
names were familiar as few candidates campaigned at the different posts due to cost constraints.
The party list elections were another source of confusion. Most voters asked if theyshould vote for a particular
category of candidate (i.e. migrants or labourers) or for theparty list.
7. The low turnout at some posts was attributable to the fact that field registration was not translated into
actual field voting. Hence, those registered in the field were not able to vote by reason of distance and cost.
8. The voting, counting and tabulation procedures and the corresponding forms were mostly adopted for
overseas absentee voting from the local electoral process. The electoral management bodies found most of
them tedious, repetitive and impractical.
9. As most voters were excited about having the chance to exercise their right of suffrage, the ballot papers
were usually filled in to the last item. To this was added the problem of electors understanding (‘appreciation’ is
the word used in the election code) of the ballot papers—for example, correctly interpreting similar-sounding
names—and of election officials interpreting them and deciding which were spoiled or invalid. Although the
SBEIs were trained and taught how to ‘appreciate’ the ballot papers, they were still apprehensive when the
counting of ballot papers came. Hence, counting took time, especially as each SBEI for counting was assigned
at least 500 ballot papers, if not more.
The cost of external voting
COMELEC was allotted 600 million pesos (PHP—c. 11 million US dollars (USD)) for the implementation of the
OAV law while the DFA was given a budget of 200 million PHP (c. 3.7 million USD) for the year 2003 and
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OAV law while the DFA was given a budget of 200 million PHP (c. 3.7 million USD) for the year 2003 and
during the 2004 national elections. For the forthcoming registration, both government agencies would be
operating on the excess funds from the previous year.
The estimated average cost per registrant was 847.89 PHP (15.42 USD) while the estimated average cost per
voter was 1,306.96 PHP (23.77 USD). The difference is understandable as only 65 per cent of the registrants
actually voted. Overseas voting is most expensive in Havana, Cuba, while the MECO in Kaohsiung, Taiwan,
had the lowest estimated cost per registrant (11.29 USD) and the embassy in Muscat, Oman, had the lowest
estimated cost per voter (14.92 USD).
Recommendations for the improvement of the law
Given the problems and issues which confronted COMELEC in the implementation of the first OAV law,
recommendations for its improvement have already been submitted to the Senate and the House of
Representatives.
Amendments to the OAV law should be attuned to the proposed revisions of the constitutional requirement on
residency and the modernized election laws of the land.
If the constitutional requirement of residency could be relaxed or even abolished because of the mere fact that
OAVs are living and working abroad, the provisions on the affidavit of intent to return and the approval of the
local ERB would not be necessary. If the residency requirement for OAVs could be relaxed, the election laws
should also then be able to recognize the peculiarities and intricacies involved in overseas voting so that it
would not be tied to the local scenario of the electoral process.
To date, COMELEC has submitted various amendments to the 1985 Omnibus Election Code for the
consideration of the legislature. Suggestions from stakeholders already include automating registration and
electronic voting, but the present election laws do not allow this. A more realistic alternative is expanded postal
voting. The reason for the low turnout of seafarers, who easily comprise more than 200,000 overseas workers,
was the requirement that they had to register and vote in person. Understandably as well, not all overseas
Filipinos live near an embassy or consulate. As long as the law requires paper ballot papers and a ‘paper trail’ to
avoid suspicions of cheating during elections, external voting in the Philippines will continue to entail personal
registration and voting.
Registration in 2005
At the time of writing, as amendments to the law were not yet in place, COMELEC is set to usher in a new,
continuing registration for OAVs, beginning on 1 October 2005 and lasting until 31 August 2006, that is, for a
period of 11 months. This is in response to the demand that the registration period should be longer than the
mere two months of the last time.
To address the situation of having to send application forms to the local ERBs, COMELEC was to establish a
Resident Election Registration Board (RERB) which would process and act upon all applications for
registration at the central office of COMELEC in Manila.
Recognizing the nature of seafarers’ work, COMELEC would now allow them to register at any Philippine
embassy or consulate abroad. COMELEC would thereafter explore the possibility of expanding the coverage of
postal voting to include other countries where there is a limited concentration of Filipinos.
The approved applications for registration/certification were to be considered as applications to vote in
absentia, so that registered OAVs do not need to apply anew. COMELEC assumes that for so long as the voter
does not apply for transfer of his registration records from his original post of registration to another place,
whether in the Philippines or in another country, he is still residing at the same place.
Given that only a modest proportion of the people entitled to do so actually registered as OAVs during the 2003
registration, the natural reaction would be either to scrap or to suspend the implementation of the law. Some
observers have attributed the low rate of registration to the perceived apathy of overseas Filipinos who cut all
political ties with the country long ago. However, no one can deny the economic contribution they make to the
country by way of remittances sent to their families in the Philippines. The task now is to convert this apathy
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country by way of remittances sent to their families in the Philippines. The task now is to convert this apathy
into intelligent and informed votes. To deny the right of suffrage once so fiercely fought for does not seem to be
the right response. Hence, if the Filipinos overseas can be made fully aware of their rights and of the potential
impact of a consolidated overseas vote in the country’s socio-political setting, perhaps their contribution to the
political life of the country will be even greater than their economic contribution to nation-building.

Switzerland: External Voting in a Federal State
with Direct Democracy
Switzerland is well known for its direct democracy and federal structure. All Swiss citizens over the age of 18
except for those who have been incapacitated on grounds of mental illness or mental disability (article 136, §1
of the federal constitution) may take part in elections to the National Council (the main chamber of the federal
parliament) both by voting and by standing for election. They may also vote in popular votes (article 136, §2 of
the federal constitution). A referendum is compulsory for all amendments to the constitution and for
membership of some international organizations (article 140 of the federal constitution). In addition, electors
have the right to initiative and referendum, that is, they can request a popular vote by collecting the requisite
number of signatures (articles 138, 139 and 141). At present Swiss voters go to the polls on polling weekends. In
many places, depending on the local regulations, they can also cast a postal vote, that is, fill out their ballot
paper before the polling weekend at any place outside the polling station and send it by ordinary mail. There
are no preconditions for postal voting: every voter can choose freely whether to cast a postal vote or to go to
the polling station on polling day.
Switzerland is a federal state with 26 cantons and around 3,000 communes. At least four times per year there
are popular votes in Switzerland on the national, cantonal and communal level. The four voting weekends and
the intense political discussion on the issues that are put to a vote are a particular feature of the Swiss political
and electoral tradition.
Historical background (national level)
Swiss electors who are resident or staying abroad have been allowed to exercise their political rights since 1977.
At first, they were only allowed to cast their vote on Swiss territory: they had to travel back to Switzerland in
order to vote. This provision has to be seen in close relation with the practice of the Federal Council (the
government) with regard to the politically relevant behaviour of foreigners inside Switzerland. Foreigners were
not allowed to vote in their own national elections or referendums while on Swiss territory because of issues
surrounding Swiss sovereignty. In the light of this fact, Switzerland could not expect any other state to allow
Swiss citizens abroad to cast a vote on its territory. In fact, Switzerland would not even have asked for this,
because, if it had been granted Switzerland would have had to grant the same rights to foreigners in
Switzerland. In 1989, however, the Federal Council changed its practice. Since then, foreigners have been
allowed to take part in the elections and referendums of their own state on Swiss territory. At the same time,
the postal vote for Swiss voters abroad was introduced.
Postal voting can be done from anywhere in the world. There are no restrictions whatsoever, except for slow
postal services in some countries.
Voting rights of Swiss citizens resident or staying abroad (national level)
Swiss citizens resident or staying abroad who are eligible to vote are able to take part at the national level in
referendums and elections, as well as giving their signatures to initiatives and referendums (article 3, §1 of the
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referendums and elections, as well as giving their signatures to initiatives and referendums (article 3, §1 of the
Bundesgesetz über die politischen Rechte der Auslandschweizer (BPRAS), the federal law on the political rights
of Swiss citizens resident or staying abroad). They have the right not only to vote in elections for the National
Council (the ‘active voting’ right) but also to stand for election to the National Council, the Federal Council or
the Federal Court. However, they may only take part in elections for the Council of States (the upper chamber
of the federal parliament) if the law of the canton to which they are attached provides the right to vote for
Swiss citizens resident or staying abroad.
In the Swiss federal system, those citizens who are resident or staying abroad do not constitute a distinct voting
area or electoral district; instead they choose one commune as their ‘voting commune’. This could be the
commune in which they were born, or one in which they have been previously resident (article 5, §1 of the
BPRAS). Eligible expatriates who wish to exercise their political rights must notify the local electoral office of
their chosen voting commune where they intend to vote. The notification must be renewed every four years
(article 5a of the BPRAS). Eligible Swiss resident or staying abroad can submit their vote either personally at
the voting commune in Switzerland (according to the same rules as Swiss voters resident in Switzerland) or by
post (article 1 of the BPRAS).
These are the only two options for Swiss voters abroad. There is no provision for voting in diplomatic
representations abroad.
Switzerland is currently considering introducing remote e-voting. If it is introduced for Swiss nationals in
Switzerland, then the next step would be to make it available to external electors as well. Currently, there are
provisions allowing only for the testing of remote e-voting for Swiss voters abroad (article 1 of the BPRAS; see
also chapter 10).
Voting rights of Swiss citizens resident or staying abroad (cantonal level)
Because of the federal structure of Switzerland, voting rights at cantonal level may differ from voting rights at
the national level. At the national level, Swiss voters may exercise the same political rights as Swiss voters in
Switzerland, but the picture is different at the cantonal level. Only 11 cantons out of 26 (as of 1 October 2004
these were Basel-Land, Bern, Fribourg, Geneva, Graubünden, Jura, Neuchâtel, Schwyz, Solothurn, Ticino and
Zurich) allow electors abroad who are registered in the canton to exercise their political rights at cantonal level.
However, the number of cantons that allow external voting is growing slowly but steadily. Usually, the reasons
behind the introduction of external voting are of a political nature. If a political party thinks that the voters
abroad will support its politics, it is in favour of introducing external voting.
Some figures
At the end of 2006 there were some 645,010 Swiss citizens resident abroad, of whom about 494,802 were
potentially eligible to vote (i.e. they were 18 or over and were not disqualified by reason of mental illness). At
the end of December 2006, around 107,600 persons were entered in the electoral register of a Swiss commune
and were therefore eligible to vote. These 107,600 electors represented 2.2 per cent of all eligible Swiss electors
(4.9 million as of the end of November 2006).
The costs of external voting
There are no specific data available on the costs of external voting. However, it is possible to make a rough
estimate of the additional costs of external voting in comparison to voting in Switzerland.Given that there are
some 110,000 external electors, and estimating that about 80 per cent of them live in Europe, the costs can be
estimated as follows.

The costs of external voting in Switzerland
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CHF = Swiss francs. EUR = euro.

The voting behaviour of Swiss citizens resident or staying abroad
A survey carried out in 2003 by the Organisation of the Swiss Abroad (ASO) and swissinfo/Swiss Radio
International (see GfS Forschungsinstitut June 2003) revealed that Swiss citizens resident or staying abroad
have a very distinctive voting profile, formed far less by their political opinions than by such values as
modernity of outlook, cosmopolitanism, openness to change, tolerance towards foreigners and belief in the free
market.
Representation of Swiss abroad in the parliament
In the National Council elections of 19 October 2003, the Swiss People’s Party (Schweizerische Volkspartei,
SVP) in the canton of Zurich came up with a list of candidates for Swiss external voters (List 21: SVP-Union of
Swiss Abroad). To date, no overseas candidate has ever been elected to the federal parliament. One reason for
this may lie in the fact that the electoral potential of the Swiss abroad is diffused. Since they do not form their
own constituency, their votes are distributed among the 26 cantons. However, the election in the spring of
2004 of the Swiss military attaché in Stockholm, Beat Eberle, to the parliament of the canton of St Gallen
demonstrates that it is possible for Swiss citizens resident abroad to be elected.

Zimbabwe: Highly Restrictive Provisions
External voting by post was part of the electoral laws that were introduced in Zimbabwe after 1980 when the
country attained political independence. It is limited to electors who are absent from Zimbabwe while in the
service of the government, such as diplomats, civil servants, and members of the armed forces and police. An
estimated 3.5 million Zimbabweans now live outside the country, mainly as a result of economic and political
hardship, and about two-thirds of these are probably of voting age. This situation has given rise to increased
demands by those living in the diaspora for external voting arrangements to be extended to them as well.
Zimbabwean laws prohibit dual citizenship.
External voting is provided for in part XIV of the Electoral Act (Act no. 25/2005), which deals with postal
voting. The act only makes reference to postal voting and does not provide for voting at a diplomatic mission.
Eligibility to vote by post is limited to persons ordinarily resident in Zimbabwe who are resident in the
constituency (electoral district) in which the election is to take place or were resident in that constituency
12 months preceding polling day and have good reason to believe that they will be absent from the
constituency or unable to attend at the polling station by reason of being ‘absent from Zimbabwe in the service
of the Government of Zimbabwe’ (section 71(1)(b)). The spouses of persons absent from Zimbabwe on
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of the Government of Zimbabwe’ (section 71(1)(b)). The spouses of persons absent from Zimbabwe on
government service are also eligible to vote by post.
Sections 71–81 of the Electoral Act describe in detail the procedure for applying for postal ballot papers, the
issuing of the postal ballot papers, postal voting, the handling of the postal ballot boxes, and offences related to
postal ballot votes. A person who is eligible to vote by post may apply to the chief elections officer for a postal
ballot paper. The application, to be received by the chief elections officer ten days before polling day, is made on
a prescribed form that the applicant signs in front of a competent witness. The chief elections officer shall
number consecutively and keep every application received by him or her open for public inspection until the
final result of the election is announced.
Once the chief elections officer is satisfied that the application satisfies the legal requirements, he or she will
send the ballot paper to the applicant by registered post or by hand together with other documents stipulated in
the act. The ballot paper shall be numbered and shall be indistinguishable from the ballot papers at other
polling stations. Upon receiving the postal ballot, the voter shall produce the numbered ballot paper before a
competent witness. Both the voter and the competent witness will sign a declaration of identity. The voter will
then mark the ballot paper with the candidate of his preference in the presence of a competent witness but
without disclosing how he or she has voted. The voter will place the marked ballot paper in an envelope
marked ‘ballot paper’ and place it together with the identity declaration in a cover envelope for dispatch by
registered post or hand it directly to the constituency election officer.
The constituency election officer shall, no later than three days after nomination day, notify each candidate of
the time and place at which he or she will seal the postal ballot box. At the appointed time and place the
constituency electoral officer will show the postal ballot box open and empty and then seal it with his seal and
the seals of any candidates who wish to affix their seals. All postal votes received before the close of the poll will
be placed unopened in that ballot box. The constituency elections officer will give each candidate 24 hours’
notice of the place and time at which the postal ballot boxes and envelopes will be opened.
The electoral authorities have taken great care to ensure the transparency, credibility and security of the
external voting process through the provisions described above. However, despite increasing demands, the
government maintains that it has no obligation to introduce external voting arrangements to allow the
growing number of Zimbabweans living outside the country to vote.
In a recent case a group of Zimbabwean citizens living in the United Kingdom, sought an order compelling the
government to make arrangements to allow them to vote externally. The Zimbabwe Supreme Court (Case
no. SC 22/05) ruled that the case had no merit. The ruling, made on 18 March 2005, indicated that full reasons
for the judgement would be given later. At the time of writing the full judgement is still to be made available.
The applicants—who were not employed by the government but were legally resident in the UK—argued that
they were entitled to exercise their right to vote in terms of the Zimbabwean Constitution and that their
exclusion from voting was discriminatory and therefore unconstitutional. They further contended that the
exclusion from voting of those living outside Zimbabwe curtailed their rights to freedom of expression to an
extent that was not acceptable in a democratic society, and advanced the argument that the Zimbabwean
Government was committed to full participation by its citizens in political and electoral processes by its citizens
by virtue of being party to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the African Charter on Human and
Peoples’ Rights and the Southern African Development Community (SADC) Principles and Guidelines
Governing Democratic Elections. They argued that there was a distinction between eligibility to register as a
voter and eligibility to vote. The electoral law was therefore discriminatory to the extent that it permitted
certain citizens to vote externally while excluding others.
In response, the Zimbabwean minister of justice, legal and parliamentary affairs, who was cited as first
respondent in the case, denied that Zimbabweans living abroad were being discriminated against by the
absence of external voting arrangements. He argued that the electoral law provided for the disqualification of
voters who had been absent from Zimbabwe for 12 months or more. He contended that the SADC Principles
and Guidelines are a political document pegging out a road map for the region that SADC countries must
follow towards a a future democratic ideal, but that it is not a legal document that is binding on member
states. He argued further that, while the Zimbabwean Government acknowledged that Zimbabwean citizens
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states. He argued further that, while the Zimbabwean Government acknowledged that Zimbabwean citizens
had the right to freedom of expression, assembly and association, the government was not discriminating
against anyone but that, under the current political and economic situation, Zimbabwe was unable to allow
electors from the diaspora to vote externally because of practical logistical problems. He pointed out that most
of the countries in which Zimbabweans were living had adopted measures and sanctions that prohibited
government officials from entering such countries. (Sanctions have been adopted by mainly the European
Union countries and the United States.) This, he argued, would create an uneven political playing field where
the ruling party would not have access to would-be voters while the opposition would have easy access.
It is clear that in Zimbabwe the provisions for external voting are elaborate but restrictive. There is no doubt
that, given the growing number of citizens living outside the country, there is going to be increasing demand
for similar arrangements to be extended to citizens who are not abroad on government service. The case
referred above also raises the fundamental issue of a rights-based approach to electoral administration and
how far governments should be held responsible for realizing citizens’ right to vote.

The Cost of External Voting: Some Examples
External voting processes involve logistical arrangements that often cost more per voter than elections
organized in the home country. This section provides some examples of the costs associated with external
voting in countries which have organized it. The figures shown are not complete or directly comparable, but
they are presented to give an idea of how much external voting costs in some countries.
It is difficult to assess how much external voting costs, for several different reasons. The resources needed will
depend partly on the procedures in place for external voting, so that some cost additional money while some
involve using existing staff, premises or materials. Costs may also be paid for from different budgets, not all of
them from that of the electoral management body (EMB), so that it is difficult to trace all the costs related to
external voting at one election. For these reasons, it is equally difficult to compare costs between countries that
organize external voting.
Some of the data assembled here cover the costs of external voting for elections to the European Parliament,
which is not dealt with further in this topic area.
Afghanistan
The voluntary donation project budget of the Afghanistan Reconstruction Trust Fund (ARTF) bears the
expenses for voter registration and elections. The ARTF was set up in May 2002 to provide, among other
things, support to Afghanistan in the area of recurrent costs of the government. Twenty-one donors, in
addition to the United States, pledged altogether 430 million US dollars (USD). External election-specific
fundraising was coordinated by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP), and 26.7 million USD
were made available to the International Organization for Migration (IOM) on the basis of a cost estimate by
the IOM as part of its proposal to the Joint Electoral Management Body (JEMB). The total costs of the
programme amounted to 91 per cent of the initial estimate (24,289,322 USD), or approximately 20 USD per
voter in Iran and 32 USD per voter in Pakistan (where advance registration increased the cost per voter). (See
also the case study on Afghanistan.)
Australia
At the 2004 election, there were around 16,000 registered overseas electors. In addition, people who were
overseas temporarily as tourists were able to use overseas voting facilities without having registered as overseas
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overseas temporarily as tourists were able to use overseas voting facilities without having registered as overseas
electors. Altogether approximately 63,000 people voted from overseas at the 2004 election. The costs of
external voting can be estimated at 1.21 million Australian dollars (AUD, or c. 891,000 USD in the exchange
rate prevailing at the time), broken down as follows: 32,000 AUD for permanent staff costs, 730,000 AUD for
freight transport of material to and from overseas posts; 81,000 AUD for printing (postal voting forms, ballot
papers); 322,000 AUD for reimbursement of the Department of Foreign Affairs and trade costs at overseas
posts, including overtime, temporary staff, advertising, security and in-country postage; and 45,000 AUD for
distributing the returned material to the correct division (electoral district) in Australia. The cost of external
voting is not seen as excessively high, given that it only forms a small part of overall election costs of 75 million
AUD. The average cost of the election per elector inside the country in 2004 was 5.29 AUD, and the cost of
external voting per voter was 19.21 AUD.
Botswana
The Independent Electoral Commission (IEC) assesses the external voting in 1999 as well as in 2004 as too
expensive when it is set against the very low turnout by external electors. In 1999, out of the 1,363 electors
registered abroad, only 23.3 per cent voted, and in 2004, of 2,436 external electors registered, only 49.5 per
cent voted. External travel expenses and the personnel costs of supervising elections abroad are among the
main expenses that burden the general budget of the IEC. The IEC therefore claims that either the provisions
relating to external voting should be reviewed in order to cut down the costly logistical preparations or
additional funds should be made available. In the 2004 election the cost of external travel was 647,950 pula
(BWP—c. 161,460 USD) excluding the costs of salaries, administration and supplies. The overall cost of the
elections is estimated at 19 million BWP in 1999 and 21 million BWP in 2004.
Canada
External voting is done exclusively by post and is only possible with the use of a voting ‘kit’ that is sent to the
nearest consular office, Canadian embassy or high commission. There are no polling sites established outside
the country. In the 2004 general election a total of 13,830 ballot papers were mailed out to electors, of which
8,127 were sent back by citizens who were residing outside Canada and 1,368 by electors who were resident in
Canada but were temporarily out of the country on voting day. The total costs of the external voting
programme for the 2004 elections amounted to 274,024 Canadian dollars (CAD, or c. 211,000 USD), of which
76,000 CAD was disbursed for initiatives and material costs between voting events and 198,024 CAD for
expenses during an event. The latter included 115,000 CAD for human resource costs, 3,024 CAD for postage
and around 80,000 CAD expenses for courier services from each embassy.
Estonia
It is difficult to separate the costs of external voting from the total election budget since different authorities are
concerned and the amount of money involved is rather small.The electoral register is managed by the Ministry
of the Interior and the ministry is not able to separate the costs for external voting from the total costs of
elections. All printed materials for elections come from the National Election Committee, but since the amount
of external voting materials is so small the costs are not counted separately. A large part of the work for
external voting (staffing, transport of materials, postage etc.) is done by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. As an
example, for the European Parliament elections in 2004, the National Electoral Committee allocated 450,000
Estonian crowns (EEK; c. 29,000 euros (EUR) or 35,000 USD) to the ministry. This money covered most of
the costs of implementing external voting.
Finland
An estimate of the cost of external voting for elections to the European Parliament in 2004 was about 110,000
EUR (c. 137,500 USD at the exchange rate prevailing then). About 9,000 external electors voted. (The total
Finnish electorate inside and outside Finland is about 4.1 million.) The cost per external voter was therefore
roughly 12 EUR (15 USD). However, what this cost includes or excludes is not described in further detail.
France
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According to the French EMB, the costs related to external voting in France are considered to be too high. As
an example, in the referendum in May 2005, external voters represented only 1.09 per cent of all French
voters, but more than 1.36 per cent of the total cost of the referendum. In particular, the cost of dispatching
information for the electors to French consulates and diplomatic missions (705,786 EUR, or c. 1.4 million
USD) contributed to the high expenses. The estimated costs related to the organization of external voting for
the referendum (additional to the cost of dispatching information for the voters) are: 9,000 EUR for ballot
boxes and polling booths; 678,000 EUR for postage; 86,000 EUR for voting by proxy facilities; 8,800 EUR for
the diplomatic bag; 66,000 EUR for stationery; and 78,000 EUR for staffing. The total costs of external voting
for the referendum were therefore around 1,631,000 EUR. Considering the low turnout by external electors in
the referendum (the abstention rate was c. 67 per cent), external voting is seen as very costly in France.
Germany
The overall costs of external voting activities cannot be identified separately in Germany. Voting from abroad is
only possible by postal voting and only for those who have applied to be included on the electoral register of the
electoral district where they were formerly resident. They have to pay for the postage of their ballot papers
themselves. The only costs that arise for the federal government in relation to external voting are therefore
expenses for material and postage to foreign countries. Around 55,000 German citizens living temporarily or
permanently abroad registered for postal voting in the 2005 elections for the Bundestag. No figures for turnout
by external voters are available.
Greece
The table below shows the costs associated with external voting for the elections to the European Parliament in
2004. The Greek EMB estimates the costs of organizing external voting for those elections at approximately
1,108,985 EUR (c. 1,347,000 USD), although the costs are fairly difficult to assess. The number of external
electors who voted was 25,546 and the cost per external voter was approximately 43 EUR. Turnout among
registered Greek external voters at those elections was 74.9 per cent.

Principal expenses for external voting in Greece in the European Parliament elections, 2004

EUR=euro

Iraq
External voting was organised for Iraqis abroad in the January and December 2005 elections. January was
the first occasion ever in which external voting took place, designed and implemented with the assistance of
international partners (see Iraq case study). The cost reached a high of 92 USD -the most expensive external
voting programme in history. Twenty five percent of that related to security costs, and 35% to personnel costs.
The December election was organised mainly by the IECI and Iraqi partners and servants, reaching a cost of
17 million USD. Detailed information can be found in the final report of the January election by the IOM and
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17 million USD. Detailed information can be found in the final report of the January election by the IOM and
the report of the December election by the IECI.
Mexico
For the preliminary arrangements and the initial setting up of the external voting mechanism, the Federal
Electoral Institute (Instituto Federal Electoral, IFE) invested approximately 119.3 million pesos (MXN—c. 10.8
million USD at the prevailing exchange rate) during 2005. For the implementation phase throughout 2006, it
devoted another 186 million MXN (16.9 million USD), making an estimated overall cost of 305 million MXN
(c. 27.7 million USD).
Sweden
Around 115,000 Swedish citizens are entitled to vote from abroad in national elections. Turnout is low among
external electors: in the 2002 general elections only 27.7 per cent of external electors voted. The costs of
external voting—for example, for the 2004 European Parliament elections—have been significantly lower than
estimated due to the low turnout. This applies mainly to the expenses for postal voting. For the 2004 European
Parliament elections, 47,776 people were registered as external electors, but only 12,787 external votes were
cast, including postal voting and personal voting. Another reason for the low costs is that some of the voting
materials bought for the 2002 and 2003 referendums but never used could be used in 2004. The costs for
external voting are mainly borne by the Swedish missions and authorities abroad, which are authorized to
organize the external voting and which bear the costs of sending ballot papers back to Sweden. For postal
voting from abroad, the voter bears the costs. The only data available about the costs of external voting for the
Swedish EMB are data about the material costs for posting ballot papers to around 300 missions and
authorities abroad.
Switzerland
No specific data are available on the costs of external voting in Switzerland, but the cost of postal voting can be
estimated on the basis of the following information. There are around 110,000 external electors, of whom
about 88,000 live inside Europe and 22,000 outside Europe. The costs for external votes from inside Europe
are based on data about postal charges for priority mail within Europe, and are estimated at 381,300 EUR.
External votes from outside Europe cost around 129,000 EUR. An amount of 146,700 EUR for personnel costs
for the packing and advance posting of voting material has to be added. The overall expenses add up to
657,000 EUR.

External Voting: A World Survey of 214 Countries
and Territories
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*The survey corresponds to May, 2007

Glossary of Terms
This glossary defines the use of words within this topic area. Some words may have specific definitions within
the legislation and regulations of a particular country (note particularly in this context citizenship, immigrant,
naturalization and resident).
Advance voting – The opportunity for electors to cast their vote before election day. There are a variety of
ways in which this can be done, including postal voting and voting at determined polling sites.
Asylum seeker – A person whose application for asylum in or recognition as a refugee by a country of which
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Asylum seeker – A person whose application for asylum in or recognition as a refugee by a country of which
he or she is not a citizen is pending, and who claims to fear persecution if returned home.
Attendance voting – See Personal voting.
Boundary delimitation – The process by which a country, local authority area or area of a supranational
institution is divided into electoral districts.
Campaign – The political activity, including meetings, rallies, speeches, demonstrations, parades, other
events, and the use of the media, intended to inform the electorate of the platform of a particular candidate or
political party and to gather support.
Citizenship – The status of being a citizen of a country, which is accompanied by a range of rights and
obligations often defined in the constitution or a basic or organic law. Requirements for citizenship vary, and
may include being born in a country, having one parent or both parents from that country, or naturalization.
Closed list – A form of List proportional representation (PR) in which electors are restricted to voting only
for a party or political grouping, and cannot express a preference for any candidate within a party list. See also
Open list.
Communal roll – A register of electors for which the qualification for registration is a determinable criterion
such as religion, ethnicity, language or gender. All electors who meet the criterion may be entered in the
communal roll automatically, or each such elector may be able to choose whether or not to be entered. This
register is used for the election of representatives of the group defined by the criterion from electoral districts
specified for that purpose.
Diaspora – Population of a country who have migrated abroad and keep strong identity ties with the
homeland.
Diplomatic mission – A formal representation of a country in another country recognized under the Vienna
Convention, for example an embassy, high commission or consulate.
Distance voting – See Remote voting.
E-voting – Short form for electronic voting. Any method of voting using electronic means. Examples include
casting a vote through the Internet, by personal digital assistant (PDA), telephone or mobile phone, or digital
television.
Elector – A person who is both qualified and registered to vote in an election.
Electoral district – One of the geographical areas into which a country, local authority or supranational
institution may be divided for electoral purposes. An electoral district may elect one or more representatives to
an elected body. See Multi-member district and Single-member district.
Electoral law – One or more pieces of legislation governing all aspects of the process for electing the political
institutions defined in a country’s constitution or institutional framework.
Electoral management body (EMB) – The organization tasked under the electoral law with responsibility
for the conduct of elections. The EMB in most countries consists either of an independent commission
appointed for the purpose or of part of a specified government department.
Electoral register – The list of persons registered as qualified to vote.
Electoral regulations – Rules subsidiary to legislation made, often by the electoral management body,
under powers contained in the electoral law which govern aspects of the organization and administration of an
election.

Electoral system – That part of the electoral law and regulations which determines how parties and
candidates are elected to a representative body. Its three most significant components are the electoral
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candidates are elected to a representative body. Its three most significant components are the electoral
formula, the ballot structure and the district magnitude.
Electorate – May have one of two distinct meanings: (a) the total number of electors registered to vote in an
electoral district; and (b) a synonym for electoral district used predominantly in some anglophone countries.
See Electoral district.
Electronic voting – See e-voting.
Entitlement restrictions – Provisions in the electoral law and regulations of a country which govern the
practical requirements for an elector to cast his or her vote. They may be of two types, legal and
administrative.
External districts – Electoral districts of which the electorate is made up of external electors, from which
representatives are elected to reserved seats.
External elector – An elector who is registered as resident outside his or her country of citizenship or
otherwise as being not present in his or her country of citizenship.
External voting – The inclusion in the electoral law and regulations of a country of provisions and
procedures which enable some or all electors of a country who are temporarily or permanently outside the
country to exercise their voting rights from outside the territory of the country.
Fax voting – A mechanism of voting in which an elector receives and returns the voting material by fax.
Gerrymandering – The deliberate manipulation of electoral district boundaries so as to advantage or
disadvantage a particular political interest.
Host country – A country that allows external voting to take place on its territory by electors from another
country.
Immigrant – A person who is accepted as a resident by a country other than that of his or her citizenship.
Intention to return – A specific commitment from a person living outside his or her country of citizenship to
return to that country within a specified term, in order to ensure the exercise of defined rights.
Internal voting – Voting inside a country which is holding an election.
Internally displaced person (IDP) – A refugee within the borders of his or her own country.
List proportional representation (List PR) – An electoral system in which each participant party or
grouping presents a list of candidates for an electoral district, voters vote for a party, and parties receive seats
in proportion to their overall share of the vote. Winning candidates are taken from the lists. List PR systems
include Closed list and Open list.
Migrant worker – A person who migrates abroad with the main purpose of obtaining a wage-earning job,
often of a nature not requiring qualifications, and often for the purpose of sending remittances to relatives in
the country of citizenship.
Multi-member district – An electoral district from which more than one representative is elected to a
legislature or elected body. See also Single-member district.
Multiple citizenship – The possession by a person of the citizenship, and consequential political rights and
obligations, of more than one country.
Naturalization – The acquisition by an immigrant of citizenship of the country in which he or she is now
resident.
Non-refoulement – The principle in the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees that ‘No
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Contracting State shall expel or return (“refouler”) a refugee in any manner whatsoever to the frontiers of
territories where his life or freedom would be threatened on account of his race, religion, nationality,
membership of a particular social group or political opinion’.
Officer on duty abroad – Any public servant carrying out duties abroad, for example representing his or her
government or any regional or international official organization.
Official external polling site – A diplomatic mission or other official site of one country, which is holding
an election, within another, the host country, where a polling site is set up.
Open list – A form of List PR in which voters can express a preference both for a party or grouping and for
one, or sometimes more, candidates within that party or grouping. See also Closed list.
Out-of-country voting – See External voting.
Permanent resident abroad – A person who has established his or her permanent home in a country other
than that of his/her citizenship in accordance with the laws of that country.
Personal voting – A mechanism for voting in which an elector attends at a polling station or polling site in
person in order to cast his/her vote.
Plurality/majority systems – Plurality/majority electoral systems are based on the principle that a
candidate(s) or party with a plurality of votes (i.e. more than any other) or a majority of votes (i.e. 50 per cent
plus one—an absolute majority) is/are declared the winner(s). Such a system may use single-member districts
—for example, First Past The Post, Alternative Vote or the Two-Round System—or multi-member districts—for
example, the Block Vote and Party Block Vote.
Preferential voting systems – Electoral systems in which voters rank parties or candidates on the ballot
paper in order of their choice.
Political party – A group of people who hold similar political aims and opinions who have organized, usually
to contest elections so that they might form a government. Polling site – A venue, for example a post office or
a diplomatic mission, at which an elector exercising the right to remote voting attends to deposit his or her
vote.
Polling station – A venue established for the purpose of polling and controlled by staff of the electoral
management body.
Postal voting – A mechanism for voting in which an elector completes his or her ballot paper and returns it
by post to an official designated to conduct the election.
Proportional representation (PR) – An electoral system family based on the principle of the conscious
translation of the overall votes of a party or grouping into a corresponding proportion of seats in an elected
body. For example, a party which wins 30 per cent of the votes will receive approximately 30 per cent of the
seats. All PR systems require the use of multi-member districts. There are two major types of PR system, List
PR and the Single Transferable Vote (STV).
Proxy voting – A mechanism for voting in which an elector who is qualified to vote formally appoints
another person to vote on his or her behalf.
Refugee – A person who migrates from his or her home and country as a result of political, religious, ethnic,
social or cultural conflicts which directly affect him or her.
Remote voting – A mechanism for voting by which voters are enabled to cast a vote which does not involve
their attendance at a polling station on the day or days fixed for voting. Methods of remote voting include
postal voting, fax voting, and remote e-voting.
Remote e-voting – A mechanism for voting in which an elector may cast his or her vote by means of an 169/179
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Remote e-voting – A mechanism for voting in which an elector may cast his or her vote by means of an
electronic device (for example a telephone or the Internet) at any place outside the polling station to which he
or she is allocated.
Reserved seats – Seats in which a determinable criterion such as religion, ethnicity, language, gender or
external registration is a requirement for nomination or election. See External districts.
Resident – A person who lives legally in a country on a long-term basis.
Returnee – An internally displaced person or refugee who has returned home but requires continued
assistance for a period of time.
Single-member district – An electoral district from which only one member is elected to a legislature or
elected body. See also Multi-member district.
Special external polling station – A public or private place located within a host country where the
establishment of a polling station is permitted by that host country.
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